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PREFACE

C,JricDt,ial Project in Emotional Disturbance has addressed it-

,e1f to functions in three areas.

1. Conceptual Research. The 1970-71 examination of models of distur-

bance is an example of this type of research. The product of this

effort is the cet of "theory papers" appearing in this volume. An-

other set of papers, the "intervention papers" were researched and

written during 1971-72.

2. Integration and Synthesis. A workshop held in May, 1971, was an

occasion for the kind of dialogue that will encourage a synthesis

of concepts and practices in the area of child variation. Another

effort in this direction is the paper by Or. William Rhodes, en-

titled Toward Synthesis, also appearing in this volume.

3. Training. In 1971-1972, the Project conducted various training

and dissemination activities among university trainers, university

students, conceptualizers and programmers.

The 1970-1972 Special Project sampled six schools of thought with-

in the field of emotional disturbance. These schools included psycho-

dynamic theory, learning theory, ecological theory, biophysical theory,

sociological theory and counter theory.

Participants in the Conceptual Project represent three distinct

groups of people in the field of emotional disturbance: theoreticians,

teacher trainers, and graduate students.

Selected graduate students in emotional disturbance and related

areas at The University of Michigan did the actual preparation of the
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review papers. The "experts" were selected from the leading theore-

ticians ip fields related to the major models in emotional distur-

bance. They assisted in selecting the literature sample and they

assisted in authenticating the review papers. One representative

of the experts in each of the five traditional areas of theory was

selected as a "diplomat." He attended a conference with the other

four diplomats, in which current and traditional issues in theory

we7e confronted. A separate conference of four leaders in the field

of ccunter theory was held. Video tapes of these conferences form

part of the collection of materials gererated by the Conceptual Pro-

ject.

In 1971-1972, five regional meetings were held. The workshop

participants were selected from teacher trainers, so that, in prin-

ciple, every institution in the country with a graduate-level pro-

gram in emotional disturbance was represented. A second source for

participants was the fifty State Department of Education personnel

in emotional disturbance. From a core body of seminal thinkers

within the teacher trainers, which is called the "invisible college"

though no formal structure is implied, the Project's advisory panel

was selected. They provided overall guidcnce and direction to the

Conceptual Project. With the help of the advisory panel, the "fel-

lows" were chosen from the ranks of those emerging into the invisible

college. The fellows attended a preliminary Training workshop and

then served as a guest faculty to facilitate group functioning at

the regional dissemination workshops.
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I. THE CRISIS IN THEORY

A bewildering and contradictory development has occurred in

Behavioral Science. There has been a wide-scale and profuse

growth of information about human behavior. We oave an over-

whelming richness of knowledge about the origins, development

influences, variations and outcomes of behavior. And yet, the very

foundation of our behavior thought seems to be collapsing under the

weight of this wildly flourishing accumulation of data and fact.

The profound insights which we owe to such giants as Pavlov,

Freud, Durkheim, and others, have yielded a tremendous data pool,

but have not eventuated in an organized, disciplined, integrated

body of science. Such a state of affairs could be interpreted as

a breakdown in behavioral science. It could be said that this vast

effort has lacked substance and meaning, and has led only to

confusion. However, if we look at the history of establisned

sciences such as physics or biology, we might *nterpret this con-

dition as an early phase in the development of behavioral science.

It can be seen as a stage of fertile chaos, out of which a new,

orderly system of thought will develop.

However, a necessary step in this process of development will

be the anchoring of the profusion of data, facts, and concepts in

a set of logical foundational doctrines. Just as there is a

theoretical physics or biology to order, organize and give coherence

1 3
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to the separate and diverse data of these sciences, so there will

have to be a theoretical behavioral science to lift the field out

of its own chaos and into a discipline of science.

In spite of the glaring necessity for a theoretical basis, the

major beneficiaries of such theory as does exist in behavioral

science seem to be its most intense critics. Those who are oriented

toward problem solving, such as the clinicians and the educators,

and those who are oriented toward empiricism, such as the researchers

and the experimenters, have a common cause in criticism of theory.

They seek to bind themselves to method and to facts. They seem to

argue that understanding will emerge out of method and ::acts. They

borrow only those bits and pieces of theory that are useful to what

they are doing at the moment and let the rest of theory go.

The empiricists and the doers, therefore, may not be botherea

by the present uncertainty of theorists. Theory is only a tool,

to be used or not used as the need arises. They may not feel the

pressure for unifying doctrines. Nevertheless, facts themselves

cannot make a science. They must be ordered and organized into a

meaningful and useful pattern.

II. THE PROBLEM IN PERSPECTIVE: THE MODEL:-

Emotional disturbance as a human state, condition, or way of

behaving has been particularly fertile in generating widely vary-

ing explanatory concepts and Partial theories oyer the last half

century. Some of these are mere fragments of theorv. fragments

1 1



which are unrelated ,o any network or system of concepts. Most,

however, can be grouped into explanatory systems which are logically

related ideas and observations about disturbance. These clusters

are not purely arbitrary or artificial. Many of their authors make

it clear that their contribution is part of a central school of

ideas and concepts. Many not only identify the body of disti-,ctive

theory to which they are c.ontributing, but also specify

school of ideas is distinct from other schools.

One of the first steps in beginning to order and organ.,

these theory fragments is to review the literature. This step has

1been taken by the Conceptual Project. The following rules for

sorting bits of theor Y were observed.

(1) Related theories should employ the same basic methodology

for any explorations and constructions, (e.g., learning or

behavioral theories share the experimental, laboratory investiga-

tory method. Psychodynamic theories share the clinical approach to

explanation.and exploration).

(2) Related theories should share a common orienting outlook

in examining and explaining human behavior, (e.g., for the socio-

logical theorist all behavior has a social basis).

(3) Related theories should acknowledge a controlling pre-

emptory principle of behavioral genesi (e.g., unconscious motiva-

tion, conditioning or learning, biogenesis). This principle is

1

The writer is indebted to Dr. Edward Peay (U-M Working Paper, 1971)
for some of the rules above.
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heuristic, demonstrable in many contents, and ubiquitous in the

explanatory system built around it. This principle might be called

the basic paradigm of the cluster.

(4) Related theories should agree regarding basic ameliorat-

ing approaches. (The psychodynamic 6ieorists see psychotherapy

and its derivitives as indicated; the learning theorists are biased

toward behavior modification.)

(5) Each should have a common ami, Lti -luster

group. Th ,.. mensions cone together L., or a o imade which

places a stamp upon any single, isolated theoretical fragment.

While it is possible to identify various combinations and permuta-

tions of these schools, each has an overriding identity of its own.

Each model and its paradigms has evolved through a separate

historical stream. Each acknowledges an independent set of

ancestors to whom its stream is particularly indebted. The psycho-

dynamic theorists acknowledge indebtedness to Freud. The behavior-

ists acknowledge indebtedness to Pavlov. The sociologists, in the

area of emotional disturbance, frequently acknowledge Durkheim as

the founder of the sociology of deviance. In their day, and in

their socio-historical context, each founding father so strongly

impressed his point of view upon the field of disturbance, that he

determined the broad outline for an independent stream of thought.

This does not imply that the separate schools do not also have

common historical roots (e.g., psychodynamic and biogenic

16
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explar.ationc). Sut there was a definite historical point at which

a departure in thought v,as established, and this departure led to

related exploration and uiscoveries--only vaguely related to other

explanatory systems.

One of the contentions of this overview paper is that these.

strongly independent bifurcations in conceptions have now matured

to the point where logical mergers are indicated. Continued sepa-

rate and independent development can only obscure and confuc

than clarify and deepen, our understanding of te ,,..enomenon

of emotional disturbance.

A. Clusters

The separate cluster of thought and action can be grouped in

many ways. The paradigms and models chosen in this project have

been previously organized by others in much the same way. For our

purposes these precedents have been further developed by establish-

ing rules for clusters of theories mentioned on the preceding pages.

The project grouped the theory fragments as follows:

I. Behavioral theory

2. Psychodynamic theory

3. Biophysical theory

4. Sociological theory

5. Ecological theory

1 7
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B. Counter Theory Clusters

It is recognized, of course, that there are other natural

clusters of theoretical statements and ideas with reference to

emotional disturbance whicn could be included. For iAstance,

another distinctive, somewhat independent, cluster of litarature

and practice which concerns itself with emotional disturbance, and

which conforms to most of the criteria for a model in this project,

is existential theory. (Husserel and Heidegger could be aid to be

the founding fathers of this model.) However, because of the grow-

ing influence of existential thinking on other models, (such as psy-

choanalysis, ecological theory and social deviance) and because of

its comnon cause with a distinct group of revolutionary and reform

movements, existential theories are grouoed under a different

umbrella. For purposes of this project this category is called

counter-theory, and it includes a host of challengers of current

models of deviation.

This cluster of counter-theory ideas and practices cannot be

classified as a single model because it lacks the unifying criteria

for a model which were discussed previously. Among challengers of

the established theories are humanists, counter psychologists,

counter psychiatrists, radical educators and counter culturists.

In some respects there is commonality in their challenges.

They object to labeling, to attributive sickness or abnormality,

lnd to tho implications of the concept of deviance. They also

18
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excoriate the (jIture for its reponsibility ir cr,-.:atif.g the con-

dition labeled abnormal. In this respect, they .Vt1 reformers,

with a concern for refo-matinn of the culture which contributes to

and participates in disturbance of some of its members. They are

a mixed group, many of whom, even in their distinctiveness could

have been included in one of the established models already defined

for this project:

For instance, many of the existentialists concernod with nu An

devi analysts--the term chosen by Boss, "Dais-

analysis," indicates this influence. Radical sociocultural refor-

mers such as Herbert Marcuse or Norman Brown have definitely

chosen the analytic model and its paradigms. Some of the current

Gestalt theraois share the underlying perspective of the ecolo-

gists. Some of the counter psychiatrists, such as Lainfj, could be

grouped with the osychodynamicists.

However, as a group, these individuals have a common cause in

a radical challenge to accepted professional conceptions of dis-

turbance, deviance, and psychosocial dis'ability. Therefore, they

are treated here as a group. In doing so it is recognized that this

c.us.ter is not as homogeneous as the other schools or models

chosen for study. As a group they abhor methodology, they charac-

teristically refuse to reduce their ideas to a preemptory principle

of behavioral genesis, and they do not share a method of solution.

It might he said, however, that they do share an orienting persoec-

tiye,/:m human behavior. In general, they seem to argue that all

1 9
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human la(:havior is to be freed of repressive institut:onalization

and cultural im position, and that cultural definitions of abnorma-

lity be anandoned.

C. Impact of Counter Theory

What this group of counter theorists have to say and the way

that they .ly it q:11 r,.quire, at the lear I careful

,1Jd premises or h model. Their challenges may

result in radical overhauls within existing models. The kinds of

revisions which occur may so alter the model that it will no longer

be recognizable. Another conceivable, though unlikely effect, is

that c.aunter theorist questioning of critical assumptions and

principles will lead to a new amalgam or synthesis of models.

This project has concluded that at this tire none of the

preemptory principles of behavioral genesis in the major models

studied has been soundly invalidated by their critics. We have not

discovered crucial evidence, logical arguments, nor critical

experiments which call into serious question the basic paradigms

of learning, unconscious motivation, biogenesis, sociocultural

determination, or ecological interdependence in erotional-Aistur-

Dances. If th statement is true, then any synthesis or amalga-

matior of models hich may emerge at a later date will have to

inco'rporate all of the preemptory principles.

Another conclusion draan from the Project studies is that the

phenomenon of emotional disturbance exists. It is experienced by

20
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individuals and by communities of individuals as a real phenomenon.

It is not simply an arbitrary grouping of unrelated phenomena, a

mere verbal contrivance as claimed by some invesrigators (i.e.,

William Scott, 1958) . It could, in fact, [v. concluded tk ,!mo

pnri enon, more critical

, pro,Aem than we have hitherto recognized. Each of the

separate models have exposed a different facet of the problem, like

the proverbjal blind men feeling the elephant.

D. Definitions of Emotional Disturbance

Furthermore, the problem of emotional disturbance is a genetic .1

societal problem. Its solution is the solution to all derangements

in communal life. Emotional disturbance is a distinctive and

peculiar human state, having multiple manifestations. it is not

simply something wrong in the organism--which is the disability

definition of the problem. It is not simply a confrontation be-

tween groups or cultural conventions--which is the deviance defini-

tion of the problem. As a distinctive human process, it does

involve disabijity, deviance and alienation. But the ubiquitous

problem of emotional disturbance is even more central to human

life than any of these single, varied manifestations.

Although the analysis offered in this project does not

finally resolve the Question of disturbance, and does not offer a

single, distinctive and critical explanatory system, it suggests

a path to be taken toward exploring synthesis of the diverse and

21
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and ieparate schools of thought.

f-e disability definition not,onal dist

uf the psychodynamic and the biogenic theories. The devia-

tion definition is explored in many of the sociological and anthro-

pological exPlanatory syFtems. The alienation definition is devel-

oped by many of the ecologists and the counter theorists. Each speaks

of a human system in distress. Each locates the distress in time

and space within the system. Each speaks of a negative state and

negative consequences to the system, and each suggests a method of

relief w:thin the system.

In each case, the theories attempt to encompass the fact of

painful disjunction in a behavior-environment exchange pattern.

Such disjunctions are common to all aspects of communal life. The

disability definition looks only at the individual and his personal

relationship to the environment and locates the disturbance within

the contained system of self-regulating processes which constitutes

that individual. The social deviation analysis looks at a second

level of system which encompasses the individual as part of an

aggregate relating to the environment. This definition of the

problem presents disturbance as disjunction between aggregates and

environments. The alienation definition looks at the individual and

the social aggregate systems and uses the separation between the

individual and the rest of the system as the building block for its

explanations. 2 2
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E. Human-Environment Exchanges

All of the models, then, address themselves to a disrupted

pattern of human-environment exchanges. In every case the pattern

overrides the disruption and moves continually toward assimilatig

the disruption, and toware an arrangement of behavior-environment

exchanges into a composite whole. This striving toward a whnle,

toward a maximum patterning of exchanges is expressed in all of the

various models.

The basic patterning nature of human-environment
exchanges and

the taraxis or pain which reverberates throughout the pattern when

the exchanges are aborted or disrupted will be the central theme of

this report.

THE WIDER USE OF THE FIVE MODELS

In this overview, we have concentrated upon the specific

phenomenon of "child variation" within each model. In fact we

have reduced our scope even further by tryin9 to examine a parti-

cularized condition of child variation, namely, the condition labeled

"emotional disturbance." In a sense, however, part of the complexity

of our task is that each model purports to be a representation of

the causes, dimensions, and explanations of all human behavior. For

instance, learning theory, from its Pavlovian roots, offers an expla-

nation for all aspects of human behavior. The basic paradigm of

learniqg, which, in the Pavlovian sense, is reducible to a simple
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history of ',onding between organism and environment, is the pre-

"mptory nrinciple from which all human behavior can be predicted and

controlled. On the other hand, the Freudian presentation of the osy-

cnodynamic model suggests that all human development and func-

tioning is determined by the basic subterranean psychic forces

and the ways these forces become structured in internal "institu-

Lions." The other models are just as all-embracing in building up-

on one basic paradigm of human life.

Therefore, the modelc which were investigated as models of

disturbance in this -,roject are actually comprehensive explanatory

systems. This does not deny that disturbance as a human phenomenon

is a dominant concern of every one of the models. There is not a

single model which has not included disturbance explicitly as one

of the states of human existence which it must explain This is a

very important consideration, because it highlights the wliversality

of this characteristic of human functioning within society.

IV. WHAT IS A MODEL?

In this study, several criteria determined the grouping of

theory clusters into a model--namely: a common methodology, a

common orienting outlook, a paradigm or controlling principle of

behavioral genesis, a common solution and a common ambience. The

wider ohilosoPhical-scientific use of theoretical models should be

considered further. The "model has been a useful construction in

science. it has Provided a generic vehicle for scientific clarity
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and order.

7,Ithoucah there is some disagreement among philosophers of

iience altb respect to the general characteristics of a model, this

aroject has accepted, for its asn guidance, a distinction made

between uudels and theories by Dr. Edward Peay (1970).

As commonly accepted in many areas of psy-
chology, as well ar in other scientific fields,
there is a clear distinction between a "theory"
and a "model." Briefly, a model is a represen-
tation or abstraction ot some features of the
"real world" in which elements of the model
"stand for" real or hypothesized elements of
the real world. For example, the concept of an
electrical or magnetic fieid is really a model
of the action of elec rical forces, since no
such "thing as a field is assumed to exist, tqt
the concept allows predictions of phenomena
which actually take place. Haying abstracted
features of the real world into a model and
made certain assumptions about them, one then
makes predictions from the model--deduces im-
plications from it--and then checks whether these
Holications also correspond to features of the
real world. If they do, then the model pro-
vides a good representation of the relevant
features of the real world, and one can derive
information that he.did not have before.

A "theory", on the other hand, consists
of a statement or group of statements--hypoth-
eses--about the "real world." The check of a
theory is whether these statements are true or
r)ot. The crucial point about the distinction
between a theory and a model is that a theory
is true or false4 whereas a model is never
"false" in itself; a model is an abstract
system, complete in itself. A model is useful
or not useful depending upon how good a repre-
sentation of the world it is; i.e., how good
are the implications that may be drawn from it.
In ;ummary, a theory is tested to find out
.,irlther it is true or not, while a model is

te,.ted to determine how good a representation
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valuable are the implications to
which it leads.

However, a given system can be both a
theory and a model, depending upon the
-reality" ascribed to its elements; it may
fail as a theory and still provide a good
model. For example, Hebb has hypothesized
that "memory",consists of .closed neural
pathways in the braln, where neural impulses
go around and around until called for in re-

call. More recent work has thro,in consider-
able doubt upon the existence of such pathways
as reality, but che concept still provides a
fairly good model for memory, because it pre-
dicts m6ny of the,phenomena that actually
occur in recatT:

Most of what we have been referring to
as "theories" of emotional disturbance or
deviance actually fall within the category
of theories because they make assertions of
the type: "Such and such a set of factors
or conditions leads to such and such a be-
havioral result." For example, "overcrowd-
ing produces certain pathological behaviors";
"anxiety follow,. (or precedes) symptoms":
"learning is produced by the temporal con-
tiguity of stimuli." If they are theories .
then some test should be possible to determine
whether they ar,2 "true" or "false." Unfor-
tunately, such a test is dependent upon how
clearly defined and observable the factors in

question are. If they are_not capable of
clear definitions as so many of the factors
in this field are not, such a test may not be
Po5sible. For example, what is the "stimulus"
in a given iearning situation? Cihat are

"symptoms"? And most importantly, what is

"Pathological behavior?" Thus, a test of
usefulness for a theory can also be stated:
is it pos-jble to determine whether it is

true or not? If not, then such a theory
has limited usefulness for any practical

1970)
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V. OTHER CATEGORIZING EFFORTS

A. Orientation of Researchers

This particular effort to order and organize the existing frag-

ments of theory in ways which can make them available for compre-

hensive examination iS probably one of the larges# le projects of

its kind; but other efforts have been made by individual scientists

to collect, sort, organize and categorize theories of disturbance.

It is interesting to note that the bases employed by these other

overviews for grouping and schematizing theory fragments reflects

the basic orientations of the scientists' work.

Siegler and Osmond (1966), as psychiatrically based workers,

are very much concerned with treatment, and their organization of

theories reflects the applied nature of their work-base. Whereas,

the separate efforts of Scott (1958) and Cohen (1966) reflect their

university locus and their scholastic orientation.

B. Models of Madness

Siegler and Osmond (1966) have looked at theories from the

point of view of "models of madness." They have singled out

schizophrenia as their basic referent for madness, because it is

such a common diagnosis found in mental hospitals. Since their

concern is for hospital treatment of madness, the schizophrenic

paradigm is a logical nucleus for their review.

They begin their review by saying that the vast array of

explanatory concepts of schizophrenia seem to share in the pheno-

mena they are describing. Many explanatory systems are described:
27
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p;,-,cne-lical, genetic, religious, psychoanalytic, sociological, cross-

cultural, interactional, legal, moral, etc. The theories, while they

display internal consistency, lack any comprehensible relation to

eacn other.

The to authors ttempt to develop a basis of comparability.

Tney acknowledge that theorists are not required to compare their

theories in a particular field of endeavor with theories in other

disciplines. However, since madness is not only a scientific

problem, but a problem with wide ramifications in everyday life, it

becomes important to bring about scientific order to assist in the

social order. The problem of madness, they say, has moral, legal,

medical and social implications, and is, therefore, a problem of

vast social importance.

Siegler and Osmond's point is well taken. The problem of dis-

turbance has, in the past, stimulated an impressive array of resources,

facilities and social institutions. Some of these structures and organ-

izational forms are directly derived from the conceptual model

employed. For instance, during the days in which the concept of

"demonic possession" held sway; vast church facilities and personnel

were developed; during the reign of moral-legal conception, vast

correctional paraphernalia was created; during the current medical

bias reign:huge hospital and clinical centers were developed. These

organizational and conceptual structures still exist in our society.

In some cases two of the alternative conceptual models can be seen
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existing side by side in the sarne structures. One sees the

medical-psychiatric and the correctional model existing s ide-by-

si de in such former "correctional" institutions as Wi ltwick School ,

or Hawthorne Cedar-KnoHs
, and in the federal drug treatment faci 1 i ty

in Lexington, Kentucky. There are also instances where two com-

peting explanatory models lead to diametrically opposed treatrrent

of the individual in the same setting,as described in the early

Ay ! '-n and Michaels (1959) paper on the nurse as a behavioral

engineer. A patient's schizophrenic language was being discouraged

through the behavioral method of non-reinforcement on the ward,

whHe, at the same time, this same schizophrenic language was being

encouraged by the case worker whose psychodynanic approach led her

to 1 isten very intently to all of this illogical outpouring.

In thei r analyses they compared schizophrenic models along the

dimensions of diagnosis, etiology, interpretation of behavior,

treatment, prognosis, suicide, function of the hospital, terrnina-

tion of hospi tal ization, personnel, rights and duties of patients.

rights and dut ies of fami 1 ies , and rights and duties of society.

They cl ass i fy thei r models of madness as: Medical , Moral ,

Psychoanalytic, Family Interaction, Conspiratorial, and Social.

Wi thin each model they examine the dirnens ions al ready 1 is ted (i .e. ,

diagnosis, etiology, interpretation of behavior, treatment, etc.).

Each of the models conforms to the ti t le given i t . The conspi ra-

tnria 1 model *-he only one which may not be self-explanatory.
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This model is based uaon the fact that many families extrude a

family member by conspiring to hospitalize that particular oerson.

C. Levels and Types

Cohen (1966) has also examined the abundance of theories of

emotional disturbance and has developed an ordering schema upon the

basis of "levels," and "types." He groups all theories into two

explanatory levels: the sociological and the rasychologi_caj, At

the sociological level actions are not only events in the biograohies

of individuals--things that individuals do: they are also events

located somewhere in the social system or structure--in a family, a

neighborhood, a city, a region, an organization, a country.

Different kinds of deviant acts are variously distributed within a

given social structure and these distributions differ from one time

to another and from one structure to another. From this perspective,

therefore, it makes sense to ask: "What is it about source structures--

their organization, their cultures, their histories--that accounts

for differences within and between them?" For instance, in relation-

ship to uicide, Durkheim noted that each country, each major region,

and population segment has its own characteristic suicide rate and

these rates are remarkably stable. It seems clear, then, that suicide

is a property of the system. tht there is something about the society,

the region, the ntgep, that generates its characzeris!ic suicide

rate. Such regularities of patterns are trui of dpviant actions.

What are the properties of the system that account cor thls property?
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In general, whatever these properties are, they determine the

behavior of the system through their impact upon personalities, the

situations in which they operate, the conjunction of personality and

situations, and the interaction processes between them.

The otlier theoretical level, the psychological level, attempts

explanations of behavior by focusing upon the actor and motivational

mechanisms. There are at least four distinct emphases among theories

at the psychological level: (I) those theories that emphasize the

actor and assume that most of the variance can be accounted for in

terms of differences on the actor side; (2) those that emphasize the

situation, and assume that people who commit deviant acts are not

special sorts of people. Rather, anybody given the proper circum-

stances might do the same; (3) conjunctive theories, or theories that

emphasize the conjunction of both actor and situational variables in

determining the deviant act. In these theories, deviance is the out-

come of interaction between actor and situation, but the interaction

is treated as a sin_gle episode; (4) interaction process theories,

which, like conjunctive theories, emphasize the interaction process,

but the deviant actordevelops over time through a series of stages.

At each decision point in time the actor may choose among two or more

possible directions. Which direction he will go depends on the state

of the actor and the situation at this point in time, and either or

both may have, meanwhile, undergone change.
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For cuhen, p,,vcno'ogical inquiry is concerned t dentifying

variables and processes involved in the motivation of deviance and

conformity and with constructing exact theories about the interrela-

tionship. Sociological theory is concerned with identifying the

variable,L, and nmces.ies in the larger social system that in turn

shape tno,e that are involved in motivation, and that determine their

distribution within the system.

D. Definitional Approach

William Scott (1958) uses still another composite model of

theories of emotional disturbance. His definitional approach

compares and organizes theories and theory fragments along definitional

lines. His careful analysis collects, sorts, and groups the research

definitions of mental illness and mental health which he culled from

existing literature. His categorical schema is organized as follows:

(1) exposure to psychiatric treatment as a definition of mental

illness; (2) social maladjustment as defining mental illness; (3)

psychiatric diagnoses as definers of mental illness; (4) subjective

unhappiness as the criterion for mental illness; and (5) failure of

positive identification as the index of mental illness. Each of these

separate criterion variables has been used in research studies of

mental illness. Scott reviewed most of these studies and provided a

critical discussion of the adequacy of each definition. He then

summarized the differences among -the definitions by indicating their
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A;l7rf,dc certain basic problems in the conceptualiza-

!ior, oe -x-1:al Hines,. and mental

He cointed out that underlying the diversities in definitions

of mental illness one can discern certain basic differences of

viewDoint c,)ncerning how the phenomenon should be conceptualized.

4e it,rac7-.d the ajor Foci nF disagreement and contention among

def;-litions in Ihe to:lowing questions:

),,es ilIness refer to a unitary concept or to artificial

"Irouping of basically different specific disorders?

2. ls mental illness an acute or chronic 5tate of the organism?

3. ls Maladjustment (or deviance from social norms) an essential

concwrntahr mental illness?

4. Should mental illness be explicitly defined according to values

other than social conformity?

The dieferent viewpoints in each of his six classes of definitions

take one ,,ide or the other on these basic questions concerning the

nature of errotional disturbance.

In cumnarizing the collected research evidence for each of the

various categories of definitions. Scott points out that the

deDendent iariahles nmployed in empirical research under each

caneqr-rr' ern clearl, qifferent, and the conceptualizations involved

in the orrirical Lritnria are often divergent. He notes that the

research Findings show certain basic incompatibilities among the

various conceptions and approaches. He says that it is a moot

question as to whether or not these incompatibilities should be
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reconciled by further theoretical and empirical explorations. Per-

haps, he suggests, they may be regarded as valid indicators that

mental health and illness constitute multidimensional phenomena.

E. Need for Further Exploration

This project is a refutation of the implication that further

theoretical explorations of possible reconciliation should be aban-

doned. Even if the professional -and scientific community abandoned

the problem of emotional disturbance, the society would not. It

has been a long-standing, constantly urgent problem of communal life.

Society has devoted a major share of its energies over centuries to

the control of this phenomenon in its many guises, whether it was

considered wickedness or sickness. Society will not abandon it, be-

cause it cannot abandon it. As Freud said in his treatise on Civi-

lization and its Discontent'.., "The fateful question of the human

species seems to me to be whether and to what extent the cultural

processes developed in it will succeed in mastering the derangements

of communal life caused by the human instinct of aggression and self-

destruction." Man now knows that his problems lie in the human psyche,

that the current threats to his survival are psychological and not

physical threats.

While the Project would agree with Scott's suggestion that emo-

tional disturbance constitutes a multidimensional phenomenon, it

concludes that the phenomenon might be seen as having a unity of its
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own 4hich underlies all of tht psychological pain of societies.

Far from being a distinct deviation in life-style, on a par with

other deviations, such as delinquency; retardation, drug abuse,

suicide, etc., it is a basic process involved in all of the varied

psychosocial sufferings in human systems.

It is argued here, therefore, that it is understandable that

such a basic phenomenon should present itself in such a multitude

of guises. This conclusion emerged late in the Project, after we

had laid out all the pieces of theory and fact which overwhelmed

us witn theoretical implications.

t)
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2, ,-)sycHatrists and psychologists believe
are people whote mental disorder is func-

ti.nal rather than organic? Why do they reject
olausible preflise that the "functional"

oases differ from the organic cases only in that
our ;,nowledge is at present too limited to iden-
tify the "organic" defect in thc "functional"
cases?

! )-ed;ct that research will ultimately show
p\ycho-social factors to have minor, if any,
relevance in causing the lirlited disorders
called "ne,roses" and even less relevance in
ca.using a severe disorder known as psychosis.

(Rimland, 1969)

I. INTRODUCTION: THE BIOGENETIC MODEL

A faith in the eventual discovery of organic causes for all

7nertdi disyrders was articulated in the nineteenth century by John

C.ray. a donHant force in American psychiatry from 1855 to the

I880s. In fact, the development of psychoanalytic theory was bol-

stered by a yrowing impatience with the prevailing biological inter-

pretations of pychopathology. In a similar way, the hegemony now

enjoyed by psychodynamic concepts has intensified the efforts of

some biogenetic theorists (see Rimland, 1964, 1969, 1970; Cott).

These theorists are offended by the tradition of blaming par-

ents for their children's psychopathology, a practice which is

rarely znerapeotic and, Cley believe, based on invalid premises

(E. Schopler, 1963). They are dismayed by the lack of evidence and

negative evidence concerning the efficacy of ps'ychotherapy with

children (Levitt, 1957, 1963) . They are bewildered by the accep-

1+1
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tjnnd proliferation ot psychodynamic concepts which have little

nc., empirical 5u pport. They are skeptical of t'-eories which can

explain everything and therefore explain nothing: a child may be-

come "emotionally disturbed" because his parents are too loving,

not loving enough or too deliberately in the middle ground. Finally,

:hey ar- disturbed by the r7.yop:a which often accompanies the uncrit-

icjl acceptance of these concepts.

Pimland's discussion of one of Elettleheim's case studies illus-

trates this last point. The case involves a psychotic girl.

Bettleheim reviews the history and attributes the illness to a lack

of maternal affection. His analysis ignores four possible causes

of the behavior disorder:

(1) P.enatal development in an unbalanced endocrinal environment

due to maternal stress. (The girl's Jewish parents were hiding

from the Nazis during World War II).

(2) Extremely poor pre- anj post-natal sanita-y factors.

(3) Extremely poor pre- post-nata nutr 'onal factors.

(4) Extreme post-natal ,sory deprivation.

(Rimland, 1969)

For the most part, biogenetic hypotheses rave not been included

in Soecial Education curricula. The project which supported this

research has collected the reading lists used for courses approxi-

mately titled "Psychopathology of Childhood" in various Special

Education departments acros ,.. the country. These bibliographies
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evidence the absence, or token representation, of biogenetic models

of emoticnal disturbance.

The complexity of the natural science disciplines may have

contributed to the reluctance of special education professionals to

study the case for biological causation of behavior disorders in

children. However, one need not be expert in the areas of genetics,

biochemistry, and neurophysiology to explore the contrasting assump-

tions and implications of biogenesis and psychogenesis as they

apply to children with behavior disorders. A teacher's attitude

toward, and response to, a child is influenced directly by his

assumptions regarding the "why" of a child's behavior. Consider

the child who sits in a corner of the classroom without once moving

from his seat during the school day. A teacher who supposes that

the child has a disorder which makes movement of any kind physically

disagreeable will react to the child in a manner appropriate to the

supposition. lf, on the other hand, stubbornness or fear or paraly-

sis is suspected, different responses would be predicted.

The biogenetic model of behavior disorders is a disease model.*

The pathology resides within the individual. Some theories con-

sider the biological anomalies or deviations to be the necessary

and sufficient factors in the pathogenesis of the disturbance.

Others take the position that the chemical or neurological abnormal-

Underlining indicates technical term.
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ities are the necessary but not sufficient condition for the devel-

opment of the disordel . In the latter case, environmental stimuli,

which create stress, may or may not activate the constitutional

predisposition to disturbance. Rimland, who takes the former posi-

tion, has defined a biogenic mental disorder as:

...a severe behavior disorder that results solely
from the effects of the physical-chemical envi..ron-
ment. Biological factors may exert their effects
pre-natally, during labor and birth, and at any
subsequent time.

(Rimland, 1969)

For illustrative purposes this paper is organized into vari-

ous sections: genetic factors, developmental factors, arousal

factors, neurological factors, and biochemical factors. The pur-

pose is to emphasize the different levels and types of analysis in

the biogenic area. In reality, these factors are not discrete

entities; perceptual processes and arousal are directly related to

neurological functioning which, in turn, is a function of brain

chemistry and genetic factors.
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2. GENETIC FACTORS

In order to understand certain basic principles in
the formation of psychotic behavior patterns, it

is necessary to delve into the substratum of gene
action as well as into the unconscious. Though
psychodynamic concepts make it possible to de-
scribe the frustrating phenomena experienced by
psychotic patients, the genetic approach aims at
supplying adequate answers to questions of why a
particular member of a particular family at a
particular time will undergo these particular
experiences, and why other members of the same
unity will not.

In so doing, genetic studies have in many in-
stances succeeded in confirming the belief, at
least theoretically, that mental disorders are
both preventable and potentially curable. At

the same time, such studies have again focused
attention on the importance of a systematic and
well balanced approach to reach the given goals.
It is now clearer than ever that only when atti-
tudes of optimistic complacency towards the
causes of severe maladjustment give way to
realistic awareness of the incompleteness of
knowledge regarding the genetic aspects of
psychotic behavior patterns, will further sig-
nificant progress be made.

(Kallmann, 1954)

Meehl (1969) has pointed out that it is possible to make a

reliable diagnosis of schizophrenia without any information con-

cerning the patient's behavior. One only needs to know that the

patient's monozygotic twin is schizophrenic. In fact, if an iden-

tical twin has schizophrenia, the chances (depending on which study

is used) can be as high as 85 per cent that the other twin is or

will become similarly afflicted (Karlsson, cited by Beavers, 1969).

Buss (1966) has summarized the data from a number of studies
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r.oncerned th the genetics of schizophrenia.

TABLE I. RATES OF OCCURRENCE OF SCHIZOPHRENIA (Buss, 1966)

General population

Grandparents 4
Grandchildren 4
Nephews and Nieces 4
Cousins 3

Parents 4-10
Half-siblings 7
Siblings 5-4

Children
one schizophrenic parent 16
two schizophrenic parents 39-68

Dizygotic twins 3-17
Monozygotic twins 67-86

According to this summary, the likelihood that a person will

develop schizophrenia increases as a function of his biological

relationship to schizophrenic(s). Buss concludes that "these rates

are consistent with a genetic theory of schizophrenia."* (Buss, 1966)

These expectancy rates are less compatible with environmental

approaches to schizophrenia. Because they have more similar life

experiences, frat.=!rnal twins would be expected (following environ-

-:: Underlining added.
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mentalist assumptions) to be more concordant with respect to

schizophrenia than siblings. This is not the case. Furth.ermore,

"the expe,:tancy rate for identical twins has been reported as being

at least four times larger than the rate for fraternal twins." (Buss,

1966). Even though identical twins probably receive more similar

treatment in family interactions, this factor alone seems insuf-

ficient to explain such a large difference in expectancy rates.

If the environmental factor is potent enough to account for this

discrepancy, we should expect a significant difference between

the expectancy rates for fraternal twins and siblings.

It should be noted that some twin surveys have reported evi-

dence contrary to the genetic approach. There are cases where only

one twin of a monozygotic pair is diagnosed as schizophrenic. How-

ever, while discordance in identical twins may mean that inherited

factors alone do not account for schizophrenia, does not neces-

sarily imply a need for supplementary psycho-social constructs.

That is, while environmental variables may play a role in the eti-

ology of schizophrenia, these variables may be biological (pre- and

post-natal physical environment) or psycho-social.

Rimland has responded to environmentalists who seek to

strengthen their position by pointing to data discrepant with the

biogenetic model:

Actually, genetic familiar data on known physi-
cal disorders, such as tuberculosis and diabetes,
give results very similar to those reported above
for schizophrenia.
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Some critics claim the above data do not show
genetic causation. By this they meen that the
percentages do not follow the simple Mendelian
model for dominant and recessive genes. Genetic
disorders do not necessarily follow the Mendel-
ian model.

(Rimland, 1969)

The mechanism of inheritance in schizophrenia is far from

clear. The evidence does not coincide with either dominant or

recessive gene hypotheses. Some theorists have relied on the con-

cept of penetrance to resolve the issue. Penetrance refers to the

action of genes which provide a kind of 'immunity' to schizophrenia.

This hypothesis does explain why empirical frequency rates are

lower than those predicted by either the recessive or dominant

gene theories; however, "the problem with assuming lowered pene-

trance is that one can easily account for any results by raising

or lowering the presumed degree of penetrance" (Buss, 1966).

Consanguinity studies (assessment of the prevalence of psy-

chiatric disorders in the relatives of schizophrenic patients)

have generally been confounded to the extent that investigators

have been unable to experimentally separate the effects of environ-

ment from heredity. The task is problematic because "the deviant

psychological experiences have usually been received at the : Inds

of the patient's biological relatives (Wender, 1969)." To over-

come this difficulty, certain 'target' groups have been utilized

for quasi-experimental studies.
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Children with one schizophrenic parent who are adopted in

infancy, thereby separated from social interaction with that parent,

comprise one target population. One study of this population re-

ported that one third of the offspring developed psychiatric dis-

orders of a schizophrenic character (Wender, 1969). Heston's

(1966) investigation of foster-home-reared children of schizo-

phrenic mothers found schizophrenic and sociopathic personality

disorders among this group in excess of chance expectation (p < .05).

Five of the 47 experimental subjects were schizophrenic, whereas

no cases of schizophrenia$were found in the 50 control subjects.

All subjects had been separated from their mothers within a few

days of birth.

In another study, Higgins (1966) compared the development of

25 children raised by their schizophrenic mothers with a similar

group of children who were raised apart from their schizophrenic

mothers. "It was predicted that the mother-reared children would

display greater maladjustment on the various measures than would

reared-apart children. The results failed to support the hypo-

thesis."

Mednick (1971) followed the development of a group of "high-

risk" children (those with schizophrenic mothers) and a group of

"low-risk" children (with no record of mental illness in the fam-

ily for three generations). Twenty-seven children (of 207) in the

"high-risk" group became mentally ill ('sick group"). These chil-
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dren were match-.:t with "high-risk" subjects who did not develop dis-

orders ("well group") and with controls from the "low-risk" group,

in order to determine which characteristics differentiated the

children.

They found that certain electrodermal measures (GSRs) taken

during psychophysiological testing divided the "sick" and control

groups almost perfectly. In addition, they found that 70 per cent

of the "sick group" mothers suffered serious pregnancy or birth

complications (PBCs). This was in sharp contrast to the figures

for the "well" (15 per cent) and control groups (33 per cent).

This PBC-GSR finding suggests to us that preg-
nancy or birth complications damage the body's
ability to regulate stress-response mechanisms.
Since PBCs produced marked changes in GSR among
the high-risk children, but made virtually no
changes in the low-risk children, there seems to
be an interaction at work between PBC and genetic
predisposition. Pregnancy difficulties apparently
trigger or exacerbate a genetic vulnerability
in the autonomic nervous system.

(Mednick, 1971)

Mednick postulates a heredity-environment (physical-environ-

ment) interaction which may be useful in analyzing data which

resists a purely genetic interpretation. Another type of heredity-

environment interaction has been developed by Meehl (1969). He

hypothesizes an interaction between inherited neural defects, fam-

ily interactions (social environment) and constitutional weaknes-

ses (to)erance for stress, etc.). The inherited defect is the
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necessary but not sufficient factor in the pathogenesis o4: schizo-

phrenia:

All schizotaxics [those with the neural defect
mentioned above] become, on all actually exist-
ing social learning regimes, schizotypic in per-
sonality organization; but most of these remain
compensated. A minority, disadvantaged by
other (largely polygenically determined) consti-
tutional weaknesses, and put on a bad regime by
schizophrenogenic mothers (most of whom are them-
selves schizotypes) are thereby potentiated in-
to clinical schizophrenia.

Discussion

(Meehl, 1969)

The preceding section reviews some of the evidence concern-

ing the inheritance of schizophrenia. Most of the data deals with

adult schizophrenia and may not be directly applicable to the

study of childhood psychoses. Kallmann and Roth's (1956) investi-

gation indicates that the same genetype (gene-specific deficiency

state) is operative in both childhood and adult schizophrenia, but

the question is far from settled. At any rate, the preceding sec-

tion outlines some of the issues and problems involved in the inves-

tigation of the genetics of psychosis.

Despite several unresolved controversies "the evidence

clearly supports two conclusions: (1) there is an inherited com-

ponent in schizophrenia, and (2) heredity alone cannot account for

schizophrenia, which undoubtedly has an environmental component

(Buss, 1966)." Whether the environmental component is psycho-social
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or physical is not clear at this time. However, theorists are mov-

ing away from the confininy polemics of nature versus nurture.

The movement seems to be toward what Rosenthal (1963) has

called a diathesis-stress model. According to this view, a consti-

tutional predisposition to the disorder is inherited, but an environ-

mental stimulus is required to activate it. This stimulation may

or may not occur. The diathesis-stress position is attractive

because its case is not prejudiced by the emotion and dogma which

have characterized nature-nurturearguments. On the other hand,

there is some concern that the "it-takes-both" position may be

enshrined before all the evidence is in (see Rimland, 1969).

Th following inferential limits are implicit in the postu-

lation of a specific etiology within the diathesis-stress frame-

work.

(I) The etiological factor does not always or even usually produce

mental illness.

(2) If illness occurs, the particular form and content of symptoms

is not derivable by reference to the specific etiology alone.

3) The course of the illness can be materially influenced by pro-

cedures which are not directed against the specific etiology.

(4) All persons who share the specific etiology will not necessarily

have closely similar histories, symptoms, and course.

(5) The largest single contributor to symptom-variance is not

necessarily the specific etiology.
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There are many issues which separate the adherents of the bio-

genetic approach from their psychodynamically oriented colleagues.

However, one issue is most salient: can a behavior disorder develop

in the absence of an inherited disposition?

5 1
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3. DEVELOPMENTAL FACTORS

Over the past thirty years Lauretta Bender has seen, studied

and thoughtabout many schizophrenic children. She has listed five

major influences on the development of her theory of childhood

schizophrenia:

(1) Psychoanalytic theories of personality,

(2) Studies in Gestalt psychology,

(3) Paul Schilder's understanding of the interaction between bio-

logical and psychological factors,

(4) Gesell's studies of the embryology of behavior,

(5) Kallman's studies of genetic factors in schizophrenia.

In her studies of schizophrenic infants, Bender was impressed

by the fact that these children retain all of the early embryologi-

cal features of the fetal infant as described and outlined by

Gesell (see Gesell, 1945). She has observed the following charac-

teristics in the schizophrenic child: inadequate pulse and temper-

ature control; labile vascular system; uneven development curves;

uncertain development of sleep, respiratory, and eliminative pat-

terns; anal and oral fixations; and dominance of tonic-neck-reflex

motility. These observations led Bender to conceive of childhood

schizophrenia in terms of a developmental la9 of the biological

processes. Specifically, she suggests that the behavior of the

schizophrenic child evolves by maturation at an embryological

level. This, in turn, leads to anxiety and its concomitant defense
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mechanisms.

Recently, Bender has reviewed and summarized her concept of

childhbud thliuphrenia!

It Is a total organismic disorder of the organism
as a whole. It is inherited, according to Kallmann's
dictates, as a vulnerability and an inability to
compensate. It is characterized by a lag in matura-
tion at the embryonic level and, therefore, carries
with it embryonic plasticity in all areas of bodily
function, particularly that which is integrated
by the central nervous system. This plasticity
means both a lack of differentiation into patterns
and boundaries of every function, and a failure
of determination. The individual can accelerate,
maturate, regress, stand still or move in almost
any direction as he gets older because this plas-
ticity is retained throughout the individual's
lifetime. (Bender, 1968).

The etiological factor which is primary in activating the

inherited pre-disposition to schizophrenia is a physiological

crisis such as anoxia at birth, severe illness or accident, or

the pre-pubertaland pubertalcrises. In other words, the hereditary

predisposition is the necessary but not sufficient condition for

the development of schizophrenia.

Social and psychological factors, according to Bender,

determine the pattern of the psychosis and its defense mechanisms.

There is a clear distinction here between the cause of the pathol-

ogy and the content of the pathology. While the content or pat-

tern of the psychosis is determined by social-environmental fac-

tors, the cause of the illness is discussed in terms of physio-

logical variables. Anxiety, which arises as a result of the child's
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inability to perceive reality and experience lucid patterns, is

discussed in psychoanalytic terms:

Anxiety is at the core of the problem. It calls
forth the defenses. The final clinical picture
is very much influenced by the type of defenses the
child has developed. The child may be pseudo-
neurotic, pseudo-psychopathic, autistic symbiotic.
These are all defense mechanisms and consequently,
we find in schizophrenia, whether in a child or
adult, multiple forms which are determined by the
inherited pattern of the total organism, the in-
heritance of degree or type of schizophrenia
(which is different in different families), the
physiological crisis precipitating the breakdown
and modifying the organic patterning, the age of
the individual, the sex, and the social and emo-
tional environment (such as the parent-child
relationship).

(Bender, 1968)

Ritvo and Ornitz (1970) have also noted a developmental lag

in children diagnosed as autistic, schizophrenic, atypical or

symbiotic. They contend that "these children almost always have

interruptions, unevenness, and regressions in their developmental

course (Ritvo, et al., 1970)." This symptomology results from com-

mon central nervous system disease probably involving the regulation

of the brain's filter systems. Their neurophysiologic and neuro-

biological studiez indicate that these children respond to various

stimuli like normal infants rather than like their'age-matched con-

trols. Studies on the REM sleep of autistic children denonstrated

that they maintain an immature EEG sleep pattern, similar to normal

infants. In addition, it appears that autistic children do not
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moduldte or handle incoming stimuli in a normal manner, at least

daring REM sleep. Their behavior is much the same as infants in

this respect. Kennard (1965) found diffuse, slow dysrhythmic

EEG patterns in his investigation of psychotic children. This pat-

tern is often described as immature rather than clearly abnormal.

Fowle (1968) examined the leukocytes (white blood cells) of

a group of psychotic children and normal controls. In the major-

ity of cases she was able to ascertain whether the child was

psychotic or normal from the blood sample. The leukucytes of the

psychotic group were not qualitatively abnormal, but only develop-

mentally abnormal. Consequently, Fowle concluded that they might

reflect, in part, a disorder of maturation.

Ritvo and Ornitz (1970) have begun pilot studies to develop

normative data on blood serotonin and platelet levels in normals

and autists. Their preliminary findings suggest that the autistic

children have a significantly higher number of platelets. In the

course of development, normal infants have high levels which de-

crease as the child grows older. "The autistic children with

high levels are similar to the normal infant." (Ritvo and Ornitz,

1970).

From their clinical overview of the disturbances involved in

the childhood psychoses, Ritvo, et al. suspect the involvement of

organic factors.
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Tnis idea is supported clinically by the fact that
these cnildren are found all over the world. Within
this country it has been shown that they come from
all socio-economic and ethnic backgrounds and have
all psychological types of parents. If this hypo-
thesis were true, one could then understand their
ego-pathology (difficulty relating to people and
language development) as stemming from the organic
pathology and explain the failure of psychological
therapies, i.e., psychotherapy and operant condi-
tioning, to alter the natural course of the ill-
ness.

(Ritvo, et al., 1970)

They assume that the organic pathology responsible for the

maturational lag must be quite subtle; it has avoided detection

by the routine tests. Because the symptomology fluctuates, they

postulate the involvement of the regulation circuits of the central

nervous system.

5 ti
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4. AROUSAL FACTORS

Carlson and Deslauriers also discuss early infantile autism

in terms of developmental lag. They have been "led to view the

condition of early infantile autism as one of a failure to develop

rather than as an instance of abnormal development; i.e. as a

developmental arrest rather than as a defensive or regressive

behavior in the face of a destructive environment (Carlson, 1967)."

A central assumption of their work is that early infantile autism

represents a case of severe sensory and emotional deprivation.

Unsatisfied with the psychodynamic explanation for this deprivation

they postulated "within the child an internal barrier to normal

levels of sensory and affective receptivity (Carlson, 1967)."

To account for this internally imposed barrier they concep-

tualized two reciprocally related arousal systems. Functionally

System I acts as the activation-drive-energy-response system. Sys-

tem 11 involves the neuro-mechanism of reward, incentive, motiva-

tion, and affects ( pleasure, pain, etc.) in the normal child.

System I and System 11 are arranged in a state of dynamic equilib-

rium; each suppresses the activity of the other. A new stimulus

activates System 1 and responses are emitted. As a consequence of

a reward, System 11 is activated and its arousal dampens or reduces

System 1 activity. "Therefore, in a typical animal learning system,

the response is learned because the drive that produced the response

is suppressed by the effect of the -eward. One could then define
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reinforcement as that which suppresses the system which gives

energy to the response (Carlson, 1967)."

The autistic child's arousal systems are in a state of im-

balance from the time of birth and "this imbalance exists in the

direction of a sustained ascendancy of System I, the drive-energy

system, over System II, the affective-incentive-reward system

(Carlson, 1967)." Consequently, while the autistic child is capable

of attending to stimuli he is almost incapable of establishing

associations between responses and rewards. Since System II does

not suppress the activity of System 1, these associations are not

established or consolidated. Thus, the majority of stimuli in the

autist's world remain novel to him. Appropriate responses are not

learned.

Activity

Level

System I

System II

System 11

System I

Response Reinforcement

riqure I. Balanced functioning-appropriate reversal of system ascen-
,!ancy. Adapted from Deslauriers and Carlson, 1969.
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Such a condition would not only account for the lack
of affective content in the autistic child but also
for this apparent inability to learn, to remember,
to associate present experience with past events,
his highly stereotyped, perseverative, limited,
self-stimulatory behaviors and his insistence on
the preservation of sameness since little if any
experience in his life has acquired meaning.

(Deslauriers and Carlson, 1969)

Autistic children, according to Carlson and Deslauriers, do

learn or acquire associations under two conditions:

(I) With excessive repetition (reinforcement of the stimulus con-

stellations).

(2) When the stimulus constellation is reinforced in an unusually

strong affective climate.

Under these conditions, System II may be able to suppress System
1

enough to enable learning to occur.

Hutt, t al. have also discussed the stereotypies (bizarre and

stereotyped behavior such as hand-flapping, twirling, etc.) of

autistic children without an arousal context. They hypothesize that

these behaviors are biological safety devices which serve to pre-

vent further sensory input. In effect, the child is protecting

himself from the deleterious effect of xcessive eAcitation.

There is some experimental evidence to support the suggestion that

stereotypies are a functional mechanism. In an "empty room, where

sensory input is at a minimum, level of stereotypies is low and EEG

shows relatively little desynchronization; as stimuli are intro-

duced, stereotypy increases as does the amount of low voltage, irreg-
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Ldar rhythm in the EEG (Hutt, et ai., 1965)." (The desyncnronized

EEG is thought to be a manifestation of increased electrocortical

bc,mtardmert from the reticular system, i.e., an indication of high

arousal.) Hutt, et al, have also related the characteristic .gaze-

aversion of autists to physiological and behavioral arousal.

psychodynamic theorists have focused on the symbolic significance

oc gaze-aversion (turning away from the world). Hutt and his col-

leagues have focused on the biological implications of the phenom-

enon. Gaze fixation, looking directly at another person, is under-

stood to be an arousing phenomenon. Hutt suggests that autists

are already in a state of high physiological arousal. The autist's

gaze-aversion is an attempt to reduce aroucal.

In an experiment which has been widely interpreted as sup-

porting psychodynamic concepts of autism, autistic and non-autistic

children were placed in a room with five faces fixed on stands. The

faces were: (1) smiling, (2) unhappy, (3) blank, (4) monkey, (5)

dog. The autistic children spent the greatest percentage of time

gazing at the dog; gazing time decreased 5-4-3-2-1. Most of their

time, however, was spent with environmental stimuli (doorknobs, etc.).

Non-autists used their time to look at (in decreasing order) 1-5-

2-4-3. Hutt, et al. concluded that the smiling face evoked the

strongest avoidance reaction, probably because this combination of

features has been most closely associated with approach and with

social demands leadiny to arousal.
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In another experiment, Hutt, et al. put autistic children in

a room with non-autistic children and toys. The autists were never

attacked for their toys, despite the fact that, to a naive obser-

/er, tney appeared to be easy targets. Here, gaze-aversion is

like,,rd to a behavior pattern of the herring-gull which Tinbergen

_er; '3r)easement postures." It may be that the autists'

mion inhibited any aggressive or threatening behavior

',..art of the non-autists in this experiment (Hutt and

'9E6).

.1uh evidence from animal studies indicates
hat behavior withdrawal and stereotyped

,.ehavior occur in states of high arousal. It
has been suggested that in these autistic chil-
dren, too, and in particular those who enaage

stereotypies, the non-specific activity of
he ascending reticular system is at a chron-
rally high level, perhaps due to some bio-

chemical-metabolic lesion.

(Hutt, e: al., 1965)



5. PERCEPTUAL FACTORS

Ornitz and Ritvo (1968) have described a single disease pro-

cess common to early irfantile autism, symbiotic rsychosis, child-

hood schizophrenia, the atypical child, and pseudo or primary re-

tardation (see Fig. 2).

They note that the behavior of the autistic infant suggests

that he is getting too little or too much input from the environ-

ment. They feel that this factor is associated with the autistic

child's failire to distinguish between himself and the outside

world and the absence or lag in the development of imitative

behavior. These three characteristics are explained by the autist's

inability to maintain constancy of perception.

Thus, identical percepts from the environment are
ndt experienced the same each time. This is due,
we further postulate, to an underlying failure
of homeostatic regulation in the central nervous
system so that environmental stimuli are either
not adequately modulated or are unevenly amplified.
This postulated failure to maintain perceptual
constancy results in a random underloading of
the central nervous system.

(Ritvo and Ornitz, 1969)

Early infantile autism as described by Ornitz and Ritvo is

characterized by five subclusters of symptoms: 1) disturbances of

perception, 2) disturbances of motor behaviur, 3) disturbances of

relating, 4) disturbances of language and 5) disturbances of develop-

mental rate and sequence (Ornitz and Ritvo, 1969). Ornitz sug-

gests that .71isturbances of perception are fundamental to the other
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aspects of the disease. He supports this contention by offering

clinical and autobiographical accounts, and psychological, psycho-

physical and neurophysiological studies which indicate that sensory

changes precede other symptoms in the development of a psychosis.

Later symptoms, like hallucinations and delusions, are thought to

be derived from earlier sensory changes. "These sensory changes

are elemental, involving the basic units of sensory intensity,

pitch or equilibrium, and more than one sensory modality is in-

volved (Ornitz, 1969)."

In an attempt to distinguish between the cause of the path-

ology and the content of the pathology, Ornitz makes the following

statement:

There are indeed major differences between a mute
or echolalic and completely detached autistic child
...and an actively hallucinating schizophrenic
adult. The argument of this paper is that these
differences represent secondary manifestations of
the disease pr_cess and are determined in part by
the developmental and maturational level of the
patient during the time that the breakdown of homeo-
static regulation of sensory input is active.

(Ornitz, 1969)

At times, the bizarre behavior of autistic children (hand-

flapping, whirling, finger fluttering, excited reactions to spin-

ning objects) reflects hyperexcitation. At other times, prolonged

immobility and non-responsiveness to external stimulation, reflects

an over-inhibitory state. Ornitz attributes these behaviors to

the physiological disequilibrium between faciliatory and inhibi-
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tory systems which regulate sensory input. This, in turn, inter-

feres with the child's capacity to maintain perceptual constancy.

"These symptoms may secondarily serve as foci for the development

of bizzare or psychotic fantasies. However, neither a 'reed' for

self-stirrulation nor the child's fantasy life explains the original

development or sustained activity level of these symptoms (Ornitz

and Pitv0. 1969)."

In another paper. Ornitz suggests that beyond its simple

effects ol eguilibriur. the '.estibular system has a profound influ-

ence on the mediation of vestibular input, general sensory input,

and motor output. Motion, therefore, may induce unpleasant per-

ceptual distortions. In order to avoid these subjective changes

the individual may limit his movements. Catatonic immobility may

develop. "Perceptual distortions rapidly become incorporated into

paranoid delusional experience and they are elaborated and commun-

icated in a way that often does not make their perceptual origin

obvious or convincing (Ornitz, 1970)."

McGhie and Chapman (1961) interviewed 26 early schizophrenics

in order to explore the nature of these perceptual distortions.

They have recorded the patients descriptions of the sensory changes

which occur in the early stages of psychosis:

(I) Disturbances in the process of attention: 'Everything seems
to grip my attention although

I am not particularly interested
in anything. I am speaking to you just now but I can hear
noises going on next door and in the corridor.

I find it
difficult to shut these out and it makes it more difficult
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for e to uoncentrate on what I am saying to you. Often the
silliest things going on seem to intereSt me. That's not
e'en tre; they don't interest me, Lut I find myself attend-
ing to them and wasting a lot of time this way.

I know that
sounds like laziness but it's not really.'

(2) Disturbances in the process of perception:

a! Sensory quality

'Colours seem to be brighter now, almost as if they are lumin-
ous. When I lock around me it's like a luminous painting,
1 'm not sure if things are solid until

I touch them.'

b) Perception of speech

'If there are three or four people talking at one time I can't
take it in. I would rot be able to hear what they are saying
properly and I would get the one mixed up with the other. To
me it's just like a babble--a noise that goes right through
me.'

Perception and movement

'When 1 move quickly t's a strain on me. Things go too
quickly for my mind. They get blurred and it's like
being blind. It's as if you were seeing a picture one
moment and another picture the next.

I just stop and
watch my feet. Everything is all right if I stop, but
if 1 start moving again

I lose control.'

(McChie and Chapman, 1961)

The authors suggest that the disturbances of perception and

thinking in early schizophrenia results from a loss of attention

control. 17,,:m-e of the bizarre and ostensibly meaningless behaviors

of schizophrenia may, in fact, be adaptive. The patient who closes

his eves an,J stuffs thirlt, in his ears may be P rotecting himself

from dir;turbing .,ti771u

PercepAll di5tortions in the form of unusual sensitivities

ir several sensory moda;itie have been studied by Bergman and
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Escalona (1549). All five of the children reported by the authors

as having unusual ses.sitivities later developed childhood psychosis.

Bergrrian and Escalona prcpose that t'le psychoses developed because

the children's biological equipment offered insufficient protection

from eAternal stimuli; consequently, the children were forced to

prematurely organize an ego to meet the emergency. Psychotic mani-

festatio-..s set ir this premature ego breaks aown, possibly

ai the consequence 'Ph a trauma.
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6. NEVROLOGICAL FACTORS

Childrt-r, With 71inimal brain injury have been described as

erratic, emotionally over-reactive, hyperkinetic, i:npalsive, dis-

tractible, and explosive. Our assumptions reaarding the etiology

this behavior obviously determine, in part, our understanding

the Child. From the biogenetic
perspective, the child's erratic

behavior may be -Ao7-e apparent than real. That is, a perceptual

1it.:rbdrIce resJitinci from neurological dysfunction mav place

the child i7 a genuinely 'different world,' what seems like aim-

less 1.)eravior may be a response to stimuli which are compelling

to tne child. These assumptions lead to certain approaches to

the child and to his treatment; psychogenic assumptior,s may lead

ro different plans (Kurlander and Colodny, 1965).

The syndrome of minimal brain dysfunction has been the sub-

ject of in-reasing controversy. Simply stated, the controversy is

this; environmentalists of various persuasions claim that 'neurotic

and/or disturbed ,J-Cldren are inaccurately labelled "brain-injured"

children, while those sympathetic to a biological perspective

argue that ma,y children labeled
"emotionally disturbed" are in

fact neurologically impaired. The debate is complicated and per-

petuated by the fact that a diagnosis of minimal brain dysfunction

i, generally made ccm the basis of behavioral
evidence rather than

"hard" neurologlcal data.

The diagnosis of minimal brain injury is based on an analogy:
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We sort the group of individuals who behave in
a certain fashion. The vast majority of these indi-
viduals will display definite signs of brain in-
jury. About the few remaining we do not know one
way or the other. It would seem that we are jus-
tified in assuming the factor which is causative
in the few remaining, especially in view uf the
fact that the common neurological examination is
known not to be infallible.

(Strauss and Kephart, 1955)

Strauss and Lehtinen pioneered much of the work in this area.

Their remarks provide an appropriate preface for the present dis-

cussion of the minimally brain-injured

We shall follow in this discussion a neuro-
logical viewpoint, being aware that other
interpretations are just as possible and
that we consider this factor the outstand
inrs one in understanding our methods of treat-

re-educatit:n of thF brain-injured
Id. We shall describe here only cliose
,:or manifestations which we consider the

result of brain damage. We do not mean by
this to imply that the brain-injured child
is immune to the effects of inadequate en-
vironment or that al: abnormal behavior
symptoms are the result of destruction in
the brain. We wish simply to emphasize that
many overt behavior signs--in most cases the
most disturbing kind of behavior--of brain-
injured children should be interpreted as
the outcome of brain-damage. All too often,
we have seen the behavioral disturbances of
brain injured children attributed to environ-
mental circumstances, i.e., diagnosed as of
psychogenic or neurotic origin, with conse-
quently unsuccessful attempts at treatment.

(Strauss and Lehtinen, 1947)

Strauss and Lehtinen's interpretation of the behavior of

brain-injured children follows from their understanding of the

relationship between the new brain and the old brain (extra-
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pyrami 'al system). The old brain contain5 cell structures which

regulate emotions and expressive movements. In the course of

neurological development, the new brain becomes an inhibiting

influence on the old brain. If the inhibiting effect of the new

brain is impaired, the old brain acts unchecked. The excesses of

emotional reaction and hyperactivity of the brain-injured child

are the result of such an impairment.

Strauss and Lehtinen adopted W. B. Cannon's neurophysio-

logical theory to interpret the psychomotor disturbances of brain-

injured children. According to Cannon's theory, emotion is a func-

tion of the thalamus (a ganglion-cell center in the extra-pyramidal

system). They ouote Cannon to offer an explanation of the impul-

sive behavior of the brain-injured child:

Powerful impulses originating in a region of the
brain not associated with cognitive consciousness
and arousing, therefore, in an obsr.ure and unrelated
manner the strong feelings of emotional excitement
explain the sense of being seized, possessed, or being
controlled by an outside force and made to act
without weighing of the consequences.

(Strauss and Lehtinen, 1947)

Another major influence on Strauss, which becomes more evi-

dent in his later work (Strauss and Kephart, 1955) is Gestalt

theory. Thus, the behavior of brain-injured children is related

to their inability to adequately combine parts into wholes and the

concomitant tendency to respond to details rather than wholes.

Because of the deficit, a specific stimulus tends to stand out and
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-

gains strength through not being integrated with the total stimu-

lus configuration. Consequently, the brain-injured child may

respond explosively to a stimulus that is not apparent to the

people around him. The lack of structure in his perceptual field

increases the relative intensity of extraneous stimulation, reduces

the drive of goal-directed activity, and increases distractibility.

The child's responses are intense (disinhibited) because he makes

fewer ron-overt responses than the normal individual; the energy

normally released through these responses :s stored, increasing

the intensity of the overt responses.

In an epidemiological study, Graham and Rutter (1968) investi-

gated the association between organic brain dysfunction and psychi-

atric disorders usina all of the school-age residents on the Isle

of Wright as subjects (N = 11,865). They compared the incidence of

psychiatric disorders in four groups:

(I) Children with epilepsy or with lesions above the brain stem

(e.g. cerebral palsy),

(2) A random sample of the general population,

(3) Children with lesions below the brain stem (e.g. muscular

dystropl-,y),

(4) ChHdren with chronic physical handicaps not involving the

nervous system (e.g. heart disease).

They found five times more psychiatric disorders in Group I

childien than in the general population, and three times mnre than
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in Group 4 children. They concluded that the high rate of psy-

chiatric disorders in the neuro-epileptic children was due pri-

marily to the presence of organic brain dysfunction. Educational,

socio-familial, etc. factors were operative only to the extent

that they determined the type and content of the psychiatric dis-

turbance.

The use of a comparison group 4 enabled Graham and Rutter

to conclude that organic brain damage is a primary rather than

secondary etiological factor. TFat is, the 1.)ychiatric disturbance

is more than the child's reaction to a physical handicap.

In another epidemiological study, data was gathered on ail

childreh born in 1940 or after who were referred to the Department

of Special Services in the Baltimore School System (Pasamanick,

)954). Presumably, children referred to this agency were chil-

dren with behavior disorders. Hospital records for 816 of these

children were sought and compared with a control group. They only

considered children with IQ's above 80. Forty per cent of the

experimental group were described as confused, disorganized, and

hyperactive. The results (p < .05) indicated three times as much

prematurity ana one-third more of the various complications of

pregnancy and delivery (factors correlated with brain injury) occurred

in the experimental group.

Ucko (1965) compared 29 boys with a history of neonatal

anoxia with 29 controls. He found that the asphyxiated children
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were much more difficult to manage because they were significantly

more reactive temperamentally. This was especially evident in their

responses to frustration, enjoyable events, and changes in routine.

Other investigators have focused on the incidence and nature

of neurological abnormalities in psychotic populations. Goldfarb

(1961) found the following minor neurological abnormalities in chil-

dren diagnosed as psychotic: hypotorria, whirling, disturbances of

body schema, and abnormal righting and postural responses. Hypo-

or hypertonia and clumsiness were found in 40 per cent of the psy-

chotic children studied by Eaton and Menolescino (1966). Hinton

(1963) found the same minor neurological abnormalities in 56 per cent

of his group. Gittelman and Birch (1967) found neurological abnormal-

ities (epilepsy, abnormal EEG, choreiform movements, pathological

reflexes, nyoclonicijerking) in 19 per cent of the 97 psychotic chil-

dren the,/ studied. Sterotypies (ostensibly meaningless gestures or

movements which are constantly repeated) are a frequently noted

motor abnormality of psychotic children (Green, 1967; Lebowitz et al,

1961; Ritvo et al, 1968; Sorosky et al, 1968).

°utter's studies have indicated that childhood psychosis is

frequently associated with mental subnormality and organic disease

of the brain (Rutter. 1965). Rutter contends that the intellectual

impairment of autistic children is not a case of "pseudo-feeble-

mindedness" due to social withdrawal, but "real" retardation.
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Rutter followed up the cases of 63 prepu 'tscent children who

received the unequivocal diagnosis of child psychosis at the

Maudlev Hospital between 1950 and 1958. When these children first

attended the clinic, approximately 40 per cent scored below IQ 50,

the same numper between IQ 50 and 80, and approximately 20 per

cent scored above this level. At follow-up it was evident that

the bright children got brighter and the dull, duller. Nine chrl-

dren were no longer autistic at the time of follow-up: in no case

was loss of autism associated with a rise in IQ. "This must be

regarded as strong evidence that the subnormality is not secondary

to autism. It is more likely that the IQ is low because of

'organic' brain dysfunction and that whatever abnormality of the

brain leads to the autism also leads to the low IQ (Rutter, i965)."

Sixteen of the children in this study had abnormalities of

the central nervous system when only stringent criteria were used.

Fifteen of these were epileptic. Only during the follow-up

period did ten of ,hese children begin to have fits. For another

13 children,. the evidence strongly suggested brain damage. Only

one child had normally developed speech. Even at follow-up, only

half of the children had speech.

Of the speaking children, three-quarters exhibited echolalia..

Nearly a quarter of the children spoke of themselves as "you" or

dnd referred to other people as "I". With one exception, all

t.he children who reversed pronouns were also echolalic. "It seems
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more parsimonious to regard the abnormality, at least usually, as

another aspect of echolalia, rather than add a doubtful, and very

inferential concept (Rutter, 1965, p.523)." The inferential

concept referred to is the psychodynamic hypothesis concerning

the child's confusion about his identity. Rutter concludes that

childhood psychosis:

is a disorder which is usually associated with
receptive and executive speech defects. These are
often, but not always, part of a more general
organic damage to the brain. Other disorders
of perception are probably important in some
children. Psychosis is not primarily emotional
in origin and psychogenic factors usually play
only a secondary role !n the development of the
condition.

(Rutter, 1965)

Rimland has proposed that early infantile autism is the result

of a n-!urological dysfunction. Like Carlson, Rimland contends

that autism is characterized by the chil_'s inability to relate

new stimuli to remembered experience--a function which is basic to

all cognition (Rimland, 1964). As a result, the child is virtually

divested of the means for deriving meaning from his experience.

Stimuli entering the brain are not sorted, segregated, redistributed

or integrated with prior or subsequent input. Rimland suspects

that 3n impairment of the reticular formation of the brain stem

is responsible for the cognitive dysfunction.

Rimlani lists several points which, taken collectively, indi-

cate a biological basis for infantile autism.
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(I) Some clearly autistic children are born of parents who do

not fit the autistic parent personality pattern.

(2) Parents who do fit the description of the supposedly patho-

genic parent almost invariably have normal, non-autistic

children.

(3) With very few exceptions, the siblings of autistic children

are normal.

(4) Autistic children are behaviorally unusual from the moment of

birth.

(5) There is a consistent ratio of three or four boys to one girl.

,6) Virtually all cases of twins reported in the literature have

been identical with both twins afflicted.

(7) Autism can occur or be closely simulated in children with

known organic brain damage.

(8) The symptomology is highly unique and specific.

(9) Ther:- is an absence of gradatIons of infantile autism which

would create "blends" from normal to severely afflicted.

(Rimland, 1964)

Whiie Rimland does postulate the reticular formation as the

T.:us of neurological dysfunction, his primary hypothesis--that

infantile aut:sm is biologically determined--does no t. depend on

pinpointing the site of damage. His examination of the evidence

for the psychogenesis of autism focuses on the inadequacy and/or

ambiguity of this data. For example, while the stereotyped, patho-
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genic, parental personality (cold, intellectual, etc.) has been

used to corrcborate psychodynamic notions, it may be that the

child's and parent's behavior are related to consequences of the

same genetic factor. Because autists can speak under energency

conditions, psychodynamic clinicians infer 'voluntary' mutism.

However, since adrenaline affpcts the reticular formation, a bio-

logical interpretation is also plausible.

Goldfarb's theory of childhood schizophrenia (1961) includes

both biological and socio-environmental variables as causal fac-

tors. He presents a theoretical continuum based on the assumption

that somatic inadequacies (neuro-physiological) are the primary

basis for r,chizophrenia in some cases, while in others the child's

family experience is the critical etiological factor.

Somat_ic inadequacies within

child are primary etiological

factors

Disturbances in child's family
experience are primary etio-
logical factor

(organic dan geincreasing)

(Jeviant family_ atmosphere increasing)

Figure 3. Goldfarb's theoretical continuum.

The result, in either case, is an impairment in personal

identity related to ego deficits at all levels (receptive, integra-

tive, and executive). According to Goldfarb, the ego preserves

personal identity and continuity in the face of a perpe'..ually
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shifting internal and external environment. His formulation, in

this respect, is similar to Ornitz's construct of perceptual incon-

stancy.

Whether somatic inadequacies or deviant family experiences

lead to impaired ego function is of little consequence. The inter-

action cycle which follows, (the precursor to childhood schizo-

phrenia), is the same:

As cyclical, reverberating interplay between the
causes and consequences is postulated in a theo-
retical model, in which consequences dynamically
induce new transactions or, in feedback fashion,
facilitate prior transactions. Thus, parental
perplexity is presumed to produce deviance in the .

child. In other instances, the gradual recog-
nition of deviance in the child produces per-
plexity in the parents. Regardless of whether the
child's deviance or the parent's perplexity
came first, a cycle of reciprocal influences is
brought into play. Regardless of cause, the
deviant child lacks guides for self-directed
action. The parent coes not or cannot supply
such adequate guides, or the child's confidence
for self-regulation is limited. This, in turn,
produces subjective feelings.of strangeness
and inconstancy, expressed in panic. Finally,
the child's panic, in turn, frightens and
bewilders the parents, and so the cycle is
reinforced.

(Goldfarb, 1961)

Discussion

Inferences from the literature on minimal brain damage

should be made with restraint. Many of the studies in this area

lack controls, use questionable or unstated diagnostic techniques,

and are anecdotal rather than experimental (Werry).
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' the r!ajority ot

.,!'.dics suggest that che behavior disorder of the
,,,et-Linetic syndrome is a',ociated to a varying
e,:tnt with certain paranatal, neurological, EEG
i,: cognitive abnormalities. The relationship
b.!tween these variables and indeed their very
,igni'icance N. obscure, hut they seem to be
,;eakly -,uggc,,tive of some kind of a cerebral

(Werry)

!fl addition, the majority of studies have concluded that

Idrer have :,lore minor neurological abnormalities than

n:,r-01 cr,nparit,on groups.



7. BIOCHEMICAL FACTORS

The investigation of relations between brain chemistry and

behavior 15 only begun in the past few years. However, "recent

developments in neurophysiology suggest that most interactions

between nerve cells (i.e. synaptic transmission) are basically chem-

ical in nature (Thompson, 1967) ." Synaptic interactions appear to

be the only process by which neurons directly affect one another

to a significant extent. "Thus, all activity of the brain and

all behavior of organisms is ultimately reducible to the inter-

connections and synaptic interactions among neurons (Thompson,

1967)." Given the chemical nature of Interactions among neurons,

it is reasonable to assume that chemical processes play a funda-

mental role in learning and other types of behavioral change.

Alt nerve cell processes require energy. Metabolism refers

to the chemical processes involved in the body's production and

utilization of energy. Vitamins, serving as enzymes, participate

in this process; without the necessary vitamins, the reactions can-

not take place.

A strikingly clear example of a metabolic
'lesion' is the relatively rare hereaitary
dlsease phenylketonuria (PIM. This is

characterized by severe mental retardation
and the excretion of a simple organic
compound, phenylpyruric acid, in the
urine. It has been demonstrated that
these symptoms result from abnormal meta-
bolism of one of the natural;y occurring
amino acids, phenylaline, which is pres-
ent in many protein foods. Normally,
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phenylaline i; converted to another amino
acid, tyro!jne, in the liver. However, in

individuals suffering from phenylketonuria
this convcrsion does not take place. In-

stead, the :)`;enylaline blood and tissue
levels increase and the phenylaline meta-
bolism is diverte:' to phenylpyruric acid
and phenyllactic acid. These, in turn,
re,,,J1t in toxic effects on the CNS.

(ThOm:son, 1967)

The PKU disease process has been explained at some length

for three reasons.

(1) For many years, before the organic basis of the disease was

fully understood, PKU was considered a 'functional' psychosis.

(2) It provides an illutration of a.biological abnormality

which is the necessary but not sufficient condition for the

development er a mental disorder. The metabolic "lesion"

re,u.its in a behavioral disorder only in connection with the

imjestion of nhenylaline.

(3) un-rstandin,7 of PKU has resulted in remarkably success-

ful preventive therapy. "If infants with phenylketonuria are

placed on a special phenylaline-free diet, all abnormal symp-

tcm-,,; are permanently reversed and the disease does not develop

(Thomp,,n, 19671.

Tho tr,,atment of PKU described above' is an example of ortho-

molecular ther,-IL which may be defined as the treatment of mental

illness by the provision of the optimum molecular composition of

the brain._ (Linus Paulirq, quoted in Cott). Orthomolecular
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therapy should be distinguished from the practice of giving chil-

dren drugs to sedate or tranquilize them. The latter form of

treatment may modify the child's behavior but does not necessarily

attack the basic cause of the illness.

Cott has hypothesized that autism and schizophrenia result

from the presence of toxic substances in the blood stream and an

abnormal concentration of cetain vitamin and enzyme substances

in the brain cells (Cott). Cott IlLs treated 175 children with

schizoptweria, autism or brain damage. He claims that the results

in the vitamin treatment have often been dramatic:

. The child begins to understand and obey com-
mands, exhibiting a wiilingness to co-oper-
ate with his parents and others. Gaze aver-
sion ceases; the hyperactivity, which is one
of the cardinal symptoms of the childhood
psychoses, subsides slow:y.

(Cott)

Osmond and Hoffer report improvement in the condition of

schizophrenics treated with Vitamin 13
3

(niacinamide) and Viz -lin

C (ascorbic acid) (Osmond and Hoffer, 1959). They suggest that

these vitamins facilitate a desirLble metabolism of adrenaline

(epinepherine) or other chemicals v!h;ch the schizophrenic other-

wise metabolizes to toxic chemicals. Adrenaline ;also serotonin,

acetycholine, etc.) is believed to be a chemical vital to the

synaptic transmission of nerve impulses within the body and brain.

Rim!and reports that vitamins (especially C and
3

) have effected
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from s l i g h t to st,- .j improvement in 80 per cent of the severely

distured children in his nationwiLle tudy (Rimland, 1969a).

Ther.J are at least Ido ways of conceptualizing the relation-

ship between Liuchemical imbalances and disordered behavior. One

i, that poor iriaeuuite transmislion of chemical signals

the neurons results i' the unintegrated and incoherent process-

ing of stimuli (Schildkraut and Kety, 1965). Another hypothesis

is that chemical neuroo transmitters (adrenaline, etc.) are metab-

olized into toxic or hallucinogenic compounds (Cutting, 1969).

While the limits of this paper preclude a review of the vol-

uminous literature on this subject, it is possible consider

the types of data which are offered to support biochemical hypo-

theses.

One favored research method has been the analysis of brain

urine, perspiration, and other body fluids of psychiatric

Patients. Te analyses attempt to docurnt an abnormal concen-

tratic,n cert3i:1 vital chemicals or compounds presumed to be

rei3ted to the p,,ychopathology of the subject. Another method

invol.,ed injecting nealthy organisms with certain vital fluids of

ick organisms. The txperimenters then observe the behavioral

efec:s of the injection. In . ddition, the -perimental production

of ps/chotic behavior in normal persons 'hroull biochemical means

(LSO-ha)lucinations; reserpir.e-depression; amphetam;ne-paranoia)

has been offered as support for the biogenetic position (Rimland,



1969h1 . The efficacy of biochemical treatment of certain behavior

dcsorders ha, been similarly interpreted.

This type of experimental evidence must be interpreted

carefully. A,. Kety has pointed out, physiological changes may be

secondary to osycholog?cal changes in tne patient. The period of

emotional turmoil which precedes the diagnosis and treatment of a

V,ychiatric disorder may affect dietary intake and, in turn, body

chemistry (Kety, 1959).

In addition, other factors set the psychiatric patient apart

from the normal control. The patient with a long history of hos-

pitalization in over-crowded institutions faces a greater risk of

chronic infections, especially of the digestive tract. The many

physiological therapies to which the patient has been exposed also

set him apart from the control subject.
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AN C,TtINE OF LEARNING ThE:

77,7, leJrninr; Eneory per se, but rathr many theories

7-ists na,ie fDLused on onli a few ,spects of

:,7.-_,eL;,..er.. :he .2ifferen: theories may use

,; 1 ,r? 1, ,2i=ferent phenomena or may use dif-

fe, v,Jcdt,.larie., in de,cribirg tne. sa-le phenomena. "There are

which 7-..igrt be _5ed to express the relationships

fndings for all for.r.a ef numan learning. Undoubtedly,

te el,gar,t .vay would be in terms of theory. A general theory

jt rJ.!,d71 ledrn; in which the particular findings in each

:ire..1 Are .rlown t, De deductions from the master set of statements

arP relatinsnips is clearly an ideal so:ution. No such system is

dvii13!-)ie (tInclerwood, 1,!64)."

Altnough great diversity exists 'earning theorists, cer-

tA.-1 asimptions ar2 made in all trle approache,... These as-

jre the ijentifying caracteristics which allf.w differ-

)n lear^.ing theories from other psychoiogical theories.

f ,w;-q ,ection present.> the basic definitions, assumptions,

.F ! charaCterize learnil.g theory, and tneir rela-

!: Denavior.

Ba5ic Assumptions

tneory of learning must include a defintion of learning.*

jnoerlining .ndicates tec -Ai. term.
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arT Dropoe following defirition: "Larning is

:n. r)/ dr, originates Or changed tnrough

7D o,. encrx)ntered situatio', provided that ::e character-

i,tics :ne r:.nange in activity canot be e:'plainee or the basis

uf native rt.:;7.)r:.e teniencies, matur5tion, or temoorary states of

:ne c)r-r,,anism ce.74. fatigue, driigs, etc-) (hi] gard )nd sower, 1966)."

According to tnis defnition, learning is a process which,

:nc,,..1:_;n it can t,e cav.7ot be observed. The occurrence of

learning is in=erren from t'le occurrence of a new behavior or from

3 cnange in behav: r. Man-, Theorists, then referring to 'earning,

use tne term "conditioning." The two terms, ;earning itrid condition-

ing, .,3r1 refer to the samt process. Hrwever, conditioning usually

implies learning within al experimental, laberatory settir.g, or it

invokies appilcation of laboratory procedures to a non-labora-

:or, setting. Learing, on the other hand, usua!ly refers to changes

enavi.)r ;n natural settings.

Tne stimulus which precee-1', a ',ehavior or change in hehavior

can consist of a ,:de variety of objects and events--pa-,t- and

;)reser,t, in!c-srnal d exzert,a1 (Pijou, 1968). For the stimulus to

7-, however, it must be perceived hy the organism.

. consists pf a past or present Rerception of the

.).ganism. :neorists deal mainly with Oaractei-istics of the

s:imula,.

-heoriszs look excl_sively at behavior, i.e., performance
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variables. For them, learning consists of a sequence of behaviors

which is modified by environmental experience (Skinner, 1953;

Sidney W. Bijou, personal communication, 1971). This latter def-

inition of learning, like the former, utilizes both the encountered

situation (environment) and the sequence of behavio, (activity)

as key concepts. These theorists are not concerned with interven-

in9 variables, i.e. unobservable processes occurring between the

stimulus and the response.

Most learning theorists make these assumptions.

(1) Behavior is a basic characteristic of living organisms.

(2) Behavior is modifiable, and modification can occur through

learning.

(3) Most human behavior is learning behavior (Wolpe, 1958; Skinner,

1953). Certainly other processes, such as growth and physical

damage (Wolpe, 1958), result in relatively permanent changes

in behavior; however, their importance is minimized by learnirg

theorists.

(4) The creation, maintenance, and removal of behavior depend on

environmental events or stimuli. With changes in events,

changes in behavior result. An environmental change can occur

as an antecedent or as a consequent event. In either case,

the behavior changes, indicating adaptation to environmental

conditions.

(S) A lawful, functional relationship exists between behavior and
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environmental events.

Extensions To Disturbed Behavior

From the definitions and assumptions above, one can formulate

a definition of emotional disturbance to which most theorists would

ascribe. Emotionil disturbance consists of maladaptive behavior

(Ullmann & Krasner, 1965). As a learned behavior, it develops and

is maintained like all other behaviors. A maladaptive behavior may

be reinforced by many events. Society plays an especially important

role. It defines the maladaptive behavior through the labeling

process and administers reinforcement which maintains the behavior.

Although learning theorists acknowledge biological bases of behav-

ior, they are concerned with the effect of environmental response

to the behavior.-

9 8
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2. MAJOR DIVISIONS AMONG THE GONNECT1ONIST THEORISTS

1r i 7.os,ible at present to set up the various learning

Th.oris :F. a unified theory (Hilgard & Bower, 1966; Deese & Hulse,

1958; Hill, 1963). There exist major divisions among learning

theorists, and within each division there exist further divisions.

(See Figure 1). (John R. Platt, personal communication, 1970;

Marx, 1951).

This paper considers only those theorists who are recognized

as connectionist psychologists (Hill, 1963), since most of the

cognitive psychologists do not deal with the problem of emotionally

disturbed behavior. The connectionist views learning as involving

the esrablishment of a connection between a stimulus and a response.

The basic assumption in such theories is that the response is

functionally related to the stimulus, and a connection is formed

between two stimuli (Pavlov) or between the stimulus and the

response (Guthrie, Hull).

Though agreement exists among the theorists on the basic

assumption, two major issues divide the theorists. The first major

issue concerns thr- process by which the learned connection is

established and maintained. One group of theorists contends that

the connection develops because of contisuity, while the other

group of theorists recognizes reinforcement as the important

mechanism. The second issue involves the utilization of or the
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rejection of theoretical concepts (i.e., intervening variables

and hypothetical constructs).

The structure of the chart on the connectionist learning

th,?.orists (Figure 1) points to a grouping of the major learning

theorists based on the two issues mentioned above with the in-

fluence of one theorist on another emphasized.

Contiguity Theorists Versus Reinforcement Theorists

The contiguity and the reinforcement theorists disagree on the

process by which a connection develoos. For the contiguity theorist,

the critical element is the temporal or spatial contiguity of the

two stimuli.or of the stimulus and the response. According to re-

inforcement theorists, a connection can occur only if the final

event is followed by reinforcement. Reinforcement is any event

following a response which increases the probability of the re-

currence of the response. Reinforcement theorists do not ignore

the importance of contiguity. When they consider it, however, they

relate it to reinforcement by specifying the temporal contiguity of

the response and the reinforcement. Thus, a reinforcement must be

contiguous to a response for learning to occur.

Not only do the theorists disagree about the associative pro-

cess; they also have different conceptualizations of the learning

task (Melton, 1964). For the contiguity tneorists, the task involves

merely an establishment of a relationship between two events. The

stimulus is presented and a response is evoked automatically. The
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CONTIGUITY THEORISTS

No theoreCcal Theoretical concepts

conceots

WATSON

Ui

GUTI1RI E

CONiECTIONIST PSYCHOLOGISTS

REINFORCEMENT THEORISTS

(Thorndike--Law of Effect)

Theoreticarconcepts

EYSdNCK

WOLPE

No t eoretical

concepts

HULL SKINNER

SPENCE

(influenced by (influenced by

Watson) Watson)

MILLER

GAGNE

PREMACK BIJ U

Figure I. The important divisions among connectionist psychologists based on the theorist's

approach to t'le issues of contiguity versus reinforcement and theoretical concepts

versus no theoretical concepts.
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learning task is viewed differently by the reinforcement. theorist.

The organism must select or discover the response which leads to

the reinforcement. Thus, not only must he connect the stimulus

with the response, but he must also discover which stimulus and

which response are appropriate in the situation (i.e., result in

reinforcement).

Theoretical Concepts Versus No Theoretical Concepts

Theoretical concepts enter a system as intermediary entities

inferred from independent (input) variables and dependent (output)

variables. Two kinds of theoretical concepts are hypothetical

constructs and intervening variables. Hypotheticl constructs,

though inferred intermediaries, are conceived of as concrete,

empirical entities. It is implied that, given a more advanced

technology, a hypothetical construct could be observed and measured.

An intervening variable, on the other hand, possesses no ,xiAtence

or meaning beyond its functional relationship within the system

Unlike a hypothetical construct, it can never be directly observed

or measured.

Among the theorists, wide differences exist in the use of

inferred intermediary concepts in the systems. Some theorists

develop their entire system around such inferred processes (Hull).

Others reject the use f such processes completely, preferring to

demonstrate and investigate empirical relationships (Skinner).
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Learning Theorists On Disturbed Behavior

The remainder of this paper will focus on important learning

teurists who have contributed to some understanding of emotional

disturbance and disturbed behavior. Each of the approaches will

be discussed separately by presenting -elevant definitions, assump-

tions and principles, and extensions to disturbed behavior.

Discussion of the theorists will voceed in accordance with

Figure I. Thus, theorists will be grouped in the following way:

contiguity theorists, reinforcement theorists utilizing theoretical

concepts, and reinforcement theorists rejecting the use of theoret-

ical concepts. A final section will be devoted to the practical

uses of learning theory in behavior modification and instructional

practices.
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3. CONTIGUITY THEORISTS

Ivan Petrovich Pavlov

In ar:y lis: of important learning theorists, Ivan Petrovich

,.:ily,iologist must he mentioned (Pavlov, 1927;

Pavlov, 1941; Hilgard a Bower, 1966). He acknowledgedDescartes and

Sechenov as his philosophical and conjectural ancestors. Descartes

presented the reflex as the basic mechanism of animal behavior. By

viewing animals as machines, he defined behavior as the connection

of the stimulus and the response through a structure in the nervous

system. The response is a necessary reaction to the stimulus.

Descartes' formulation considered only lower, motoric connections.

Sechenov extended the reflex concept to the activities of the

cerebral cortex.

This previous view of the reflex as the building block of

higher neural activity was merely conjectural. Pavlov recognized

the need for experimental studies. His physiological investigation

concerned the mechanisms of the digestive system and, in par.icular,

the activities of the digestive glands of dogs. During this work,

he became interested in the "psychic secretions" of the glands which

anticipated the presentation of the food to the dog. Assuming a

need for investigation by purely objective methods, he began record-

ing all external events and all behavioral changes which occurred.

From these observations and from controlled experimental studies, he
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UCS UCR

(meat powder)
(salivation)

(salivation)

CS

(bell)

Figure 2. A representation of the Pavlovian conditioning parad'gm.
The conditioned stimulus (CS) is presented almost simul-
taneously with the UCS. After repeated pairings of the
CS and the UCR, which is elicited by the UCS, the CS can
elicit the UCR, which now becomes a conditioned response
(rr.).
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formulated his theory of learning and behavior.

Definitions. Central to Pavlov's work, then, is the reflex,

the inevitable machine-like response of the organism. It is a

connection of the stimulus and the response through neural paths

from the receptor nerves to the central nervous system and from

the central nervous system to the nerves of the effector organ.

Excitation and inhibition refer to two basic opposing neural

functions. Excitation refers to an inc-ease in neural activity.

(Neural processing is inferred from a response.) Inhibition

indicates the lack of an observable reaction to a stimulus. It

refers to neural activity which results in no response by the

organism.

The typical Pavlovian par ligm begins with an unconditioned

stimulus (UCS) which elicits an unconditioned response (UCR). The

classical experiment providing an example of the conditioning

sequence involves the salivary response of the drg. Meat powder

(the UCS) placed in the dog's mouth produces salivation (the UCR).

A neutral stimulus, such as a bell (the CS), produces no such

response. Then the bell is presented with the food powJer several

times. Eventually, the bell will elicit salivation (now the CR)

without the presentation of thE c,,od. Pavlov is concerned with the

eventual connection of the CS with the UCS. Although he refers to

the UCS as the "reinforcement," he uses the term in a different way

from that o the reinforcement theorists.
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UCS UCR

floud sound) (;'ear)

(white rat)

(fcar)

Figure 3. Classical cOnditioning paradigm used to elicit fear of

a previously neutral stimulus f i.e., the white rat).
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and Princi_ales. Ref exes account for all human

and ani;:lal behavior. Inborn r2flexes are the connections of a UCS

, :JCR, :),-havior is el'cited in accordance with

cf)nditioning paradigm prset ted above. After con-

ditioning occur,,, urgar.is-1 can "anticipa'e" future conditions.

Ev,:n highr such as speech, can be described by the

,amt: Paradigm (Ano:-.hin, ;968). Thus, complex human behavior con-

sists of a whole system of inborn and conditioned reflexes.

Conditioning of higher order levels occurs in accordance with

the frequency principle. The U:S and the CS activate cortical

analizers, which exist as hypothetical constructs in Pavlov's

sy,tem. The action of the UCS cortical analyzer elicits the UCR.

By the frequency principle, the more frequently the actions of the

cortical anal,/zers of the UCS and the CS are paired, the more

Ikely will the CS elicit the CR.

Benav:or occurring at any of t :evels reflects the constant

interaction and conflict of the et,itatory and inhibitory processes.

Hull's (1929) r,,view of thc characteristics of these two processes

reveals 'he nature of the interaction. The excitatory process leads

to the first tri,11 apt.roximation of an adaptive response to a

situation. Th,, inhibitcn'y process acts to correct the maladaptive

featres of the excitatory process.

Extensions to disturbed behavior. Pavlov defined th2 patho-

logical state as a disturbance in normal cortical activity. He
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labeled pathological states either as neuroses or psychoses.

Although acli,Ittedly arbitrary, the distinction can be supported by

differences in the cause and the complexity of the two kinds of

disturbance. Neuroses result from functional interfert.ices and

tend to be of a less complex nature, whereas psychoses result from

fairly extensive physical damage and are usually complex dis-

turbances. Though recognizing two forms of pathological states,

Pavlov concentrated on the study of neurosis.

Neurosis, as a disturbance in cortical activity, arises from

an intense conflict between the excitatory and inhibitory proc-sses.

Two conditions which produced neurotic beh'avior in dogs involved

direct experimental manipulation of excitatory and inhibitory pro-

cesses and :.he influence of strong and unusual stimuli. Examples

of the first condition appear in many studies of experimental

neurosis (Gantt, 1944; Liddell, 1944).

Four kinds of laboratory manipulations which crez,re neurotic

behavior are:

(I) difficult discriminations (i.e., where two objects are so

similar that they elicit both excitation and inhibition);

(2) rhythmic alternation of excitatory and inhibitory conditioned

stimuli;

(3) increased delay before presentation of the UCS in a delayed

conditioned response paradigm; and

(4) the introduction of strong and unusual stimuli.
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Pavlov reported the effects of flooding of the laboratory (caused

by nature, not by the experimenter) on the behavior of the lab-

oratory dons. For some dogs, pathological disturbance5 character-

ized their behavior for a long period of time.

Pavlov also observed tha %. two dogs might display different

behavior effects resulting from the same disturbing conditions.

To account for the differences, Pavlov hypothesized four types of

geaotypical nervous activity. Utilizing the ancient classification

of temperaments by Hippocrates, he emphasized differences in the

strength of the excitatory and inhibitory processes and in their

equilibrium. The following table, adapted from Anokhin (1968),

describes the four types of higher nervous activity.

Hippocrates Pavlov

Choleric Excitable, uncompenFated

Sanguine Somewhat excitable, compensated

Phlegmatic Somewhat inhibited, compensated

Melancholic Inhibited, unbalanced

To use such a typology, one must define the properties of the

nervous system which allow categorization. In other words, some

index must be available to determine the correct typology of an

organism. Pavlov employed various combinations of the following

four characteristics:

(1) The strengtil of the proce5s of excitation or inhibition;
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(2) The equilibrium between the processes of excitation and

inhibition;

(3) The mobility of the nervous processes of excitation and

inhibition; and

(4) The limit of working capacity of the nervous formation.

Pavlov hypothesizes that environmental conditions interact

with the nervous system to produc varying reactions among re

organisms. To test this hypoth:tsis, he subjected two dogs clast,,

fied as the extreme types (choleric and melancholic) to conditions

which can produce disturbed behavior (development of a salivary

response to severe electrical stimulation and subsequent application

of the stimulation to new positions on the body). The two dogs

exhibited different behavior changes. An extreme imbalance in the

excitatory and inhibitory processes resulted from the interaction

of the environmental condition.. with the particular temperament of

the organism. In order to restore balance, there must be a gradual

development of the weaker process.

4

Pavlov extended the idea of the ft:Jr-category typology to human

beings. Therefore, the reactions of human beings to the same stim-

ulus conditions may be very different, depending on the character-

istics of their nervous activity. Clinical c,ses can be described

by the type of balance existing between the excitatory and inhibitory

processes. For example, according to Pavlov, neurasthenia results

from an exaggeration of inhibitory processes and a weakness of
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excitatory processt's. To overcome the disturbance, one must

increase the strength of the weaker process by m-nipulating

environmental conditions.

John Broadus Wat'Jn

John Broadus Watson (1930; Hill, 1963) conducted most of his

research on animals because he felt more comfortable studying them

in laboratory situations. His graduate worl tral dis-

sertation inv A.udies of the benavi( aft jt. He

formulated a psychology, which unlike the structuralism and intro-

spectionism dominating the field, was not limited to the normal,

adult, human subject. His famous paper "Psychology as the

behaviorist views it" appeared in the Psychological Review in

1913, thus establishing the behaviorist school.

Definitions. The definitions which Pavlov used to describe

the conditioned reflex are utilized by Watson.

Assumptions and principles. All behavior, animal and human,

is entirely composed of the physiochemical processes of glandular

secretions and muscular movements. Since behaviors, and not con-

scious processes, are the object of the psychologist's investiga-

tions, attention must be directed toward behavior as manifested by

these processes. By studying behavior, rather than consciousness,

, psychological work becomes a more objective science.

All learning involves classical or Pavlovian conditioning. A

new stimulus occurs simultaneously with a stimulus which elicits a
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reflex response. After several pairings, the new stimulus by itself

will elicit the response. Thus, the organism learns to respond to

new situations (new stimulus cc,Iditions).

Not only must an organism learn to respond to new situations,

it must also learn new responses. New responses consist of

sequences of old responses. Thus complex habits and behaviors are

composed of chainings and combinations of simpler reflexes.

Two principles, frequency and recency, account for the occur-

rence of )1d responses in new situations and for new response

old situations. Application of the principle of frequency character-

iz,d the Pavlovian technique. Watson, though accepting the frequency

principle, adds the recency principle. By the latter, the more

recently a response has been made to a stimulus, the more likely it

is to be made again.

Although a strong environmentalist, Watson does make one con-

cession to heredity (Watson & Watson, 1928). There exist three

innate emotional responses in human beings fear, rage, and love.

Furthermore, each response is originally elicited in an infant by

a limited number of stimuli. The fear response arises from the

experience of a loud sound or a loss of support. Restraining

bodily movement causes the rage response. The love response is

elicited by stroking the skin, and in particular, by stimulating

the erogenous zones.

Each of the emotional reaction-S. consists of a standard set of
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responses. The fear response corist of a sudder stop in breathing,

a startle response or "jump" of the whole body, crying, and often

defecation and urination. The rage response may be a stif7aning of

the whole body, screaming, cessation of breathing, and reddenirg of

the face. The love response consists of gurgling and cooing, and the

cessation of crying.

Unlike the infant, the emotional reactions of an adult or an

older child are varied, and they occur in response to many different

situations. Since most of these stimuli do not originally elicit

such responses, the number of eliciting stimuli must be increased

through conditioning.

Extensions to disturbed behavior. Watson and Rayner (1920)

provided an example of the behavioristic conceptualization of emo-

tional behavior. The child in the experiment, Albert B., was the

nine-month old son of a wet nurse in a hospital for invalid children.

A normal healthy boy, he had been raised in a hospital environment

since birth. In tests for fear reactions to various stimuli, he

demonstrated fear only when he heard a loud sound. At eleven months

of age, he showed the same lack fear. Then, a white rat was

presented with a loud sound. After only sr-yen pairings, Albert

showed fear of the rat when it was presented alone. The fear

extended not only to the rat, but generalrzed to a rabbit, a dog, a

fur coat (seal), cotton wool, and a Santa Claus mask. Furthermore,

this fear lasted for at least one month and wis observed to occur in
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differ..nr experimental situations. The experimentert,

that, given more time with the child, they could have eliminated

the fear. The thr,,.. methods which they suggested were; constant

repeated -,timulation resulting in habituation, reconditioning by

pres,n;inu ,;(,me plear;ant stimulation with the feared object, and

imitation manipulation of "constructive activities" using the

object.

,1,eared from the eri

Peter Owne ij2c) ied to be a child very- similar to the "fear-

ful" Albert. Petir, at two years and ten mcnths of age, feared

rabbits, rats, fur r.Igs, fur coats, and cotton balls. By using the

direct reconditioning .chaique suggested by Watson and Rayner (1920),

the child was brought o the point wher:: he did not fear the objects.

In the reconditioning, a rabbit was presented to Peter during a meal.

The rabbit was first held at some distance from the child and at

later sessions was brought closer and closer. Finally, the child

actually showed some fondness for the rabbit.

In a related study, Mary Cover Jones (1924a) investigated the

effectiveness of various techniques for removing children's fear.

She used 70 children who varied in age from three months to seven

years. The methods ef disuse, verbal appeal, and repression were

not successful. The conditioning method described in the report on

Peter was w,ed successfully, as was a social imitation method con-

sis.ing of merely having the child watch peers who were not afraid

of the object. 119
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Edwin R. Guthrie

Though following the Pavlovian-Watsonian tradition, Guthrie

(Guthrie, 1935, 1938; HMI, 1963; Hilgard & Bower, 1966) formulated

his own behaviorism. His was not a scientific background. He

approached psychology from the study of philosophy. His writings

do not contain many technical terms and mathematical equations;

0 us, , ver/ iy examples ex0aining his basic points.

Though criticized for his theoretical formulation, he made few

changes in his position over the years (Hilgard & Bower, 1966).

Assumptions and principles. Guthrie utilized Pavlov's ideas,

but in a manner very different from Watson's. Guthrie accepted the

principle of contiguity-as the basis for his system. "A combination

of stimuli which has been accompanied by a movement will on its

recurrence tend to be followed by that movement (1935, p. 26)."

As a general statement of classical conditioning, it appears to

be quite similar to Watson's principle of recency.

Accompanying the contiguity principle is the principle of all-

or-none learning. The association between a stimulus pattern and a

response occurs with the first pairing. This principle refers to

the conditioning of very small muscular movements. The final com-

plex response consists of many stimulus-movement connections. While

the learning of each movement connection arises in an all-or-none

fashion, the learning of the total response takes place gradually.

As in Pavlov's theory, facilitation and inhibitiop are the two
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ways in which one action system can influence another action system.

Guthrie tends to emphasize the importance of inhibition. Further-

more, he views the inhibition as resulting from response competition.

Thus, associative inhibition occurs in all learning and all forgetting.

In learning to do something, he organism must le n not to di,

LiArioi. and response competition.

toryetting occurs gradually for the same reason that learning occurs

gradually. Each element in the combination that forms an action is

eliminated over a period of time.

Conflict arises when there is a failure of inhibition. When

inhibition does not occur, competition between two responses results.

Thus, conflict can arise from learning, as well as from organic

dysfunction.

Extensions to disturbed behavior. Neuroses are learned adjust-

ments to conflict. The so-called nervous breakdown, which is actually

P social breakdown, results from prolonged tension and conflict. A

normal organism finds ways to remove the source of conflict. But when

conflict is intense, that habit may not be established. The conflict

both maintains itself and causes tension. It is the self-maintenance

of the conflict which is the chief obstacle to treatment and cure.

Not only is the conflict self-maintaining, but the behavior

resulting from the conflict becomes a habitual adjustment pattern and

tends to remain in the behavior repertoire. Consequently, even with

removal of the conflict situation, the adjustment behaviors may con-

tinue to occur.
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Psychoses, arising from organic caus, are dk'

c..paci r progressive adju5tme;,'. Thr2 behavior ] 1i 0

but adaptive to the organic defect. What may be adaptive

behavior for the organism is considered maladaptive by society.

Whether the person is rormal, neurotic or psychotic in his

behavior, Guthrie recognizes three methods of eliminating an un-

desirable behavior. In the "threshold" method, the stimulus is

presented very weakly so that the undes'rable response will not

occur. Gradually, the stimulus intensity is increased, making sure

that at each increase the response does not occur. Finally, the

stimulus presented at full strength will not. elicit the original

response. The "fatigue" method consists of having the individual

repeat the undesired behavior an extraordinary number of times.

Eventually, he will become very tired and may refuse or actively

resist responding in the usual manner. At this point, the stimulus

can be presented without eliciting the response. The final method

is called the method of "incompatible responses" and is similar to

the reconditioning method of Watson and Rayner (1920) and Jones

(1924a, 1924b). In this method, the stimulus for the original

response is presented along with stimuli which elicit different and

incompatible responses. The new responses become attached to the

"old" stimulus and will occur in place of the undesirable responses.

Albe,t Bandura

Assumptions and principles. Unlike most learning theorists,
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who propose either one-trial learning cr 117..iple-trial learning,

Band:Jra (1965 a,b) states that most human 'earning involves no-

trial learning. Ntw responses are acquired by observing the

behavior of models. The per5on can thereby learn new responses

without having performed the task and without having received

reinforcement. Though acknowledging that operant conditioning and

the application of reinforcement may be well suited.for controlling

existing responses, he states that the development of new behavioral

repertoires must oc:ur through modeling. After observing a model,

changes may occur in the observer's subsequent responses. The

observer may acquire new responses; the inhibitory responses of the

observer may be strengthened or weakened. Finally, there may be a

facilitation effect: previously learned responses, which are

similar but not identical to the model's responses, are emitted.

Bandura reports the effects of modeling on the subsequent

behavior of children who were observers (Bandura, Ross & Ross, 1961;

Bandura & Walters, 1963; Bandura, 1965a, b.). Some interesting

findings were that observers more often imitated high status rather

than low status models; and they imitated models that received

rewards rather than punishment for their behavior. Though the

children did not perform the model's behavior after viewing the

punishment, they were able to reproduce the entire sequence then

offered a reward for doing so. Thus, even though they never per-

formed the model's behavior and they viewed punishment, they did
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learn it, as eiidenced by their ability to produce it when

requested.

These latter effects illustrate the distinction between

learning and performance. The children did not spontaneously

perform the sequence of behavior of the punished model. However,

when reward was offered, the children performed the behavior,

indicating that learning had occurred. Thus, the environmental

conditions influen ed the performance but not the learning of the

behavior.

Extensions to distu:bed behavior. Bandura's social learning

theory indicates the importance of the social environment which

provides models for the learning of behavior. For example, Bandura,

Ross, and Ross (1961) found that children who observed an aggressive

adult model, subsequently emitted more agressi4e responses than did

children who observed a non-aggressive model. Also, the environment

supplies rewards or punishments, which influence the performance of

the observed, learned behavior.

Bandura does not recognize a distinction between causes of

normal and of disturbed behavior. Observational no-trial learning

account.s for disturbed behavior. It may occur after the observation

of such behavior. Normal adaptive behavior may fail to occur if the

observer considers the behavior to be inappropriate to himself or to

the situation (Bandura, 1961).

Bandura's theory suggests that disturbed behaviors are learned
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rather thun caused organically. As learned behaviors, they can

be eliminated through technique3 derived from learning theory.

Bandura (961) reviews these various methods of altering behavior.

The counter-conditioning technique suggested by Watson and

Rayner (1920) and utilized by Jones (1924), and discussed by Guthrie

(1938), the extinction method characterizing most conventional

psychotherapy, discrimination learning., and punishment can eliminate

anxiety-evoking reactions and maladaptive behavior with varying

degrees of success. Of the four methods, counter-conditioning seems

to be the most effective in removing undesired benat,ior. None cc

the methods aid in the development of new, positive behavior.

Behavior modifiers in the Skinnerian tradition can establish new

behavior sequences. The process of shaping behavior, however, is

slow and laborious. Bandura suggests, therefore, that social

imitation and modeling be the techniques of choice for acquiring new

behavior readily.

Summary of the Contiguity Theorists

Although Pavlov, Watson, Guthrie, and Bandura are described

as contiguity theorists, it may be recognized that Guthrie is the

only true contiguity theorist. The UCS in the Pavlovian paradigm

can be considered a reinforcement, and Pavlov refers to it as such.

However, he places mo;t emphasis on the contiguity of and the con-

nection between sens(ry analyzers. Watson, though utilizing the

Pavlovian paradigm, concentrates on the establishment of conditioned
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reflexes in accordance with principles of frequency and recency.

Finally, Bandura clearly recognizes th'e importance of reinforcement

for the performance of a response; however, the learning of a

behavior sequence can occur independent of reinforcement, he contends.

As for the issue of theoretical concepts, none of the theorists

in this section make extreme statements in either direction. Pavlov

uses such terms as conditioned reflex, sensory analyzers, neural

pathways, excitation and inhibition, which are theoretical concepts.

On the other hand, Watson, Guthrie and Bandura place little emphasis

on theoretical concepts.

The contiguity theorists differ in the emphasis they place on

biological and environmental factors which influence disturbed behavior.

Pavlov presents a truly interactionist theory. He describes thc inter-

action of the organism's type of nervous system and the stimulus con-

ditions (e g., noxious or ambivalent stimuli). Though recognizing

three biological, innate responses, Watson goes no further in pursuing

biological causes of disturbance. The three responses are generalized

to greater numbers of stimuli through conditioning. Thus, environ-

mental conditions determine the occurrence of disturbed behavior. For

both Guthrie and Bandura, the environmental events contain the

important factors in the development and maintenance of disturbed

behavior. For Guthrie, failure of the conditioning process to inhibit

a response leads to conflict, anx;ety, and neurosis. Furthermore, the

conflict is self-maintained through habitual behavior patterns.
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Bandura sees rhe social environment as providing models for imitation

which may lead to the learning of an inappropriate response. The

environmental conditions also determine the performance of the behavior.

o).)
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4. REINFORCEMENT THEORISTS:

THEORISTS UTILIZING THEORETICAL CONCEPTS

Reinforcement theorists are those who concentrate on the ef-

fects of the environmental consequences of behavior. This ..ection

discusses reinforcement theorists who utilize theoretical concepts

in their formulations.

Bijou (1968) distinguishes between hypothetico-deductive and

analytico-inductive theories. Theories described in this section

would be classified hypothetico-deductive theories. The theories

are tested by deduction (i.e., experiments) from general theoretical

statements. "Hypothetieo" refers to the use of hypothetical con-

structs and intervening variables to explain behavioral phenomena.

These inferred processes account for events occurring between the

stimulus and the response.

Edward L. Thorndike

Just as Pavlov may be viewed as the originator of contiguity

theory, Thorndike (Hilgard & Bowe", 1966; Hill, 1963) may be con-

sidered the faJier of reinforcement theory. Much of lear.linq pycho-

logy is based on the work of Thorndike (Tolman, 1938). ,Uchou,lh he

did not contribute directly to work on emotional disturbance, his

ideas, especially the Law of Effect, have been assimilated into many

theories.
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Definitions. According to Thorndike, learning is based on the asso-

ciatHn bet4een sense impressions and action tendencies. Thus, a

connection formed between a stimulus and a response represents all

learning. Even complex human learning can be understood in terms of

thi=, simple learning paradigm.

The strength of the connection is the probability of the re-

sponse given the stimulus conditions. A connection is said to have

Peen strengtnened when the probability of the response is greater

(yi,/en immediate repetition of the stimulus), or when an equal re-

ponse probability extends over a longer period of time. Animal and

human learning occur in accordance with three laws: the law of

effect, the law of readiness, and the law of exercise.

AssUmptions and principles. The law of effect states that a connec-

tion becomes stronger or weaker depending on its consequences. A

connection is strengthened when it is followed by a satisfying state

of affairs. A satisfying state of affairs is one which an organism

does not avoid and attempts to maintain. Thorndike, in his later

writing (1932), rejected his earlier idea that an annoyer, or a con-

dition which an organism 'actively attempts to avoid, causes a weak-

ening uf a connection. Thus, only the positive half of the law of

effect remained in the system.

The law of readiness forms the physiological basis for the law

of effect by describing the conditions leading to satisfaction or

annoyance (Hilgard & Bower, I 966, p. 18):
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(I) A condition is satisfying Aen a conduction unit is ready to

conduct.

(2) When a conduction unit, which is ready to conduct, does not con-

duct, an annoying state of affairs results.

(3) Conduction is annoying when a conduction unit which is unready

for conduction is forced to conduct.

The law of exercise states that, with practice, a connection

will be strengthened, and, with no practice, the connection will be

weakened. In later work, Thorndike questioned the law because of

instances where repetition did not result in improvement. Finally,

he concluded that repetitions of connections produce negligible

strengthening.

Extensions to education. In Thorndike's consideration of the prob-

lem of teaching and learning in the classroom, three issues related

to the laws of effect and readiness arise. The teacher must identify

the connections to he formed. There must be clarity as to what per-

formance is expected. He must identify the satisfying states of

affairs, or those conditions which will cause a strengthening of the

performance. Finally, he must apply the satisfiers appropriately,

so that the desired connection5 are strengthened. Later work in

learning theory as appiied to education (Skinner, 1963; Gacne, 1965;

Homme, 1969) essentially agrees with Thorndis ldeas.

(),"I 0
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Clark L. Hull

Hull's learning theory (Hilgard & Bower, 1966; Hill, 1963) is

the most formal and systematic behavior theory ever produced. Though

his training and work began in engineering, he switched to psycho-

logy and carried with him a desire to construct an elaborate and pre-

cise theory. The theory stems from Watson's behaviorism and Thorn-

dike's connectionism, but is a more refined and detailed system.

Because of its formal and systematic nature, Hull's theory dominated

laboratory and theoretical work in the learning area for many years.

Because of the complexity of the Hullian system, only the major

points and those of importance to later formulations will be discussed.

Definitions. Habit stren_gth (sHr) is a key concept in the Hullian

system. It is an intervening variable, inferred from changes in

dependpnt variables. Habit refers to the recurrence of a response
't

in a given stimulus situation. Habit strength indicates the proba-

bility of occurrence of a response within the environment.

A second important term, also an intervening variable, is the

concept of drive (D). It is an activated state of the organism,

without which there would be neither reinforcement, nor response,

nor regulation of habits in accordance with the organism's needs.

Stimulus intensity dynamism (V) and incentive motivation (K)

are two intervening variables which combine with habit strength and

drive to influence behavior. -These two concepts were later additions
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to tne Hulliar system, contributed by his student Kenneth Spence.

Stimulus intensity dynamism (V) refers to the intensity of the stimu-

lus. Each drive possesses a characteristic drive stimulus, and the

intensity of the stimulus increases with the strength of the drive.

Incentive motivation (K) indicates the motivating effect of the in-

centive, which is uetermined by the size of the reward.

The reactio-1 potential (

S
E ) refers to the tendency of the

organism tu make a given response to a given stimulus. It is a

function of habit strength, drive, stimulus intensity dynamism, and

incentive motivation. Net reaction potential (

s r
) is the momentary

tendency to emit the response, a function of reaction potential and

inhibitory factors.

The reaction threshold ( L ) accounts for the fact that, during

the early stages of the learning experience, learning will occur,

although it may not be apparent in overt behavior. It is the mini-

mum value for the net reaction potential in order that an observable

response will occur. If the value of the net reaction potential is

not above the threshold value, then no overt response will occur.

Oscillation refers to the fact that the net reaction potential

is not a definite value but the mean of a random distribution which

is approximately normal. In each trial, oscillation of (sEr) may

bring the value above or below that which was calculated. By intro-

ducing the term (s0r), Hull's system can account for the fact that

a response may occur on one trial but not on the next, even though
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the ( E ) was higher on the second trial.
s r

Assumptions and principles. The Hullian system of the relationships

between the independent variables, the intervening variables, and the

depenuent variables can be summarized in the following diagram.

Three assumptions are made in the Hullian system:

(1) An organism is motivated toward conditions which are optimal for

survival.

(2) Behavio- arises from a stimulus event which causes receptor

action and consequent effector action. Thus, behavior results from

some stimulus condition.

(3) Learning is completely automatic.

According to Hull, reinforcement is central to all learning.

Habit strength increases with repeated reinforcement, since the

latter leads to either drive reduction or drive stimulus reduction.

Furthermore, learning can occur only wIth reinforcement.

In Spence's modification of Hull's theory, habit strength is not

increased through reinforcement, but rather through repetition. Rein-

forcement affects the system through the intervening variables of

stimulus intensity dynamism and incentive motivation. Stimulus inten-

sity dynamism decreases with reinforcement leading to drive stimulus

reduction. With larger rewards, incentive motivation increases.

Through secondary reinforcement, a previously neutral stimulus

may acquire reinforcing properties. A neutral stimulus mu5t be paired
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- drive condition
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w - amount of reward

W - work required in responding

H - habit strength
S

- drive

V - stimulus intensity dynamism

K - incentive motivation
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- reactive inhibition

I conditioned inhibition
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S
E reaction potential

S
I aggregate inhibitory

potential

S
net reaction potential

S
0 oscillation

S
L reaction threshold

E effective reaction potential

t reaction latency
S

A reaction amplitude

n number of non-reinforced
responses to extinction

Figure 4 Summary of Hull's system, as adapted from Hilgard and
Bower (1966).
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witn some wnicn causes a reduction in drive level. By a

similar process, a previously neutral stimulus may become a drive-

producing stimulus. Both secondary reinforcement ana secondary

drive are important concepts for later theorists.

Hull, incorporating the Spence modification, postulates a multi-

plicative relationship between (sHr,D,V, and K) as they influence

the reaction potential. That is,

E = H xDr.VxK.Sr Sr

In such a formulation, if any one of the variables affecting (ser)

equal zero, the reaction potential will ecio-11 zero.

There may be times when one of the values equals zero (i.e., a

lack of drive conditions) and yet learning does occur. To account

for this situation, Spence (Hill, 1963) again modified the Hullian

system. He changed the formulation to an additive function. Thus,

E = H (D + V + K).Sr Sr

Although Hull's theory of learning and behavior is thorough, he

doe% very little work in applying the system to abnormal behavior.

For the extencions to disturbed behavior, this discussion must turn

to the wor Neal Miller.

Neal Miller

Following the Hullian thpory closely, Miller (Miller & Dollard,

1941; Dollard & Mi I T.r, 1956; Hilgard & Marquis, 1961; Sarasor, 1966)
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attempted to analyze psychopathology and psychotherary in terms of

learning theory.

Definitions. According to-Miller and Dollard, learning theory and

research involves "...the study of the circumstances under which a

response and a cue become connected (1941, pp.1-2)." Ihe four

elements involved in learning are drive, cue, response, and reward.

Assumptions and principles. The establishment and maintenance of

the connection oetween the cue and the response occurs only under

the conditions of drive and reward. Drive, an intervening variable

related to tissue needs, arouses the organism to an active state.

In that state, the organism attempts to satisfy the drive. Reward

or reinforcement results when the drive is reduced. If the response

which was aroused by drive occurs in the presence of the cue and is

rewarded, the cue-response connection will be strengthened.

The concept of drive, as presented above, emphasizes physical

needs; however, drive encompasses much more than internal biological

states. A distinction exists between primary and secondary drives.

Primary drives are unlearned and biologically based. Secondary drives

are 'earned by being paired with primary drives in accordance with

a clacal conditioning paradigm.

The drives and the cues in a situation exercise some limitation

on the potential response. Since this limitation is not complete,

the organism can make any of several different responses. The re-

soonses possess differing probabilities of occurrence, depending on
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huw c,fterl tne r2sponse previously led to drive reduction. A re-

sponse or habit hierarchy consists of an ordering of these responses

according to their probabilities of occurrence.

Though Miller and Dollard (1941) would agree with Bandura (1965)

on the importance of imitation in human behavior, they view imitative

behavior as a reinforced, iearned response. It consists of the chain-

ing of previously learned behaviors into a "new" sequence of behav-

iors.

Extension to disturbed behavior. Both adjusted and maladjusted

behavior consist of sets of responses which reduce fear and anxiety

arising from conflict. Fear and anxiety, as intervening variables,

are described as secondary drives. Similar to other drives, they

function as bothan-activating mechanism and as a reinforcing mechan-

ism. Furthermore, fear and anxiety have distinctive sets of asso-

ciated stimuli which act as cues,arousing a certain set of responses.

Those responses which reduce fear or anxiety are learned.

Anxiety arises as the result of conflict. Conflict is defined

as a situation in which two or more incompatible response tendencies

occur simultaneously. The four types of conflict most often dis-

cussed are: approach-approach, avoidance-avoidance, approach-avoi-

dance, and multiple approach-avoidance ( Hilgard & Marquis, 1961).

Approach refers to behavior reaction to a desired goal, and avoi-

dance refers to a behavior reaction to an undesired goal. Within

the framework of maladaptive behavior, the conflict'situation most
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often researched is the approach-avoidance conflict. Thus, a parti-

cular stimulus elicits both approach and avoioance behavior, a

contlict state.

Because of the conflict, either overt or covert inhibition will

occur. Overt inhibition suppresses the motor response tendency,

while covert in, ibition suppresses verbal responses. By suppressing

and eliminating the response which originally reduced the anxiety or

drive, the anxiety may appear aaain. Covert inhibition or repression,

on the other hand, may lead to stupid and irrational behaVior through

the suppression of verbal thought processes. This suppression, by

resulting in less adequate problem solutions, may, in turn, lead to

an increase in anxiety.

In describing the neurotic person, Dollard and Miller (1950)

emphasize three characteristics: he is miserable because of his

conflicts; he is stupid about certain features of his life; and he

has symptoms. The syndrome possesses a cyclical nature which Dollard

and Miller diagrammed.

Dollard and Miller (1950) describe psychoanalysis utilizing

their scheme of drive, cue, response and reward. Therapy involves

the building of responses wh:-_h are currently lower on the response

hierarchy than are the maladaptive responses. For successful therapy,

the new responses must provide greater reward than the maladaptive

responses or symptoms. Otherwise the disturbed behavior will remain.

The greatest problems lie in determining the cue for the disturbed
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beha,Hor 3 re4Ar_! f ye t)ehavior.

Basic assumptions and principles. Wolpe's theory (1956) is a union

of the theories of Hull and Guthrie. The definitions and assumption-.

are similar to those (if Hull and Miller. However, Wolpe diverges

from the mainstream of Hullian theorizing by emphasizing the process

of inhibition, which characterized Guthrie's work on disturbed behav-

ior.

According to Wolpe, the term "inhibition" refers to a tendency

and a mechanism. First, inhibition is the tendency of the organism

not to respond. This is similar to Pavlov's (1927, 1941) conception.

The mech?nism of inhibition functions, through response competition,

to eliminate a response (Guthrie, 1938). Wolpe, then, describes

reciprocal inhibition as one procedure for response elimination. It

involves a decrease in the strength of a response by the simultaneous

elicitation of another response. Other theorists have referred to

the same mechanism using different terms, such as counter-condition-

ing (Bandura, 1961), the method of incompatible responses (Guthrie,

1938), and reconditioning (Watson ar.d Rayner, 1920).

Extensions to disturbed behavior Neurotic behavior is defined as

any persistent, unadaptive and learned habit of behavior in a physio-

logically normal organism. The adaptiveness of the habit can be
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Figure 5. Diagram of e interaction arioi the basic factors involved in neurosis.
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r-,asured by tho probability of favorable consequences of a response.

An anadaptiv haoit has a low probability of favorable consequences.

The verity of neti;-o-,is is determined by the intensity and

,laratioh of .F a ety which is aroused. Anxiety is an autonomic

response pattern aroused by either of two situations, the presence

of ambivalent stimuli, or the presence of noxious stimuli. In both

cases, the itimulus must be presented to a subject under controlled

conditions. The approach-avoidarice conflict described earlier,and

Pavlov's formulation of a "clash" between excitation and inhibition

are congruent witn Wolpe's formulation. Ambivalent stimuli and nox-

ious stimuli both produce an antagonism between excitation (a ten-

dency to respond) and inhibition (a tendency to not respond).
.

Wolpe outlines the progression of neurotic behavior in diagram

for,I. To eliminate anxiety and neurotic behavior, Wolpe employs

reciprocal inhibition. "If a response antagonistic to anxiety can

be made to occur in the presence of anxiety-evoking stimuli so that

it is accompanied by a complete or partial suppression of the anxiety

responsec, the bond between these stimuli and the anxiety responses

will be weakened (1958, p. 71)."

Although Wolpe describes and uses several techniques which

employ reciprocal inhibition, he is most famous for his method of

systematic desensitization. Si.nce relaxation is a response antago-

nistic to anxiety, the patient is first trained to relax. He then

construct; his "anxiety hierarchy," which consists of stimuli which
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Special predisposing preconditions (not essential)

Subject exposed to either stimuli directly evoking anxiety or to am-
bivalent stimulation so that anxiety of high intensity is evoked.
(Many variables are involved, e.g. degree of constriction of psycholo-
gical space [limitations of response possibilities], strength of anx-
iety at each exposure, number of exposures, degree of stimulus con-
stancy at different exposures).

Conditioning is established
of

high intensity
anxiety responses

tO

specific stimuli

and/or

and/or

other responses,
e.g. hysterical responses

pervasive stimuli
(free-floating anxiety)

Secondary anxiety-relieving behavior
may ensue:

a. physical avoidance of stimuli
conditioned to anxiety
and/or

b. displacement of attention
and/or

c. drug-taking
and/or

d. anxiety-relieving obsessions

Modifications in the con-
stitution of neurotic re-
sponses following their
evocation in contiguity
with certain other re-
sponses

Figure 6. The development of neurosis according to Wolpe
(Adapted from Wolpe, 1958.)
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evoke anxiety for him. The stimuli are rank-ordered with the least

anxiety-producing stimulus at the top. The patient is hypnotized

or told to relax. During relaxation, he must imagine one of the

anxiety stimuli. The weakest stimulus is the first to be presented.

Stronger and stronger stimuli are presented as long as they do not

disturb the patient's relaxation. Eventually, the strongest anxiety-

evoking stimulus can be imagined without influencing the relaxed

state of the patient. If the treatment is successful, anxiety-evok-

ing stimuli will not produce anxiety responses in everyday life

situations.

Hans Jurgen Eysenck

Assumptions and principles. Eysenck (1960; Eysenck G Rachman, 1965)

draws his theoretical formulations from Pavlov and Hull. His theory

extends beyond orthodox learning theory into the biological bases of

personality. Thus, he transforms the typical S-R paradigm into an

S-0-R paradigm.

Through factor analysis, he finds two personality dimensions:

exCroversion-introversion and neuroticism-normal. The extreme extro-

vert can be characterized as sociable, impulsive, aggressive, and

optimistic, while the extreme introvert is quiet, introspective,

serious, reliable, and pessimistic. On the second dimension, neuro-

tic persons tend to be unstable, moody, anxious, and restless, whereas

normal persons are stable, even-tempered, calm, and carefree.
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The oersonalit, dimensions discussed above are associated with

biological factors. Extroversion-introversion is related to the

excitation and inhibition of cortical processes. The neuroticism

dimension relates to the strength and Speed of conditioned responses.

The neurotic person suffers from excessive responsiveness of the

autonomic nervous system, in particular, the sympathetic branch of

the autonomic system. There is a predisposition to respond more

quickly and more strorngly.

Extensions to disturbed behavior. Eysenck considers neurotic behav-

ior as learned behavior, distinct from innate behavior resulting from

damage to the central nervous system. Neurotic behavior is maladap-

tive fur it fails to achieve its goal and produces unfavorable con-

sequences. Eysenc (Eysenck & Rachman, 1965) explains the occurrence

of neurotic behavior by extensions of his learning theory. He recog-

nizes two types of abnormal reactions related to conditioning. Sur-

plus conditioned or dysthymic reactions, such as phobic reactions,

anxiety states, and ubsessional and compulsive behaviors are learned,

maladaptive rec.ponses. These responses are learned quickly and strongly

in response to a traumatic experience, by an individual with tendencies

toward neuroticism and introversion. The maladaptive response does

not extinguish over time either because it is conditioned to a neutral

stimulus or because the stimulus associated with the experience is

avoided (e.g., Watson & Rayner, 1920). Treatment of a surplus condi-

tioned reaction consists of extinction of the maladaptive response.
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Eysenck recommends the methods of counter-conditioning (Watson &

Rayner, 1920; Jones, 1924; Bandura, 1961) and of reciprocal inhibi-

tion (Wolpe, 1958).

The second type of reaction is called the deficient conditioned

reaction. In this case, rather than the development of a maladaptive

response, there is an absence of socially desirable behavior, as

exemplified by the psychc,,,Ith. Because of the defective conditioning

ability of the person (extroverted and neurotic), he never acquires

the socially adaptive response. Treatment for the deficient condi-

tioned reaction is different from that for the surplus conditioned

reaction. Instead of eliminating a maladaptive response, an adaptive

response must be established. In this case, the treatment utilizes

reinforcement for the establishment and maintenance of the positive

response.

According to Eysenck, anxiety is a reaction characteristic of

many neurotic conditions. It is produced by noxious stimulation or

by conflict (see the sections on Pavlov, Miller, and Wolpe). Anxiety

reactions are affected by such factors as personality (e.g. neuroti-
2

cism), degree of confinement, intensity of the unconditioned stimulus,

and strength of the competing responses.

Summary: Reinforcement Theorists Utilizing Theoretical Concepts

All the theorists in this section recognize the importance of

reinforcement in behavior development. Thorndike, Hull, and Miller
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place great emphasis on the effects of reinforcement on behavior.

Although Wolpe and Eysenck view reinforcement as theoretically

important, they do not use the concept as a basis for intervention.

In this respect, both appear to be influenced by Pavlov and Guthrie.

Each theorist utilizes theoretical concepts in formulating his

system. Hull, Miller, and Wolpe employ intervening variables and

hypothetical constructs in their theories. Thorndike (conduction

units) and Eysenck (personality factors) use hypothetical constructs

in their theoretical systems.

The reinforcement theorists, like the contiguity theorists,

view environmental factors as providing important influences on

behavior. Though Thorndike views the conduction units as the physio-

logical basis for the law of effect, he does not indicate that inter-

action between biological and environmental conditions affects

behavior directly. Hull, Miller, and Wolpe view biological condi-

tions as a determiner of the drive state or drive stimulus. Drive

interacts with the situational factors to produce a response. Both

Miller and Wolpe recognize the importance of the environment in

producing anxiety, conflict, and neurosis. Eysenck's theory is most

clearly interactionist, for he describes the interaction of envi-

ronmental factors and personality (with biological and yenetic bases)

which produce a conditioned response.

Miller, Wolpe, and Eysenck, though influenced by different theo-

rists, make similar statements about conflict, anxiety, and neurosis.
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The three theorists agree with both Pavlov and Guthrie that disturbed

behavior arises from conflict. Disturbed behavior, as recognized by

Guthrie, is self-maintained and, therefore, difficult to remove from

a person's behavioral repertoire. Through manipulation of the envi-

ronment, however, it may be possible to eliminate the conflict, the

anxiety, and the disturbed behavior.

1 4 ;3
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5. REINFORCEMENT THEORISTS:

THEORISTS REJECTING THEORETICAL CONCEPTS

The theories of Skinner and Bijou are analytico-inductive rather

than hypothetico-deductive theories (Bijou, 1968). The two theorists

build theory from the groundwork of experimental analysis. Basic

empirical statements are tested, and relationships between empirical

statements are formulated. Eventually, systematic relationships de-

velop, indicating the emergence of a general theoretical position

through induction. The "analytical" approach implies that detailed

analyses are made of observable behaviors of the organism. No refer-

ence is made to internal processes; only relationships among empirical

entities are considered.

B. F. Skinner

As a researcher in psychology, Skinner (Hilgard and Bower, 1966;

Hill, 1963; Skinner, 1953; Skinner, 1963) did most of his work with

animals. From work in the laboratory, Skinner generated a theory of

behavior which emphasized observable behavior and rejected inner

--causes.

Definitions. Skinner recognizes two types of learned behavior, re-

spondent and operant. Respondent behavior is elicited by certain

stimuli. Operants, on the other hard, are emitted responses, which
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need not be related to any particular stimulus. Strength of respon-

dent behavior is a function of stimulus characteristics. Since oper-

ant strength cannot be measured with regard to a stimulus, some other

measure must be used. Typically, rate of response and number of re-

sponses are used as measures of operant strength.

There are two types of conditioning. Type S, exemplified by the

Pavlovian paradigm, results in the conditioning of respondent behav-

ior. A stimulus (conditioned stimulus) is paired with reinforcement

(unconditioned stimulus). The two laws relevant to Type S condition-

ing are the law of conditioning and the law of extinction. The law

of conditioning states that conditioning depends on the temporal con-

tiguity of the two stimuli. The law of extinction specifies that

with repeated presentations of the conditioned stimulus without the

conditioned stimulus, the conditioned response will disappear from

the behavior repertoire. In Type R conditioning, a response is fol-

lowed by reinforcement. It is the response rather than the stimulus

which is important. The laws of conditioning and extinction also

apply to Type R conditioning. The strength of a response increases

with reinforcement and decreases without reinforcement. Within Skin-

nerian theory, reinforcement receives a completely operational defi-

nition; there are no inferred theoretical concepts to explain its

functioning. Reinforcement refers to the increased probability of a

response resulting from the application of a positive reinforcer or

from the removal of a negative reinforcer. Punishment indicates a
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REINFORCEMENT

PRIMARY

Positive Application of an event
(a prmary positive rein-
forcer) which then causes
an increase in the proba-
bility of a response.
(Application of food.)

SECONDARY

Application of an event which ori-
ginally does not cause an increase
in the probability of a response,
but w:lich does so after being pair-
ed with a primary positive reinforcer.
(Application of a tone which has been
paired with the presentation of food.)

Negative Withdrawal of an event (a
primary negative reinfor-
cer) which then causes an
increase in the probabil-
ity of a response. (Re-

moval of a shock.)

PUNIS

Positive Primary application of an
event (a primary negative
reinforcer) which causes
a decrease in the proEa-
bility of a response.
(Application of electric
shock.)

Withdrawal of an event which ori-
ginally does not cause an increase
in the probability of a response,
but which does so after being pair-
ed with a primary negative rein-
forcer.(Removal of a tone which
has been paired with shock,)

HMENT

Application of an event which ori-
ginally does not cause a decrease
in the probability of a response
but which does so after being pair-
ed with a primary negative reinfor-
cer. (Application of a tone which
has been paired with the electric
shock.)

Negative Withdrawal of an event (a

primary positive reinfor-
cer) which then causes a
decrease in the probabil-
ity of a response.
(Removal of food.)

Withdrawal of an event which ori-
ginally does not cause a decrease
in the probability of a response
but which does so after being pair-
ed with a primary positive rein-
forcer. (Removal of a tone which
has been paired with food.)

Figure 7. Skinnerian definitions of reinforcement and punishment.
(Adapted from Skinner, 1953; Logan and Wagner, 1966.)
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decreased response probability due to the application of a negative

reinforcer or the removal of a positive reinforcer.

Punishment is not simply the opposite of reinforcement, for, in

addition to decreasing the probability of a response, it may result

in certain undesirable by-products. Though a punished behavior seem-

ingly disappears from the behavior repertoire, it may not actually

be eliminated, but merely repressed. If the punishing stimulus is

removed, the response may return. Also, punishment may generate "emo-

tional" behavior, such as fear and anxiety.

Reinforcement, defined operationally, does not include the con-

cept of drive-reduction. Drive is not a stimulus, a physiological

state, a psychic state, or a state of strength. It merely indicates

the effects of deprivation and satiation on the probability of a re-

sponse.

Premack (1959), following the Skinnerian example, refined the

definition of reinforcement. "Reinforcement results when an R (re-

sponse) of a lower independent rate coincides, within temporal limits,

with the stimuli governing the occurrence of an R of a higher inde-

pendent rate...Therefore, a response A will reinforce another re-

sponse B...if and only if the independent rate of A is greater than

that of B." Using this principle, one may increase the rate of B.

The occurrence of the higher frequency response (A) is made contin-

gent on the occurrence of the lower frequency response (B). The rate

of response of B will increase and, eventually, exceed the initial
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frequency of A. Persons working in behavior modification have uti-

lized this principle in many situations.

Skinner describes how a previously neutral stimulus can become

a conditioned reinforcer. Through Type S conditioning, a relation-

ship is established between a positive or negative reinforcer and a

neutral stimulus. Eventually, the neutral stimulus can function as

a reinforcing stimulus for other behaviors.

A generalized reinforcer results when a conditioned reinforcer

is paired with more than one primary reinforcer. A generalized rein-

forcer is more effective and can be used in more situations than

either a primary or secondary reinforcer. One example of a general-

ized reinforcer is the token. Though the token can exert behavioral

control for long periods of time, it must at some time be exchanged

for primary reinforcers (Skinner, 1953).

Two final terms which must receive operational definitions are

emotion and anxiety. The term emotion is often used as an interven-

ing variable to explain behavior. As such, the concept provides few

strategies for altering behavior. Another approach is to focus on

the emotional behavior itself, and on the conditions which can be

manipulated to alter that behavior. Therefore, emotion is defined

as a "...particular state of strength or weakness in one or more

responses induced in any one of a class of operations (Skinner,

1953)."
1 4 8,±
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Three types of responses occur after the application of an un-

conditioned or o Gonditioned aversive stimulus (negative reinforcer):

escape behavior, avoidance behavior, and anxiety. Escape behavior

results in a weakening or removal of the aversive stimulus, as when

a person shuts his eyes or turns from a bright light. Other behavior

is designed to avoid the actual experience of the unconditioned aver-

sive stimulus. During the time between the onset of the conditioned

aversive stimulus and the unconditioned aversive stimulus, the organ-

ism responds so that he completely avoids the unconditioned aversive

stimulation. Anxiety, similar to avoidance, occurs during the inter-

val between the conditioned and the unconditioned stimuli. It is an

emotional response to the conditioned aversive stimulus. It serves

no useful purpose, such as escape or avoidance. In fact, it usually

interferes with normal behavior and may even reduce the effective-

ness of avoidance behavior.

Assumptions and principles. Psychological investigations attempt to

discover functional relations between an independent and a dependent

variable. Skinner rejects the cause-effect model and does not use

"inner causes" to explain behavior. Such causes can be postulated,

but never proven or disproven. Instead, Skinner describes events

which tend to occur together and in a particular order. The focus

of scientific psychology must rest on the observable variables affec-

ting the organism, variables which exist in the organism's environ-

ment or in its environmental history. Though "inner states" exist
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in the organism, they are not relevant to a functional analysis in

which observed behavior occurs and is descrlbed as a function of

independent variables.

Only a very small part of behavior results from respondent con-

ditioning; rather, most behavior arises from operant conditioning.

That is, behavior operates on the environment to generate certain

consequences. Since the environment is not constant but is ever-

changing, the behavior cannot be a constant. However, the behavior

is lawfully and functionally related to the environment.

Therefore, the important element in learning and behavior is the

environment. Most behavior is acquired through learning. Most learn-

ing, being operant conditioning, results from environmental conse-

quences. Thus, most behavior is acquired, maintained, or eliminated

by its ef vironmental consequences. Skinner concludes that only a

small fraction of behavior can arise from inherited characteristics,

especially when comparisons are made within species.

Operant conditioning of a response does not occur in one trial,

but is a process extending over time. The baseline rate of a response

may be very low and almost nonexistent. In such a case, it may be a

long time before the response occurs and reinforcement follows. Con-

sequently, a new behavior must be "shaped" into existence. Approxi-

mations to the desired response receive reinforcement. Later, rein-

forcement only occurs as the approximations come closer and closer

to the desired response. In a fairly short period of time, a rare
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response can become a high probability response.

Extensions to disturbed behavior. Disturbed behaviors are learned

respon,es to excessive or inconsistent control. Such control is usu-

ally punitive, and Lonsists of an individual's aversive stimulus

applied to a previously reinforced behavior by a group, religion, or

government. Emotional by-products of the control include fear, anxi-

ety, anger or rage, and depression. These by-products incapacitate

the individual, and render him harmful to himself or society. The

consequences of these by-products on operant behavior include drug

addiction, excessively vigorous behavior, excessively restrained be-

havior, defective stimulus control, defective self-knowledge, and

adversive self-stimulation.

Psychotherapy is a controlling device for dealing with disturbed

behavior. The power of the therapist arises from the positive rein-

forcement of relief, or promise of relief, from the patient's aver-

sive condition. The therapist provides the patient with a non-puni-

tive audience. When a person has received excessive reinforcement

for inappropriate behavior, the therapist may have to institute new

contingencies so that the behavior will be extinguished. Extinction

of the old behavior may not be sufficient to solve the problem. The

therapist may have to help the patient construct new responses to

deal with the environment.

Labeling of psychiatric symptoms is unnecessary and sometimes

dangerous. It is an explanatory fiction, which allows the therapist
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to avoid pecifying the cenavior which must be currected. It points

to unobservable inner causes for behavior which may be impossible to

munipulate. Ratner tnan focusing on manipulable behavior, it forces

ljte therdpi,t to speculate on ways to influence these inner causes.

Sidney W. Bijou

11)65,-; l':)68; Bijou & Baer, 1961) presents an analysis of

Id behavior and development whjch closely resembles the ideas of

Skinner. At the very- least, the two theorists subscribe to the

analytico-inductive procedure described by Hu1,1 and by Miller and

Dollard.

Definitions. Within the theory out:ined by Bijou, all concepts are

empi r: cid functional; that is, they are operationally defined.

-The important termis within the system include environment, organism,

and stimulus-response interactions.

The environment consists of specific stimilus events and setting

eventk .vhich interact with the stimuli anu responses of the organism.

nq of the specific stimulus events includes four categories

)1, cal, organismic, and social stimuli. Regardless

all specifi.:, stimuli can be analyzed ay their physical dim-

ensii,n, and can be recorded and measured. Setting events consist of

stimulus-response eractions which influence later stimulus-response

interactions. The organism is the source of the stimulus and response

which arise in the interactional setting. Thus, the unit of
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-,timulus-response interaction. Some responses by

;ani,.;! are :ontr..:11ed Pi antecedent stimulation (respondents),

bY '."..._,W5.2gLIC:nt stimulation (operants), dnd most by a combination

ui t/pes of stimulation.

Bijou aefines p,ychology as the investigation of the interaction

and the environment. Child development concentrates

at various stages of development. Emphasis is placed

tne al,tory of interactions of the organism and the environment.

stud? ot cniid development includes information concerning

v. relationship of the past interactions to present interactions.

Basic ,,umptions and principles. Bijou (1968) outlines four assump-

his ideas about child development. Psychology in-

tne ol interactions between a biological organism and

envirnmental eVen. Thus, the question of the relative importance

heredity and environment is no longer interesting. The two do

not eAist as uppsing forces, but as labels for specific types of

variables nich influence behavioral changes.

ra.:.tions-an,i relationships in behavior are continuous,

r,tion or dichotomy exists in the locus of

the child is viewed as the source of

Tne child responas so stimuli aris-

r:.)n-ient, and the environment responds to stimuli
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Complex interactions develop from simple interactions, though

not necessarily in an additive manner. Neither time (the approach

of Gesell nor hypothetical contructs (the approach of Piaget and

Freud) adequately account for behavioral development, for they con-

centrate only on descriptions of behavior. Utilizing empirically

def.ned concepts, Bijou suggests three stages of development. In

infancy psycnological and biological behaviors are closely related,

with the psychological greatly limited by the biological. The basic

v.:age, from infancy to early childhood, results in the construction

of the personality. Then, from early childhood to the end of devel-

opment, interpersonal and group relationships are extended and ela-

borated.

Bijou's fourth assumption deals with the methodology of theory

building. A psychological system should be flexible enough to allow

the incorporation of new ideas. Concepts and principles may be added

at any time. They must, of course, be tied to empirical observations.

Extensions to disturbed behavior. Bijou (1963) restricts his view_ _

to consideration of psychological or behavioral retardation and dis-

turbance. He recognizes that biological factors may affect psycho-

logical growth, but states that they constitute only one of many

supset.., of factors.

Psychological retardation results from a history of failure to

coordinate stimuli and responses. The focus is on specific organismic,
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environmental, and behavioral conditions, rather than on theoretical

.7,on5zracts or on biological damage.

bioiai and physiologicai factors can limit the development

f behavior. First, an organismic impairment may lead to an inability

to respond appropriately, or at all. In other words, an impairment

may oi_cur in the response equipment. Second, the stimulus receptors

may be iripaired. In this case, certain stimuli may be unavailable or

i,nly partially available to the organism. Finally, the appearance of

the impaired person may be an aversive stimulus for cther persons,

which prevel,ts or reduces opportunities
for necessary social. inter-

action.

Severe punishment may also contribute to retarded or disturbed

development. Punishing stimulation may modify a previously reinforced

response, so that the response no longer results in reinforcement.

In addition, it ::ray suppress continuing behavior patterns, at least

in the punished situation. The punished situation, including pre-

viously neutral conditions, may become aversive, and the organism will

tend to avoid it.

The reinforcement history of the person plays an important role

also. In certain instances, the physical or social environment may

reinforce behaviors which retard the child's development. For exam-

ple, parent, may reward a child's ineffective and infantile behavior.

Necessary behavioral development may be weakened through extinction.

Parents often extinguish independent behaviors by withholding reward.
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Finally, a history of inadequate reinforc.ement and limited interac-

tions may produce limited or disturbed behavior repertoires. Inade-

quate reinforcement may occur because of the economi c condition of

the family or limited social-emotional interaction (e.g. life in an

institutional setting.)

An example of the effects of reinforcement and extinction on

behavior occurs in Ferster's (1961) analysis of childhood autism.

First, he defines autistic behavior in oh:ective terms as being a

"weakened" behavioral repertoire. The child exhibits a low amount of

activity, minimal perceptual behavior, and atavistic behavior. It

is as though only behaviors which act as aversive stimuli have a

social effect on the child's environment. Ferster believes that the

family environment provides the conditions for the appearance of

autistic behavior. Because of environmental conditions (life in a

rural or isolated community, physical or social isolation from other

families or children, little interaction with siblings), the parents

become the sule maintainers of the child's behavior. They consis-

tently do not reinforce the child's behavior. To them, the child has

become a conditioned aversive stimulus, for he signals a disruption

of preferred behaviors. Nonverbal responses by the child occur

because tney a e nut depcndent on social reinforcement. In the emer-

gence of atavisms, the child gains aversi...e control of his parents.

Reinforcement in the form of parental attention furth'er strengthens

the child's disturbed behavior.
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Summary: Reinforcement Theorists Rejecting Theoretical Concepts

ski-mer an,.1 sijuu emphasize the influence of reinforcement on

oehavior. Behavi..r occurs because it is reinforced. Therefore, they

agree wi-ri

reinforcemf,rt.

Tht. t.

f3rce-ent theorists as to the importance of

,,ake no use of theoretical constructs. They

prefer to '10:As
.'")5,-n-vable behaviors and empirical data rather

than on hypot::-, ,oct-sses. In fact, Bijou (1968) describes the

theories as belie,: throries rather than learning theories, citing

Watsonian behavi ,eisn as a major influence. The behavior theorists

strongly advocatc tt.e ,se of analytico-inductive
procedures, rather

than hypothetico-deductive procedures, as characterized by Hull's

system. Skinner and Bijou analyze disturbed behavior without refer-

ence to internal processes, such as conflict or anxiety From a

detailed analysis of observable behaviors, they formulate statements

about empirical relationships.

In looking at behavior. whether adaptive or maladaptive, Skinner

foco5es on the environmental contingencies within the situation.

Although he allows for the influence of biological factors on behav-

ior, greate,t emphasis rests on the environment, the stimulus condi-

tion,. Bilou, on the other hand, emphasizes the interaction of bio-

logical an..1 environmental factors. Both are important factors, for

bh.,vii,r ariSes f-rop the interaction of the organism with his environ-
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merit. A disturbance or anomalous situation in either or both factors

can result in disturbed behavior.
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6. APPLICATIONS OF LEARNING THEORIES

Behavior Modification

Behavior modification uses learning theory and experimental

psychology to generate the techniques which it utilizes (Krasner &

Ullmann, 1966; Ullman & Krasner, 1969). Clearly, the emphasis is

on the environmental
consequences of behavior. Thus, the mainstream

of behavior modification incorporates the theoretical principles of

Bandura, Wolpe, Bijou, and Skinner.

Benavior modification uses operational definitions from learning

theory, e.g., Ullmann and Krasner's definition (1965) of maladaptive

behavior. Because maladaptive behavior limits the possible reinforce-

ment, behavior modification techniques must change the behavior so

that the person will receive maximum reinforcement.

Extensions to disturbed behavior. A specific procedure is usually

followed to achieve behavioral change (Ullman & Krasner, 1965).

First, the maladaptive behavior must be defined objectively. TherapY

focuses on observable activities. Not only must the behavior be

identified, it must also be recorded. A record of the frequency of

occurrence of the maladaptive behavior serves as a baseline measure,

and is compared with records obtained after treatment. Determination

of the environmental events which reinforce and support the behavior

constitutes an important segment of the behavioral change program.
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Witn tne reinforcing conditions accurately identified, the behavior

modifier can effectively manipulate the environment to bring about

change.

During the actual modification, two different but related pro-

cesses are occurring simultaneously. While the maladaptive behavior

is being extinguished, desirable behavior is reinforced.

The reinforcement must be applied immediately, and consistently.

As the desired response becomes more predictable, an intermittent

scnedule of reinforcement can be substituted for the continuous rein-

forcement.

Whelan (1966) advocated the use of the Premack principle in mod-

ifying the maladaptive behavior of emotionally disturbed children.

Behavior is influenced by environmental effect on consequences.

Accelerators are those consequences which increase the frequency of

a specific behavior, while decelerators decrease the frequency of the

behavior. Subsequent events are those which are neither accelerating

nor decelerating. One other consequence is described: time-out, cr

antiseptic boundins. The procedure involves the removal of the child

odhenever he displays inappropriate behavior in a situation where

appropriate behavior has been receiving accelerating consequences.

'dhelan reviews the use of these various principles in actual class-

room settings.

The application of operant conditioning techniques to human

behavior began with Fuller's (1949) conditioning of a "vegetative
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nu:-Ian organism." Fri.; trear7:et -,entaliy retarded persons, the

u;e of tne tecnniauts nas iTIto many of education

and oehavioral cnarge. Though the te.:nnique, remain basically the

same, manv changes in empi,a,is t;ave resuited rrom the .,iclening use.

3riginaily, tne reinforcement-., used by the behavior modifiers

consisted of ,weet fu,:d, (such a', a sugar-milk solution [Fuller,

19491, beans, iAzri ana Linosle,i, 1956], n m's [Patterson,

1965]). Unfortnately, LIC'n pri-ar.; reinforcement, soon lose their

effecti/enes,. througn satiation. To redace the influence of satia-

tion, benavior modifiers substituted token reinforcements, such as

money (Patterson, 1965) or points (Warren, 1966).

In a token sYtt-:71, there must be a specification of the behav-

iors which Ail' be reinforced and of tle manner of exchanging the

token for primary reinforcers. Since the token is paired with more

than one primary reinforcer, satiation for the token rarely occurs.

The earliest token reinforcement programs consisted of Staat's pro-

gram for children in 1959 (Staats, 1969) and the Allyon and Azrin

program in 1961 for aJult psychiatric patients (Allyon Azrin,

1563). ''-an v HL,re eAtensive revie,' of token reinforcement programs,

,ee j'Ledri's arti,_le (in pre,$).

An ifloOr:ant inno',ution appeared tne use 07 attention as

a r.2int,r;er ruint,icement). P,ychiatric nurses were able

to modify benavior problems by the u,e of attention a, a reinforcer

lAyllon arid micnael. 1959). Zimmern,ian and Zimmerman (1962) showed
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J C-!-L':ctijc!iy fkiaify the behavior of a disruptive

,:tc.f)tiun tu tne .,hen ne acted appropriately

un.; ignuring ..dhen ne Dehaved in a disruptive manner. Patterson

fl.;,65) nuted that the ocial reinforcement of classmates aided in

:-,Jintenance ct "attending behavior" for one hyperactive and aca-

oemically retdrjed chi:d. Though most of the operant conditioning

OCC.urred in a residential hospital, Wolf, Risley, and Mees (1964)

::1,trected parent in t'le intervention procedure for use in the home.

Acknowledging tne importance of parents in the treatment of a child's

ue-lavior proolems, Patterson, Brodsky, and Gullion produced a manual

educate parents on how a child's behavior is learned and how they,

parents, ma/ bt_! able to change that behavior.

Bendvior modification techniques are not limited to the operant

conditioning paradigm utilized by Skinner. Bandura's work on the

influence of imitation on behavior provides another approach to be-

navior modification. In chis case, change occurs merely from obser-

ving dna modeling other persons. Wc:Ipe's description of reciprocal

inhoition illustrates another technique for modifying behavior. By

eliciting a response which is incompatib!e with the maladaptive re-

spon,,e, the tnerapkt can force an inhibition of the maladaptive re-

atter technique has been applied more often in clini-

:;al settirIT, :flan n educational settings.
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i-)structional Considerations

Haring and Phillips (1962) utilize many of the concepts and

Principles of learning theorists. They define emotionally disturbed

children by the symptccs displayed in their behavior. The symptoms

include hyperactivity,
aggressiveness, destructiveness, inattentive-

ness, and withdrawal. Usually the disturbed child displays a com-

bination of symptoms.

Emotionally disturbed behavior results from a lack of order 07

structyre in the child's life at home and in school. The authors

propose that by maintaining
a structured situation in the school,

the child will learn new, more adaptive behavior patterns. Two as-

pects of structure are especially important:

(1) ordered educational and emotional experiences, and

(2) a clear relationship between behavior and its consequences.

Experiences are ordered developmentally. The child's level and

readiness in both educational and social situations must be assessed.

Sinr.e tasks and environment
are determined, only the child's response

is variable. If a response is to remain in the behavior system, it

must receive immediate and consistent consequences.

To detrmine the success of the structured approach, Haring and

Phill;ps reported a comparison of three contrasting approaches used

with three sini la groups of emotionally disturbed elementary schnol

children. The three approaches were the structured cpproach, the
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Recognizing that children, as they develop, become more autono-

mous, Homme incorpo-ates a transition from teacher-controlled to

student-controlled contracting. The aim, therefore, of the contin-

gency contracting system is to lead the student to a self-contracting

system. The system begins with the teacher determining the task and

reinforcement, presenting the contract to the student, and delivering

the reward. During the transition stage, both the teacher and the

student are involved in the determination of the task and the reward.

The student gradually asssumes more responsibility until he can deter-

mine the task and the reward himself.

The developmental Aenroach is carried even further by Gagne's

(196) specifi-aC idirarchy of z.ijht types of learning. Ex-

cluding signal lear ng, described by the classical conditioning

paradigm, higher levels of learning depend on learnings at lower

levels. Therefore, stimulus-response learning, such as Skinnerian

operant conditioning, forms the basis for all other types of learning.

From ii can develop chaining, verbal association, multiple discrimi-

nation, concept learning, principle learning, and problem solving.

Furthermore, different conditions must occur to facilitate each level

of learning. lower levels depend largely on the occurrence of rein-

forcement and on the contiguity of the parts of a response. For

higher levels, reinforcement becomes less important and contiguity

exerts a greater influence on learning.
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Gagne' states '.:tat each type of learning is important. The higher-

order types of learning cannot proceed unless the lower-order learn-

ings have been established. In the school setting, the teacher must

ascertain a child's level of learning. Providing the conditions which

are necessary for each type of learning, the teacher can then aid the

child in arriving at higher levels.

Hewett (1969) combines ideas from Skinnerian behavior modifica-

tion and the structured approach with developmental ideas of Gagr14

(1965), Piaget, Flavell (1968), and Erikson (1950). He presents a

formulation of the learning situation for a child. The teacher se-

lects the appropriate task to assist the child in achieving goals

which are defined by the developmental sequence. The reward consists

of positive consequences which maintain or increase the probability

of behavior necessary to accomplish the task. Structure describes

the conditions under which the child must accomplish the task in or-

der to be rewarded.

The child's learning should proceed through seven developmental

levels:

(1) attention

(2) response

(3) order

(4) exploratory

(5) social

(6) master

1G6
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(7) achievement

Each level specifies particular tasks, rewards, and structires which

will allow the child to successfully master that level. Therefore,

the teacher can determine the level of the child's functioning through

behavioral observation. Utilizing the appropriate tasks, rewards,

and structure, the child can attain the level and proceed to the next.

1
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. CONCLUSION

Learning theoris provide a confusing multiplicity of defini-

tions, assumptions and principles. They have provided, however,

important insights about disturbed behavior, and strategies for inter-

vention. All the theorists, even those utilizing theoretical con-

cepts, concentrate on observable behavior, which one can recognize,

record and manipulate. Thus, the learning theory approach contri-

butes the idea of measuring behavior. Rather than advocating a par-

ticular methodology of intervention, it emphasizes a methodology of

measurement (Whelan, personal.communication, 1970).

To provide an understanding of behavior in the real world, the

theories offer a functional analysis of behavior. They focus on the

relatiow,hips betvJeen behavior and environmental variables. A func-

tional drIlysis considers both antecedent and consequent conditions.

A topographical approach, on the other hand, merely describes behav-

ior oithout reference to its function in the environment.

Functional and topographical analyses of behavior produce dif-

ferent kinds of labels for behavior. Labels can arise as shorthand

descriptions of the behavior. For example, "autistic" can communi-

cate to another person a summary statement of a particular set of

behavio:s. However, a label can also be used as an explanation for

behavior. In this case, the child acts in a particular manner, be-

cause he is auti,.tic (Whelan, 1971). Clearly, the second kind of
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ITl may prevent a functional analysis of the behavior, by providing

1 topographical d cription.

thk ry maL,_-, clear statements about the causes of be-

1,- it.yrv,rtion techniques for modifying maladap-

tive behavior are tied directly to theory. The interventionists take

theoretical statements and apply them to real life situations. Fur-

tberm,:ce, hcause Nany of the techniques merely require systematic

nonprsionals can successfully employ them (Wolf, Risley,

Mees, 1964; Patterson, Brodsky & Bullion; Home, 1969).

Though the techniques may be relatively easy to employ, the re-

sults may not always be successful. Errors arise from many sources.

Thongh one variable may be thought to be controlling a particular be-

havior, it may be that some other variable is actually operant. A

reinforcing event in one situation may not be reinforcing in another

situation. Finally, human errors in observing and recording beavior

may occur.

These errors notwithstanding, learning theorists are forever

optimists. Must human behavior is learned behavior, and learning

occurs because of environmental contingencies. If one can identify

fte hohavimr aod th- contingencies supporting the behavior, one can

hange the behavior. Therefore, most maladaptive behavior can be

changed into adaptive behavior.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper offers an overview of psychodynamic thinking re-

garding emotional disturbance in children. The focus is on the

concepts and theoretical statements--the "language"--of various

models, not on the manner and outcome of empirical testing that

may have been done in connection with them.

It proved impossible to construct an overview by working in-

ductively, i.e., by asking practiijoners engaged in day-to-day

encounters with disturbed children to describe the theoretical

bases of their work. Theoretical outlooks of practitioners were

so sketchy and of such variety that no meaninpful unity could

be found in them. Of necessity, then, the apnroach in this paper

became deductive. Starting with theoretical statements about

psychodynamics--in the normal and in the abnormal, in the child

and in the adultit extracted those conceots and ,,:opositions

that were most re!evant for an understanding of emotional disturb-

ance in children.

Very often the terms "psychoanalytic" and "psychodynamic"

are used synonomously. it will be useful to distinguish between

these terms, however, for the purposes of this paper. The psycho-

analytic theorists have been concerned with intr.1-psychic func-

tioning-7the internal dynamics of personality. Psychodynamic

theorists, on the other hand, have attempted to apply some of the

185



intra-psychic 2-'nciples in a broader wav, incorporating notions

of experience ilro't* 'ody of explanatory thought.

This overview is not comprehensive in the sense of being a

condensation of the vast ar-ount of psy:hodynamic theorizing that

has occurred recently. Nor does it chart completely the historical

trends and counter-trends that have brought psychodynamic thought

to ...4here it is today. Se.,eral theorists were selected to serve as

reference points in psychodynamic literature. This paper presents

the slices of their thought that relate in some manner to tht.: topic

qf emotional disturbance in children. Two of the theorists selected,

Sigmund Freud and Erik Erikson, are historically representative of

psychoanalytic thought. Freud is included not only llcause of his

position at the origin of modern psychoanalytic thought, but also

because of the unique emphasis he placed upon instinctual energy in

development. Erikson was selected for an in .depth presentation

because he is representative of those psychoanalysts who stress ego

development and the importance of adaptation to the environment. (A

different direction was taken by theorists such as Adler and Jung,

who stressed the importance of socialization in the devel pmental

process.) Carl Rogers, though not a typical representat...e of psy-

choanalytic thought, provides a counterpoint to the other theorists.

Though Rogers has devoted relatively little effort to constructing

a theory of child development, his succinct st temeni:s provide an

example of how disturbance is defined from the exper:ential, pheno-
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menological standpoint.

After preenting the views of these theorists, the paper con-

cludes with survey cf attempts to relate psychodynamic theoriz-

ing to edJcational practice.
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2. THE FREUDIAN PERSRL:TrwE

Early in the modern era of "scientific" investigation of man's

p,iche came the view that mental life and overt behavior were a

re,ult of ancursciuus impulses whose basic configuration Was set

Duth b., an inheritej t)iological disposition and by the events of

tne first five ur six years of life. The original proponent of

tnis point of view was, of course, Si9mund Freud. Perhaps the as-

pect of his extensive theorizing that has the most direct bearing

on emotional disturbance in children are his notions regarding

psychosexual development. This part of the paper, then, concentrates

on Freud's theory of the psychosexual stages and on how emotional

disturbance is defined in terms of these stages. Most of the con-

cepts presented are Freud's but some of them originated with his

contempories or his immediate successors.

Background Concepts

According to Freud, the personality is col[Tosed of three

major systems (Hall and Lindzey, 1957). The id is the only part

of the personality present at birth. It is the reservoir of inheri-

tud instir.ttu,-11 enerw that powers the total personality. The id

operates accordi.:1:i to the pleasure principle:, (pleasure is the re-

duction f tension) and is characterized by primary process function-

;nc_, -0-nrming imaJc f obj.,:cts that reduce tensions and thus provide

underlining denotes technical term.
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,,,me of tne :A's cx.in energy re,t,ai I t:e 7

,;,/t1; 1,1.1 :r tThe i :

t";t! -2r.tct A7jAH-t t

eneric jefese mec,ni.,m is

A,;3intit ;In uri.,AnIed c m-iking t: 1,rA a cilara,teristic

aF someone othe- than the self. Pseaction t(,rmation refers to the

re.,:lac,ng in r.on..iausne,s ut alarming Ae-71ir,1 hdtred of a

Parent) by lts opposite (e.g.. love of the parent). Disple,,emnt

allows a, impulse to be expressed by changing its object and thus

dlsguisig its real intent from the ego. ':ufb,l,imation is the dis-

placement cif a 'lower- (e.g.. sexual) instinct into "higher,'

social'y acceptable channels (e.g.. artistic creation). Identifi-

cation 4ith the aggressor re:loves the threat experienced in the

presence of a dominating enemy by acipting thc chdiacteristics of

the enemy and making him a part ot the selr.

The li'st of defense mechanisms emplo7ed b/ the ego is a goo,-I

ciell longer, but these are Lne ones most imip.vrtant to: an under-

:,,ychalogical development. mecbanisms are not

:7,ithological or indicators of d stelbed behavior.

Same fefenses--in particular. sublimati::n J77 cha-d,reristic of

the mature adult. It is when inddequate pv,,h.;sexual adju-tment

regu,r,As the ase extensive defense me:hdni,.s. that Lehavior

comes to v,TYrrp on the pathological.
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1970) has isolated six constructs he considers basic

to Frii's Formulations:

Tne first, calle the "topographic" point of view, laid empha-

exi,tence of "areas" of the mind and insisted that

,ie;1 J: consciJu processes were at work within the

,.onstr...,ct, the "dynamic" point of view, emphasized

br,avir,r was i-dottvated, that all behavior was purposefui and

(3) Plc 'strucural" point of view posited the existence of id,

ego, ano superego and implied that "conflict is implicit in all

beha,,:0; Jrld there are mental structures for mediatlng conflicts."

(!') The fourth construct, called the "genetic" point of view,

piaed that the "past persists into the present."

(5) The "economic" point of view probably the most controversial

-e .inderlying constructs, postulated a quantitative relation-

1:ewen drives and resistances.

sixth theoretical construct, the "adaptative" point of

evir,;nment or r.1 world as a "determining factor

Stages of Development

Fret,J and hi ntemporz,ries1 posited a sequence of develop-

I. Karl Abraham was the associate of Freud who elaborated the con-
'-ePt P5Ychosexuat ,,tages and went on to explain adult character
traits on the basis of childhood experiences during these stages.
;:reud ,;,,bqudnrly accepted Abraham's work. See Watson (1968).
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tnrough ih the Lnild pos,es nis way from birth

The major point of distinction t;etween the stages

f the chiies plcasurubic activities. In

distinction conern-ad the

4flich the riajor portion of the cnild's libido

._, Freud, Inc mouth is the primary

er')togcnic zore--the primary source of pleasure--during the oral

stage, the anus Juring the anal stage, and the sexual organs

during the phallic stage. These threu pregenitai stages are fol-

iowe,i a latency peried in which sexual interest is dormant. At

the begin,ling of adolescence, however, the pregenital impulses are

reactivated, and the child enters the genital stage. If develop-

merq during the three pregenital stages has been free of maladjust-

MCPL, A mature "ge'rlital" adult will emelye from adolescence.

(1) Oral stage. In the earliest period of life, the mouth is the

principal area of activity, and oral stimulation the principal

source of urotic gratification. Sucking and swallowing, sensations

in the thft: tongue, the oral cavity, and the cheeks all pro-

vi;e piea,ur.2 tor the new!Jorn. Later, the infant becomes fasci-

natr.d 4itri spitting, gurgling, and bubble-blowiny; he Su,:k-,

tnum,..); nu tric'> to jet everything .N.f can ',Ito his mouth. Libidinal

.!il,,rgy is in,,ested exclusively in the pleasures or the ural

.31 the body.

The oral stage of development was divided by Kari Abraham
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f eqo PYch,llogy, goes beyond the outline of Sigmund
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ten _tenc. to -t oject

.:e -,,ne ',That

f i

e

t,,at Port

in-,,ol-es the

fooddis-

Cicr-it, 0 take oce. Tt . incorboration is

total. Lo,e otect.-1, ished--in the extreme case, they

Jo nor existafter gratification.

Becaase Cie boundaries beteen ego and wotld are still ill-

Jef;ned, the obboiite of introjection aKo tac23 place. Projection

,ort of re.erse introjection---insteaj of the ego being per-

ceived as having the object's characleristic,, the environment
i s

perce ed having the ego's characteri'.,tic, (Blum, 1953)."

introjection i s a figurative Sool Is. ing of the world,

j
on a f,qgrative -,bitting out nf Cie se lf. Instead of

hecoming "me" (introiection), ihe m becomes the orld.

Po- indjnpieosant stir-1u); are eliminaed b./ attributing them to

In iritial deiel bment of a relati 1,hip 1,et..ican the self

ide world. there
i evident the fi7-,t manifestation of

C-ie ego emerging from the id. The infant is becoming aware of and

i; hf-qinning to relate to a cf hi, instinctual

In r-!adian term.-,, libidinal encr...ii g diverted from
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.lf.: reallt testing eno functions. The

;n:lnitesi-J1 it fir:, to tQlerate some celaY Irl

f ;r1,,tinbt evidence o tne secondary

b'-arac.e-i,tic of tbe ego. line :;leasure prin-

r reality :,rir e.

:2
,2rino the second year of life, the

ertic gra:ification becomes the inal region of

ex;)erience pleasure in the evacation of urine

and bontent of :he bowels, and they very ,00n endeavor to

contriie tne-,e i o that the accompanying excitation of the

memoranes in ttie,e erotogenic zones may secure them the maximum

(SH-1)und Freud, 1917). 0

Karl :Abrah:rn !3271 5uggeted dividing tne anal stage into two

. deoenaing on ,nat kind of anal pleasure is predominant for

t'-! In t',e earl( anal-expulsive substage, pleasure is

,neer expulsion of feces. The child does not

abo..Jt lo,inq a part of himself. In the later

anal-ret; Pleasure i5 obtained from the feeling of a

,n1 thu,, from the 1,nsation of holding feces

:Jevelon affection for his feces and nay not want

.alued part of himself.

tn t',e toilet training that accompanie; the anal stage comes

te f;r-,t dec.isive experience of the outer world stepping

ln t) regulate h;,, instinctual impUlSeS.

13) P"')ILIL= stgo. approximately four vear, of age the chlld
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,ta-r.'e of osyck,osexai development. r:eelings

Jted Ain t- ;u-,otioning of the gen:tal organs are now the

linal pleasure. Erections occur frequently.

(1(ing at tr., genitals, exhibitionism

the -enitals), and sex play with other children are

7"e 7)eco,-les cJrious about tne differences between

about tne urigin of babies, and about the sexual acti-

it of his o ents. ;-.Ithough the child's focus is on his geni-

ta, true heterosexual behavior has not yet made its appearance.

T',e fantasies that surround the pleasure the child experiences

1 nit.K et the stage for the drama of the Oedipus Com-

r the f. time in this discussion of psychosexual

tanoe,. eient, in the lives of boys and girls will have to be

treated separately.

rfle bo'., enters the phallic stage still attached to his mother

i-, , love. She has !_%een the one, after all, who has

S.,t I kied most of his needs. In the phallic stage, the boy's

rj mother is combined with an incestuous craving for

ker . line father thus comes to be perceived

r HI fot the mothi.r's affection and her sexual favors. 8e-

1. The theory of e Oedipus Complex was developed by Freud
l,mq before the theory of psychosexual st<-,..15 and, unlike the
treor, nf the stages, it was his exclusive contribution. See

wat,.nn.
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tc, Freud,

,L.r-ent to

!.-.e figure--

it th,t yn et of the

g,ri ric,, feel', a e..,11 attraction for the

(the fatner) anA to perceive the

tne ,Ime ex (the mother) as a Hval for his sexual fay-

- oeen dubbed the El,:tra Complex, though

)J33).

hnt clear nis girIH Oedipal

e a'..triict'cri for her fathr iS

rlt, re .e fnr Cl s mother, altnough

h the desire For

intrciject t!-.e her mother and

dil thee place v4,35

nor iet d,,lin,..tej He Jid indicate that the

, not ds complete abrupt as that of boys and

the superego of girls is not as independent

, !),) of a)y., iF uM.
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' I a : is begun.

in tntf, reudan Viewthese

(":"1 r,t'flital stage. 1"-- put,e't tbe repressed

cnangei occur which

tiave tne . tre af,ount liDiip available to the

;,erSonalitY. 7flt- Fr,!L,..-!in position has it that during

tnis period te early attitu0e, a.,1 quasi-solutions of the Oedipal

stage are reinstateo (Monroe, 1955). Anna Freud (1937) notes the

redirection of ii5id.) to infantile love objects, the re-appearance

of Oedipal fantasies, and the intensification of aggressive im-

pulses. In the genital as rn the phallic stage, the genita| organs

are the major erotogenic zone. But gratification in the phallic

stage was autoerotic, obtained through the manipulation of one's

own pody. Other people were used only to provide pleasure to

oneself. The objects of libidinal energy were incestuous; that is,

tney were located within the family.

The genital stage differs from th stage in that

sexual relations are ni2w sought octO.He the family. There is a

shift in the narcI,sistic character o- interests with the

tnjit v;ev.rd r.ot s;oply a means of egocentric

grat,it:ication but also as a way ot bringing happiness to the loved

object. Tender feelings of concern for the loved object aro rom-

bined with sexual longing to produce a mature relationship that is
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rewarding to tIth tner., in a relationship. The adolescent

becomes socialized, reality-oriented, and capable of altruistic

love.

The mature "genital" adult does not leave behind the oral,

anal, and phallic components of his sexual energy. Parts of his

libido remain attached to these areas of his body. In the genital

stage, oral, anal, and phallic compunents of sexuality are fused

and syn'thesized under the primacy of the genital (Freud, 1905).

In addition, a good deal of libidinal energy is sublimated into so-

cially acceptable outlets. The Freudian approach to psychosexual

development concentrates heavily on the first few years of life--on

the events of the oral, ana", and phallic stages. This is in

keeping with the belief that the basic configurations of the per-

sonality are set by the time the latency period begins. Such a

belief led Freud (1908) and some of his contemporaries (e.g. Abra-

ham, 1927) to look at various adult personalities and relate their

characteristics to experiences during the psychosexual stages of

childhood. Fenichel (1945) has produced an elaborate typology of

adult personalities--basically they are the oral, anal, phallic,

and genital "characters"--and described their origin in terms of

event in childhood.

Emotional Disturbance

It is evident that even a "normal" progression through these

psychosexual stages involves considerable stress for the child.

Delay of gratification and eventual weaning at the oral stage,
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tol:et training at the anal stage, the intricate and hazardous

events of the phallic stage--Freud says, f3r example, that the

Oedipus Complex "is literally smashed to pieces by the shock of

threatened castration" (1925)--all these spell considerable turmoil

even for the child who is making satisfactory adjustments. The

practitioner of a Freudian persuasion is aware that all children,

particularly when they reach the nursery school and kindergarten

years, are undergoing severe emotional strain.

Abnormal or "pathological" adjustments can be understood in

terms of the fixations of libidinal energy that occur as stages are

entered and left. Investments of libidinal energy (the technical

term is cathexes) first in the oral and then in the anal and geni-

tal zones of the body are not permanent ones. It is true that in

the normal course of development some amount of libidinal energy

remains cathected to a particular erotogenic zone--so that, for

instance, in the "normal" anal stage, there is still interest in

the mouth and in the objects that produce oral gratification. But

most of the libidinal energy is not fixated at a given level of

development and is consequently available to overcome the obstacles

of a subsequent level.

In development considered pathological, the amount of libidi-

nal energy fixated to a particular zone is excessive. Too much

libido can remain fixated at a particular level for one of several

reasons: (1) excessive gratification at that level, (2) excessive

deprivation at that level, (3) the prospect of too sev,--e a transi-
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on to tr,e ne>lt I e.el ard eve:I (4) constitutional factors. If

too great an amount of libido is fixated at a given stage, less is

available for events to come. This increases the likelihood of

regression t,) of he:Ivy fixation v...nen difficulties arise

in later yea,- ug H. so',e Tegression is looked u7on as normal

mnd healthy. When regre....sir:n i5 extensive and more lasting, it is

considered .natho,logical.

Some of the difficulties in adjustment at qach of the four

psychosexual stages aod their consequences for later development

are delineated beln...1

(I) If oral gratification has been overabundant, the individual

may turn into a sanguine optimist who is overly dependent upon the

world to care for him. On the other hand, if gratification in the

oral period has been insufficient, the individual may become de-

pressive and nes imitic. In either case, he is characterized as

having oral inter,:sts: eating, drinkirg, smoking, kissing, and

talking. Thlese Ht.7'rets rrily be sublimated, displaced, or reacted

against, and th may manifest themselves only as a general orien-

tation that the world exists to nourish ard take care of me.

A; thP FrIuLn vi?w would have it, fixation at the oral-

dependent suh..tlln makes for an individual who is passive, over-

1. This parti u ar section relies heavily on the summary of
Wolman f196C).
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ie,ert, aol diF.apcointed. Fixations in the

ox41-aggreive period create an individual who is sarcastic, ar-

guoentative, pesiiistic, one tlr) attacks others in order to extract

love and affection from them.

(2) Conflict,. toilet triinirg can lead to fixations at

either of t.le su,oe;ind:, of tt,e anal stage. Freud (1908) noted

three related traits of che anal character: orderliness (every-

thing must be clean and in place, obstinacy (immoveability, defi-

ance), and parsimony (tightness in money, speech, etc.). Excessive

orderliness--which can become sublimated into a cognitive style

that is intolerant of ambiguityis seen as a result of extreme

training for cleanliness. Obstinacy develops in the anal-expulsive.

period. The child may wish to say no to his mother's demands--to

vent his rage at themby expelling his feces at inappropriate

times, a behavior that is "the prototype for all kinds of expulsive

traits--cruelty, wanton destructiveness, temper tantrums and messy

disorderliness (Hall and Lindzey, 1957). " In the anal-retentive

stage, the child may continue his obstinate ways by refusing to

give his mother his feces when she wishes them. He may become

parsimonious, ,niserl'./. stingy--not wanting to give to another what

he po,,sesses. If the mother is especially strict, the child may

become so retentive that he loses his spontaneity, doubts his own

impulses, and insists on external guides for action,

(3) Experiences during the tumultous Oedipal Phase of development

play a large role in shaping attitudes toward the opposite sex and
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; jggresiveness, seif-assuredness, a

:11-titude--in snort, exaggerated masculinitydevelop

a rectHn f.)r-ation in boys against castration anxiety, the

r.h.3 t .c.linity will be lost. If penis envy in

1, 1 t or sublimated, it may lead to the assump-

',ion of a masculine role or to the adoption of the role of a vindi-

ca ive female who uses her charm to overcome and humiliate men.

If e:cessive fixation has not occurred at these pregenital

stAg, adjustments in the genital period are'satisfactory. The

Freudian view finds little pathology in the genital period that

cannot be traced in some way to difficulties in the pregenital stages

of life.

In generai, the, normal progression through the psychosexual

stages is seen as emotionally disturbing. Pathology in its most

generic sense is explained as regression to an earlier stage of

development where an excessive amount of libido has been fixated.

Specific disturbances are described as normal character traits that

have become exaggerated to such an extent that adjustment to the

present demands of life is difficult or impossible.

.1.98
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3 CONCEPTUAL CHANGES IN PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY

Psychoanalytic. theory has contributed various concepts to

psychological thinking. The most significant concepts are the

following:

(I) that there is a predetermined developmentai sequence of per-

sonality growth,

(2) that frustration, anxiety, and psychological crisiz; play an

important part in energizing growth,

(3) that unconscious forces determine behavior,

(4) that all behavior is meaningful and purposeful, and

(5) that primary interpersonal relationships are of major signifi-

cance in fostering or deterring growth of personality.

In Europe, in the late 1940's, analysts split into two major

groups: those following the impulse psychology themes, such as

Klein, et al., emphasizing the id, and those following the path of

Anna Freud, emphasLzing the ego. In this paper, developments with-

in the latter group are described, as these are seen a- most

relevant to educational interests.

The educational implications of the Kleinian concept
are almost entirely negative. "Deep vychology" is
considered to be solely the realm of the professional
psychoanalysts and the antithesis of educational psy-
chology...Anna Freud's work, however, has opened new,
positive, and promising channels for the development
of educational doctrine.

(Hoffer, 1945)
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.1Ithough psychoanalytic theory has taken new directions in

recent year, !nany of its basic preTlises, such as those regarding

the nature of impulses, remain basica!ly unaltered. Others, parti-

cularly those concepts centering around the ego, have taken on new

signMc.ince. Two significant theoretical changes are apparent;

(1) a shift of investigative effort from study of the id to study of

!The ego, and (2) new theories r,:.garding the genetic foundation of

the ego.

Psychoanalytic theory is usually thought of as a theory of

drives which account for individual behavior--therefore, a theory

of motivation. In reality, however, psychoanalytic theory is not a

single theory. It is a combination of theories about human behav-

ior. Some are, as yet, loosely connected formulations and observa-

tions regarding a facet of life; others are much more abstract and

are intricately developed. P. Holzman has grouped these theories

within the psychoanalytic framework into three groups. He writes:

One such group consists of psychoanalytic theories
of thought processes such as memory, perception, atten-
tion, consciousness, action, emotion, and concept
f9rmJtion; Jr-lather group is conce,ned psychoana-
lyti..: conceptions of development; and sti!1 another
arcup is a complex of clinical psychoanalytic theories
f9cused on p,,ychopathology and treatment.

(Holzman, 1970)

Or. Holzmdn's description of three groups is probably conser-

VV,:!, ',ince theorizing concerning cognition, perception, mastery,
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1,,7n;-14
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7
:h7;77ina11lic theory is

7"1 -2 ch77-ice.-2t of moti-

:h :he biological

th, he sub-

, they change and

Bec.74use the motiva-

tionj1 s.1,urce xHt ,ithin the individual, the theory has

a; tn nternalif and developmentally

t'lan exte nrl l focu,i.ed nd sub;ect to interac-

t, jr:11

the ariv7.-s ',dere corcidered sexual (libidinal)

Nore roce,itly. try existc,lc,_: and importande of another

ha77, been accented by some analytic

The 7 nu ch,Inc;,2, in the traditional conception that

Lc:"11V 7.1eretic dhlve7,. The way in which these

n:3, changed dramatically. The effort

:ie..79te..l to -7,tudy of the basic drives and their

dreans,. h7ibnosis. paraphraxias,

Increa7,ed attention has been

7tudy of ob,,ervable behaviors, the ego and its

functics.n.,. And the secondary processes.
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PSYCHT:L27,Y

Erb, Erikson is considered prototypical of

Divid i"ADip,-)rt, in h ncroduction to Erikson (1959), called

nurtn ;,,ha,,e in the history of-psychoanalytic theory. Rapaport

saw t- s beQinning in the late thirties with the writings of

FreJJ, Heinz Hartmann, and Erikson himself, among others, and

extendinc, to the present time. The emphases of the new movement

were awa from id and toward ego, away from the indivicual as an

Holated entity and toward the individual as related to his envi-

ronment. Tne outcome of the movement, in the work of Erikson, a

psychoanalyst Lrained in cultural anthropology, was the addition of

an entire social and cultural dimension to the concept of person-

ality growth.

Freud ended his life with the belief that the "oldest portion

of the mental apparatus (the id) remains the most important

throughout life (1940).'. One of the major developments in psycho-

anal,/,is after Freud was a significant revision of that statement,

TakIng their cue from another statement of Freud's--"we think it

credit'le that, even before the ego exist-., its subsequent lines of

deve1npf7ent, tendencies and reactions are already determined

(1937)j-theorists rame to look at the ego not as an extension of

the id. but as a possessor of autonomous functions which dwelop

independently of the id and arise, like the :d, from an undifferen-

.tiated state. This emphasis upon ego instead of id marked a signi-
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f7cant change fur c.sychr)ahafytic theory, moving !t rron the study

study ,r=f asfohic frcfn a centering

upor, t^.e c;rimary psychic process to a centerir.g -Apon the secondary

L7sychic process, ar,d from a conflict-oriented psychology to a morc

general p.)ychologi.

It was the nO tk r:zing of ileln Reich (1933), in his

'4ork regarding -c a-acter which brought the functions of

the egr:,ana the relations of the ego to the id,into the light of

investigation. Later, Anna Freud (1946), in an attempt to empha-

size the important contributions which the study of the ego and its

functions might have, pointed out that:

The investigation of the id and of its mode of opera-
tion was always only a means to an end. And the end
was invariabl} the same: the correction of these abnor-
malities and the restoration of the ego to its integrity.

(A. Freud, 1946)

Anna Freud noted that the simple gaining of material regarding

the impulses during hypnosi: halts the expression of the impulses

only temporarily and that the ego will assume a new defense against

the expression of tne impulses as shon as they re-enter consciousness.

In her view, the id and ego are ;n a nearly constant state of

conflict, the id clamoring for gratification of its dri\as, the ego

attempting to fciHtate this gratification, but adjusting the
S

mode: gratification to the reality of the environment and its

restric-jons upon expression and behavior. Briefly, the relation-

shio between the id and ego, which is described as harmonious, is as

follows. The id idombards the ego with impulses and needs for
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satisfac._io,... This creates tension between he id and ego, and the

e';') F-Ic.17tat,y, the 'ratification of the nceds by channeling the

i-,puis,e, to a source of gratification--a relieving behavior. This

successful satisfying of need and channeling of impulses reduces

the tension and constitsqes the psychic secondary process. A

conclictual state exists vhen the ego is unable to channel the

5o7lbarding impulses into acceptable modes of expression (perhaps

due to superego restriction). In this case, the ego has to deFend

against some of the bombardment and at the same time channel some

of the energ.; to partial sources of grati,fication. This may

relieve some of the teron, or it may relieve no tension at all.

precipitating a state of psychic conflict. The constant attempt to

deal with impulses and to facilitate their satisfactory gratifica-

tion and expression is the task of the ego.

A. Freud used this discussion of the defensive Postures and

maneuvers or the ego to illustrate that the organized fashion in

which the ego got about its work can lend irsight into the pro-

cesses which Jr lie that work.

Anna Freud was also the first, it seems, to begin looking

carefully at the limits of analysis. That is, she made it clear

that under ,came conditions the ego and its defensive functions need

supnort and that the process of bringing unconscious impulses to

the conscious level can be destructive rather than therapeutic.

In such a case there is danger that we may annul the
defnsiye measures of the ego without being able imme-
diately to come to its assistance....All that the ego
asks for in such a conflict is to be reinforced. Insofar
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as analysis...has the effect of disclosing the defen-
sive processes and rendering them in-operative, the re-
sult of analysis is to weaken the ego still further and
to advance the pathological process.

(Freud, 1946)

The functions of the ego and the releti-A,

are not seen as static, but rather as cons

changes occur most predictably at various ages.

Anna Freud points out that, because of the dynamic nature of the

ego, a part:cular ego reaction to stimuli cannot be termed patho-

logical or normal without extensive examination of the stage of

development which is being reflected at that particular time. In

her view (1952) retarded ego development had three possible ex-

planations: (1) defective motor or sensory apparatus, (2) failure

of the normal development of drives leading to too little stimula-

tion of the ego apparatuses, and/or (3) failure to bring the

apparatuses under ego control.1

Heinz Hartmann is credited with the position that the ego does

not develop from the id, bu* that both ego and id emerge from an

undifferentiated state early in life, and subsequently pursue inde-

pendent courses of development (Hartmann, Kris, and Lowenstein,

1947). In Hartmann's view, the Original undifferentiated condition

is a mass of psychic energy. Con3equently, the ego and its func-

tions, as well as the id and its functions, are determined in part

1 The concept of ego apparatus will be discussed shortly.
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by biological m4e-up:

This con-.ideration of maturational processes also on
the side of the ego development seems natural enough
it 4e keep in mind tnat the ego aspect of development
is no less 'biological" than its id aspect...that it
is particularly the study of the ego functions which
might facilitate a meeting between the psychoanaly,i-
cal and the physiological, especially the brain physi-
ological approach.

(Hartmann, 1952'

Hartmann hypotesized basic precursors of the ego 1,11 ,u

logicAlly determined, developing functions. These functions, which

he called the ego apparatuses, include perception, motility,

molory, and stimulus screen. The apparatuses develop in response

to stimulation and learning from the envi.onment and in line with

the maturational laws of their biology. They become int,...grated

into a pattern of interdependent functions and become the ego. Not

only is the ego determined by this mass of integrated functions; it

even_tually, at least to a partial degree, determines these func-

tions.

Concurrent with granting autonomy to the ego, Hartmann stressed

Che importance of its adaptations to the environment. As early as

1939 he postulated that the way in which the ego deals with the

tae,k of adaptation is characteristic of the health or sickness of

the personality, rather than indicative of the existence of symp-

toms. "A rigid ego," he said, "may interfere with the process of

adaptation," whereas a mobile and plastic one is "one of the pre-

requisites of mental health." Later (1958), he said the function of
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adaptation in man

...is guaranteed in both its grosser and finer aspects,
on the one hand by man's primary equipment and the matu-
ration of his apparatuses, and on the other hand by those
ego-related actions which (using this equipment) counteract
the disturbances in and actively improve the person's
relationship to the environment.

(Hartmann. 1958)

In Hartmann's view, not only is the ego independent of he id

in its origin, it is independent as regards its energy source as

well. Instinctual energy is not jti,

thought; it is also aggressive.

lib:dinal and aggressive energies

(sexual) as Freud

tage of life,

. Gradually the two

become fuied, neutralized, and so available to the ego as energy

indepenthent of purely instinctual objectives. Neutralized libidinal

and aggressive energy may be used by the ego for constructive

purposes. Aggressive energy which has not been neutralized by a

fusion with libidinal energy is considered pathological:1

The unmodified aggressive impulse threatens the exis-
tence of the object and the investment of the object
with libido acts as its protection. Through a simul-
taneous cathexis with libido, the aims of aggression
are modified.

(Hartmann, Kris, and Lowenstein, 1949)

Anna Freud wrote in a similar vein:

Owing to the defects on the emotional side, the aggres-sive urges are not brought into fusion and thereby
bound and partially neutralized, but remain free and
seek expression in life in the form of pure, unadul-
terated, independent destructiveness.

(Freud, 1949)

1. August Aichorn (Wayward Youth, 1935) describes a pathological
condition and remedial techniques quite compatible with psycho-
analytic concept of neutralization.
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In two significant articles (1951, 1958), David Rapaport set

out to expand and clarify Hartmann's concept of ego autonomy.

According to Rapaport, the indivi 'ual is constantly in a fluctua-

ting state in which the e90 is attempting to maintain its autonomy

both from the id and fr,:,11 the environment. Maximizing autonomy of

one automatically means decreasing energy devoted to mainteran:e of

autonomy of the other. For example, when the ego must direct

massive energy to defend impu:ses, it by neces-

/ becomes less auton,..f . Ic,, HAible in response to th,

environment. On the other hand, when an individual is severely

deprived of stimulation from the environment, he becomes less

autonomous, more subject to impulsive overflows from the id. The

ego enjoys its autonomy from the id precisely because of its bio-

logically based ego apparatuses, much as argued by Hartmann, Kris,

and Lowenstein. Regarding these apparatuses of "primary autonomy":

They are evolutionary givens which, by the virtue of
their :ong history of selection and modification, have
become the primary guarantees of the organism's "fitting
in" with (adaptedness to) its environment... The ap-
paratuses of secondary autonomy are not "innate"
but arise from "experience " Thus, the second guarantee
of ego autonomy also involves reality relations.

(Rapaport, 1958)

In regard to the ego's hypothesized autonomy from the environment,

Rapaport writes:

Man's constitutionally given drive equipment appears
to be the ultimate (primary) guarantee of the ego's
autonomy from the environment, that is, its safeguard
against stimulus response slavery.

(Rapaport, 1958)
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Rapaport prefers the term "structural givens" to "apparatuses.0

Nagera (1967) summarizes his position:

Rapaport refers to Hartmann's concept of inborn ego
apparatuses (such as memory, perception, motility)
as structurn1 givens, clarifying that by structural
givens he means neither the muscular apparatuses of
mot i lity, nor the end organs used for perception: for
instance, those psychological structures through which
control and triggering of the motor apparatus is effec-
ted.

(Nagera, 1967)

In addition to structures present at birth, there are also

structures that Jevelop in the cou e. As Nagera reviews

Rapaport:

if we speak in terms of structures rather than appara-
tuses or functions, it is necessary to postulate the
existence from the very beginning of life of a number
of ready made primitive structures or organizations
in charge of primitive mental processes that deal
with the regulation of early perceptual activities,
the laying down of memory traces, and certain mo-
toric activities. etc... These traces exist at birth
while most other structures have to be created during
development; that is, Further structuralization is
taking place all the time as development proceeds.

(Nagera, 1967)

Nagera goes on to list the factors important in structuralizatipn:

. Three factors seem to be relevant as determinants of
the rate and extent of structuralization that is ac-
quired. First, there are innate limitations which
account to some extent for inter-individual differ-
ences in general, and for differences in the individual's
abilities in certain specific areas... Secondly, human
needs and human nature partly determine the degree of
stru:turalization required...Thirdly, there is the ques-
tion of the enyi:onment into which we happen to be born.

(Nagera, 1967)

Structures, then are constantly becoming more complex and

organized through the process of learning, experiencing, and physi-
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cal maturation. The extent to which these structures develop, are

organized and reorganized, and the speed with which this occurs,

seems crucial in determining the individual's adaptation to his

environment and the degree to which cont.ict may be resolved.

Thus, psychoanalysis, after Freud, no longer conceives of the

ego as simply responsive to conflicts between impulsive demands and

reality conditions. The ego is now considered to have autonomy as

regards its origin (it develops from inborn ego apparatuses which

mature and integrate into an organized pattern of functioning) and

as regards its source of energy (it draws on neutralized libidinal-

aggressive forces). It is not always the mediator between conflic-

ting demands; it has, in addition to this role, that of a construc-

tive adaptor to the environment.

The writings of Erik Erikson show the concern with ego charac-

teristics of the present phase of psychoanalytic thought. Like

Rapaport, Erikson emphasizes that psychic processes are constantly

being restructured and that the restructuring depends in large

measure upon the environment.

Stages of Development

The Freudian view of psychosexual development was taken by

Erikson and extended in a number of directions. While not aban-

doning Freud's concentration on the id and libidinal development,

Erikson, as we have indicated, underscored the importance of the

ego and the strengths and weaknesses that accrue to it during life.

Emphasizing ego development meant that Erikson had to look at the
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importance of meaning in the sou,-se of human growth. Meaning, in

turn, came to be viewed o5 a der!votive of one's position vis-a-vis

Ws society. Stages of human development, more psychosociol than

noirowly psyshosexual, concerning the ego as well 3s the id, were

charted not just up to the genital stage of adolescence, but beyond

it and all the way to the end of the life cycle.

But while he went beyond Freud, Erikson still saw the impor-

tance of strictly psychosexual development Ind used the Freudian

psychosexual themes to de,cribe a variety of social modalities.

Thus, he describes the newborn as "incorporative" not only with his

mouth, as Freud would have it, but also with his eyes and hands.

The two year old is not only concerned with "holding in" and "let-

ting go" in the anal zone but in 1,:s interaction with others as

well. The boy in the Oedipal staje is not just bent on intruding

with his penis but with his words and his whole body. The girl

does not wish to catch simply with her vagina but to entice and

endear with her whole self.

Central to Erikson's description of psychosocial stages is the

concept of crisis. Crises, he says, are "characteristic of turning

points, of moments of decision between progress and regression,

integration and retardation." Basic oppositions--alternative

attitudes toward life--overwhelm the child at various times in the

course of development. He is "beset with fumbling and fear." But

as a crisis is resolved, hopefully with a favorable ratio of the

positive to the negative attitudes, the child "appears more him-
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self, more loving, relaxed and brighter in his judgment, more

activated and activating, in free possession of a surplus of

energy." With a favorable resolution comes increased self-esteem,

more strength, and a new positive dimension to the ego.

Each stage of development in Erikson's scheme is marked by the

emergence of such a crisis and is named in terms of the basic

tklt it Here are eight impor-

Cant crises in life, dnd, hence, eight stages of development.1

(1) Basic Trust versus Basic Mistrust. Establishing "enduring

patterns for the solution of the nuclear conflict of basic trust

versus basic mistrust in mere existence is the first task of the

ego." Basic trust, according to Erikson, is "a naive sense of

confidence in others and in oneself. It implies that one has

learned to rely on the sameness and continuity of the outer pro-

viders" and also "that one may trust oneself and the capacity of

one's own organs to cope with urges." If trust is established, it

will pervade conscious experience, unconscious inner states, and

observable behavior.

The newborn "lives through, and loves with, his mouth." He is

incorporative--he takes things in--not just with his mouth, but

with his eyes, his sense of touch, and his other sensory receptors.

He has to learn, however, to regulate his readiness to incorporate

1 For this summary we used Erikson (1959 and 1963).
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with needs, desires, and methods of his mother. The development of

this mutual regulation between mother and child is "of prime impor-

tance for the first experience of fr endly f fe, :ing,

91 of eiaxaLJ in ;me buwel5 ure tne : irst signs

itiut sucial trust is developing.

The crisis of the oral period comes in the second half of the

first year when the arrival of teeth leads the child into a 'biting'

phase. There is a more violent drive to incorporate, and incorpora-

tion is now active: the eyes no longer passively receive; they

actively focus, isolate, and 'grasp objects; the ears discern ,:od

localize significant sounds. The infant is also becoming more

aware of himself as a distinct person. Above all "it is now neces-

sary to learn how to continue sucking without biting, so that the

mother may not wlthdraw the nipple in pain or anger." The mother

apparently turns away from the child, not only as a result of his

biting or because weaning may have begun, but also because she wishes

to return to some of the pursuits in which she had been engaged be-

fore childbirth. "It is against the combination of these impressions

of having been deprived, of having been divided, and of having been

abandoned, ail of which leave a residue of basic mistrust that basic

trust must be established and maintained."

The outcoi;-ie of this crisis depends upon the quality of maternal

care. "Mothers create a sense of trust in their children by that

kind of administration which in its quality combines sensitive
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care of the rYAE,y 1 jl nc ..ersonal

trustworthin.2,.

life stile. It motiicr trusts herself, it is most likely that

her child will come tk:. trust himself. It is not frustration per_

se that is damJging to the child; it is frustration without meaning.

Parents must be able to convey to their child--even at this early

stage of development--"an almost somatic conviction that there iS a

meaning to hat they are doing." If parents are able to do this,

the infant will develop a ratio of trust to mistrust that is on

the positive side, an orientation that will serve him well in meet-

ing the later crises of life.

(2) Autonoa.versus Shame and Doubt. "Muscular maturation sets

the stage for experimentation with two simultaneous sets of social

modalities; holding on and letting go." Social interaction in the

period corresponding to the Freudian anal stage is thus seen by

Erikson in terms of the major themes of anality--retention and

expulsion. The child clings lovingly to his mother at one moment

and in the next ruthlessly pushes her away. He 'Ioards and jealous-

ly guards his possessions but just as often is found throwing them

down the sta'rs or out the window. Although retention and expul-

sion are seen in many forms of interaction with the environment,

the anal i I tne 'model' for these two contradictory

modes. Bowel and bladder training enter in to make the child's

problem at thi, time a difficult and significant one.

"This wholu :,tage, then, becomes a battle for autonomy." The
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child is expe H .rith holding in and letting go in many

spheres, and thu, _:omes to develop a sense of self-contral. The

outcome of the criis at this stage hinges on the child's ability

to acquire self-control, autonomy, and pride without a loss of

self-esteem and concomitant shame and doubt.

Shame is self-consciousness. "One is visible and not ready to

be visible." It is expressed in the impulses "tc iry one's face,

or to sink, right then and there, into the ground." Shaming the

child exploits the sense of being small that develops in him as he

stands up and surveys the adult world. Doubt has much to do with

the awareness of having an unseen "behind" that can be invaded and

dominated by outsiders "who would designate as evil those products

of the bowels which were felt to be all rioht when they were being

passed." Doubt leaves the child unsure of what he has left behind.

What the child needs from the environment to meet the crisis

concerning his autonomy is firm reassurance. Reassurance is neces-

sary so that his basic trust in himself and his environment is not

jeopardized by his "sudden violent wish to have a choice." Firm-

ness must be present to protect the child against the potential

anarchy of his inability to retain and expel with discretion. If

the parent is firm and tolerant with the child, the child will be

firm and tolerant with himself. In addition, if the parent has a

sense of dignity and autonomy, the child will be in a much better

position to develo P one in himself.
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(3) Initiative versus ;uilt. With a ba-jc trust in existence and

d firri ,,cri;E: of dutonomy, the child of sour enters upon a new stage

of deve;opment )nd fas a third crisis. He is now ao independent

and viT)roJ, walker; he ha,-, acquired the basics of language; his

imagination so vivid that at times "he cannot avoid frightening

himself with what he himself has dreamed and thought up."

This is the period that Freud called the phallic stalge. The

child experiences pleasure from his genitals and is curious about

sxual matters. He is interested in "being on the make," in

"making." There is no simpler, stronger word for it; it suggests

pleasure in attack and conquest. In the boy, the emphasis remains

on phallic-intrusive modes; in the girl it turns to modes of

"catching," Intrusive modes of behavior inc'ude physical attack

(intruding into another's body), aggressive talk (intruding into

another's ears), vigorous locomotion (intruoing into space), and

curiosity (intruding into the unknown). Catchirq modes include

aggressive forms of snatching and milder forms of making oneself

attractive.

The task of this stage is the development of initiative with-

out overwhelming guilt. Initiative assumes the autonomy of the

previous stage but adds to it "the quality of undertaking, planning

and 'attacking' a task for the sake of being active and on the

move." Guilt assumes the shame (being found out) of the second

stage but adds to it the fear of being found out--even for thoughts

or deeds which no one else has observed. Guilt aroused in the
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present stage is often expressed in the conviction that the child,

as such, or a drive, as such, is bad.

Initiative, in Erikson's view, has to do ,dith longing for the

parent of the opposite sex--the Oedipal complex--bot it includes

much more. Exuberant over his new locomotor and mental powers,

the wishes to try them out everywhere. The genital area of

conquest, however, is the one where the child will receive a severe

jolt: "the increased locomotor mastery and the pride in being big

now and almost as good as father and moPier receives its severest

setback :n the clear fact that in the genital sphere one is vastly

inferior" and that at no time will one have a sexual relationship

with his opposite-sexed parent. The consequence of these Oedipal

wishes are "secret fantasies of terrifying proportions" and "a deep

sense of guilt--a strong sense, for it forever seems to imply that

the individual has committed crimes and deeds which, after all,

were not committed but also would have been biologically

quite impossible."

Guilt is the great check on initiative. The child has to

develop a conscience--morality, not moralism--without his con-

science becoming a cruel and uncompromising superego that ulti-

mately destroys all initiative and obliterates the self. To emerge

from this crisis with both morality and a sans,: of unbroken initia-

tive, the child needs "insight into the institutions, functions,

and roles which will permit his responsible participation." Parents

should alleviate the hatred and guilt growing in their children.
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Hate is to be handled in the free collaboration of people equal in

feeling., of self-,4orth though perhaps different in age.

(4) Industry versus Inferiority. Corresponding to the latency

period of the Freudian view is the Eriksonian stage at which the

crisis faced by the child is one of industry versus inferiority.

Industry. i a 'sense of being useful," "a sense of being able to

make hings well and even perfectly." Its antithesis is infer-

iority, a despair of one's skills, the feeling that one will never

he any good, that he is "doomed to mediocrity or inadequacy."

;he playing child now begins to work. Play to the child is

not recreation as it is for the adult. It is a means of advancing

forward in the mastery of things and one's own experience. But for

children entering the latency period, play is not enough. The

necessity of the third stage to "make" people has been sublimated

and the child is now learning to win recognition by producing

things. "To bring a productive situation to completion is an aim

which gradually supersedes the whims and wishes of play."

This is the time when children of all cultures want to be

shown how to do things, and so they go to school, whether school

is a field, a jungle, or a classroom. Erikson describes how cru-

cial the school experience is in developing a child's sense of

industry. Grammar school education that emphasizes self-restraint

and duty--doing what you are told to do--may teach the child much

that is absolutely necessary but it may also develop such a sense

of duty th,At the child "may never unlearn again an unnecessary and
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costly self-retraint." Education that carries the opposite tack

to the extreme and toe child to learn by doing what ne likes

to do may produce a child who has not learni anfthing and is frus-

trated in his desire to be shown. "Children at this age do like

to be mildly but firmly coe,
. into the adventure of finding out

that one can learn to accomplish things ..hich one ,:ould never have

thought of by oneself...thing which thus provide a token sense of

participation in the real world of adults."

A feeling of inferiority may come about in a child for a

number of reasons: inadequate resolution of previous conflicts,

lack of preparation for school life, the presence of talent which

is unrecognized by a teacher.

Teachers are extremely important for the successful resolution

of the industry-inferiority crisis. They must be healthy and

relaxed themselves; they must know how to alternate play and work,

how to recognize talent, and how to handle children for whom school

is not that important. Parents must teach their children how to

trust tbe;,- teachers and can even see to it that trustworthy

teachers are selected for their children's schools.

The crisis of the present stage is not as violent and abrupt

as those of previous stages. It is, after all, a time when violent

drives are dormant. But socially, says Erikson. "it is a most

decisive stage: since industry involves doing things beside and

with others, a first sense of division of labor and of equality of

opportunity develops at this time." If a child feels that his
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sense of worth depends on skin color, family background, clothes,

or some factor other than "his wish and his will to learn" his

sense of identity may suffer irreparable harm.

(5) Identity versus Identity Diffusion. The onset of puberty--the

Preudian genital stagebrings with it rapid body growth and matu-

ration of the genital organs. This inner physiological revolution

combines with the availability of a bewildering variety of social

roles to precipitate an especially difficult crisis which, Erikson

says, centers on the problem of establishing an ego-identity. In

common language, ego-identity means "that you really know who you

are, that you know what you want to be, that you know what you look

like to others, and that you will know how to make the right deci-

sions." More technically, ego-identity is "the accrued confidence

that one's ability to maintain inner sameness and continuity (one's

ego in the psychological sense) is matched by the sameness and

continuity of one's meaning for othrrs."

Identityor Role-Diffusion is the danger of this stage.

Diffusion may be a result of doubts about one's sexual and ethnic

identity in which case delinquency or even temporary psychosis may

develop. But it is the establishment of an occupational identity

that is most disturbing for the majority of young people. The

inability to find such a permanent identity leads them to over-

identify with heroes and cliques of peers and to be especially

receptive to simplistic totalitarian ideologies.
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Establishing a strong sense of identity depends in large

-,easure upon the event of prev:ous stages, upon the self-esteem

confirmed at the termination of each of the previous crises. "A

lasting ego identity cannot begin to exist without the trust of the

first oral stage" nor without the autonomy of the second stage nor

the initiative of the third. It derives immediac.ely from the sense

of industry of the fourth stage. "What I call their accruing ego

identity gains real strength only from whole-hearted and consistent

recognition of real accomplishment, that is, achievement that has

meaning in their culture."

(6) Intimacy vs. Isolation. With a sense of who he is, the young

adult is eager for intimacy, for the opportunity to share his iden-

tity 4ith that of someone else. Intimacy is "the capacity to

commit himself to concrete affiliations and partnerships and to

develop the ethical strength to abide by such commitments, even

though they may call for significant sacrifices and compromises."

The fear of this stage is the loss of the recently and preciously

won ego-identity in situations--sexual union, close friendship,

physical combat--that call for self-abandon. If the fear of ego

loss is too great, there results distantiation, "the readiness to

isolate and, if necessary, to destroy those forces and people whose

essence seems dangerous to one's own." Isolation protects one from

facing the next critical development, that concerning generativity

and stagnation.

(7) Generativity versus Stagnation. Generativity is "the concern
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e,tanl shing and ,ju;ding next generation." It includes, but

s;norl,mous the and creati-

v;ti. it recoynize,, that 1,an is a earhe a', well as a learning

that the mature need the younn as rluch a; the young need

t.,e mature. It is a pchosexual as well as a psychosocial concept:

ti,e Anil::: to fuse ,)ne's identity that of another leads to a

ii Jinai inve,tment - ich is generated."

Erikson does not mean, ho.vever, that one must have ot desire

children to become generative. Indeed, young parents are often

retarded in their ability to be generative toward their offspring.

The reasons stretch far back, even to the lack of basic trust.

basic "belief in the species, which would make a child appear to be

a welcome trust of the community." Failure in generativity mani-

fests itself in stagnation, a sense of "personal impoverishment."

There is regression to a stage of pseudo-intimacy and even to a

point of indulging oneself as if he were his only child.

Generativity is an outgroth of successful resolutions of

previous stages just aS were the identity of the fifth stage and

the iMtimacy uf the sixth.

(8) Ego Integrity versus Desgair. 'The fru t of these seven

tage is :eijonterrty. t is an afirmation of order and

mrm,ring in E.'; life, "tna a...:.eptance of one's cne and only life

cycle as something that haJ to be ana that, by aacessity, permitted

of no substitutions." It is the awa s of the dignity of one's

own life style' amidst the varity of life styles evident in the
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world. The possessor of integrity knows that "all human integrity

stands or falls with the one style of integrity of which he par-

takes.'

Lack of accrued ego integrity is manifested in the fear of

death and despair. "Despair expresses the feeling that the time is

now short, too short for the attempt to start another life and to

try out alternate roads to integrity."

With the establishment of integrity, life has run its full

course and completed its cycle. "Trust," Erikson quotes Webster,

"is the assured reliance on another's integrity." Put another way,

"healthy children will not fear life if their elders have integrity

enough not to fear death."

Erikson cautions against thinking of these stages as achieve-

ments, as if the trust of the first stage or the autonomy of the

second were orientations won once and for all with resolution of a

crisis. The negative alternatives of the various crises are not

eliminated with resolution. Mistrust, shame and doubt, guilt,

inferiority, identity-diffusion, isolation, stagnation, despair:

all these are with us in some degree throughout life. The healthy

resolution of a crisis means that the proportion of a positive

Quality is greater than the proportion of a negative quality and

that a pattern is set for making these proportions relatively

stable.

Nor should it be assumed that crises of trust and mistrust

occur only at the first stage of life, that difficulties concerning
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),, .r.,n1, on. Each p-iiycho-

icbotomy exist n some for, :e:ore its moment of crisis

n,_! each cont:nues to influence the personality after the

met.

Emotional Disturbance

Ern accnunt of psychosocial stages leaves one with a

tc that which followed Freud's account of

oisychocexual stages, namely that even "normal" or "healthy" pro-

gresi,ion through life is fraught with deep emotional upheaval.

During the course of normal development, the organism is faced

with 'deprivation and "abandonment," with "sinister forces...

leashed and unleashed...in the guerilla warfare of unequal wills,"

with ",iiecret fantasies of terrifying proportions," with "physio-

logical revolution," and so on, all the way to the "despair of the

final stage of life." Healthy development is not at all a smooth

progresion: emotional disturbance is a matter of course.

Pathological behavior results from the inadequate resolution

of various dichotomies. In general, the outcome of earlier criti-

cal conflict epends upon the quality of significant others in the

envi,onment. while the outcome of later crises depends upon

the ullity of earlier resolutions in one's own life. Erikson is

thus close to ;-reud. but not as extrema, in emphasizing the signif-

cance of the early years.

manifestations of unhealthy resolutions of c,-ises at various
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rne a :ra',7 a vir e, e of i;fe is most

evTdant ;1 case-, o: i7lfantile schizophrenia aoears later in

ir. ithdra..a. nro 'c-,z,,7; and deprese

12.Li -,,ofort ar,rd beco-,ing oblivious

th.' mother is taken away

ing ,,,tage, acute incantile depression can

esuits Spitz U9i4 HDc ,.:oLomented--or there may be left in the

personality a -state of mourning which may give a depressive under-

tone to the whole remainder of life." Unresolved conflicts at this

stage may result in oral pessimism, to fear of being empty, of

being no good, or in oral sadism, the need to take in from others

in a cruel way.

(2) Excessive shaming in the muscular-anal stage leads to a secret

determination to get away with things and even to deliberate shame-

lessness. 'Many a defiant child, many a young criminal, is of

such a make-up.- Denied autonomy, a child may turn his urge to

manipulate toward himself and develop a precocious conscience, be-

coming obsessively repetitive, providing "the infantile model for

a compul',3ion neuro,,is." In adult life such a child may be the

stingy. meticulous "anal character" described by Freud, one who is

retentive with his money, his speech, his affection. Such a one's

basic -,en,,e of doubt "forms a ';ubtratum for later and more verbal

forms of compulsive doubting: this finds its adult expression in
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Paranoiac fears concerning hidden persecutors and secret persecu-

tor', :hreatenin,. from berind,-

(3) The danger in the locomotor-genital period is that of develop-

ing a pri itive, all-or-nothing conscience that constricts to the

P,)int of inhibition, that is mce literal than the parents wish,

that consequently resents the parents who do not themselves live

LID to its exacting standards. The consequences of guilt aroused

at this stage may not appear until much later in the form of con-

flicts over initiative and self-restraint and even in partial im-

potence or frigidity. Hysterical denial in adults, operating by

paralysis, inhibition, or overcompensatory showing off is an expres-

sion of the residual conflict over initiative.

(4) Negative outcomes of th2 industry-inferiority conflict in the

latency period--one relatively free of violent drives--are not

as disturbing as those of previous stages, though their effects are

still telling. A sense of inadequacy may lead to regression to the

more isolated family rivalry of the Oedipal period. The child will

be unable to identify with a section of the "tool world" and will

fail to understand the meaningful roles in its technology. Never

able to do at least onc kind of thing well, he will fail to.acquire

a sense of worth as an apprentice in the adult world a-id so forfeit

the base of the sense of identity to be developed in the next stage.

Over-identification with a good teacher is also possible and may

lead to a premature fixation of identity in the role of being a
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good little helper.

(5 Erikson notes that if the role confu,ion of the fifth stage

of development hinges on strong doubts about sexual and ethnic iden-

tity, delinquent and even psychotic episodes are possible, though

these do not have the same fatal significance in adolescence they

might have at other times. More commonly, adoiescents defend a-

gainst the identity diffusion of this fifth stage by "forming

cliques and by stereotyping themselves, their ideals, and their

enemies."

Pathology associated with later stages of development is be-

yond the scope of this paper and, in any case, is explained as a

result of unfavorable resolutions at earlier phases. "Character

problems" may develop from isolation, as might the tendency "to

destroy those forces and people whose essence seems dangerous to

one's own." Stagnation in the seventh period leads to "regression

to an obsessive need for pseudo-intimacy;" its causes can be traced

to an impairment in basic trust in the oral-sensory period. Final-

ly, despair that results when ego integration fails to take place

manifests itself in a "thousand little disgusts" and in the fear

of death. Despair sums Up the life that has failed to accrue ego

strength as the seven previous crises were faced and resolved.

Most succinctly, then, disturbance on pathology is damage to

the ego, suffered when a particular conflict is resolved unsatis-

f,1 torily. Frustration of instinct per se does not induce patho-

logy, but rather frustration without culturally derived meaning.
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4 PHE4%)MENfjt?GiC;4 PERScECTIVES: PSYCHODYNAM1C THEORY

The inclusion e' the vieds of Carl Rogers in this paper is

intended to pro.iide a distinct alternative to the psychoanalytic per-

spective as renresented by Freud and Erikson. Freud stressed libido

:he instinctual energy of the id and defined disturbance as fixa-

tions of libido at early s'tages of development which precluded the

possibility of satisfactory adjustments at later stages. Erikson,

still in the psychoanalytic tradition, did not deny the importance of

libidinal development but considered as well. the necessity of healthy

ego development.

His position was that instinctual frustrations were inevita-

ble and would not lead to serious diSturbance unless culturally as-

signed meaning was absent from them.

Rogers cannot really be understood as an outgrowth of either

Freud or Erikson. They delineated stages of development; he did

not. They emphasized sexuality, conflict, and crises; he did not.

proportionately more of Freud's and Erikson'S efforts were spent on

a theory of childh0c,d, and hence their Caeories apPear more complex.

Rogers isolated nd talked about only that aspect of childhood that was

directly !elated toh finition of maladjustment.'

I. Rogers (1959) recogni7es that his theory of development is based
upon clinical .xperierces with adults and so advances it with cau-
tion.
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t 7,

7; c. e e:,ce

!aie !-en caling emorj..)al ..Jisturbance as a

discncv br,.../een the col,: experience and his concept of hin-

self. no. ree;ing and nverco-,in:_l crises; it

Is all:r; 76,1,t1cIO , the organism to fulfill them-

e

13r1 =',ogers

Rogers states ttat tbe innate equipment of the infant is com-

plex, but that only a few characteristics need to be listed for an

understanding of persnality development. 1.11e first of these is an

actualizing tendency: -This is the inherent tendency of the organ-

ism to develop all its capacitie., in was which serve to maintlin

or enhance the crganism (1959)." This motivational concept--the

only one postulated in Rogers theoretical system--includes defi-

ciency or tension-reduction needs as well as growth or tension-

arousal needs. It is exhibited only by the organism as a whole.

addi!"1'`a tr) a simple !7-ujvatio-ral system, the i--ant posses-

PS a y svren that praviJes feedback on hca Ly organism

satisfyi-,g its ;,eeds. Th.- regulatory system is k 1 as the

organismic valuing orucess. It lea.!s the infant to posi-

tive and to approach those experience', he perceives enhancing

his organism and, conversely, to view as negative and to avoid those

experiences he perceives as detrimental to his organism. The in-

fant "at one ,loment ',litres food, and when satiated, is disgusted with
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-it ,ti"iation, and soon after, values only

t-,,TIt diet which in the long run most

enhanc5 dewelopment IF459)." In short, the infant engaging in

r1Cts to experi=nces according tc his

7:

The .-.1haracteristic of the infant has already been referred

I: ; ^is experience: "This term is used to include all that is

qcinq 02 within th,7- envelope of the organism at any moment which is

11v available to awareness." For the infant, there is no

distinction between experience and reality. Experience is perceived

as reality.

Basically, then, the infant is an organism that desires to grow,

he healthy, and actualize itself, and that chooses experiences in

accordance with that goal. Choosing is neither conscious nor symbo-

lic; it is organismic. Because it is organismic, it can be trusted.

To confirm this point, Rogers (1964) cites an experiment in which

young infants were allowed to choose their own foods and, over time,

actually pic4ed the ones that enhanced their own survival and growth.

They followed the "physiological wisdom" of their bodies going on a

pr,s,teie hinge when that was necessary, seeking out foods rich in cer-

tain vitlmi; when that became imperative.

As tho inf,,Int develops, this experience becomes differentiated.

This is a natural outcome of the actualizing tendency of this or-

ganism. A basic differentiation that arises is between experience

itself and awareness of that experience. Awareness of experience
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(awareness of being, of f-unctionio) teco:,:es ;n ::onscious-

ness as self-experience, and this, in turn, through -_-he iniThet's inter-

action with significant others in his environent. becomes .,laborated

into a concept of the self. Thus, QUi: of flA;C

Of experience of .,.he newborn, there $?erges t!,e ths-

young child.

Experience and a concept of thP self: th^ child is rl.y in vc-

session of the two phenomena central to an understanding of his'vy-

chological health. Rogers' charting of the course of personality de-

velopment and his definition of psychological maladjustment will con-

centrate on the degree of congruence betwee71 one's organismic experi-

ence and his self-concept--a point to which we shall return.

With the growC1 of the self-concept comes a need for positive

regard, that is, a need for warmth, liking, respect, sympathy, and ac-

ceptancP. The need may be innate or learned--it is irrelevant to know

which--and it it is universal in human beings. A characteristic of the

need is its reciprocal nature. That is, if an individudl perceives

that he is satisfying another's need for positive recv:rd, he will ex-

perience satisfaction of his own need for positive regard.

The need for positive regard has a bearing en the devPloping re-

7-

lationship between self and organismic experience. The neod of the self

for positive regard can become divorced from and suh;enuently outweigh

the needs of the organism. Rogers (1959) says, "Thp exprp';sion of pos-

tive regard by a significant social other can become more compelling

than the organismic valuing process, and the individual becomes more
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1:-: 2.

ot; experi-

Thus,

te,TAeccy t;-e. c.rganiscl

c'lf. ft.leod :He tegulat-ory

..?If r v:sitive regard riaY over-

c

',Her g lis his bahy sis-

feels hears ^er cry--a

organisn. But he receivns a slap on the

trid hn is a bad boy--a negative experi-

regard. His future behavior, accord-

ers. ;av .ieterrjned by the latter experience than

more conc,rned about avoiding blows to

for gositivo regard. than ;!c is about approaching

.,igac!i-1 feels are satisfying. Another example is

r I. ji ;!e child ; iino to eat foods be doesn't like.

!vp!;! -;riences negatively valued by his

secute the positive regard of

' , .f his valuing pro-

..stment.

...0,pience for the child is the emer-

,..ii-to l!d. The child comes to experience pos-

h..f..0f, independently of transactions with

onhent. He becomes, in a sense, his

-!ction Or fr!istration simply
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from his own self-experiences. Not only do parents express positive

and negative regard toward him; he now expresses positive and nega-

tive regard toward himself.

With the need for self-regard comes the development of condi-

tions of worth. "When a self-eAperience is avoided (or sought) solely

because it is less (or more) worthy of self-regard, the individual is

said to have acquired a condition of worth (1959)." Now the child

avoids the organismic satisfaction of pulling his sister's hair and

he engages in the distasteful behavior of eating undesirable food not

only because these are the wishes of his parents but also because they

are his own wishes. He is motivated not only by a need for his parents'

love, esteem, and approval but by a need for his own love, esteem

and approval. His worth, in his own eyes, is conditional upon not

pulling his sister's hair and upon eating the distasteful food.

Another way of saying the same thing is that the child has intro-

'ected the values of his parents. His values are not the ones in-

trinsically satisfying to his organism.

The danger in living in terms of introjected values or condi-

tions of worth is losing touch with the organismic valuing process.

The child "relinquishes the laws of evaluation which was his in in-

fancy, and places it in others. He learns to have a basic distrust

for his own experiencing as a guide to behavior (1)64)." If a need

for positive self-regard leads one to value experiences his organism

does not value, and not to value experiences his organism does value,

there results over time an inability even to be aware of what one's
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organismic reactions are. If one does what he dislikes long enough,

he loses touch with what he likes. The wisdom of the organism is

de,,erted and one's own intrinsic valuing system becomes a stranger

to him.

Thus there develops incongruence between self and experience.

The individual perceives his experience only in terms of conditions

of worth. Those experiences which.are in accor4 with conditions of

worth are perceived accurately. If a child genuinely likes an ac-

tivity--playing in cooperation with others, for example--and the

activity has the approval of significant others and therefore of the

chilu's own self, the child will accurately symbolize his liking in

awareness. Experiences, however, that are at odds with introjected

conditions of worth are perceived inaccurately; they are distorted

or even totally denied to awareness. The child, for example, may

lose awareness of the fact that he enjoys pulling his sister's hair

or that he genuinely dislikes a certain food.

Examples from adult life of introjected values and consequent

distortion of experience are numerous. Rogers (1964) lists a num-

ber of introjected values that have this effect: sexual desires and

behaviors are mostly bad; making money is the highest good; learning

an accumulation of scholarly facts is highly desirable; to love thy

neighbor is the highest good; cooperation and teamwork are prefera-

ble to.acting alone; communism is utterly bad. The student who cheats

because his peer group considers it clever is living according to in-

trojected values, as is the student who has desires of being an artist
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but enrolls medical school to please his parents. Most adults, ac-

cording to Rogers, live by an accumulation of introjected value pat-

terns.

This, as we see it, is the basic estrangement in man. He has not
been true to himself, to his own natural organismic valuing of
experience, but for the sake of preserving the positive regard
of others has now come to falsify some of the values he experi-
ences and to perceive them only in terms based upon their value
to others. Yet this has not been a conscious choice, but a
natural--and tragic--development in infancy. The path of
development toward psychological maturity, the path of therapy,
is the undoing of this estrangement in man's functioning, the
dissolving of conditions of worth, the achievement of a self
which is congruent with experience, and the restoration of a

unified organismic valuing process as the regulator of behavior.
(Rogers, 1959)

Emotional Disturbance

Although Rogers does not use the term, "emotional disturbance"

is most generally defined as a state of incongruence between self and

experience, a state that, in some degree, is characteristic of all of

us. Elaborated somewhat, psychological maladjustment "exists when

the organism denies to awareness, significant experiences, which con-

sequently are not accurately symbolized and organized into the gestalt

of the self-structure, thus creating an incongruence between self and

experience (1959)."

To concepts like neurosis and psychosis, Rogers prefers the

terms defensive behaviors and disorganized behaviors. Defensive be-

haviors include not only behaviors such as compulsions and phobias

that are usually regarded ae neurotic but also some behaviors usually

conSidered psychotic, notably paranoid behaviors and perhaps catatonic
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states. Disoryanized behaviors include many of the irrational and

acute psychotic behaviors.

Defense arises when the organism has an experience (for example,

sexual fantasies) incongruent with the self-concept ("I am a good per-

son") and its introjected values ("sexual desires are bad"). The

organism subliminally perceives --Roger's term is subceives --the

experience as threatening. The experience is thre,-tening because,

were it accurately represented in awareness, it would violate the intro-

jected values and frustrate the need for self regard. Defense guards

against accurate representation of the experience in awareness by

using such mechanisms as rationalization, compensation, and projection.

One might, for example, project the source of his evil sexual desires

onto another with the thought "I am pure, but you are trying to make

me think filthy thoughts." Incongruence between self and experience

is thus defended against by distortion and/or denial of experience.

In some cases, however, the incongruent experience becomes so

patently clear to the self that serious breakdown and disorganization

occur. This can happen in therapy, for example, when an incrvidual

is faced with more of his denied experience than he can handle. If

a significant denied experience hits him suddenly and with unmistake-

able obviousness, defense will be impossible, the experience will be

accurately represented, and the self-structure will break down. Be-

havior in such an acute psychotic state is likely to be consistent

with the denied experience rather than the fractured self-concept.

The person who has denied sexual impulses, for example, may suddenly
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make sexual overtures to those with whom he is in contact. Behavior

may also alternate between consistency with the self-concept and con-

sistency with the denied aspects of experience.

The relevance of Rogers' concept of incongruence to the emotional

development of children can be found in his description of the ideal

course of development, a course that is "hypothetically possible,...

though'Idoes not appear to occur in actuality." In such an ideal
--

developmental sequence, the infant would receive only unconditional pos-

itive regard from his p2rents. He would always feel prized as an indi-

vidual. His feelings would always be accepted even though some of his

behaviors would be inhibited. If he received positive regard from his

parents in such a way, his regard for himself would be likewise un-

conditional. He would introject no values, have no conditions of

worth. He would be guided by his organismic valuing process. His self-

concept would never be at odds wio- his organismic experience. No de-

fensive or disorganized behaviors would be necessary. He would be,

in Rogers terms, a fully functioning person.

In theory at least, Rogers feels such an ideal can be attained

"if the parental attitude was genuinely of this sort: 'I can under-

stand how satisfying it feels to you to hit your baby'brother (or to

defecate when and where you please, or to destroy things) and I love

you and am quite willing for you to have those feelings. But I am

quite willing for me to have my feelings, too, and
I feel very distressed

when your brother is hurt, (or annoyed or sad at other behaviors) and

so I do not let you hit him. Both your feelings and my feelings are
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important, and each of us can freely have his own (1959)." The

child of such a parent, Rogers predicts, would lose the organismic

valuing of his experience. His life would become a balancing of

satisfactions, on some occasions hitting his baby brother and enjoy-

ing that satisfaction, on others, pleasing his parents and enjoying

that.

Thus it is the conditions that Rogers sees as facilitative of

personal growth in therapy that he feels are facilitative of personal

growth in the developing child.
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6. PSYCHODYNAMICS AND EDUCATION

The final portion of this paper reviews some of tie attempts to

bridge the gap between psychodynamic theory and educational practice.

Early attempts at translating theory into practice reflected the pre-

valent concern of psychoanalysis with libidinal development, while

later attempts gave more prominence to the role of the ego. After a

sampling of these psychoanalytic efforts is presented, a synopsis is

made of the views of Carl Rogers on the educational process.

The Application of Psychoanalytic Concepts to Edusation

Very early in the development of psychoanalytic theory, B. Low

(1928) charged education with pursuing its way "unaware of the exis-

tence even of the individual's most important aspects, much less

able to interpret them." She specified those psychoanalytic concepts

which she thought were most applicable to educational practice:

The dynamic influence of the unconscious upon consciousness,
the fact of repression and its methods of functioning, with
accompanying sublimation capacity, the dependence of intelli-
gence and the more specific intellectual life upon emotional
factors, the role of fantasy in the human soul---these are
phenomena which, with their implications, we are bound to in-
vestigate if we would achieve effective education, which is,
after all, only another name for helping human beings to
develop for use and power what is within them.

(Low, 1928)

In accordance with Freudian view of disturbance, Low saw the role of

the teacher dealing with children under the age of six as preventing

fixations, observing the processes of repression and sublimation, and

providing opportunities for successful sublimations. In general, she
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said, "The less there i of repression and the more of sublimation

acting as a developmental factor in the human being, the more change

there is of mental health and power."

Long before the publication of his theory of psychosocial de-

velopment, Erik Erikson (1935) wrote of his dissatisfaction as a class-

room teacher with the educational process. Education, he thought, re-

lied solely on the process of enlightenment and neglected "the entire

world of the affects." Erikson was later (1959) to emphasize the need

for competent teachers in the early grammar school years when the

child is developing a sense of industry. Such teachers would alter-

nate play with work and doing what one likes with doing what one is

told.

Alpert (1941) illustrated the use of group discussion therapy

within the classroom and its effectiveness in symptom removal. This

emphasis on direct handling of children's feelings around conflict

issues is a technique which the author considered of great potential

value for educators. She wrote:

Educational group therapy may be considered periodic inten-
sification of an intelligent educational program...one in which
the subject matter and the approach to it are sufficiently
challenging to the children to afford them ample opportunity
for sublimation; one in which the teacher is as interested in
the personality of the pupils as she is in the subject she is
teaching, one in which group discussions are conducted infor-
mally and purposefully. Such an educational program is as
feasible in public schools as in private schools.

(Alpert, 1941)

C. Zachry (1941) reviewed the progressive education movement

and concluded that it had been significantly influenced by psycho-
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analysis. "The absence uf 4,Jycnoanalytic terminology in education,"

she 4rote, "is a superficial matter, for many of the basic principles

of progressive education are entirely consistent with Freud's contri-

bution to the understanding of psychic development." .It was her opin-

ion that educators, in their attempts to apply psychoanalysis to edu-

cational practice, did not take into account the significant differ-

ences between the educational and therapeutic settings. She con-

cluded that "it is the preventive rather than the curative applica-

tion of psychoanalytic principles that is especially adapted to the

educative process."

Four years later, W. Hoffer (1945) reviewed the progress of

child psychoanalysis and its relation to education. His criticisms

of educational attempts to relate anaklic principles to educational

practice followed the same lines as those of Zachry. He pointed, for

example, to the way in which the psychoanalytic position on 1-he dan-

ger of sexual repressions led to a period of educational pract+ce

characterized by sexual enlightenment. He concluded that a crucial

need existed for longitudinal research done by teams of analysts

and educators. "Only after the experience of such research shall we

be able to assess whether or not it is possible to prevent or modi-

fy early traumas and to what extent the ego's faculty to integrate

id tendencies can be developed and utilized."

Anna Freud (1947) added to the discussion on psychoanalysis

and education by listing three things psychoanalysis had to offer

pedagogy: (a) criticism of existing educational methods, (b) an
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understanding of the relationship between the children and their

teachers, and (c) repair of injuries inflicted upon children during

the educational process. Previously (1946), she had questioned the

benefits uf a free atmosphere for the developing ego of the child:

In the theory of education, the importance of the infantile
ego's determination to avoid pain has not been sufficiently
appreciated, and this has contributed to the failure ui a num-
ber of educational experiments in recent years. The modern
method is to give to the growing ego of the child a greater
liberty of action, above all, to alloa it freely to choose
its activities and interests. The idea is that thus the ego
will develop better and sublimation in various forms will be
achieved. But children in the latency period may attach more
importance to the avoidance of anxiety and pain than to direct
or indirect gratification of instinct. In many cases, if they
lack external guidance, their choice. of occupation is deter-
mined not by their particular gifts and capacities for sub-
limation but by the hope of securing themselves as quickly
as may be from anxiety and pain. To the surprise of the edu-
cationalist, the result of this freedom of choice is, in such
cases, not the blossoming of the personality, but the impov-
erishment of the egu. (Freud, 1946)

Ernest Kris (1948) reflected a predominant concern of his time

with the way in which nonrpsychiatric personnel translated and used

the concepts and propositions of psychoanalytic theory. He feared

that inferior products might replace sound translations of theory

into practice due to both increasing demand and the infantile state

of psychoanalytic theory.

Lilli Peller (1956) concentrated on the relevance of the concept

of sublimation for education and noted the differences between acti-

vities which are simply substitutes and those which promote the ca-

thexis which is characteristic of sublimation. She felt that "edu-

cation fails when too much of the original strength of the instinctual
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drives becomes invested in rigid reaction formations, repressions or

neurotic symptoms. This energy is then not available for other ego

purposes which may be less rigid and more adaptive." Later (1967),

she delivered a lecture in which she stressed: (a) that attention

must be given to both the intellectual and emotional development of

the school-age child; (6) that more attention should be given to the

child's need for a stable "tie to a superego figure:" (c) that a

positive self-image is crucial to the child; (d) that stable ties to

playmates are equally as important; (e) that "sound education must

encourage physical and mental self-activity:" and (f) that most chil-

dren like to learn things provided their interest is not destroyed by

adult regulations.

In their review of the history of the attempts of psychoanalysis

and education to achieve a rapprochement, Ekstein and Motto (1964) dis-

cern two major trends. The first efforts were based upon a concep-

tion of psychoanalysis as education: the therapeutic process cor-

rected via re-education problems which had arisen in the personality.

After the war, psychoanalysis, particularly within the United States,

was looked upon as therapy, and its relation to education was that of

a provider of therapy for the disturbed and deviant in the school

system. In this view:

The contact with the ordinary school system is a comparatively
peripheral one which serves, at best, as a bridge for the severe-
ly dist 'led child for whom treatment is needed. The primary
intere ,s the deviant child who needs treatment and the cry
is for prevention.

(Ekste;n & Motto, 1964)

The coming trend, the authors suggest, is more growth-oriented:
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Educatiun is nut only seen in terms of mental health and the
prevention of ill health, but in the didactic terms of growth,

enrichment and meeting the tasks of life. The educational prob-

lem moves then out of the area of mental health or ill health

the problem of learning, the acquisition of knowledge.
(Ekstein and Motto, 1964)

The current work of the Reiss-Davis Clinic in Los Angeles is an

example of the coming trend. Conferences and courses for teachers

are presented in collaboration with the Los Angeles Institute for Psy-

choanalysis. Various educational concepts or concerns are viewed and

discussed by persons versed in psychoanalytic theory. These contri-

butions are published each spring in the first issue of the Reiss-

Davis Clinic Bulletin. Topics which have been developed include play

and mastery, task and conflict, the unconscious mind in teaching, cur-

riculum and the development of creativity, learning readiness, disci-

pline and educational therapy.

A major emphasis of those who have tried to extend psychoanaly-

tic principles into education has been on the destructive nature of

regulations that are imposed too early in the course of development.

Out and out repression, it seems, is to be discouraged and sublimation

encouraged. It is interesting to,note that, at least until very re-

cently, most of these prescriptions have come from persons who were

basically theoreticians and whose major concern was other than educa-

tional. Efforts have been essentially one-sided, the theorists of-

fering the hypothe5ized answers and the educators offering the ques- .

tions--a Si ti,aticin described by Redl (1964) as "throwing crumbs from
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the tables of the rich."

Carl Rogers has worked assiduously at applying his concepts of

personality development to educational practice (1961, 1969). In

line with his definition of full personal functioning as congruence

between self and experience, he advocates an educational process that

stays close to the experience of the student. Learning, he says,

should be self-initiated and have the quality of pervasive personal

involvement. It should be evaluated from the internal frame of ref-

erence of the only person who can truly evaluate it--the learner.

The teacher, in Rogers' view, should not be an instructor but a faci-

litator. His task is, by a genuine trust and prizing of his students,

to create the climate for learning. A climate of learning is not

created by lesson tasks, assigned readings, lectures (except upon

request), evaluation and criticism on the part of the teacher (again,

except upon request), and required examinations. Programmed instruc-

tion in which the student sets his own pace, simulations of experi-

ences and events, and work in small groups are methods that promote

everiential learning. Rogers suggest the use of teacher-student

contracts and is not opposed to the notion of basic encounter work in

the classroom. The teacher, in his view, is like the therapist in

1. For further information on and examples of the applications of
psychoanalysis to education, see Bower and Hollister (1967), Biber
(1959), R. Jones (1960, 1968).
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non-directive therapy, and the parent of the child on the way to

maturity. He is nut an authority or an evaluator. He provides the

warm, accepting climate which faciiitates significant learning.
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I. THE SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

S,Jcilogists have studied mental illness from both medical and

deviance bersoectives. From a medical perspective, the sociology

of mental illness can be studied like other forms of illness. The

major concerns then include epidemiolo9y*, particularly across cul-

tures (Eaton and Weil, 1953) and across social classes (Hollings-

head and Redlich, 1958) and the role of social factors, such as

soci .1 change, in the etiology of mental illness (Leighton and

Hughes, 1959).

In contrast, the deviance perspective focuses on mental

illness as the breaking of social rules. In particular, mental

illness is related to implicit rules governing ordinary social

interaction. From a deviance perspective, two important questions

arise. (I) What are the social forces promoting conformity or

rule-breaking? (2) What relationships exist between those en-

forcing the rules and those breaking the rules?

This paper will discuss mental illness from the social devi-

ance perspective. This analysis does not deny the existence of

important factors at other levels of analysis such as physiological

state: or personality characterist-ics, but is p-imarily concerned

with cial faLts" (Durkheim, 1938).

,l_lderlining denotes technical term.
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2. MENTAL ILLNESS AND THE SICK ROE

The concept of role prov des social fa,::ts relevant to the

study of mental illness as deviance. A role is a positimn in a

social system, carrying certain rights and obligations. Parsons

(!951) describes the sick role in American society. He states that

the test fur the existence of such a role is the existence of

institutionaliied expectations fur the behavior of the person

Playing the roie in relation tu others in the social system.

Parsons list' four expectations that constitute the sick role:

(1) the person in the sick role is relieved from his normal role

(2) he is not morally responsible for being sick,

(3) he must want to get well, and

(4) he must seek technically competent help to get well.

The above behaviors are closely related to being ill, but none of

them are caused by the illness itself. The relief from normal role

obligations and the command to seek technically competent help are

,_.xpectations embedded in the social system. They are not charac-

teristics of an illness or of a particular personality.

In American culture, mental illness is generally treated as an

illness. To the extent thi '. this is true, one would expect the

mentally ill to adopt the sick role during their period of illness.

On the whole, most of the mentally ill do seem to be playing the

sick role. They rarely fulfill their normal role obligations and
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usually are not considered morally responsible for their actions.

They often exhibit a desire to get well and are treated by doctors

in ,nedicai settings.

A number of researchers have focused on the discrepancies

between the institutionalized expectations that define the sick

role and expectations about the mentally ill. One source of these

discrepancies is the lack of clear indicators of mental illness.

In particLlar, there is a lack of objective physiological tests for

mental illness. As Erikson (1957) notes, this creates a state of

social uncertainty about whether or not the person is legitimately

Erikson observes that the patient often responds to this

uncertainty by emphasizing and exaggerating his symptoms so that he

can legitimately claim illness and treatment.

A second discrepancy between the mental illness role and the

ordinary sick role concerns the mode of entry into the role. The

mentally ill are often forced into that role against their wishes

and protestations. For members of the lower class, i: is often an

impersonal agent, such as the police, who is responsible for entry

into the mental illness role (Hollingshead and Redlich, 1958). In

a study of the expectations of the staff of a mental hospital,

Spitzer and Denzin (1968) found the role expectations for patients

involuntarily entering the hospital are considerably less consis-

tent than those for patients voluntarily entering.
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A tnird discrepancy between the sic.c role anJ mental illness

concerns now tne patient experiences entry into the role. Accor-

ding to Parsons (1951) the person entering the sick role becomes

dependent upon the other members of his social system. They take

care of him and snow concern for him. To properly play the sick

role, the patient should receive social support upon entry into the

sick role and express gratitude for that support and concern.

Various studies (Goffman, 1961; Lemert, 1962) indicate that this is

not how a mental patient experiences entrance into the mental ill-

ness role. Instead of experiencing a sense of support from others,

he usJally feels that his family or work group have coerced or

deceived him into being removed from their lives. Instead of grati-

tude, he typically feels bitterness at this betrayal. These

feelings do not encourage him to adapt to the sick role and make

its apolication less viable to mental illness.

A final discrepancy between the accepted sick role and the

institutionalized expectations about mental illness involves the

stigma attached to being mentally ill. According to Parson's des-

cription of the sick role, the person in the role is not considered

responsible for being ill. While few persons in the sick role are

actually treated as blameless, there is considerable evidence that

the mentally ill suffer a greater seise of stigma (Cumming & Cum-

ming, 1968) and a higher possibility of rejection (Phillips, 1963)

than those with other forms of illness. In addition, the stigma
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associated 6itn rn.?otal illness c:irries beyond the period of illness

(Goffrnan, 163; Scneff, 1966).

The above cohsiderati ns indicate that those who are considered

to be mentally 1 are not trated in the same way as those who

have more physiologically based forms of illness. Sociologists

argue that these iffer,-nces stern from the fact that mental ill-

ness, whether ur nut it should be considered a form of illness

Szasz, 1963; 1961), is also a form of deviance.
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7.iti;-%%1E

7_:,e breaking of

rJtes. ?'e of deviance: rule-

breaking grcups, negative evaluation by

oHets, r-f* enr. F,Il tbe ,ccurrence of all three

cnr,rane-ts. ts are -t--,rared to tae occurrence of only

Tlo nex: soc-;.:15 jtscuss r-!ental ill-

ness d,,rpouerts df deviaance: rule-breaking,

negat,v evaluatt-n, and 1.--qInisb,ent.

Rule-breakin9. Scheff (19661 describes mental illness as residual

deviance. Societv ,7any ,af social rules--from codified

CH7-67:11 tricat'7' to sir,ple lying. Ihese classes

of rules :2r.' snecific and include a narie for the person who

breaks them. Sheff prDoses a residual class or social rules.

These rules are not s,cecified, ard involve everyday

social interaction. ire rules regulating eye contact during con-

versation 1.-167) provide a,. exa-Iple of residual rules.

Wtt,out clivind a narae t, tre rulr; broken bv the

,er,111, III, F. f-e..t-r (I';'62) discusses the function of ttiOse

R;JI:d,'; the :inrk of Goffman I.1956), Becker concep-

tualizes mertai :Iress as the inability to treat the self as an

irTortant rdb;cfct .,ft social ritual. The me!ally ill person has not

been property ;.renlre,i For particivation in social interaction. He

Tacks the deference to treat the socia| selves of others with due
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ors to treat his

rquires

abie to success-

!-- ,71"),Jtr T5signs to the messages sent

disruption of this corn-

LIke the role of the

Mt2y c,,)not predict the me-mings

, c ,1 they empathize with the motives for

his com,m,Jnications are excessively idiosyncratic and

inc-Jmorehensible and crazy. To thP exterit that a

mentally ill, he does not think he can

runiite :,ith others, considers himself respon-

7,)t underst,:n1 the motives for his own behavior.*

(1F.70) :.roposes two types of mental illness based upc-

h..A1 ;ntrlct; witf% ,,'_'7ers. One type, the distressed,

9.1s of rcrsonal distress in social interaction.

Th, ,t,,- jiSof'qrliZe2d, is not capable of directing his

i' llso includes a residual

..lre considered mentally ill

that the "mental illness" of one
;-'-r,tct,n is not the on;y possible cause of

tht role of the other. Differences between
lanQuage and value differences, also

! , taLinq the role of the other.
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because they disrupt preferred types of social interaction, e.g.,

behavior problems in a classroom.

Three sets of social rules are involved in Gove's typology.

The first set concerns limits on reaction to stress. The second

concerns controlling one's own behavior. The third set is even

more general.

Sociologists would probably agree with the following state-

ments. (1) Mental illness involves breaking the rules that regu-

late ordinary social int..raction. (2) Mental illness is an open-

ended category of deviance; many examples of deviance are con-

sidered mental illness because they do not fit other more specific

categories of de,.1

Negative evaluation and punishment. The previously mentioned

aspects of deviance, in addition to rule-breaking, are negative

evaluation and punishment. Rule-breaking would seem automatically

to include a negative evaluation. If rule-breaking is not nega-

tively evaluated, then the social structure and cultural values

supported by the rules are in jeopardy. There are, however, exam-

ples of mental illness that are rewarded in certain cultures (Bene-

dict, 1934).

In American culture, it is safe to say that the behaviors

termed "mental illness" are negatively valued. The words used to

describe this category of deviance also have negative connotations.

In a society that values health, the behaviors in question are
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coiled dn illness. Othr terms used to describe these behaviors

include disorder, iisturbance, and pathology, all of which carry

cledr nega!ive connotations. All imply a deviation from the

desirdble order. There are, however, special subcultures, such as

so;w! artist groups, that may positively value some forms of mental

illness.

There are a considerable number of studies (e.g., Goffman,

1963; Phillips, 1963; Cumming & Cumming, 1968) that show the nega-

tive evaluation of mental illness. The term stigma is used to

describe the "spoiled identity" of the mentally ill. The term

denotes a mark of imperfection in the character of the mentally ill

person.

The question of whether or not mental illness is punished is

more a matter of values and ideology than of empirical data. The

official positions of the hea1C1 professions, the police and

cotkrys, and the educational systems in the United States is that

mental illness *vs treated rather than punished. What is done to

the rentally ill is done for their benefit, and ir an a',.Lempt to

relieve the illness.

Another perspective, however, points to the similarities in

the treatment of the mentally ill and the punishment of criminal

deviAnts. Guffman (1961) strikingly compared mental institutions

to nri,on ,:-. in terms of incarceration and degradation of the in-

Szai (1961) ha-; repeatedly pointed to the loss of legal
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r i g h t s and c i v i l ! i b e r t i e s that accompanies official finding of

mental illness. Ple mo5t common form of 'punishment of the

mentally ill is ostracism, excl is ion from the community. Pecent

efforts in thf! ,!enal health fie1.1 JIre rever,i,-; hy

focusing on maintaining the mentally ill tm the comHunity(Pasa-

manick, et. al, 1967; Klein, 1968).

Deviance theories. This paper will survey some of the major theo-

ries of social deviance. The term deviance is relatively new in

sociology, although social rule-breaking has been studied for a

long time. Previous terms used to define the field include crime,

social pathology, and social problems.

To some extent, theories of deviance have developed cumula-

tively, building upon each other, but to a greater extent they have

developed in opposition to each other. A new theory is often built

around a newly emphasized aspect of deviance. The previous theory

is not re ly refuted, but rather is shown to be inadequate.

The eerdence of a ricw theory of deviance may reflect a change in

the value per.:,pective of sociologists (see Mills, 1962; Becker,

1963).

The theuri en will be presented historical order. Four

questions will he .Jsked of each theory: (I) What is the major

concept in the theory? (2) What source of deviance is emphasized?

(3) How does the theory handle the concept of social pathology?

(4) How is it applicable to mental illness?



EMILE DURKHEIM'S THEORY OF ANONi.iE

Major concept. In his classic study, Suicide, Durkheim (1951)

developed the concept of anomie. He conceptualized society as

limiting and regulating individual needs. These limitations take

many forms. The "common sentiments" or values developed during

socialization define what constitutes crime in the society. Innate

needs are not allowed to violate those sentiments. A stable

economic system serves to ir':oit individual needs to acquire

wealth. A strong institution of marriage inhibits sexual needs for

men.

Source of deviance. Durkheim wrote that human needs are infinitely

expandable and require external reference standards. The norms of

the group define how much of a particular need, e.g., wealth or

power, is appropriate for persons in different status positions in

the society. Without these group norms as indicators of appro-

priate levels of need, individual needs expand easily beyond the

point at which they can be filled. This leads to a state of perpe-

tual frustration. The frustration encourages many types of deviant

behavior, from theft to aggression to suicide.

According to Durkheim (1964) anomie results from rapid social

change. The social rules which limit needs and aspirations develop

through interactions among the various sectors of an industrialized

society. A high level of social interaction among the specialized
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roles provides both the need and the opportunity for the develop-

ment of common norms.

The development of norms is often a relatiVely slow process.

Social change often occurs at a rate greater than the society's

capability to produce new norms. When these new norms do not

develop fast enough (Durkheim uses the business cycle as an exam-

ple), a state of anomie results. Anomie leads to various forms of

deviance, ircluding mental illness.

Social pathology. Durkheim is quite explicit about the relation-

ship between individual pathology and social pathology (1950).

Individual pathology is crime, suicide and other forms of deviance.

According to Durkheim, the deviant individual is pathological. The

deviant is not guided by the social norms which define the appro-

priate level of his needs. Consequently, his needs exvod beyond

the levels at which they can be met, anu frustration results.

According to Durkheim, the presence of individual pathology

does not necessarily indicate the presence of social pathology. He

theorized that any society includes some members who are not guided

by the group norms. The causes of such individual variation are

many, including genetic factors, and unique environmental factors.

The natural variation among the members of a society leads to

individual pathology independent of the specific content of the

norms of the groups.
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Social pathology arises from the absence of appropriate group

norms or Ahe presence of norms which are ro longer applicable to

changed social conditions. If anomie is at a high level, there are

fewer guides to the appropriate levels of needs for individuals.

This results lin higher rates of individual pathology. Social

pathology is thus indicated not by the presence of individual

pathology, but by relatively high rates of individual pathology.

Mental illness. Durkheim's concept of anomie, like Freud's theory,

is a control theory. Both theorists picture man as having an

inexhaustible potential for needs, requiring regulation and limita-

tion. Freud used the concept of the id to denote this set of needs.

Freud and Durkheim differ in describing the mechanisms which

limit human needs. Freud posits two internal psychological mechan-

isms, the ego and the superego, that serve to regulate the actions

of the id. Durkheim proposes a source of control external to the

individual--the norms of the individual'!. society. He describes

the individual as being susceptible to changes in social influence

patterns and as needing a continual reiteration of limitations from

an external source.

Durkheim's theory, like Freud's, is difficult to test opera-

tionally. Concepts such as inexhaustible human needs, anomie, and

superego are resistant to operational definitions. It should be

noted that Durkheim used anomie to explain rates rather than cases

of deviance. Strictly used, Durkheim's concept of anomie is
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applicable to the analysis of high rates of mental illness in a

society, rather than individual cases of mental illness. Few, if

any, cases of mental illness can be explained by anomie alone. On

an individual case level, explanations must include factors from

the genetic background and personal history of the individual.

As an explanation of high rates of deviance, including high

rates of mental illness, Durkheim's concept of anomie is still a

relatively cogent explanation. The stress caused by the uncer-

tainty inherent in a state of anomie logically leads to higher

rates of mental illness. The theory is limited not by its logic

but by :.he great difficulty in defining anomie operationally.
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5. SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION THEORY

Social disorganization theory was developed during the first

quarter of the twentieth century. The concept was developed by

such writers as Thomas and Zaniecki (1918) and Park and Buroess

(1925). I. was ''pecifically applied to the study of mental dis-

orders by Faris and Dunham (1939).

Basic concepts. The theory of social disorganization was developed

primarily through the study of urban areas, particularly in the

city of Chicago. The urban sociologists at the University of

Chicago studied characteristics of several natural areas of the

city. A theory of urban ecology, based on types of land use,

transportation access, and economic forces, accounts for the

development of the natural areas of the city (Park and Burgess,

1925; Hawley, 1950).

Some areas of the city are termed disorganized. These areas

are-characterized by the highest rates of deviance, including

crime, divorce, juvenile delinquency and mental disorders. They

are also the poorest areas of the city.

Source of deviance. Social disorganization implies the breakdown

of orderly ways of interacting within the community. More specifi-

cally, the 'community is a place in which the various psycho-

logical needs of its members are met. In the 'disorganized areas,'

social institutions do not provide for these needs.
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place great stress on traditional instit,.!tiuns such as the family

and the church, and opportunities for education, economic advance-

ment and for recreation are severely limited. Inadequate func-

tioning of social institutions accounts for the high rates of

deviant behavior in disorganized areas.

Social patholo9y. The stress of acculturation to a new society is

suggested as a cause of social disorganization. In Chicago, the

majority of persons livjng in problem areas were newly arrived

European immigrants. Ways of behaving learned in European peasant

villages were not appropriate to the new urban American setting.

Adapting to the new setting involved prolonged stress.

Differential rates of acculturation increased pressures in the

community. Children, being younger and going to American schools,

acculturated more easily than their parents. They often lost

resPect for their parents. Lack of respect for elders contradicted

the traditional patterns of social interaction and served to

increase the amount of stre5s and disorganization within these

areas.

The replacement phenomenon provided evidence that accultura-

tion was the source of stress leading to social disorganization.

As an immigrant group adapted to the culture and became wealthier,

its members would move out of the disorqanized areas. They were

replaced by a newer, poorer immigrant group. If high rates of

deviance were characteristic of the first immigrant group, the high
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rate,, flould have followed the first group to other areas of tne

city. instead, the rdtes uf deviance in the disorganized area

remained the ',ame. The new imnigrant group followed the same

pattern.

The social disorganization theorists see basically the same

relationship between social and individual pathology as did Durk-

heim. Social pathology consists of high rates of individual

pathology. However, these theorists broaden the bases of social

pathology. The social change which results in Durkheim's anomie is

increasing internal -:ifferentiation within society. Acculturation

is a different type of social change involving mechanisms such as

intergenerational conflict.

Social disorganization theory is less a control theory than

Durkheim's formulation. The social disorganization theorists claim

that social organizations limit deviant behavior through provision

of positive needs, e.g., status, emotional support, as well as by

providing controls on needs.

Mental illness. Faris and Dunham (1939) applied the social disor-

ganization framework to the study of mental illness. They surveyed

the incidence of mental disorders in the city of Chicago and found

the highest rates in the disorganized areas. The incidence of

schizophrenia, in particular, was greater in those areas.

Since Faris and Dunham's studies, the epidemiological study of

mental illness has grown greatly. Hollingshead and Redlich's
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(1)=-)6) study of the relationships between mental iilness and social

class has become a classic in the sociology of mental :11ness.

Ho1lingshe1d and Redlich (1958) stated they had nu comprehensive

tneory to relate social class to mental illness. The statement is

still true.

In general, social class has replaced disorganized areas as

the independent variable in studies of the indence of mental ill-

ness. In a recent review of such studies, Fried (1969) concluded

that the incidence of mental illness, particularly schizophrenia,

aries inversely with increasing social class. Fried noted that

higher levels of stress an:. ower levels of social resources are

the most lkely explanations for this relationship. Both factors

appeisr in the original for iu lotions of the conc,!.pt of social dis-

organization (e.g.. Thomas and Zaniecki, 1918).

An important contribution of the social disorganization theo7

rists is the description of the interaction effect in the social

production of deviance. Not only do disorganized areas produce

rJisorganited b.ehavior in the residents of the areas, but the disor-

c3a-ized areas attract o,son,, 4ith d;sorganized behavior from other

Fari5 irld Dunham cite e:/:3mle, of schizophrenics wh come

live in disurganized areas after fai:,,res in other areas of the

Faris (1944) cites the case of a schizophrenic who came to

live in "rooming house" area, where lack of social contact led to

;1 i,leHpment of the. ,,,,:hizophrnia.
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Social disorganization theory, with its emphasis on socially

induced stress, is congruent with psychological theories c,f mental

illness. The replacement finding, that high rates of mental ill-

ness are peculiar to disorganized areas rather than particular

immigrant groups, is also significant. Social disorganization,

however, is quite difficult to measure operationally. As Matza

(1969) has noted, the tradition of excellent field studies begun by

the University of Chicago urban sociologists later came to under-

mine their concept of social disorganization. Studies such as

those by Anderson (1923) and Whyte (1947) showed a considerable

amount of social organization in the disorganized areas. The

organization occurred in informal groups rather than in the formal

associations that early disorganization theorists had studied.

More recently, the distinction between sozial disorganization

and deviance has been emphasized. Cohen (1959) cites Garfinkel's

garri analogy. Disorganization is a complete breakdown in the game.

Deviance is breaking the rules of the game, cheating. The game

provides penalties and special rules to handle deviance without

becoming disorganized. Deviance, even at high rates, can thus

exist independently of disorganization.
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6. CATURAL TRANSMISSION THEORY

The cu!tural transmission theory of deviance was derived

mainly from the study of crime anc juvenile delinquency. The

cheory was developed from the study of the same nat.,ral areas of

Chicago which figured in the development of social disorganization

theory.

Basic concepts. Cultural transmission theory, includes a major

reformulation of deviance theory when it describes deviant behavior

as learned rather than instinctive. Control theories, such as

anomie or social disorganization theory, imply that deviant behav-

ior is inherent in man's nature. Cultural transmission theory sug-

gests that deviant behavior is learned.

Shaw and McKay (1931, 1942) studied juvenile delinquency in

disorganized areas. They collected life history data on how

juveniles became delinquent. They observed that most delinquent

behavior occurred in groups meeting the same psychological needs

met by non-delinquent boys' groups. Shaw and McKay also noted the

replacement effect. Delinouency rates stayed high in certain areas

despite a gradual replacement of the population.

Shaw and McKay concluded that juvenile delinquency had become

a tradition in some areas rf the city. Thc tradition of delinquent

behavior was passed on to succeeding generations of youth in the

same way that other traditions are passed on--through social inter-

action between the generations. They noted that motives of
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d,21;!1,fl. r_),,It,) are n(; fundamentally different from those of non-

',outh. Delinquency was explained by reference to the

l)cal traditions of the area in which the youth was socialized

ra than by differing psychological characteristics.

Stherland (Sutherland ohd Cressy, 1960) formulated the most

.r,tematic cultural transmission theory of crime, He started with

the sociologial as'iumption that all groups in a society are com-

posed of psycluicqi.:al normals. The problem is to explain how

similar types of people come to engage in quite different patterns

of behavior.

The mechanism that Sutherland proposes to explain this pheno-

menon is differentiJ1 -Issociation. A heterogeneous society con-

tains many definitions of appropriate behavior. Some of these

definitions inclu.:e obeying the law. Others incli.de some methods

of breaking laws i part definition of accentable behavior.

A person's behavioi with respect to laws results from the defini-

tions of appropriate behavior which he comes t accept.

During his socializatibn, a person usually comes into contact

with a number of difcerent definitions of appropriate behavior.

The definitions he eventually learns are mediated by association

with 'others who already ,old these dt.:finitions. Th,t strength of

as.jciations with persons holding different definitions varies

grelly.
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According to the principle of differential association, a

definition of appropriate behavior is learned from the persons with

whom one ha: che strongest associations. The variables related to

the strength of differential a5sociations are the Frequency, inten

sity, duration and priority of the associations. Sutherland pro-

poses differential association as a general theory of criminal

oehavior. He does not den' the importance of other factors, such

as social disorganization, but the., other factors are important

only as pert of the p:ocess of differential association.

Source of deviance. Cultural transmission theory is social

learning theory. It assumes the essential psychological normality

of both deviants and conformists. It assumes the existence of both

deviant and conforming traditions within a society. Recruitment

into deviant behavicr and recruitment into conforming behavior

occur in the same manner. Both types of behavior are learned from

one's associates.

Cultural transmission theories are not intended to propose a

source of deviant behavior. Me original sources of deviant

behavior are not necessarily tht primary focus of inquiry. Cul-

tural transmission focuses on the processes through which deviant

uehavio- is continued in a society through succeeding gen,2rations.

Social pathology The cultural transmission theory of deviance

radicJdly changed the concepualization of individual and social

pathology. Previously, social pathology had been defined as high
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Crininal behavior is also sociall}. learned. The same social

processes that produce conforming behavior pr(J..ice criminal beha-

Hr. The learner adopts the characteristid, with whom

he has strung contact. Thus. with analysis of r I no ehavior,

..:oltural transmission theory examines the tradition,. and subLul-

tures existing within the larger society.

However, there does not appear to be an identifiable subcul-

ture of tne mentally ill in American society. At least there is no

publicly identified subculture with distinctive valw's and behavior

patterns of its own. There are subcultures, such as the drug sub-

culture (Blum, 1969), to which mental illness is incorrectly

attributed. These have distinctive culture complexes and rituals

which are independent of the mental health of the participants.

Furthermore, to the extent that those considered mentally ill have

severe problems in social interaction, formation of a distinctive

subculture would be inhibited.

Cultural transmission theory can be more easily applied when

!_he family is considered to be the relevant subculture. The family

interactionist theorists (e.g., Bateson, et al, 1956; Vogel and

Bel], 1960; Laing and Eterson, 1964) describe mental illness as the

normal or natural reaction to being socialized in a deviant envi-

ronment. The 6ouble bind theory of schizophrenia comes close to

being a specification of Sutherland's association variables of

frequency, duration, intensity, and priority.
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il) Conformity 1,b0iji joals anc institutional means

accepted).

=',,,Pe of behavior is not ci_risidered ',1,/iant. The indivi-

J.,a1 5,cce5sfLiliy articulates hi, culturjl aoals witn the means

;:r :idea by tne structure. A society is stable when con-

formity 's tne -iominant type of behavior.

(2) lnnovati (acceptance of cultural goa)s but not of institu-

t;Jnal means).

Most deviant behaviors of the innovative type are commonly

called crimes fhe cultural goal of wealth and material success is

accepted, but the institutionalized means, i.e. conventional jobs,

are not accepted. Robbery, theft, or a similar form of deviant

behavior is substituted as a means to achieve the cultural goals.

This type of deviance is M6st common among the lower economic

classes where the institutionalized means are not availabl.2. It

al.;0 occurs, however, as whit- collar crime or as unethical busi-

ness Practice.

(3) Retreatism rejection of both culural goals and iistitutional

means).

The deviant behaviors classified as retreatist involve a

psy,hoiogical withdrawal from the main body of the culture.

Retreatists are deviants such as psychotics, drug addicts, and

members of millenarian religious sects. The pattern of behavior

which precedes retreatist behavor is conformity meeting with

2j0



doyiance i, particularly cisturbing

r-;1-g society, and Periodic attempts are made to

1 cJltur-i D,Jt ,-.:ccentahce of

,

men. tni, type of deviance results from

:.,,-cetitve striving. The anxiety is reduced

crl ac.:epted goals as status and wealth. A

as quitting one's job would be too

re,u) of these cross pressure anxieties is

"rit:Jalistic" deviance, conformity in action without personal

cor-m;trlent t(,r pre': action:. This type of deviance is most pre-

ir the lowor middle class.

RbeiiHn (rHec_tion of both cultural goals ard institutional

r!e,r),, ,itr! an -ittem:t to institutionalize new ones).

TH:-; tre revolutionary type of deviance. It refers to the

.)f iniividual, and groups who reject their present society

tric ,-,tablishment of a new one. The process

,e, new values, creating new social institu-

ti. ard ,trd:jgling against the representatives nf the establislit-d

Or._;t2 .

In func..H7ali,t tneory, a distinction is made between manifest

ar,f lat-dn? '..nc.tions. Manifest functions are relatively direct.

Socializing ,hildren is a manifest function which maintains the
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Latent functions are indirect. Prostitution, by

tb institution of marriage (Davis, 1957) maintains the

is an example of atent function. Mert',n

to fc,cas i-)71 latent functions, since their

are potentially harmful. Consequently,

focused on the functions of deviance, the ways

rjle-breaking maintains the social system.

,..-')hen (1966) compiled a list of some ways in which rule-break-

f:nctional and promotes social organization. Bureaucratic

,,lay 'occasionally paralyze part of an organization. Bending

is an example of deviance that is functional rather than

Dei ance may also serve as a safety-valve for a social system.

196l) analysis of pro;titution shows how prostitution

Htution of marriage by relieving strain. Other

ev;ant Pehavior signal serious problems within the social

-inn rates of absenteeism or vandalism may be indicators

fhreaf,, fo the system.

of rule-breaking may actually facilitate con-

ocial rules. Examples of deviance help to define the

;es .4itlir; a liven ,.ocial system. Erikson (1964) has pointed out

tie difficulties in teaching social rules. Examples of negatively

ialued deviant behavior establish the boundaries of correct

nehavior. In addition to cla-ifying social rulc, deviance may
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_ial As Mo,:za li63; Has noted, functional st theory

unJer-lined tn, :_onceot of social pathology. !nsights

7.ade deviance as

F.,,ntional,st theorists Pescribe society

Cf s ,tem, every part having multiple tunc-

7Hrs ar JysfLInctico,s. This mtiolicity precludes simple identi-

in r,..f any 7 t the system as either 4holly pathological or

y

Mental illness. i=inctionalist theory may be applied to mental i11 -

;1 ,,cieral ways. Merton's anomie theory specifically links

social fac_turs--cultural goals and institutional means--to deviant

5ehav or. mental illness is clearly a type of retreatist behavior.

Sacn benlvior includes a rejection of the cultural goals and insti-

tJt,onal means of the society.

Ritualistic deviance also is related to mental illness and

mental -Ioalth. Ritualism, though not a torm ot mental illness, is

ti the cc:ncont of alienation. Alienation is not a disease

;r y,ulf, ut could easHi functior, a. jlitator of

of r,ntal illness (Laing, 1960; Josephson and Joseph-

i962).

Critis charge that Morton's theory of anomie is elegant

than fruitful (Clinard, 1964; Douglas, 1969). Research data have

not unequivocally supported the theory. A self-generating body of

tncr, has not developed from the original formulation, despite

many attempts.
294
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According to the principle of differential association, a

definition of appropriate behavior is learned from the persons with

whom one ha: che strongest associations. The variables related to

the strength of differential a5sociations are the frequency, inten

sity, duration and priority of the associations. F,utherland pro-

poses differential association as a general theory of criminal

oehavior. He does not den' the importance of other factors, such

as social disorganization, but the., other factors are important

only as co,-;rt of the p:ocess of differential aGsociation.

Source of deviance. Cultural transmission theory is social

learning theory. It assumes the essential psychological normality

of both deviants and conformists. It assumes the existence of both

deviant and conforming traditions within a society. Recruitment

into deviant behavicr and recruitment into conforming behavior

occur in the same manner. Both types of behavior are learned from

one's associates.

Cultural transmission theories are not intended to propose a

source of deviant behavior. Me original sources of deviant

behavior are not necessarily tht primary focus of inquiry. Cul-

tural transmission focuses on the processes through which deviant

uehavio- is continued in a society through succeeding gen.2rations.

Social pathology The cultural transmission theory of deviance

radicJ,Ily changed the concepualization of individual and social

pathology. Previously, social pathology had been defined as high
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Crininal behavior is also socially Itrned. The same social

proceses that produce conforming behavior pr(J:.iuce criminal beha-

The learner adopts the charuc ter I s t uf a Je I il th when

he has strung contact. Thus. with analysis crHinal :)ehovior,

..:oltural transmission theory examines the traditiun,, and subcul-

tures existing within the larger society.

However, there does not appear to be an identifiable subcul-

ture of tne mentally ill in American society. At least there is no

publicly identified subculture with distinctive valu-rs and behavior

patterns of its own. There are subcultures, such as the drug sub-

culture (Blum, 1969), to which mental illness is incorrectly

attributed. These have distinctive culture complexes and rituals

which are independent of the mental health of the participants.

Furthermore, to the extent that those considered menta1ly ill have

severe problems in social interaction, formation of a distinctive

;ubculture would be inhibited.

Cultural transmission theory can be more easily applied when

He family is considered to be the relevant subculture. The family

interactionist theorists (e.g., Bateson, et al, 1956; Vogel and

Be!l, 1960; Laing and Eterson, 1964) describe mental illness as the

normal or natural reaction to being socialized in a deviant envi-

ronment. The 6ouble bind theory of schizophrenia comes close to

being a specification of Sutherland's association variables of

frequency, duration, intensity, and priority.
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7. FUNCTIONALISM

1-pj7ing the late nineteen-forties and Lhe nineteen-fifties,

functionalism became the dominant theoretical scnool in s7,:::io1ogy.

P-te theory was .-_,ssociated primarily with the work of PE. 951)

and Merton (1 557) and was developed from the work ol arlier

British anthropologists.

Basic concepts. The functionalists picrure the social system in a

state of dynamic equilibrium. A social system is in balance

between forces that continue and maintain the system, and force,:

that disrupt and disorganize the system. The functional approach

emphasizes the long term effects of a part upon the whole of the

social system.

Functional, or eufunctional, forces in a social system promote

the long-ter' maintenance of the system. They provide for the

gratification of universal human needs, such as sexual needs,

ithin the framework of tha existing sysLem. The institution of

marriage may be taken as a prototype of the integration of needs

into the structure of the ,,ocial system. The functions of a given

inst tution or pattern of behavior 3re the ways in which it serves

to reinforce and maintain the SOCi61 system.

Dysfunctional is tle opposite of fLnctional. institution

or pattern of behavior is dysfunctional to the Pxtent that it dis-

rupts or destroys 'ts social system. The concept of dysfunction is

238
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(1) Conformitt (both ;altural joals anc institL:tional means

accepted).

=YPe of behavior is not ,.:(nsidered Ihe

sL:ccessfully articulates hi, culturjl aoals witn the means

:ided tne ,ocial structure. A society is stable when con-

formity 's tne -,ominant type of behavior.

(2) Innovat.L. (acceptance of cultural goa)s but not of institu-

tHnal means).

Most deviant behaviors of the innovative type are commonly

called crimes fhe cultural goal of wealth and material success is

accepted, but the institutionalized means, i.e. conventIonal jobs,

are not accepted. Robbery, theft, or a similar form of deviant

behavior is substituted as a means to achieve the cultural goals.

This type of deviance is most common among the lower economic

cla;ses where the institutionalized means are not availabl. It

al.;0 occurs, however, as whit- collar crime or as unethical busi-

ness practice.

(3) Petreatist,1 (rejection of both culural goals and iistitutional

means).

The deviant behaviors classified as retreatist involve a

psy,hoiogical withdrawal from the main body of the culture.

Retreatists are deviants such as psychotics, drug addicts, and

members of millenarian religious sects. The pattern of behavior

which precedes retreatist behavor is conformity meeting with

2j0
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de..,ionce s particularly cisturbing

society, and Periodic attemp:s are made to

clturH gdaK cat ,:cce:)tance of

7. tni', type of deviance resplts from

-..,,-pet;t;ve striving. The anxiety is reduced

z.lcopted goals as status and wealth. A

as quitting one's job would be too

re,L;)!. of these cross pressure anxieties is

Jevia77ce, conformity in action without personal

co:--m;tnent ure'': action:. This type of deviance is most pre-

valent tie lowor middle class.

'5) P.ebeiiion (r, ec.tion of both cultural goals ard institutional

dfl 3tter,:t to institutionalize new ones).

t,e revolutionary type of deviance. It refers to the

fl,2ividua-, and groups who reject their present society

tnt. ,-,tablishment of a new one. The process

new values, creating new social institu-

gdinSt. the representatives of the establis'it-d

In run,:ti,J7Jii,t tneory, a distinction is made between manifest

'.,nctions. Manifest functions are relatively direct.

SocLilizing ,hildren is a manifest function which maintains the
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Latent functions are indirect. Prostitution, by

the institution of marriage (Davis, 1557) maintains the

It is an example of a iatent function. Mert',n

A2. s, o fc,cJs .-)n latent functions, since their

,e,.;Lences Are potentially harmful. Consequently,

,)ciologial ino.iry focused on the functions of deviance, the ways

r'ule-breaking maintains the social system.

,..-')hen (1566) compiled a list of some ways in which rule-break-

f:nctional and promotes social organization. Bureaucratic

,,lay occasionally paralyze part of an organization. Bending

is an example ol deviance that is functional rather than

De/ ance ,77ay also serve as a safety-valve for a social system.

1961) analysis of pro;titution shows how prostitution

tne nittution of marriage by relieving strain. Other

7- ,eviant Pehavior signal serious problems within the social

In rates of absenteeism or vandalism may be indicators

tbre to the system.

7"0 ,Axi,,tor(.e of rule-breaking may actually facilitate con-

rules. Examples of deviance help to define the

-.1;es .4itnir; a liven ,.ocial system. Erikson (1964) has pointed out

tie difficulties in teaching social rules. Examples of negatively

ialued deviant behavior establish the boundaries of correct

nehavir. In addition to cla-ifying social rule.A, deviance may
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H- for ni deviance, or 'capegoat him. Group members may

r,,Jc7 ;r1 to ;-elieve anxieties and guilt

7.it a tangentially connected with the rule-

tne deviant. Mead (1964) decribes the

aqgres,,ion against a rule breaker, and

exa-loly, of "Io unifying effect of choos-

aCiiance, rot men: )ned by Cohen

! 'Jur...Heim 1938). is implicit in Nerton's

, tlie function of social invention.

no,:0 at greatly differing rates. An

-..17 be A,..lont at (Fle time rlay later come to be highly

poln!, to tlit example of Socrates. punished as a

! nindel for education.
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iaI patnololL. A, atza ii63: Has functional st theory

unJer-lined th, concept of soci_al ..Dathology. !nsights

i-sade L-.)T i.:eviance as

Functionalist theorists :_tescribe society

every part ',laving multiple tanc-

Jysfunctions. This mtiplicity precludes simple identi-

t,,_, ion r_if any :t the system as either 4holly pathological or

mon-patnological.

Mental illness. i=inctionalist theory may be applied to mental ill-

in scieral ways. Merton's anomie theory specifically links

social faci.tors--cultural goals and institutional means--to deviant

5ehav or. Mental illness is clearly a type of retreatist behavior.

Saci behavior includes a rejection of the cultural goals and insti-

tJtional means of the society.

Ritualistic deviance also is related to mental illness and

mental nealth. Ritualism, though not a torm ot mental illness, is

i, fo the ccncent of alienation. Alienation is ilot a disease

in iy,elf, cut could easii/ function a. jlitator of

ot- forms of miltal illness (Laing, 1960; Josephson and Joseph-

',on, 1962).

charge chat Morton's theory of anomie is .t,re elegant

than fruitful (Clinard, 1964; Douglas, 1969). Research data have

not unequivocally supported the theory. A self-generating body of

hds not developed from the original formulation, despite

mar/ attempts .
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8. LABELING THEORY

Basic concepts. During the nineteen-sixties a theory of deviance

developed which has come to be known as symbolic interactionist,

societal reaction or labeling the( ,. The term symbolic inter-

actionist reflects the contributions o George Herbert Mead (1934).

Mead theorizes that a human develops his self th-ough communication

with others. The process involves "taking the role of the other"

in communication, so that symbols communicate the same social

meanings. Mead's theories have been applied to the communication

between rule breakers and rule enforcers. The term societal

reaction is often used because of the emphasis given to society's

reactions to rule-breaking. Earlier theories, in contrast, placed

emphasis on the rule-breaking itself.

The labelins concept is the most distinctive feature of this

theory. Scxieties distinguish between their conformists and their

deviants. Conformists are expected to follow social rules, while

deviants are expected to break social rules. The expectations of

others powerfully influence the behavior of an individual with .

respect to social rules.

Source of deviance. Labeling theorists emphasize that one does not

become a deviant by breaking rules. One must be labeled a deviant

before the social expectations that define the role are activated.

Examples of the labeling process are criminal conviction, commitment
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to a mental institution, and placement in a special education

class. lt is Jlso onssible to be labeled without having broker a

Label ng nes the relationship between rule-breaking

and devianc:. Lemert (1951) distinguishes between primary and

secondary deviance. Primary deviance is the initial breaking of

social rules. Secondary deviance refers to the rule-breaking that

occurs after one is perceived as a rule breaker. Not finding

employment because of a criminal record is an example of secondary

deviance. Later labeling theorists (e.g., Becker, 1963) confined

use of the term deviance to those instances in which the social

expectations of rule-breaking had been activated.

A deviant identity is formed ii the same manner as a non-

deviant identity. In both cases, individuals conform to the

expectation:, of others. The deviant role is conferred upon a rule

breaker by the audience which directly or indirectly witnesses the

rule breaking. The role usually has a specific name--prostitute,

thief, drug addict, problem child. Since the role is functional

for .! social :,ystem as a whole, there are social pressures on the

individual to play it fully. There are covert rewards for skillful

performance, e.g., money, attention, control over group actions,

forbidden pleasures; and obstacles are erected to prevent indivi-

duals from abandoning the role.
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t r Prooabiy in

, nJt 1.;;Dnfl the rule breaker,

-tary J.. s .consitenty. Yet few

:

biereli, because

ri,le-tireali,rq is not di,i,fovered. In some cases, however,

rule-h:eking escape the labeliag process

lY.)6). There are a number of factors that

iaflaence ::lietber or not deviance will be attriquted to the rule

nrn.jker Tone actors iaclude the extent to which the system

nee, to a.1 AtInt ruiC filled, thc frequency and visibility

ot ?he rale breae.ino. the tolerance level for rule breaking, the

-iocial distance between the rule breaker and agents of social con-

reLiti4e power uf the rule breaker in tne system, the

a7o,nt jOt tietween the ruie breakers and agents of social

,neiner or not anyone has a special interest in

t-ienalties against the rale breaker.

Labeling tneory stressei. on rale of agents of social control.

1,:_rol Are he 0 tne responsibil:ty for

il r,j1,-s. They include the police, the court system,

teachers, and parents. The agents of social control

ine labeiing process. They are responsible for selecting,

A builber of rule breakers,

3,Y)
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2r,ace5.s is often carried out under the rubric of

treatment or rehabilitation.

Cultural transmission theory emphasizes the psychological

similarities between deviants and conformists. Both have the same

set of motives and psychological characteristics. Deviants are

socialized into a non-conforming value system. Labeling theory

goes one step further. It emphasizes the behavioral similarities

between deviants anti conformists. Both groups break social rules

often, and both groups conform to most sccial . rules; e.g., the

thief may be a good parent. The differences between deviants and

conformists are apparently in their behaviors, but are actually a

result of the social perception of their behaviors.

Social patholo9y. In a curious way, labeling theory reintroduced

the idea of social pathology into deviance theory. Social patho-

logy has customarily treated the damage done by those who break

social .rules. Labeling theorists focus on the damage done by

agents of social control to those who break social rules. The

pathological agents are those who are enforcing rules, rather than

those against whom the rules are enforced. Much of labeling theory

has been consciously written from the perspective of the deviant

(Becker, 1963), rather than that of the agent of social control or

the neutral observer.

Historically, labeling theory may have crested in popularity.

Recently, a number of critiques of labeling theory have appeared.
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Several (Hatza. l969; Gove, 1970) have discussed the lack of

emphasis on the contributions of the rule breaker to the process of

:ecoming deviant. Labeling theory emphasizes the contributions of

tie agents of sc,cial control, but tends to ignore any contribution

Ov the rule breaker. 9atza focuses on the self-determination of

the person becoming deviant and argues that his active cooperation

is necessary to thc process. In some cases an individual may

o6tain a label voluntarily, as in the case of self-admission to a

mental hospital (Gove, 1970).

Other criticisms of the theory emphasize the gap between rule-

breaking and the labeling process. Blum (1969) argues that labeling

theorists merely assert the existence of the labeling process with-

out explaining it. He calls for more theory and research into

labeiing as a "social construction of moral meaning (Douglas,

1969)." Gove (1970) argues for more specificity in the image

Presented by the labeling theorists. He presents evidence for

systematic, if informal, selection processes among rule breakers to

determine which are labeled as deviant.

A final criticism of labeling theory focuses on the rever-

sibty-irreversibility of the labeling process. Labeling theorists

emphasize irreversibility. Once labeled, a person remains in a

deviant role. On the other .land, Robbins (1966) presents evidence

that most children labeled as deviant grow up to be conformists.

Gove (1970) points to the large number of mental patients who are
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Tke reei1i. tne labeling process may vary

, t'-,e type deviance involved. 'Juvenile offender' is

reversihle than 'drug addict.'

labelinu theory have not attempted to refute

Proce55. They shoL: that labeling

-ather then invalid. The study of the

re1onshio between rule-breaking and labeling is a significant

contribution to deviance theory. Future investigation will probably

focus on error factors, particularly subcultural and racial biases,

in lifferent types of labeling.

mental il)ness. Scheff (1966) has systematically applied labeling

theory to mental illness as a form of deviance. He describes

mental illness as an integral Part of the social system. Scheff

cites evidence to support his hypotheses. His work is summarized

below.

(1) A s;ereotype of 71ental illness exists in American culture.

Different f".ms jf this stereotype are presented in the mass media,

held in public opinion, and held by expert opinion (Nunnally,

1967). The stereotype defines-the deviant role. It can be easily

learned hy individuals.

(2) Residual rule-breaking, the breaking of implicit social rules,

is widespread in society (Srole, et al., 1962). The causes of

residual rule breaking are "fundamentally diverse:" they include

biological, psychological, nnd situational factors. Most acts of
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rJle reaking are ignored /4;t,1 .)fficial reaction to

tnem.

(3) Some cases of residual rule breaking come to the attention of

autnorities. The authorities presume illness and proceed to label

the res,ual rule breaker as mentally ill.

The resid:Jal rule breaker then adopts the role of being

-,entally ill. He is rewarded for successfully playing the role and

Punished for not playing it.

Scheff concludes that the labeling process is the most impor-

tant determinant of the behaviors associated with the term mental

illness. He presents evidence in support of his formulation,

including a number of his own studies. The evidence appears

sufficient to indicate the existence of most of the processes he is

describing.

The question of the relative importance of these processes,

compared with other processes, is still open. Criticism of

Scheff's theory follows lines similar to the criticisms of labeling

theory in general.

Gove (1970) argues that the individual contributes to the

process of mental illness. The psychiatric symptom is the most

important part of the individual's contribution.

There is also considerable evidence that when residual rule-

breaking comes to the attention of psychiatric authorities, it is a

result of conflict rather than accident. The conflict may be with
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F ,Iii9snea,i and Redlicrl, 1558) or within the work

1362) or witnin the family (Yarro.:. et al., 1955;

1962. A,Jmission into a mental hospital may be
_

tht!r ,_-xtrusio or escape from conflict.

,anclinc; :: ur.cls.iith the specifics of mental illness.

ea,ier to te''t than are other theories of de-

.4Hle labeling theory is not a complete theory of mental

any generJ1 theory written in the future will necessarily

incJud.2 plement-, uf labeling theory.
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5. DEVIANCE. MENTAL ILLNESS: FUTUR.= THEORY

It is difficult to predict future directions of any body of

theory. Silce the -uher,or-lena studies under the rubric of dev:ance

inv..;!ve highly catnectec values, the difficulties increase. It is

possible, ho...4ever, to rake some predictions about future areas of

study.

Critics of labeling theory (Matza, 1969; Gove, 1970) focused

on the lack of emphasis given to the deviant's contribution to the

labeling proces..-,. It is likely thit future deviance theory will

attempt to specify the points at which an individual exerts control

over the process of labeling. Lemert useri the term secondary

deviance to denote rule breaking resulting from the attribution of

deviance to a person. It is likely a similar concept, a secondary

gain, will be developed to denote the rewards accompanying deviant

role.

A second probable direction of future deviance theory is a

udy of conflict associated with deviance. Labeling theory

emphasizes confli;t between deviants and agents of social control,

while functionalist theory describes society as an integrated

whole, stressing consensus. Lofland (1969) has recently formulated

a concept of deviance that centers on social conflict. According

to Lofland, a large, pluralistic society has no set of rules;

instead it has different groups in competition and conflict.
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f'on c.)-!=lict netween large, well-organized, power-

c! 3'1,1 poorly organized, weak groups, with a high

'ar. While the concept of rule breaking will probably

z)= i-por:a'll in .jeviance tneory, tne. role of conflict

Jeiants --ay receive closer examination. Such a

Jevelopment would be particularly valuable in inves-

cQnflict between the pre-mental patient and his family,

a-d conflict netween the deviant child and his family.

A third area for further study is the influence of deviants

upon non-deviants. Deviance theory has already described the

effects of agents of social control and the ways in which social

organ;zation produces deviance. The influence process is probably

,lutual. Many deviant activit !S have spread and have been adopted

by the non-deviant culture. The recent increase in the use of

illegal drugs may be an example of such a process. Future deviance

theory will have to account for the incorporation of deviant behav-

ior intG c.onforming culture.

A fourth direction for development of deviance theory involves

trle examination of morals in action. Douglas (1569) Fins criticized

deviance theory for being cpricerned with values without carefully

examining the nature of morality. Douglas feels that the use of

the term 'values' less clearly reflects the strength of the pheno-

mena, than does the use of the term 'morals.' A clear formulation

of morals, and the social construction of moral codes, will
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3^ "i ihterest in :.:(2,nflict i ore Participation

Di s,,ci-..logists in public policy making.

Pres,nt classificatin schemes for mental illness include

terr7s ,;uch as psychosis, neurosis, mental disorder, emotional

iist,.:rPance, et al. Clausen. (l35C) has callesz for better classi-

ation schemes to provide a basic taxonomy for scientific study.

To the extent that mental illness is a deviant role, physiological

3nd psychological investigation cannot provide an adequate classi-

ficatior scheme. A sociological perspective is required, clarify-

ing the characteristics of the mental illness role, naturally

occurring changes in the role, and possibilities for role change

through intervention.
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n childrer to tre same

,7 a.:elts. Them- 's a ..da7.,inous literature ol

je.;eiie Pqt soci,:lcgi_ts and social bsyehologists

._:istinc: from bcth

Y].)I.7 and Dou.,an, 1969). with respect to

Prea,ing ard devr.a..rce, adolescents have 7.10rc, of the charac-

terisfs adclts tnan tne characteristics of child.fen. Adoles-

cent and ,adolts are expected to know the content of *he rules of

their so,:iety, .yni1e chilcrn are-not. Adolescents and adults arse

exPected to have developed the proper motives for conformity,

control of i-,puises, while children are not.

Theories of deviance are concerned with rule breaking and the

consequences of rule ureaking. Children commonly break social

rules. Tne consequences of rule breaking for children, however,

ofter -.Jfferent than those ; adults. Theorists interested in

na/e emphasized znese differences, while deviance

fherists ,Ive emphasi:ed the similarities in ruic breaking by

a(1ait., rnili*-en.

:196J) na-, recently reviewed the history of the

concept of '.Aocialrzatior. He concludes that socialization is the

process of learning no,.,; to play social roles. Children must learn

how to play present as v!ell as future roles. Through socialization
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a child acquires the knowledge, skills, motives and attitudes

appropriate for playing social roles.

Socialization makes a continuous society posLible. Nv

would survive without inculcating its pi :ferred patte'0

ior in its new members. Socialization insures a cont

cation and adaptation of a culture by a new generation.

A child, in the process of socialization, must learn not only

what rules to follow, but he must learn to want to follow the

rules. Rule breaking uy children (only partially socialized

beings) receives a different response than rul- breaking by adults.

It is often assumed that children do not know the rules they are

breaking. Furthermore, they have not yet had the opportunity to

learn the motives that promote conformity to the rules. This makes

the assignment of moral responsibility to the child difficult. In

both cases, ignorance of the rules or.lack of proper motivation in

the child, the responsibility for rile breaking is generally

assigned to the socialization agents rather than the child himself.

A child is no better prepared to play a deviant role than he

is to perform the conformist role. Children have not learned the

rules and motives for being any specific type of deviant. There-

fore, rule breaking by children is likely to be generalized and

diffuse, and not easily defined as a specific type of deviance.

For example, it is harder to distinguish between criminality,

mental illness, and mental retardation in children than in adults.
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Therefore, accurate labeling cf the deviant behavior of children is

difficult. There is already a tendency for mental illness to be

used as a residual category nf deviance (Scheff, 1966; Gove, 1970).

The definitions'of emotional disturbance are even more vague tor

children than they are for adults.

Erikson (1964) analyzes deviance in terms of learning social

rules. Most social rules, such as the rule against lying, are

not absolutes. The systematic testing of the rule by learners

defines the situations in which the rule is applicable and those in

which it is not applicable. The response to testing behavior by

the socialization agent defines the limits of the rule. Testing is

also functional in resolving conflict between different social

rules. Different rules, apparently applicable to the same situa-
,

tion, often have contradictory implications for action. The

response to rule breaking by socialization agents clarifies which

rule is to be followed.

Labeling a person a deviant may serve to generate rule break-

ing behavior. Deviants are expected to break social rules. The

more specific the label, the more clearly the form of the rule

breaking may be predicted.

Labeling may also haae a deterrent effect. The stigma asso-

ciated with certain labels may deter others from breaking the rules

in question.
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Clau.,cn U9o3b) de-,cribes sociF,,lization as the achievement of

certain tdsks by both socialization agent and socializee. Among

the tasks that parents must fulfill, he lists:

(I) training and channeling of physiological needs,

(2) teaching and providing practice for motor language,

cognition skills, social skills,

(3) transmitting cultural goals and value:.,

(4) controlling the scope of the child's behavior.

The child has a ,corresponding set of tasks to achieve. He

must learn what the parents teach and internalize the goals and

rJf the parents. According to Clausen, both child and parent

normally strive to competently perform these tasks. Failure

produces anxiety in the child and the parents. The reasons for

failure, and the resulting anxiety, may include biological defi-

ciencies in the child and inadequacies in the parent.

Failure in a socialization effort usually involves inter-

personal conflict. The rules defining proper behavior are not

abstract. They take the form of interpersonal demands, by the

oarents and by tne child. Therefore, the distribution of power in

he ocielization unit is of critical importance. It determines

4ho ,61! be labeled as deviant and how family members will cope

with their anxieties.

Fur a number of reasons, mental illness is the most common

for-7n of deviance resulting from a 'socialization failure.
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(I) Mental illnttss acts ds a residual category for non-specifiithle

rule breaking.

(2) Considerable anxiety is involved in the socialization of chil-

dren by parents.

(3) Interpersonal conflict is usually present.

(4) The greatly unequal distribution of power in the family may

lead theichild to internalize the anxiety roduced.

The ab cussion has centerc genera-

ting rule oreaKing, deviance, or mental illness within the family

as a socialization unit. In a discussion of ways of improving

socialization agents, Lippitt (1968) focused on the faulty sociali-

zation which results from conflict between different clusters of

socialization agents. Lipoitt defines the socialization community

as those members of the total community with an interest in in-

fluencing the growth and development of the young. They form a

community of interest even though they may not be in effective

communication with each other, and many of the key figures in each

of the clusters may have little contact with the young.

The ten clusters in the socialization community include the

following:

(1) the formal education system;

(2) the churches;

(3) the leisure time agencies with recreational, cultural, and

character evaluation programs;
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(4) the social control and protection agencies such as the police

and courts;

(5) the therapeutic, special correction, and resocialization

services, such as social workers, counselors, programs for the

handicapped;

(6) enploym'Itnt offices and work supervisors of the young;

(7) political leaders who have an investment in involving the

young in political activiti.es;

(8) parents;

(9) like-age and older peers; and

(10) the mass media.

To some extent, there will be conflicting definitions of

appropriate conduct within each cluster, and among the different

clusters. Each conflicting group proposes its own set of rules for

the young. In such a conflict situation, the distribution of power,

i.e., who can enforce his version of the rules, is of critical

importance.

Conflicting demands from different socialization agents

produces a stressful situation for the person being socialized.

Lippitt notes several different coping styles which may handle this

type of stress:

(I) Compartmentalized Loyalty. In this response, conflict loyal-

ties are denied and the child attempts to adapt completely to the

dominant influence of the moment.
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(2) Pervasive Dominant Loyalty. A simpler way of resolving the

conflict is to choose a single source of influence. This source is

then followeJ in all possible situations.

(3) Rejecting the References. Another method of coping with con-

flicting demands is to reject the sources of the conflict. Since

the socialization agents disagree, their legitimacy as -.influence

agents is denied.

(4) Striking a Bal3nce. Children will often try to resolve con-

f!Hting demands Clrough finding a compromise that will please

everyone. This type of response may be successful if the conflict

is not seHous, but it usually results in dissatisfaction and dis-

content. Repeated frustration resulting from this response will

lead to tne simpler types of responses desuribed above.

(5) Integration and Reciprocal Influence. Two conditions are

necessary for this response to be successful. First, the .indivi-

dual must feel control over his own decisions. Socializing agents

are seen as resources for the individual to utilize. Second, he

must be able Zo influence the socialization agents. In this case,

the individual and the socialization agent(s) are interdependent.

Lippitt indicates that mental health is most likely to follow

from the fifth response to conflicting socialization demands.

Socialization theory and deviance theory have not yet been

successfully integrated to produce a comprehensive theory of

deviance in children. Socialization theory is closer to psycho-
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logical theory. Deviance, mental ;n v. rticular, is likely

to be seen as imperfect development. Leviance theorists, in con-

trast, have emphasized that the norms violated by deviants, inclu-

ding the mentally ill, are social norms rather than developHental

norms.

There is, nevertheless, a considerable amount of overlap

between the two theories. The following concepts might be expanded

to permit integration of the t, t he )s i t ions

1) fhe self. The theoretical distinctions between normally

developed selves versus abnormally developed selves, and between

conformist selves and deviant selves need to be more clearly eluci-

dated.

(2) T function of deviance in socializat on. Erikson (1964)

orovides brilliant insignt into the function of deviance in so-

cialization; alternative processes which accomplish socialization

have not yet been demonstrated.

(3) The labeling process. The labeling concept has definite

implications for the interpretation of deviance in children.

Further research is needed to determine when labeling is incidental

to therapy and when it permanently establishes a person in a

deviant role.

(4) Conflict and power. Conflict and the distribution of power

are important in both deviance and socialization theories. Conflict

often leads to the labeling of deviants; and conflict in the
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socialization process produces stress in the individual. Power

distribution determines who gets labeled and influences responses

to socialization stress. The parallels are present but need

further development.
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I. ECOLOGICAL THEORY AS A MODEL

The word model '..! is often misused in the social sciences to des-

cribe any hypothesis, generali2ation or other ilinor statement of

study. The use of the word "model" described below is one which we

would particularly like to avoid.

The first unnecessary use of "model" iS as a
synonym for "theory." In particular, the ter,:
is used for theories which have some or all of
four different characteristics. (I) Any as yet
untested or even untestable theory may be dubbed
a "model." Speculative theories, like those
/about the neurophysiological correlates of
behavior or the doctrines of psychoanalysis, for
which empirical evidence is scarce, are some-
times called models, apparently because of a
reluctance to honor them as full-fledged
theories.

(Brodbeck, 1968, p. 585-586).

An appropriate alternative use of the word "model" is elabor-

ated by Rudner (1966), Hesse (1966), and Brodbeck (1966). An area

of study about which much is already known can be used to suggPst

laws for an area about which little is known. The area of greater

knowledge provides the structure of the laws and is said to be a

model for the area about which little iS known. In this paper, eco-

logical theory as it is known in biology will be used as a model for

constructing a theory to explain emotional disturbance.

Not all of a model need be isomorphic with the newly con-

structed theories but at least some of the laws should be shown to

*Underlining denotes technical term.
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Ue alike. In order for the use of a model to be productive, one

must state explicitly the one-to-one correspondence between the two

areas in regard to (1) concepts and (2) stated relationships within

the law-like generalizations. In this paper it will be shown that

some concepts and some law-like generalizations in an "embryo theory"

of emotional disturbance are similar to concepts and law-like rela-

tionships in ecological theory.

Ecological theory differs from other theories dealing with dis-

turbed behavior. However, there is definite overlap between the

sociological approach and the ecological approach; in many instances,

arbitrary division lines were drawn between the two areas for the

sake of clarity. This similarity of approach is a function of a com-

mon concern, i.e., human behavior. Two main differences were found

between the two areas. The ecological approach uses ecoiogical

theory, as formulated in biology, as a model for constructing theory,

emphasizing the role of individual differences. The sociological

approach emphasizes the environment almost exclusively.
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2. INTRODUCTION TO ECOLOGY

In a cursory way, ecology is the study of the interaction

petween organism and environment. A better definition is given by

ddm (1953) dnd it is the one which will be emphasized in this

paper. He says ecology is the "study of structure and function of

nature." Structure includes a description of: the composition of

the living population, including life history, number and distribu-

tion of each species in the system; the composition of all nonliv-

ing things and the range of conditions under which the population

lives. Function refers to the action of the energy within the

structure. It is the rate of energy flow in the system, the rate

of cycling of nonliving material, and the biological regulation of

the system. Thus, according to Odum, organism and environment are

structural components, and their exchange of energy or interaction

are functional components.

Ecological theory as somewhat formalized in biology has sys-

tematic_lly categorized behaviors of species within their natural

environments. In addition the patterns of behavior which account

for adaptation or maladaptation to the environment have been

examined. Biology has "recognized that every species and class of

living organism has evolved by adaptation tr.: a particular set of

environmental conditions with reference to which its morphologic

structures, physiologic systems, and behavior response ,epertoire

are optimally suited. This environmental pattern is defined as the
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ecologic niche and renresents the adaptive match between circum-

stances and species schema (Sells, 1966, p.I34)." This kind of

naturalistic observation and classification is the basis on which

the theory was formulated in biology.

Human ecology has tried to emulate the systematic classifica-

tion procedures of biology and has evolved a methodology to collect

and analyze the data. It is called naturalistic research. Until

recently little naturalistic research has been done within psychol-

ogy. This kind of research is particularly difficult because a

myriad of variables are necessary to encode man's environment.

Nevertheless, it is a valuable tool which helps ecologists under-

stand the behavior of man within a variety of settings, focusing

on similarities and differences across people and settings in the

real world.

A concept which is of central importance in ecological theory

is the ecosystem. Tansley coined the word in 1935, defining it as

the "interaction system comprising living things together with their

nonliving habitat. . In its fundamentl aspects, an ecosystem

invokes the cumUlation, transformation, and accumulation of energy

and matter through the medium of living things and their activities

(Evans, 1956)." For example, an ecosystem could be a .swamp, a for-

est, or a city. These ecosystems are open, not closed systems.

Energy and matter can flow in and out of them in the process of

their growth. Ecosystems are linked one with another and it is

often difficult to determine their limits. Each ecosystem at its
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inceptir., '.-3-nbers, and its energy .se i5

.s information 3n1 bc.pulation accumulate, the number

of roles inc:ease and e,:ergy is utilized more efficiently. In a

- is and g,c_mth is in the

effi:ient nse of 1,';ilable resourc.

tic L'e,cripe5 the content of the ecosystem.

Human v e..s man within the context of his environ-

ment. It stndies the effects of man on enyironrent and environment

marl. Thr2 totality of this dynamic interaction comprises the eco-

system. Duncan (1965) presents an extensive discussion of the eco-

systems of man.

Human ecology brings into question the results of psychological

experiments whicn study man isolated from his material environment.

Ecology has auestioned the relevance of laboratory studies because

of the extreme Lontrol .rhich is eyerted on the environment. The

(lost important vari ,L)les mising in the laboratory study in

which onl. A few ..,electei vari ibles are allowed to operate. Further-

more, tne hic: 1.../c been left out may interact with the

Naturalis-

IjI,Oritery

Sells, 1963).

) Liro:JuLe a different outcome (Barker, 1968;

!n r'd;tic2n, hn,an subjects are placed in unnatural

situations emerge which are never found in the

natural onviruament.

for th.-)se t ilse Lypotheses and conclusions may be

drawn !-om I,Y:oratnr: .ru.:;es. A famous example of this kind of

error i, [e -,)ernbo. and Lewin article (1943) in which
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labto-. =jation. Tney

fou-:d a hig- .legree of crustration occurred wher children saw toys

oehird a grid. 7he .:.-.nildren exhibited a variety of deviant behaviors.

,t r enu's t7uned. however. because of the

,Irrif;rfAl ,re sitv,ltion. In a natural setting (Fawl,

13,63), frustratHp .11dren fuu,id to occur very rarely because

behaviors dJrinu play and avoided frus-

trating experiences. At this point in time, ecologists are unwilling

to examine or treat behavior except in natural settings. They are

clearly distinct from traditional psychologists or psychoanalysts who

believe a patient's proble ,. can best be solved in an office or a men-

tal hospital.

Human ecologists du not speak about emotional disturbance; they

speak of a disturbance within the ecosystem which, to paraphrase

Sells (1966), is a mismatch between circumstance and species, or a

lack of "uoodness of fit (Henderson, 1913)." The disturbance is not

centered within the individual as the psychoanalytic and biophysical

theory presumes, or within the environment as sociological and learn-

ing theory assume. It is the interaction between the idiosyncratic

individual and his unique environment which produces the disturbance.

The disturbance within the ecosystem interests ecologists. They

hypothesize about those particular features of the individual and the

environment which together have a high probability of producing a

disturban. The interaction among many variables within the environ-

ment and Ole man is seen as the most important factor hi disturbance.
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caution is needed to underscore the danger as well as

merit of using ecological theory as a model for explaining part of

human behavior.

It rlust be acknowledgLd that th::re is no real
harm in using the patterns disclosed by animal
and plant ecology as models for initial charac-
terizations of human communities. Boulding
(1958, pp. 14-16) for example, conveys a vi'vid
sense of the extent of interdependence in human
affairs by indicating how human society is
"something like" an ecosystem. At the same
time, the analogy quickly plays out, as all
analogies must. More important, it lays no firm
bases for elaborating a genuinely ecological
approach to human collective life. You cannot
throw away what is most distinctively human--
communication without symbols, custom, and the
artificial or cultural tranformations man makes
in his environment--and treat the residue as the
ecology of the species.

(Duncan, 1965).

Important differences exist b'etween animal and human ecosystems. In
e

<-7

the human ecoIystem, intricate climate and cell growth hypotheses are

of little relevance. On the other hand, information and cultural

floW are far more importzv.t in.a human ecosystem than in an animal

ecosystem. n analysis of linguistic communication is particularly

important in discussing the ecolog'cal significance of emotional dis-

turbance.

Human ecologists interested in disturbance come from a myriad of

disciplines. Much of their research seems divergent and unrelated.

Yet because each of them uses ecological theory as a model, it is

possible to describe a uniquely ecological approach to the problem of

emotional disturbance.
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3. PLANT AND ANIMAL ECOLOGY

Definitions

(I) Ecosystem has been defined as the interaction of organism and

environment; or, the study of structure and function. It is the

central concept in ecological theory. For human ecologists the term

refers to the community of people studied, together with their natu-

ral habitat.

(2) Naturalistic research is the tool for describing the ecosystem.

From observation, a taxonomy is constructed, and is used as a basis

for theorizing.

(3) Natural habitat is the place or places (environments) in which

a species lives. In ecology the species is never studied outside

this environment. Isolated from his natural environment, man cannot

be examined in detail,nor can man function adequately in isolation.

(4) Ecol,noic niche is the role the organism plays in the ecosystem.

This is to be distinguished from habitat which refers to the place

where the organism lives.

(5) Niche breadth refers to the range of roles which the organism

able t carry out; in human ecology it will refer also to the

restraints society places on individuals in certain niches

such that these individuals may or may not shift to various diver-

gent niches.

(6) Goodness of f.t refers to the congruence between the organism's

individual characteristics and the environment in which he is placed.
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(7) Ada,etatic_:n is the rate of adjustment to a new niche or habitat,

and the ranye of environments to which the species can ad.;ust. If a

specici is very adaptable, it will be able to adjust to a variety of

jifferent ..rIvirouments and hir.hes at a relatively fast rate.

P,) Cultural relativity of adaptable behavior is not found explicitly

f-cological thoory, but is an important concept in human ecology.

M,In is ey.tr,-mely adaptable and can change his behavior in many ways.

The cultural system in which one lives dictates which behaviors are

adaptable and which ones are not. Thus, a particular adaptable

bi.havior can have a + adaptable value in one culture and a adapt-

able value in another depending on the value system of that culture.

(9) Individual differences are basic to man. There are wide differ-

ence,; among people: biological, genetic, and developmental. These

mtv't b,?. taken into account in making an evaluation of or a prediction

about -rySteM. Th., environment alone is not a good predictor. The

b,-t.,4een man and environment is the important factor.

Llw-Like Generalizations about the Ecosystem

(1) Pi inciole ov Succession. "Any self-organizing system involves

th' ,u!),,tititi.,n of -,ome piece of the system by some other pieces

that allJw, t!1,. :)r-'.rvation of the same amount of information at a

lower ,.ost, or the prcervation of more information for the same cost.

In tno cont,I.xt, information is anything that can influence and shape

the future, and the cost is represented by the energy used, which

amount, . practically, to the energy entering the ecosystem as a
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primary product:on (Margalef, 1968).- ,.JCUe55;or, i5 orderly and

directive. Older, ^lore compliclted sysiems replace younger, less

complicated systems. within a large ecosystem all possible states

of succession are possibly found.

(2) Principle of Equilibrium.

a. An ecosystem moves toward a state of equilibrium in which there

is a balance of forces. When there is a rapid change or an imbalance

of forces caused by a catastrophe or any other intrusion into the

system, the result is often disequilibrium.

b. As an ecosystem matures, the rate of population growth decreases

until, in equilibrium, it reproduces at a rate which will maintain a

stable population. Thus, for every ecosystem there is some optimum

stable population.

(3) Principle of Energy Flow. If two systems meet, energy flows

from the low energy system to the high energy system. A more com-

plex, mature system in equilibrium exploits or de-energizes a less

mature one.

(4) Principle of Energy Use. As an ecosystem masses information

and subsequent complexity, it requires less energy flow per unit

biomass (material) to maintain itself. With information availabiu

it is more efficient in its use of energy.

(5) The Princi le of Mutual De endence. There are three kinds J=

independence: "(1) the dependence of organic forms on others of

like kind, i.e., intraspecies relationships; (2) the dependence of

several kinds of organisms each upon at least some of the others in
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tne ntersbcies community, or biocoenesis: and (3) the dependence,

ndirect or immediate, of all organisms upon the inanimate environ-

ment. together with the reciprocal influence upon the environment of

it, occJpance by living things (i.:uncan, 1965)."

(6) Principle of Adaptation. The more adaptable a species, the more

nabitats 7.11- niches i^ which he will live, i.e., the greater distri-

ution the species will have. Man is the most adaptable species, and

is thus found in more places.

(7) Principle of Endurance. The structures or institutions that

endure through time are those most able to influence the future with

the least expense of energy.

(8) Principle concerning the physical environment's influence on

behavior. The physical properties of the environment including

space, arrangement of objtcts, and kind of objects can have an

effect on behaviors. In various ecosystems the same species may

adapt quite differently to the structure of the ecosystem and thus

display behaviors different from other ecosystems in which he is

found.

Animal Behavior and Principles in Ecology

Some principles and law-like generalizations of animal behavior

are also relevant to the discussion of the ecology of human behavior.

The principles are not nearly as well verified as the general princi-

ples already enumerated because of the recorded exceptions to the

principles, and because of the difficulty of observing the behavior.
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Must of t'ie .40r:.. in the area nas been c.arried on by ethologists

7erete! H the ..le&.anism
.4hich control tne behavior of animals.

It i important to re7lember that the behaviors discussed in

this ,,ection are dependent rot only on innate mcharcmr but on

environmental stimulation. Schneirla stresses the importance of

tne interaction in aoimal behavior.

We must discard the traditional notion, still
prevalent among ethologists that specific behav-ior patterns arising in an organism raised in
isolation from the "natural environment and fromspecies mates must ipso, facto be innate orinherited in the sense of being exclusively
gene-directed.

(Schneirla, 1960)

S,-.hneirla states that the environment of the animal's own body

influences him in isolation. The animal's own order and movement

may direct his development in isolation. Dobzhansky (1964) discus-

ses human behavior in similar
terms, emphasizing that culture as well

as environment is influenced in development.

Some ethologists believe all behavior can be divided into two

categories, aggressive behavior and approach behavior (Schneirla,

1960). Aggressive behavior whether learned or innate, is important

in animal and human ecology. There is a controversy within ethology

over the definition of
aggressive behavior, and the extent of its

occurrence. Ardrey (1962) sees aggtQssion in inter- and intra-

specific conflicts. Sone believe that there is no necessary rela-

tion between predation
(inter-specific conflicts) and aggression
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within a species (intra-specific conflicts). Eating plants and

attacking a species fur food is quite different from the act of

kill:ng for the sake of killing. Ardrey (1966) and Lorenz (1966)

believe aggression is innate, while Scott (1960) believes aggression

is learned. This controversy about the nature of aggression for

fowl is mentioned because of its importance in ethology, but will

not play a part in this discussion of human ecology.

(1) Territoriality. Many animals defend certain areas of their

habitat against their own and other species. This area is known as

a territory. The territory may be defended by an individual or by

a group.

Territorial behavior ensures that the individual or group has

a certain amount of living space. Further, it prevents an over-

exploitation of the living space. "This principle holds whether

individual animals, pairs or large groups oppose each other as

intolerant units (Eibl-Eib,--feldt, 1970, p.30A 2' Males and

females may defend a terr; _ry, but during md lg the male retains

sole possession of the te -itory. The hamster defends its den, but

may retreat in the field rom other hamsters. :Animals mark their

territory by natural landmarks and by chemical Dr odor markings.

Badgers mark objects with a secretion from a gland pocket under the

base of their tails.

According to Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1970) a prerequisite for the

occurrence of aggressive behavior is ownership of a territory. One
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observes that the fighting sticklebacks swim together peacefully

4hen they are not seeking or protecting a territory. Only when the

colors of reproduction are on them does fighting begin for defense

of a territory (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1970). (Territoriality in humans

will be discussed later in this paper.)

(2) Stranger extrusion. Attacks against strangers entering a ter-

ritory is a familiar form of aggression in animal colonies. The

presence of a strange polecat elicits aggression from the group of

adult cats (Poole, 1966). The black-tailed prairie dog sets up a

definite territory. If a stranger intrudes, both animals go through

a display of threats. The stranger invariably retreats (Kind, 1955).

Wolves (Murie, 1944) attack or extrude strangers.

Attacks on strangers seem to occur only under extreme circum-

stances. The population in the territory may be disorganized and

the stranger may not have an available route of escape (Terman,

1960). According to Tinbergen (1951) and Eibl-Eibesfeldt, aggres-

sive behavior is shown only in an animal's own territory. He will

retreat from another's territory.

An animal trainer who enters the cage first, and
only then allows the lions to enter, utilizes

this knowledge. In this way he is the territory
owner and the lions are inhibited in their
aggression from the start.

(Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1970).

(3) Bonding. One of the most interesting aspects o aggression

for our purposes is that "individual acquaintance generally inhibits
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aggression (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1970, P.330)." Lions, according to
Schenkel (1966) have no qualms about killing lions outside their

family group. When groups become too large for individual recogni-
tion, the species

usually develop a signal to unite them, e.g., an
odor or a sign. Man uses symbols like flag or country to unite the
group.

Sociability, readiness to cooperate, and altruism according to

Eibl-Eibesfeldt is as much a part of human nature as man's occasional

incompatibility. Female animals' aggression is always inhibited by

individual acquaintanceship with the young. The bonding happens

after birth and allows the mother to adop t strange young. Siblings

are also bonded whether of the same species or not , if they are

brought up together.

All gregarious animals display an obvious desirefor contact. Separated from the ir group andkept forcibly in isolation, they do not do
well... This is true in chimpanzees, gorillas,and many other primates, which, if kept alone,often deteriorate unless their -keepe r permits
them to make contact, plays with them, and
scratches or strokes them.

(Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1970, pp, 344-345).

(4) Ritualization. Ritualized behavior is a part of most animal's

repertoire of behaviors. lt serves as a mechanism to inhibit des-

tructive aggression. Animals often have ritualized Mating Forms

which allow mating
without destructive behavior. This i5 seen

clearly in the ritualized mating behavior of rats and rabbits
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(Rubin, 1969; Bermant, 1969). Ritualization may also allow an alien

animal to join the colony. Rood (1958) states that mice can coexist

with an alien mouse after the following is done: they sniff the

alien body, act out an attack by grasping the stranger and placing

teeth at the back of his skull. After two or three repetitions of

this behavior, they will share the nest with the alien. In fighting

over female_ in mating, ritualization insures the survival of the

two males. The Bighorn sheep engage in battle in an extremely ritu-

alized way. Their horns serve as weapc.:13. Yet, since they are not

sharp, the sheep who loses is relatively unharmed. Lorenz (1966)

discusses the it iii ty of ritualization in his book. He feels human

culture has not profitably redirected its aggression in this fashion.

He says, "Redirection of the attack is evolution's most ingenious

expedient for guiding aggression into harmless channels (Lorenz,

1966)."

(5) Expulsion Reaction. This is the aggressive reaction, by mem-

bers of a group against a member of the group. Schjelderup-Ebbe

(1922) found that chickens who deviate from the normal behavior by

being weak or deformed are killed by the others in the group.

Tinbergen (1960) reported the attack behavior of gulls at seeing a

fellow wounded gull. Goetsch (1957) found that monkeys who have

been isolated from the group since birth will show fear of the other

monkeys when returned to the cage. This deviant behavior is not

tolerated by other monkeys. If this kind of animal is left in Oe
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cage he w.11 be killed. Lorenz (1966) observed that a strange rat

entering the territory of the Brown rat colony, is at first ignored.

Gradually information about the intruder is spread through the

colony,. The rats are transformed into an agitated state and finally

attack and kill the stranger. Calhoun (1960) made detailed descrip-

tions of the behavior and appearance of rats who were attacked and

killed by other Norway rats. Some of the characteristics manifested

by such outcasts were the following: (1) slow growth rate; (2) low

adult weight, (3) tendency to enter traps, (4) activity when other

rats rest, and (5) avoidance behavior in the presence or absence of

other rats.

The expulsion reaction has not been studied so thoi oughly that

all parameters have been identified. There are cases of wounded

animals being cared For by the others (Carpenter, 1964). The expul-

sion may be due to an unstable ecosystem or to some particular fea-

ture which makes the colony fearful.of certain kinds of appearances

or behaviors.

(6) Rank Order. "Animals in groups can be ranked according to dom-

inance, and the top animal maintains his position through possessing

more territory or food than his fellow animals (Esser, et al,

1965, p. 36)." This can be seen in chickens where there is a pecking

order. The chicken on the bottom is pecked by all others. No one

pecks the dominant chicken. In the red deer, animals with equally

large antlers are allowed to fight for rank order in the herd. As
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soon as a deer loses his antlers, he falls into a low rank. Pawlowski

and Scott (1956) found that Shetland dogs who were dominant had free

range of the territory while the submissive ones stayed in the corners.

In higher intelligence mammals, intelligence plays a part in

ranking members. Lawick-Goodall (1965) observed that a low ranking

chimp named Mike improved his rank by an intelligent accident. Chim-

panzees are I,nown to be afraid of loud noises. Mike discovered that

he could make loud noises by dragging or throwing empty kerosene cans.

Mike would do this often when the other chimpanzees were around and

they would shrink from him. Even after Lawick-Goodall had hidden the

cans from Mike, the other chimps would shrink from Mike in acknowl-

edgement of his dominance.

(7) Overpopulation. Mammals in an overpopulated territory expe-

rience stress which leads to deviant behavior. In woodchucks

crowding causes enlarged gland and heart aisease (Carrighar, 1965).

Tree shrews show the strain of stress in the delayed development of

young. Females produce less milk. There is a cessation of the

sternal gland secretion which is used to mark the young. Without

this secretion on the young, they are often eaten by the shrews and

even by their mother (Hoist, 1969). Calhoun (1967) has simulated

human environments in rodent co'onies. These various environments

illustrate the danger inherent in overpopulation which disturbs the

balance of the ecosystem. The overpopulation imposed on the animal

group produces deviant behavior in most members. Calhoun assumes
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that every environment of a species has an optimal population. When

population exceeds the optimal pathological behavior occurs. In

rats, this pathology takes the form of excessive aggression, exces-

sive withdrawal, homosexuality, and indifferent mothering, depending

on individual differences. He hypothesizes that animals need a cer-

tain amount of frustration and gratification. In the optimal popula-

tion size this equilibrium is maintained. In the crowded situation,

social interaction is too frequent, lowering gratification and raising

frustration. When this occurs, the surplus of frustration builds up

and the animals velocity (activity) decreases in order to minimize

social interaction. At low levels of activity, deviance probability

increases. "Thus, an individual's behavior will deviate from the

ideal main in proportion to the frequency with which he is frustrated

in his attempts at satisfying his need for social intercourse

(Calhoun, 1967)." Calhoun describes the interaction between inherent

behavioral needs, instincts and the environment.

(8) Dissocial Ecosystem. One of Calhoun's findings was with respect

to setting up an environment so that when one animal is eating, there

is a fair chance of a nearby associate doing likewise. After reach-

ing a critical frequency of engaging in similar actions side by side,

each participant will associate the presence of another with the

execution of the act. Each animal will serve as a secondary rein-

forcing stimulus for engaging in the act. Once this happens, each

animal will tend to remain in areas where there are more associates.
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This leads to higher and higher crowding in small areas and eventu-

ally, to animals living and being active in groups whose numbers

far exceed the optimum. This in turn, culminates in the types of

deviation discussed above in "overpopulation." This dissocial sit-

uation leads, among other pathologies, to failure in procreation,

death before maturity, and high frequencies of extremely inapprop-

riate behaviors.
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4. HUMAN ECOLOGY

Ecological Theory

In order to m:Le a systematic examination of the ecology of

emotional disturbance it is helpful to separate the body of formula-

tions into various areas. Anthropologists are called the "original

human ecologists." Their use of naturalistic research and the con-

cept of the cultural relativity of behavior began long ago and has

influenced all present day ecologists. Sociologists could be called

the "classical ecologists" because they have most often represented

the ecological viewpoint within psychology. The "biological ecolo-

gists" come from medicine and they are interested in icdividual dif-

ferences. The psychodynamic ecologists are called "family interac-

tionists." Their background is in the psychoanalytic theory, but

they have become disillusioned with the traditional treatment meth-

ods. These therapists have evolved theories of emotional distur-

bance based on the concept of family interaction imbalance.

A schema of the various groups within human ecology is found

in Figure 1. The names of men associated with the groups are list-

ed under each area. Gross relationships among the areas are sketcfied

by the arrows but are only to be suggestive of influences.

Original Human Ecologists

Anthropology has for many years incorporated in its theoretical

structures some of the basic postulates of ecological theory. An-

thropologists were conducting naturalistic research long before its
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overwhelming evidence for the cultural relativity of "normal"-behav-

ior. Ruth, Benedict wrote a paper in 1934 which espoused a view

which is only now being accepted within parts of psychology.

One of the most striking facts that emerges from a study of
widely varying cultures is the ease with which our abnormals
function in other cultures. It does not matter what kind of
-abnormality" we choose for illustration, those which indi-
cate extreme instability or those which are more in the na-
ture of character traits like sadism or delusion of gran-
deur or of persecution, there are well-described cultures in
which these abnormals function at ease and with honor, and
apparentiv without 'danger or difficulty to the society.

(Benedict, 1934)

Anthropology claios that temperament types are probably universal

and thus a range of types is found in any culture of adequate size.

The proportion of particular behaviors within a culture or eco-

system is different, since people tend to conform to the cultural

norms. Many examples are given in the anthropological literature

of people who would be labeled deviants in our culture, but whose

behavior is considered exemplary in another culture. (Kluckholm,

1944; Wood, 1934; Mead 1961; Benedict, 1934). In Northeast Melan-

sia there was a paranoid culture reported by Benedict (1934). It

was normal in this culture to suspect everyone outside your family

of trying to kill you. They would s',arve to death rather than eat

another's food. A deviant in the culture was a person who was

friendly and trusting.

In human culture, adaptation to the physical environment is

piobahle , but cultural norms of "good" social adaptability great-

ly restrict the individual who does not conform to these norms. It
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is likely that the schizophrenic in some cultures would have great

niche breadth; in ours they have very little.

The treatment of the deviant and stranger in a culture is re-

lated to the concept of "cultural relativity" but distinct from it.

The exclusion of strangers has been well documented in anthropology.

Frazer (1913) gives enumerable examples of captive slaves, and

strangers of all kinds being scapegoated or killed by various Indian

and Greek primitive cultures. Wood (1934) states that a stranger

who enters an original tribe is immediately killed for fear he is

bringing evil spirits.

The expulsion behavior seen in animals is also seen in man if

a deviant is found in the group. In many primitive cultures de-.

scribed by Frazer (1913) individuals who are in niches unnecessary

for the functioning of the ecosystem are scapegoated. These include

deformed persons, sick people, and slaves. This kind of ritual

act has a variety of hypothesized causes. It may be that human

scapegoating is one way of bringing a community into equilibrium.

It may also be functional to the survival of the fittest, most

adaptable, useful people; just as natural selection operates in

plant and animal ecosystem. Rhodes has been particularly interested

in such behavior.

Human deviation in a group or a community seems to have a some-
what similar effect upon the collective. Deviation produces
a pattern of ref^il and activities directed toward either
bringing him ir the group, or isolating him from the group.
A child who deviates in the classroom, the neighborhood, or the
community will attract attention and effect to bring about
changes in him...In terms of responses of immediately sur-
rounding members of the collective, behavior takes many
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excited forms. There is an obvious release of charged emotions
and moods in the observers--bearing marks of a medley of fear,
anger, attraction, repulsion, etc. While one or the other of
these mood-behavioral manifestations predominates in different
observers of the collective, instances of all of them seem to
appear. It is as ,hough a variant individual releases a
parliament of mood-behaviors in the collective.

(Rhodes, 1971)
Faris, (1944), although he is a sociologist who will be dis-

cussed later, wrote an anthropological article about a schizophrenic

named Albert Ritter in the United States. The article illustrated

the normality of the man if one looked at him independent of our

c.ulture. In this man's attempt to cope with his troubled life, he

set up an elaborate system which was superior to the order of most

normal people. Albert Ritter's system Was a somewhat mystic, exis-

tential organization of existence which was so foreign to the mid-

dle class norms that he was diagnosed schizophrenic. Faris says

that our disorganized social system contributes to producing such

deviant individuals and at the same time presents a culture which is

inhospitable to them.

An interesting counter example to the exclusion of the stranger

phenomenon is similar to the strong bonding behavior of mammals dis-

cussed previously. In a Patawasiwa tribe in Western Seran engaged

in headhunting, it was customary to kill the victim from behind. If

they attacked him in front, it was considered murder. As long as

the headhunter is not able to look his victim in the eye, he has

. ;hot eStablihed a personal bond; yet, if he does look him in the

eve and kills him, it is considered a crime (0. D. Tavern, 1918).
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This is an example of bonding. The bonding impulse is found in a

variety of cultures. In New Guinea tribes, a stranger who eats with

thm Ldnnut then be killed (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1970). In this case,

the bonding impulse is as strong or stronger than the aggressive

response.

To a great extent, the struggle for life consists of cooper-
ation. Our aggressive impulses are counteracted by our
bonding impulses and they indeed are so strong that, for ex-
ample, in trench warfare soldiers have to be shifted from
time to time in order to prevent landing over the lines by
exchanging cigarettes. Indeed, any war propaganda has arti-
ficially to build up barriers against communication and
bonding. And all efforts aim at making the members of their
own group believe that the others are not real human beings.

(Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1970)

In regard to the emotionally disturbed, by placing deviant

individuals in institutions and labeling them as different, we

avoid bonding and 'hus can act aggressively toward them. They,

likewise, can act aggressively toward the culture since they too

have avoided bonding. Criminals in jail are likewise isolated from

bonding impulses.

Eibl-Eibesfeldt goes on to say:

lt is my personal feeling that this capacity of man (to
prevent bonding with other humans) made man more murderous
than the invention of armament. Control of aggression re-
quires the diligent pursuit of friendly, altruistic behavior.

(Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1970)

This means that the degree of cultural adaptation is rather small

in our society. Individual differences are not tolerated. Our

bonding behavior is for a select few since we are not exposed as

children to a variety of individual differences which must be accepted.
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Animal studies in bonding indicate that bonding must occur when

the individual is young, since it happens lesS often with adults.

(See Bonding Principle.)

The anthropologists have dwelt on those aspects of animal

behdvior which are like human behavior. Jn the next section, some

principles derived from the human ecosystem will be discussed.

Sociologists: "Classical Ecologists"

Ecological psychology has been most often associated with

this group. The early Chicago school began in the "classical" eco-

logical movement in sociology in the 1920's. Books by Park & Burgess

(1925) and Cavan (1928) started mapping out the human environment.

From urban research, a concentric zone theory grew, which postula-

ted higher rates of mental illness in the center of the city than

on e periphery of the city.

Faris and Dunham's book, Mental disorders in urban areas (1939).

was the culmination of the work of the Chicago school. It confirmed

generally the concentric zone theory but in addition it presented

a hypothesis to account for the phenomenon. They found:

(1) Mental disorder as plotted by residence showed a decrease from

the center to the periphery of the city,

(2) Each local community had a characteristic disorder,

(3) Psy,hoses and community conditions were correlated, and

(4) The socially disorganized a-eas of the city showed high rates

of mental illness.
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The manic-depressive psychosis was the only mental disease for which

no particular re,idential pattern ,Jas found. They hypothesized that

so,ial pru,E,,,=,es at wc,rk. It was thought

that manic depressive state was concentrated in the rooming

house, hobo, and foreign born areas in the center of the city.

They tormulated a theory to account for schizophrenia in par-

ticular, but other mental disorders in general. It was an innova-

tive theory; the cultural relativity of behavior, individual dif-

ferences, and the social isolation of people were postulated to ex-

plain disturbance. They prouose that the human mind is never inde-

pendent of its physiological base but is a product of social inter-

action. Normal mentality develops over time from successful inter-

actions between the person and the agencies of society. Defects

in this relation lead to deviance from the norm. The necessary

elements for cultural mental health are:

(1) Intimacy and affection between the child and members of his

primary group,

(2) Reasonable consistency of influences on the chil , and

(3) Reasonable harmony between the influences of home and those

of formal situations outside the home.

A Fairjre in any of the above leads to a "different" individual. A

Person might experience life in a very unusual way, which produces

a mental organization so foreign to others that the person's actions

are unintelligible. Persons who are culturally normal cannot com-

municate with "different" individuals from a different axiological
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world. Tne deviant individual perceives his failure to communicate

and withdraws. In the disorganized areas of the city (usually

thr: nner city) many people are not able to obtain sufficient

social interaction to form normally organized existences. The

rooming bor,e areas, hotels, and other isolated residential struc-

tures are believed by the authors to place constraints on the

sf)cial behavior of C-lose individuals. Thus, those people are not

able to organize their conception of the world conventionally.

"The result may be a lack of any organization at all, resulting in

a confused, frustrated and chaotic personality, or it may be a

complex but unconventional original organization...lt is just this

type of unintelligible behavior which becomes recognized as men-

!Horder..."The definition of insanity, then, is not a descr;p-

tion of any list of actions, but consists in a lack of fitness

between actions and situations (Faris & Dunham, 1939)."

This definition of disturbance typifies the ecological con-

ception of disturbance. The Chicago school began the trend of

epideminlqical ,tudies. Ali the later studies tended to support

thHr ha,,;c findings althounh later studies elaborated on the

thoory and changed t =,omewhat.

Th,!5t! particular findings can be considered in terms of eco-

logical pripc . The people in the most disturbed areas were

isolated 'rom 'numan interaction. Under these conditions, bonding

does not occur. and aggre .;ion may become dominant. Other deviant
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behaviors may occur as it does in animals. Since the area was dis-

organized, the ecosystem was out of equilibrium. This allows for

exploitation py other groups or areas.

Another possible ecological interpretation could be based on

the principle of energy flow already discussed. If the inner city

is disorganized, and if it has fewer resources, and if it is not

able to use the resources efficiently, then we can call the inner-

city a low efficiency, less mature ecosystem. This condition is

evidenced by the high unemployment, the disintegrating buildings,

etc. The large industrial complexes as well as the suburban com-

munities are very efficient. They use their resources well. Ac-

cording to the principle then, a highly efficient mature ecosystem

will exploit a less efficient immature ecosystem. In this way in-

dustry and suburban areas continually take resources from the inner

city, leading to the deterioration of the inner city and the people

who live there. This exploitation may be physical as well as psy-

chological.

Ecological Psychology

About ten years after the Faris and Dunham study another

ecological movement, this one within psychology, became prominent.

It called itself ecological psychology and its representative was

Roger Barker. Much of the impetus for mapping the environment un-

doubtedly came from the Chicago school of sociologists, tut in addi-

tion it was influenced by the more theoretical work of Lewin (1951),

Brunswick (1947), and He.ler (1959). Kurt Lewin coined the phrase
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"ecological psychology" in a paper he wrote in the 1940s but pub-

lished more recently (1951). He called ecology the interaction

De.een psychological and nonpsychulogical forces.

Barker used this definition some years later and attempted

through the years to use Lewin and others to help him develop a

theory of behavior settings. Barker's first attempts in the eco-

logical area were concentrated on an attempt to encode the environ-

ment of man. He was very interested in 3 methodological approach

to the task. Oskaloosa, Kansas, was the town chosen by Barker to

carry out his research. In one of his first articles on his re-

search (1949), Barker explained the need for encoding the environ-

ment (naruralistic research). Biology and other sciences had profi-

ted from a detailed description of the natural habitat of the spe-

cies studied. Psychology now needed sucn a description of man.

He believed the absence of good naturalistic research precluded

examining problems which had a great effect on the psycho-social

adjustment of the child.

From his naturalistic observations of children's and adult's

behavior over a period of some twenty years, Barker synthesized

his theory (1968). Brunswick's work (1947) was instrumental in the

formalization of the methodological aspects of his theory. Barker

made operational Lewin's concept of the life space as a system in

which different forces operate. Barker set out to describe the

life space of individuals in a systematic way and to indicate the

forces which operated there. The various environments of any
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individual are classified as behavior settings, i.e. a drugstore,

a football game, etc. In ecological theory they would be called

aM ecr,syste s. Ninety-five percent of all behavior is contained

ithin these settings. A setting is not only a geographical loca-

tion and constituent objects. It is also the occasion for certain

consistent patterns of behavior. These patterns of behavior are

independent of the individuals involved. Behavior settings demand

certain behaviors by the people for maintenance of the setting. In

other words, particular behavior patterns tend to belong to certain

nonpsychological milieu. This "fit" of behavior to milieu is called

synomorphy. For example, a church meeting is synomorphic with people

sitting quietly, smiling, speaking pleasantly, dressing neatly, etc.

Behavior settings show both internal and external dynamics, i.e.,

they are affected from within and from without. Barker found that

behavior differed considerably from setting to setting. These

findings suggested to him a theoretical basis for his work. In his

first book with Wright (1954) he said, "behavior settings are at

present empirical facts. They can be demonstrated to the hlrdest

empiricist. However, they are theore.tally promising. Their in-

ternal structure and dynamks and their external relations 5uggn,t

that they can be profitably conceptualized and incorporated into

productive theory (Barker and Wright, 1954)."

In an article by Fritz Heider (1959) called "Thing and Medium"

the author defines and uses two concepts related to perception which

Barker has found very useful. Heider postulated relationships
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between things and media. Things are intrinsically constrained

and are relatively independent of extrinsic events for their

form and for the distribution of energy. Things are inanimate ob-

jects like rooms, chairs, rocks, etc. These objects are relatively

compact and impenetrable. They are not easily malleable by oot-

side forces. Media are to a high degree extrinsically constrained

and dependent upon extrinsic events for form. They are like clothes,

water, or a sponge. They depend on outside forces for their form.

Things are unitary and their parts are nterdependent because of the

compact nature of their form. Media parts are more independent

since they are not constrained: water is not constrained. A medium

complies with the forces of a rock. A perfect medium would always

yield to the thing forces. A perfect thing is unaltered by the

medium. If the compliance of the medium could be measured on its

terms and the forces of thing measured on its teTms, it might ac-

count for the consequences that occur between them.

This led Barker to assign thing qualities to behavior settings

and medium qualities to people. Barker found that the majority of

people did conform to the standing patterns of behavior set up by

the setting. For example, a church meeting requires people to sit

quietly, to respond when spoken to, to be pleasant, etc. It also

requires that a leader or president be there, as well as a secre-

tary and other officers. People tend to conform to these require-

ments. Conforming to the standing patterns of behavior could be

called "cultural adaptation." When a person deviates from the
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Patterns ne is usual! considered a deviant or "culturally mala-

daptive." That classification might he modified by Some Circumstances.

The re2,,:rements of a setting are not easily chdnaed, even when few

eopL ',Habit the setting. There are forces on the individuals

Pr; tr:' maintain the equilibrium of the setting. With few

.2ble, ,ndividuals become more active and engage in more

order to fulfill the requirements of the setting. In a

se:t is undermanned, deviants are more acceptable because

ffa7y tasks and few people. Even if his behavior differs

from t,w ncr,. of the setting, he is still a functional element. There

a -odness of fit between the individual and the environment. In

an ovcrwnnA setting deviance and individual differences a-e not

tolerated neorly as well, since equilibrium in the ecosystem can be

attained by using those who exactly fit the requirements of the set-

ting. Efficiency dictates the choice of those whose behavior is most

synomorphic with the setting.

The formulation above is similar to that of Faris and Dunham

who hypothesized that the rooming house, hotel, and other isolated

areas of residence fostered social disorganization .nd isolation.

Barker might have described a rooming house as a behavior setting.

The standing patterns of behavior there would be keeping to oneself,

and not interacting with others. Since the forces of the thing (set-

ting) are great, people conform to the pattern although the confor-

mity is probably detrimental to their good mental health.

Through this cursory look at the work of Barker and his
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associates, one can see the beginr of a mapping system in which

it is possible to measure the interaction between man and environment.

Barker ,./as able to empirically map out the variables of the microsys-

tem and then build a theory upon this data to account for future out-

comes.

Barker, himself, was not interested in emotional disturbance,

but many of his associates and students looked at emotional distur-

bance in a very different way from that of traditional psychologists.

These men have conducted research on the specific behaviors of emo-

tionally disturbed children in various behavior settings. They are

certain that personality and counseling centered approaches to

helping children have been ineffective. Only when a child's behavior

is analyzed within his various real life settings could any help be

attempted.

Proshansky, et al, (1970) have elaborated principles about be-

havior in settings (ecosystems) based on the Barker approach. Their

research has been done in mental hospitals. There they found that

space, administrative guidelines, ''urniture, and number of people

have a great deal of influence on the behavior of the patients. Ex-

amples of some of the more interesting of the thirteen principles are:

Asmption 1. Human behavior in relation to a nhysical settirn is

enduring and consistent over time and situation; there-

fore, the characteristic patterns of behavior for that

;etting can be justified.

Assumption 3. The physical setting that defines and structures any
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concrete situation is not a closed system; its bound-

aries are not fixed either in space or in time.

Assumpt1on 6. Changes in the characteristic behavior patterns of

a physical setting can be induced by changing_the

physical, social, or administrative structures that

define that setting.

The above principles are similar to some of the principles

mentioned in the beginning sections. The ecosystem structure is

used to postulate relationships. AssJr.ption 3 is merely part of

the definition of any ecosystem. The other two assumptions arise

from Barker's work and from the work of those in ecology who empha-

size the importance of physical environment. This approach is par-

ticularly interesting because it was used to change the behavior of

patients on a ward by changing physical objects in the structure

(administration) of the ecosystem. Pnother group, influenced by

Barker's methodology, has investigated territoriality and dominance

in humans (Esser, et al., 1970). They observed 22 schizophrenic

patients on a hospital ward. From Local observations, the territory

of the patients was ascertained and the range of their movements

was examined. Patients in the upper third of the hierarchy moved

wherever they wanted and did not seem to need any one spot. Middle

range patients were somewhat restricted in their movements and tended

o have a territory in a well occupied place with great chance for

social interaction. The lower third occupied the corners and se-

cluded areas and were restricted in their movements.
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Fights uccut-ea a )ng those with unstable dominance positior

in the hierarthi. They colic:Mt with those equai in the hierarchy as

well dS those lower than themselves. Patients who were new on the

ward fought more. probably in order to establish Lheir rank. In 10

out of 12 cases, aggressive behavior was related to unstable dominance

Poitions. They also found that only three of the patients who owned

dij not "7,h,-,4 aggressive behavior. This would tend to

support Tinbe,-en ard Eibi-Eibesfeldtls- othesis that without

territoriality aggression is not exhibited by animals or humans. Their

data is also in accordance with the principles of dominance and ter-

ritoriality which exist within animal colonies. In the animal studies

(di;cussed Previnus1-7) conflict among closely ranked individuals was

frequent. Also,new animals entering a flock fought to establish

their rank.

This kind of ecological study adds a new perspective to our

knowledge lbout aggression. It also has implications for interven-

tions which do not emphasize intrapsychic conflicts but merely e)a-

mine the disturbance and then seek to alleviate the disturbance by

ch,inging the territricli ;,attern.

Gump, et al. (19631 found that the hehavior of a disturbed

child was very diffe.rent at camp than at home. The impact of a be-

hawior :_)"1 cc a, or ciin he measured in these studies. It also

empna,, z.es tKr clexibility in hehavior of one child in two different

settings. Thus, it may be incorrect to diagnose deviance on the

basr, of hehavi.-)n in one setting (e.g., school), when other settings
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r,..)1 peen .;p5erveJ. 1: ma', be that the school structure reeuires

or encourage', deviace c;id. Fawl (1965) found that child-

.h,ervation he

was able to ca!ep,)rizc which types of disturbance occur most often

)t various age% and with certain types of children. This kind of

,tudy give', a picture f the causes of disturbance in the system of

,hi!d ,3! 3 c_erta;,-

Wiliems (1967) has extended B-irker's hypotheses about under-

manned behavior setting-, in a series of studies of marginal high

school students. mareinai students are those with a low IQ, low grades,

and low socio-economic status. In comparing the marginal student to

the norflal student, Willems found that in small-schools (undermanned

behavior settings) marginal students felt as much obligation to and

membership n non01a,, .3ctivities as the regular students. In a

large school (overmanned behavior settings) the marginal students felt

much less sense of obligation than the normal students. This sup-

ports Barker's theory that deviants are more easily assimilated to

a setting in which people are in demand. Willems concludes (1967):

It is consistent with both Durkheim's view and the present
adaptation of Barker's view to postulate that induced forces,
of environmentai feedback, (a) define the person's social
obligation for him and direct him to it, (b) inform him of
possible consequences of his actions in the forms of sanctions
and rewards. As a result of this definition, direction, and
potential return, an internalized, subjective disposition, that
15, sense of obligation is shaped. If this moee of theorizing
is tenable, then the possib.le cumulative, long-range personality
and social learning effect of experiences in small and large
groups becomes an important research question.

(Willems, 1967, p. 1259)

Kounin's cbservations (1966) in a classroom setting revealed the power
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of the teacher over behavior in this setting. The dimensions of

teacher style are relevant :n any ecological description of the class-

roor.

They justify a degree of skepticism about extrapolating dimen-
ions ef adult-child relations from other settings (homes,

psychotherapy, clinics) and applying these directly to teacher-
child relations. They also raise questions about the fruitful-
ness of analyzing teachers on the basis of "personality charac-
teristics" as compared to concrete techniques of programming
activites and initiating and maintaining movement in the pro-
gram.

(Kounin, 1966, p. 13)

A New Focus in Ecology

The classical and neo-classical ecologists within sociology and

psychology have given almost exclusive consideration to environmental

factors although they accept the existence of individual differences.

They have concentrated on mapping environments. Few have given at-

tention to the idiosyncratic character of the children. Clausen and

Kohn (19601 in a brief overview of their epidemiological study of

Hagerstown, Maryland, critically review past epidemiological and eco-

logical studies of mental health. Clausen and Kohn say:

Theoretical discussions of personality development usually
begin with a recognition that the interaction between an ih-
fant and his environment is influenced by the genic constilp-
tion of the organism, the interuterine experience and birt7
process, and the nature of the eiwironment, past and present.
Having recognized the interaction between constitution and
environment in the forging of personality, we tend, however, to
pass immediately to exclusive consideration of one or the other.
Perhaps we do so because the inseparability of the two sets of
potentialities precludes any attempt at quantitative analysis
of their interaction. Yet the failure to formulate a theore-
tical model of the interaction between genotypes and environ-
ments leaves us with incomplete research designs when we at-
tempt to study the relationship between such phenomenon as
schizophrenia and the psychodynamics of family life.

(Clausen and Kohn, 1960, p. 308)
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THelr ,:omment was in resp,Dnse to the innu,erable findings

ch suggest that parental or environmental pathology is not enough

to account for the pathoHgy or non-pathology c.f a child. Ecology

nds responded to such criticism and several spokesmen have empha-

zed tne importance of both man and environment. Among these are

Paush (1959, 1955, 1960), Kelly (1966, 1971)
, and Rhodes (1967, 1970).

Raush's methodology and research has contributed much to the analy-

zation of interaction data. He believes that it is meaningless to

ask whether setting or environment is more important. The compo-

nents are inextricably intertwined. More relevant is the question of

which setting and which individual. Rhodes has said (1970) that the

emotionally disturbed child affects and is affected by his community.

This reciprocal relationship should be taken into consideration in

any attempt to describe or treat the disturbance. Kelly and Rhodes

have both been influenced by the ethologists' study of animal be-

havior. Their findings have a bearing on the nature of the "person"

side of the interaction. Kelly (1970) potulates four biological

Principles, for example, which he believes are applicable in analy-

zing an ecosystem or a community.

(I) "..inctions within a social unit are interdeoendent.

(2) High exchange environments make more efficient use of resources

t an low exchange environments.

(3) En/ironments affect styles of adaptation.

(4) More complex units replace less conplex units.
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H-udies iny ,es and adaptation in mar's ecosystem. His

thru-,t 'las teen to develop preventive interventions using these

ples. L.r. ha car ..7.een involved ir several srdies using

th, prirlciples as a basis for observation and manipulation of the

ecos.rste-.

Recttnti:, interesting studies were conducted in high schools

al.. 1571; and in three Mexican villages (Mills and Ke1-

13/1). By using ecological principles it was often found that the

3,31 i5 tne one by observation, is adapting best

to nis situation. In a high school study they found that members of

.a shoyied helping and friendship behavior amona its

group. The achievers group showed deviant helping behavior, only

:wiry ,ach behavior vrhen it would help them gain good grades

higher school achiever-ent (Tricott, et al., 1971).

Modes ban focused on emotional disturbance in children. By us-

ing the Principle of succession in ecology. "e notes that institu-

tions in ur culture .lave not been replaced; instead more are added.

are out-dated remain intact and merely ninder

or

oroqre )r e build morc and more mental hospitals and

=:,ecia! A, soon as ,,gch an institution is established, it

tiiiea earker wou1,1 ,,av the forces of the thing (in-

, n) ire ,r rrjen than the ,ledia (people), accounting for the

tere'lerUy i 1 I hee in:titutions. lnstitutions may en-

d,ire bause an ostahlished structure is most able to influence the

future wit" th,_- least expense of energy. In addition, it requires
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less energy to maintain than to change them. Rho.cies gives an ex-

ampIL of a former prison converted into a mental hospital. The

olrl prison still has bars on the windows and armed guards in the halls,

yet within the rooms are quite harmless mental patients. Rhodes as-

serts that some institutions for the deviant are needed in order to

vent the aggression of man. Man needs a scapegoat to attain equi-

librium. Many of his thoughts reflect the work of ethologists like

Lorenz and Calhoun. Some ethologists have a more optimistic view of

the aggressive impulse. Lial-Eibesfeldt claims institutions are bad

because they prevent bonding of individuals and thus allow aggres-

sion to operate. Eibl-Eibesfeldt's solution would allow equilibrium

without t!--.F.

place an

or scapegoatiny. Rong would counter and re-

._y,sive activity.

Medical Ecologists

The biological ecologists have made a response to Clausen and

Kohn because they are interested in genotypic variation and the en-

vironmental effect on it.

This group has made a real contribution to our understanding

of adaptation in man. Adaptation is of central importance in the think-

ing of all ecologists.

Dubos (1968), a famous biologist, has an abundance of evidence

to show that in the process of adaptation to a new situation,disease

often occurs because stress is placed on the individual. If the

adaptation (1) is a great one,or if (2) man needs to adapt quickly
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to a seriei, uf changes, then disease is more probable. Unlike Cal-

houn, Dubos does not believe crowding, of itself, leads to pathology.

The readiness with which man adapts to potentially dangerous
situations makes it unwise to apply directly to human life
the results of experiments designed to test the acute effects
of crowding on animals. Under normal circumstances, the danger-
ous consequences of crowding are mollified by a multiplicity of
biological and social adaptations. In fact, crowding per se,
i.e. population density, is probably far less important-71711e
long run even in animals than is the intensity of the social
conflicts, or the relative peace achieved after social adjust-
ments have been made. (Dubos, 1968)

Dubos has much more optimistic view of the capabilities of man than

some other ecologists. This difference is evident in the basic atti-

tudes which ecologists have about man and his future.

Dubos has traced disease through history and has found that it

peaks at times of rapid change. He charts the of tuber..:ulosis at

the beginning of the industrial revolution. As people adjusted to

city life, the disease rate decreased markedly without any improve-

ment in sanitary conditions. His list of examples is impressive evi-

dence of the physiological changes which accompany adaptation. Cows

who are transporcad to another place by trailer often develop pneu-

monia or other disease and die on arrival at the new location. If

tranquilizers are given to them before the trio, the death and disease

rate drastically declines. Although Dubos is talking only about phys-

;.....:1 disease one can generalize his results to mental disorders also,

since he is describing an interaction which involves the adaptive

styles of individua:s and the environment.

Chapman, Hinkle and Wolf (1960) discuss the effects of maladap-
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tation. They propose that maladaptation is equivalent to mental

disorder: This is a hypothesis based on Dubos' findings. They

take the extreme position that improper adaptation to changes over

time can lead to apparent brain damage. This is often manifest in

schizophrenia. When a person sees hrmself threatened for long peri-

ods of time, there is a disorganization of neural paXterns. Defen-

sive reactions to stress reduce the open interaction man needs with

his environment. Faris and Dunham's hypotnesis also places emphasis

on adaptation to stress.

An epidemiological study closely related to the work of Dubos

and Chapman, Hinkle, and Wolf, is that of Langner and Michael's

Life Stress and Mental Health (1963). In this, the second volume of

a three volume series about the Midtown Manhattan study, these men

present their hypotheses about emotional disturbance. Interviews

conducted with hundreds of people in Manhatten reveal that it is the

accumulation of stress over time which leads to a disturbance. Thus,

they reject Freud's single trauma hypothesis. Their results con-

irm the data of Faris and Dunham (1939). People in the inner city

have h:qh rates of mental disturbance. Stressors disturb the basic

equilibrium of a person's environment: The person reacts by adapting

to the change, but the adaptation itself produces strain. Although

Dubos does not mention accumulation of stress and Langner and Michae:

do not mention strain as an adaptation, the two seem to be addressing

themselves to the same phenomenon in the same manner. Both believe

that factors which disturb the equilibrium of the ecosystem, cause,

in turn, a state in the person which is culturally debilitating.
370
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Langner and Michael are careful to point out :that their stress-strain

model is not in any way an adequate model. It is only accurate in

describing the average reactions of a large group of people. It does

not reflect individual differences, since under the same conditions,

various people will react differently. This hypothesis is similar to

one discussed in the ethology section. In that case, stress caused

by overcrowding of animals resulted in deviant behavior.

The medical ecologists emphasize the biological side of man

and they also discuss environmental factor. The weakest area, from

the ecological point of view is their minimum acknowledgement of the

cultural relativity of "good" adaptation. That is, in another cul-

ture the avarice of our businessmen might be classified as extremely

maladaptive, while our neurotic could be said to be adapting well in

another culture.

One of the most significant recent ecological studies about

children and emotional disturbance is a compilation of the concerns

of biologists, anthropologists, psychologists, and sociologists. This

book is called Temperament and behavior disorders in children '(1968).

The authors are from the biophysical area, but their book is charac-

teristic of research in the ecology of disturbance.

According to these authors, children are born with certain iden-

tifiable temperamental characteristics and behavioral styles which' are

peculiar to thm. These characteristics influence behavior inde-

pendent of the task being performed. There is no perfect relation-

ship between specific patterns of temperament and the emergence of a
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behavior probler-. There is a group of children with "culturally

negative" temnerarert qualities who are likely to develop pathol-

ogies, but there are a substantial numher of children in the group

who do not develop Pathologies. Likewise in the group of children

with culturally favorable temperament qualities, there is a small

Percentage who develop pathologies. The identifiable temperamental

6imensions are as follows:

(1) Activity level,

the tempo or frequency of the motor component in activity;

(2) Rhythmicity,

the legularity or irregularity of biological functions (wake,

sleep cycle, bowel movements, etc.);

(3) Approach or withdrawal,

initial reaction to any new stimuli;

(4) Adaptability,

sequences of response to new or altered situations;

(5) Intensity of reaction,

energy content of response;

6) Threshold of responsiveness,

level of extrinsic stimulation that is necessary to evoke a

discernable response;

(7) Quality of mood,

Amount of pleasant, joyful, friendly behavior as contrasted

with unpleasant behavior;
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(8) Distractibility,

effe:tiveness of extraneous environ .ental stimuli in interfering

with or in altering the direction of the ongoing behavior;

(9) Attention span and persistence, lenoth of tire spent in an activity

Any level of the above qualities (high, low, or medium) can result

in a behavior disorder under the right environmental conditions. Cer-

tain characteristics are more likely to result in pathologies be-

cause of the negative value which our culture places on them.

Thomas, Chess, and Birch were interested in finding out what

kind of interaction between inborn qualities and parental behavior

resulted in pathology. They looked at the microsystem of the home.

Of the 136 children followed from birth to ten years ot age,42 be-

came clinical cases. They found that clinical dases were character-

ized by both high and low levels of activity, irregularity, nonadap-

tability, intensity, persistance, and distractibility. These

findings refer to the increased probability of the development of

behavioral disturbance and do not verify the hypothesis that a given

temperament will 6y itself produce a pathology. The authors insist

that a given temperament can never be considered a pathology.

According to Thomas, Chess and Birch, the symptoms (temperamen-

tal qualities) arise First and anxiety occurs only after the parents

and society have responded to the symptoms as abnormal or patholo-

gical. According to the authors, psychoanalysts believe symptoms

arise to avoid anxiety. Sleeplessness in a child would be diagnosed

as a protest against his environment. The ecologist would say it is
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merely a temperamental quality that can be modified if it is treated

as a normal quality of the child. Learning theorists also suggest

that anxiety precedes symptoms. Sleeplessness might be interpreted

as a learned defensive response to avoid painful arousal.

While Thomas, Chess, and Birch have a biological orientation

they were certainly influenced by the anthropological view of the

cultural relativity of deviaht behavior. They found that the one

characteristic of a child which upset parents most was distracti-

bility. Since our culture puts such a high value on concentration

and good school work, distractibility is definitely a negative

Quality. This particular temperamental quality was the most dif-

ficult for parents to accept. They found that of all the methods

of help n clinical cases the most effective was to counsel the

parents to accept the child's irIividual difference.

Psychodynamic Ecologists

The psychodynamic ecologists, for the most part, have derived

their theories from clinical practice. They are therapists who

have become disillusioned with the traditional psychodynamic ap-

proach and have developed new theories from which successful inter-

ventions have been devised. These men are often called family inter-

act'onists.

They emphasize a malfunction in the interaction between family

and child. Thomas, Chess,, and Birch found that child disturbance

sometimes occurs in the absence of a pathclogical husband-wife re-
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lationship. However, this group postulates unsatisfactory marital

relationships within the family as a necessary condition for dis-

turbance. In the pathological families studied by Vogel and Bell

(1960), it was found that a particular child had become involved in

the tensions existing between the parents. In normal families the

tensions between parents are not as severe, or are handled in a way

which does not involve the children. The parents of an emotionally

disturbed child minimize contact with each other and hostility

towar'd each other by using the child as a scapegoat. In this way

they maintain equilibrium in the microsystem. The conflicts in the

family are of several sorts, including conflict between family lnd

cultural values and conflict as a result of community rejection.

Vogel and Bell hypothesize that the child is the most likely candi-

date for scapegoat because he is powerless, easily molded by the

7amily, and the family function is not impaired by the malfunction

of only ore unit. Thus the parents use the child as a focus of

their conflict. The child picked ,-.1s the scavgoat is usually repre-

sentative of their problem in some way. He might resemble one of the

parent,. he may be deviant, being crippled, ugly, or dull in

Anthropological studies of scapegoating as well as the

literature on the aggressive drives of animals recalls a similar

phenomenon which led to the killing or estrangement of deviant mem-

bers.

An example or another approach is the renowned double-bind
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tiory ,,chilouhrenia (l956). "Originally" according to Mishler

anJ Waxier (1965) "the theory was arrived at deductively, that is,

ty coniderinq the nature oc schizophrenic communication and 'de-

ducing a set of requirements in the family that would lead to this

form of pathological communication. Since that beginning, the for-

mulation nas ,Aevelope.' through observations and analysis of family

therapy ,F2S5ions and more recently, experimental studies of family

behavior discontinuity is found in the logic of the schizo-

phrenic's communication patterns with himself and others. It is

purported that this aberration in metacommunication stems from his

early childhood experiences with his family. The preschizophrenic

finds himself in a double-bind situation with people who insist that

they care for him,but act as though they do not. In addition, they

ins st that the child carry out tne same kind of contradictory be-

havior. These conflicting messages directed toward the person by

people close to htm lead him to cope by treating the conflicting mes-

sages as equivalent. In this way the schizophrenic avoids the di-

lemma but he then must resort to a fantasy or other non-logical

world. He may respond in incomplete sentences and metaphors or pre-

tend he is someone else. The schizophrenic process is a form of

communication shared by all members of the family. Thus any member

of the family may become an "overt" schizophrenic under the right

conditions.

Hdley (1963) gives more emphasis to the family unit as a sys-

tem. He specifies the constraints whizh are placed on individuals
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iYH the -,y,,tem. According to Mishler and Waxier (1965):

H.aley L,nsiaers this overt psychotic phase of schiophrenia
an intermittent type of behavior occurring in situations of

a particular kind of stress. When the patient is staying with-
in the rules of his family system, he is behaving 'normally.'
However when he is required to infringe the rules, and at the
same time remain within them, he adapts by schizophrenic be-
havior. (Haley, 1960, pp. 466-467).

Haley acknowledges the "familial relativity" of adaptable behavior

if not the cultural relativity of behavior.

Ackerman's (1960) classic book on the family proposes family

therapy. At the time of its publication, his outlook was much closer

to the psychoanalytic base than it is now. In a recent New York

Times Magazine section (1970), he views the disturbed child within

the entire ecosystem of friends, neighbors, and family. In an ef-

fort to clear up the disturbance, he solicits the support of all

these people in ch)nging their behavior toward the child.

These family interaction theorists, like the biologists, do

not emphasize the cultural relativity of adaptable behavior. They

Place emphasis on parental attitudes toward the child. Although

these two factors weaken the ecological orientation, these theorists

are convinced of the need to manipulate the system as well as the

individual in his n6 Jral environment, to alleviate disturbance.

They contribute to ecological theory a description of extreme path-

ology which can exist within a microsystem of communication. Previ-

ously ecological theory has not been able to examino lincluis:ic com-

munication.

:3
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5. CONCLUSION

The preceding descriptions of ecological approaches to the study

of emotional disturbance demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of

ecological research in this area.

Ecological theory provides the weakest explanations for human

communication patterns and cultural transmission. It is neverthe-

less valuable in having already formulated biological principles

which may be synomorphic to human behavioral principles.

A brief summary of the areas of human ecology is a helpful way

to explain their relationship to each other and to ecological theory.

The anthropological area is related to all the other areas, al-

though its strongest link is with sociolog,, The sociological and

anthropological areas are timilar in their research techniques (na-

turalistic research) and in their emphasis on the importance of the

environment of man. The clearest difference lies in the greater im-

portance placed on individual differences within anthropology. This

area more than any other has modeled itself after animal ecology.

Researchers of the classical group use methods similar to :lose

of anthropologist.s and are close in theory to the sociologists.'

ClaLisen and Kohn are between the socioi-gical environmental approach

and the new a,3proach which gives equal weight
t,.-) individual differ-

ences and environment. Transitional theorists in psychogy, like

Rhodes and Kelly, 4ere greatly influenced by the biological ecolo-

gists.

The socHI2o;cal and psychological group tend tn derive
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principles from a study of the ecosystem rather than from the princi-

ples of animal behavior. fhey contribute most by investigating the

effect of ecosystems on behavior.

biological ecologists have expounded on the unique abili-

ties (adaptation) and drives (aggressio) in humans. The interaction

between these innate qualities and environment was described by the

medical ecologists and Thomas, Chess, and Birch. The latter group

was more strongly influenced by the anthropological view of the cul-

tural relativity of normal behavior.

The psychodynamic theorists have the fewest links to other

areas. They look at the interaction in the microsystem of the family,

but because of irs lack of emphasis c n cultural relativity of behavior

and because of its emphasis on the intrica,te communication process

within and between mon. This is not to say that it is not a valuable

contribution but its uniqueness separates it from others .

lt is clear that an ecological theory of emotional disturbance

has not been foimalized at the present time; present theory is a

combination of hypotheses. research, and attitudes toward emotional

disturbance. No other are ,-. has the eclectic multidisciplinary nature

of ecology. This i-, both its strength and weakness. Its strength

lies in the -lultiple views brought by the expertise of a myriad of

diciplines. Its weakness lies in the lack cf unification and syste-

ma!ic furmulation which characterizes the diver,.ity of the area.

What is ncded is a systematic attempt to combine these con-

tribution; into A general theory which could account for emotional
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disturbance. This might be done with a systems or ecosystems approach

to the problem. Until that time, the methodology and concerns of eco-

logy can continue to promote insights into the nature of emotional

disturbance.
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the biophysical and sociological sciences, the analytic process
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small hypothetical units. The analytic process does shed light on

causal relationships. Psychoanalytic theory interrelates biophysi-

cal and sociological factors to define :lause-effect relationships
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regarding the nature ot this relati,-,n'ihiP, of Psyche and

oma, are prewalent in the literature of tne c.ounter-culture. The

"body-awareness" cults emphasiz(t the re-discovery of the hody. The

political or ezucational theorists speak of unchaining the mind

through de-institutionalization. All speak of creating a new envi-

ronment in ..Th!Ch the individual is permitted new freedom in explor-

ing and devel0pihy 7,+; ;nteractions between mind and body.

The th,-2 tension within man, beteen mind and body,

has been attributed by Freud to the socialization processes in

which nind Jnd are made antagonists. Areas of concern within

ne benaviral science, r-ay reflect the mind-podv dicnotomy. Bic-

:)hys.ical t'xplOre Man''F, 'given nature," while sociology

Hies -created nature."
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One ta,-, of oehaviorat

re-HtegrltiOn of these concerns.

, to proces5e of andiy-_;is or 'yntne-

sl n ;he L2'fort relate the diver,;, concerns of nehavioral
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its constituent parts, synthetic processes
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b. sciences. r.Jf 7a:ural o-enomena has

ihctea5ihyly specialized :-_,udy ,no. ledge. Natural

sciences, soch as zoology or botahy. have e...Jenced the increased

pecialization of effort.

The result of tne analytic Jdproach in the behavioral sciences

nay te seen in the development of psychoanalytic and behavioral

tnougnt. 'onile psychoanalysis attempted to relat.,-and integrate
.

the biophysical and sociological sciences, the analytic process

used invol..,J fractionation of phy'_.ical and social phenomena into

small hyPothetical units. The analytic process does shed light on

causal relationships. Psychoanalytic theory interrelates biophysi-

cal ahd 'sociological factors to define :Lause-effect relationships

;^ a oost hoc 7nanner.

In reactiot, to the :sychuanalytic approach, leahninc theory was

But th/^ new approach also invoRed an intensive effort

!, analyze be:iaviar, this time reducing it to the srlalost

sible onit. Lear. theorists particolarli concerned t:i..Jt

their ,,.:'fort re%ults could be replicated by other investiga-

t,r,,. Since repHcation is usually possiule only within a labora-

tory or artificial 'etting, the usefulness of generated prescrip-
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,elf) r-,21.-:':nsnip is extensive. Ins:cad of reducing each

,!:.2 ,:.,-,-Torent part .:tempts are made to rela,e these

..inJ!ir,7.1c,111y. The papor that frAlows is ;.-n

z , ,nt2 ',iroup of counter tneori,t, or*rar}ly "radical
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sive overview of this enormous literutur, ...4ould be presumptuous.

Instead, three separate papers were prepared w th different pur-

Poses in mind. Inc first paper, "Some Stra-ids Within Counter

intended to give une tne 'fel fr tOe counter culture

-Ind its philosc,ay. he ecund paper, "Unusual ideas in Education,"

has been prepared t.y one respected counter theorist who directs his

salvus against the institution of the school. The third paper,

"Conceptual Models of Emotional Disturbance: Some Other Thoughts,"

again focuses upon the "content" aaf:i'epunter theory but from a

broader perspective. The various counter theoretical positions are

examined and related using the concept of the "school aS community"

as the unifying theme.

The authors of the counter theory papers attempt to acquaint

the reador with the counter-commentary on emotional disturbance by

presenting: I) its historical, philosophical roots and an overview

of their educational implications; 2) a sample of counter-commen-

tary a', it might view itself; 3) a description of one model as an

alternative to schooling.
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PROLOGUE: A CONCEPT IN SEARCH OF DEFINITION

What is meant by "counter psychology?" It is difficult to

say. There are no organizations, schools, publications, authors

which can lay exclusive claim to the title and thereby define the

parameters to be explored. Each person is left to apply the label

to whatever overlapping and divergent views strike some chord of

recognition, some feeling of "ah, here seems a thread of counter

psychology." Thus what each so identifies is in a sense peculiarly

personal, a partial reflection of tastes, attitudes, experiences

which prompt him to say, this seems to fit, this does not. For

there is no coherent, unified assertion, no set of authorized

tenets against which a writer must be measured before laying claim

to the title. There is no Karl Marx or Sigmund Freud of counter

psychology, no arbiter of membership or "ism." It is not completely

accidental that the counter theory position, unlike the others

within the project, failed to seek bibliographic references from

recognized authorities. And yet this is not to say that counter

psychology rests purely in the eye of the beholder. There is a

community of beholders, of persons for whom the label rings some

bells of recognition however dimly. And it is with the community

of beholders that rests the ultimate task--and pleasure--of crea

ting and re-creating the parameters of counter psychology.
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it should be clear py now :hat this paper claims to be neither

authoritative nor exhaustive. It is not an attempt to write the

beginnings of the counter psychology position. There is no inevit-

able reacton to those viewpoints "countered," as is well illus-

:rated by the diversity to be found within the counter-culture. To

codify a set of tenets seems somehow antithetical, a replacing of

old doema with new.

The strands of counter psychology found within this paper--

what can be said about them?

The writers dealt with here are identifiable as social scien-

tists or social philosophers; they are people who make their living

at these enterprises or who spend a large segment of their time

engaged in them. They are so included not because they have a mar-

ket on the experiences of humanity, but because they do have some-

thing to say, and because a lot of what they say is not really

hard (not acted upon). This paper is not identifiable with a

Paper on strands within counter culture, though many of the authors

and views herein are both valued by elements within counter culture

.)nd are ref!ections of what is happening within counter culture

(Perls, like more and more hippies and activists, moved into commu-

nal living, while Laing's Kingsley Hall has suffered physical

attack, not simply verbal opposition).

Yet while this is not a paper on counter culture, I seem to

come back again and again to what seems to me are important themes
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of cou-.te4- cultureanger. celebration, jnfolding: an anger with

thnse views and practices which stifle free. uncoerced choice and

experience: a celebration of the natural man within the killing

corose become: a faith, however tenuous, in the potentiali-

7ies o' the evelving process.

Much in tb aper is not new, yet it is striking that the Con-

ceptual Project left no room for these viewPoints in its definition

of the main stream positions to be explored- Perhaps it is not new-

ness, nor even the eliciting of strong verbal opposition which

defines the appropriateness of their inclusion within the framework

of this paper's title. Perhaps what makes these views strands of a

counter-psychology is the wide5Pread failure to actualize in behav-

ior the consequences of adhering to their premises. (There are

very few who fail to give lip service to the value of freedom;

there are very few who live their lives freelf; there are fewer

still who do not seek to obstroct the freed om of others).

This is written in the midst of a jumble of notes already ab-

stracted and a pile of books yet to be exp lored. It is hoped that

such a paper, however expanded and changed. Will always be so writ-

ten.

So let us begin, and see where it takes us.
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'ET FRrE THE FLOW OF A NATION'S
CONSCIOUSNESS, EXPANDING!

Painted cars Stained glass windows Street vendor man Green grass
warmth and Country Joe sound Be-decked me, jangling in the winds
of acid ailatonceness (Be still mind, I want to feel my body way
deep down inside) Pulsing energy and growth, a reaching--the
thrust and flow of Aquarian Renaissance.

Gay liberation, proclaiming; Black is beautiful, proclaiming; Sis-
terhood, Proclaiming; Freedom N,-w, proclaiming an end to shattered
elf.

Encounter. Rap. Awareness. Bringing it all Lack home.

A billion flashing lights shrieking the Fillmore beat of the hody"s
rhythm. Mind pierced with crystal facets of sigh and sound, fusing
the shattered fragments of the self with the oceanic flow of NOW.
A mind-bending journey to the center of the soul.

Raunchy bodies in fecund leather, Kit Carson shag. Cityheads
bringing it all back home to the green grass roots of individuation
(Hey groovy grandad--Hippie patriot--Homespun blue boy with musket
coiled to bite: this is our day. I dig you.

The land belongs to the People, Yes! Camp Pop Burlesque Twohun-
dred thousand spaced out kids flying the colors upside down The
Pastel haze of Sunday found happening in the park Pepper bite or
tear gas pig stick line advancing: Here I stand, rooted in the
Third World of the self, asserting, senses inundated by the raucous
cry. I an!

And_always, always, the thrust and flow of the joyous "sounds of
freedom flashing"

I am a dreamer. Romantic action dreams. The stifled self
straining against the bonds of fear which hold it fast, afraid
to choose, afraid to commit, afraid to be, choked in the wispy
strands of ancient mothers' hair bent low, stirs and shifts,
lets the rich healing oils of the sun shine in. Percolating
warmth--hope repotentials expanding----Rebirth.

iT'S TIME!
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Words in a poem, sounds in movement, rhythm in
space, attempt to recapture personal meaning in
time and space from out of the sights and
sounds of a depersonalized, dehumanized world.
They are acts of insurrection. Their source is
from the Silence at the center of pach of us.
Wherever and whenever such a whorl of patterned
sound or space is established in the external
world, the power that it contains generates new
lines of force whose effects are felt for cen-
turies.

R. D. Laing (1967, p. 43-44)

It is happening all around us.
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Dr.2.1. 17 -m4r Y%r'71..DI9 C, COUNTER CUITHRP

Wnile past twenty-five year', have been a period of increa-

sing economic 3 ffluence and physical :omfort, they have also been a

period of increasing meaninglessne,,s, of increasing awareness of a

p(ofound sense of alienationfrom our work, 4.-rom our self, and

from the people around us.

Soc:dmar p.12) Jescribe5 it, "our abundant society is

at Presen! .imply deficient in many of the most elementary objec-

tive opportunities and worthohile goals that could make growing up

possible. It is lacking in enough man's work. It is lacking in

nonest p,Jblic speech, and people are not taken seriously. It is

lacking in opportunities to be useful. It thwarts aptitude and

creates stupidity. It corrupts ingenuous patriotism. It corrupts

the fine arts. It shackle! science. It dampens animal ardor. It

discourages the religious convictions of Justification and Vocation

and it dim sthe sense that there is a Creation. It has no Honor.

It has no Community." With the social life organized around the

profit motive there has been decreasing opportunity for anyone but

the Capitalist to participate in the decisions which ,ffect his

labors', while for all there has been a scarcity of labor which is

humanly satisfying. Living as we in a profit-oriented system in

which genuinely needed products are built for planned obsolescence,

in Ahich "our inheritance, our immense productivity, has been pre-

empted" (p.xvi) to create pseudo-products, a system in which "lit-

tle direct attention is paid to the object, the function, the
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need, nJt ir,mense attention fls paid] to the

rcAt-, Procedure, prestige. and PrOfit." a SiStP 1-

rr,-re ,ire. in ',um, -0 'real oportjnities 'or worthwhile experi-

i-: :t Oeen imonsible to 'feelinas or just-

5ervic:bilitY (D,31. We are left with

erttrr;se 3S ri whole, with a resulting attitude

:ndference (p.20)and, -thwarted o- starved in the

imp,,tant objects proper to young capacities (P.12)." Our young

r3rowr up absurd, developing into "useless and cynical bipeds,

or decent young men trapped or early resigned, whether in or out of

the organized syste,- (P.14)."

More and more have come to share with Laing (1967) an aware-

ness that we are "a shriveled, desicated fragment of what a person

can bf (p.26):" "As adults we have forgotten most of our child-

hood, not only its contents but its flavor; as men of the world, we

hardly know of the existence of the inner world: we barely remem-

ber our dreams and rlake iittle sense of them (p.25)." while we ex-

perience of+r fantasy. "that contrapuntal interweaving of different

experiential modes P.26)," "merely as an inyusive sabotegirYg

irfantile nuiSarce (p. 31)." As for our bodies, "we retain just

sufficient. proprioceotive sensations to coordinate our movements,

to encLre the minimal requirements for biosocial survival--to

register fatigue. signals for food, sex, defecation', sleep; beyond

that, little or nothing. Our capacity to think, except in tle
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-3ervice of wh.at we are dargerously deluded in supposing is self-

interest and n conformity with common sense, it pitifully limited:

our capacity even to see, hear, touch, taste, and smell is so

shrouded in veils of m'istification that an intensive discipla of

unlearning is necessary for anyone before we can begin to experi-

ente the world afresh, with innocence, truth and love p.25)." We

live in a world in which "around us are pseudo-events, to which we

adjust with a false consciousness adapted to see these events as

true and real, and even as beautiful (p.11):" "we are bemused and

crazed creatures, strangers to our true selves, to one another, and

to the spiritual and material world (P. 13)."

Orla Dirensional Man; Man in the Gray Flannel Suit; the Huck-

sters; the Academic Marketplace; the Lonely Crowd: Sick, Sick,

Sick. With the late 1950's, a rush of books proclaiming the atro-

city of our organized world and the ensuing devqstation of the

self. With the 1960's, a rush of actions joined the increasing

outflow of words.

Culture Against Man. B.,t the atrocity is not new. Only the

gr,,,wing sense of alienatioi: the surge to reclaim an authentic

existence. Seatrik--Hippie--ippie--Activitist: Counter culture.

Why now?

The his!-ory of white civilization has been one of continuous

marginal struggle for physical survival, and, in those moments when

we could raise our consciousness above, the press of hunger,



fatie, and a desperate struggle to c,-eate ac, immutable

meanirq which could make it all somehow oearable. God. Rei,on.

Tse inevitability of Western Civilization. The past 70 years has

been a si'w Put increasing dissolution of those edifices which had

made this t,'e best of all possible worlds. Da-win toppled God from

l4is heaven so successfully that the modern theological vanguard has

had to re-create Him in Man's image, a less-than-actualized, evolv-

ing force. Freud destroyed the omnipotence of Reason, and in the

process painfully sensitized us to our omnipresent potential for

deception and delusion. Anthropology, under the banner of Relativ-

ism, toppled the sanctity of our Western Way, making it clear that

ours was but one among r.lany '71oherent creations.

.And as if this loss of our culturally .hared world view were

not enough. accelerating industrialization with its increasing

mobility, harried urbanization, and Kafka-esque bureaucratization

enr _.tched upon the personal meaning to be found in face to face

,unter with intimates and community.

Meaning. The l890's-l930's wos a period Laken up with the

nitty-gritty struggle for wages and working conditions. The strug-

gle in itself must have radicalized its participants, making them

increasingly aware of society's myths. Taking place o it did in a

Freudian world increasingly sophisticated to awareness of sophis-

try, and in the context of both a violent cru,ade which did not

after all make the world safe for democracy, and an economic
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upheaval belying the assumption that "all's right with the system,"

it must have done a great deal to lay the ground for disillusion.

Despite this, however, it did not produce alienation, for as Good-

man (1960) points out, it was a struggle wit for

its participants--dignity, commitment t( nse of

soliddrity, belonging, and a hope for a

Meaning. The 1940s. Our country under physical attack,

plunged iato a moral crusade grand enough to supply purpose for

all.

Meaning. The 1950's. Thousands dead, and beyond that nothing.

No crusade, e-;cept the fear-drivei . thrust of the witch hunt which

strangled on its own insanity. Yet the relative success of the

white labor movement had made it possible for an increasing number

of people to turn their sights toward existential needs. And white

middle class America came face to face with itself.

In our 'normal' ,lienation from being, the per-
son who has perilous awareness of the nonbeing
of what we take to be being (the pseudo-wants,
pseudo-values, pseudo-realities of the endemic
delusions of what are taken to be life and
death and so on) give us in our present epoch
the acts of creation that we despise and crave.

R. D. Laing (1967)

The initial response of those perilously aware--depression,

cynicism, despair, disaffiliation: "These, not boys, but early
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disillusioned, hip, and resigned young men...(were]...the Beat

Genr,rttion Goodman, 1960, p.62)." "Cool" as their by-word,

black their color, for "sometimes it seems that it is not possible

to do more than reflect the decay around and within us, than sing

i,ad and bitter songs of d1.3illusion and defea. (1 i 1967)."

The inevitable first step towo i chAnn ession.

fet their movement gave us far more, tor as JILK!.,111W,
, p. 576)

comments, writing in its present (1956), despite the limitations of

its procedures and the weakness of its artistic products, "the

fact of it, of a culture that is communal and tending toward the

creative, is so capitai that i, must have a future." It did.

The minorities' alienation from the natre of our existence

gradually took the form of massive commitment--commitment to the

creation of "meaningful alternatives" for both indiOdual and

social man. The 1960's saw a lifting of depression and a re-owning

of self, wili, and the sense of possibility. The cool dispassion

of progressive jazz gave way to the inundating sound of acid rock,

somber black was washed over with the psychedelic splash of color,

the by-word became Do It Now, and those who dropped out "turned on"

and "tuned in:" A Renaissan.:-.e. And like all such creative bursts,

its members came from different places at different times, and are

at different points in the intertwining complex surge to reclaim

body, to reclaim awareness, to reclaim the present, to reclaim

intimacy, to reclaim power, to reclaim meaning.
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1c is too much to paint the flow of the fifty's legacy, and it

is tempting to say with Laing (1967) that defeat "is not a

perennial possibility of the human spirit" and let it go at that.

Yet perhaps in the work of Marshall McLuhan (McLuhan and Fiore,

1967) is to be found a theory of history which can make sense of

the present burgeoning fermentation--of the Renaissance restructur-

ing and reintegration of mind and b ffinition and emotion,

logic and phenomenology. reflect detachment and com-

mitment. linear progression and G, C. For explanation,

Marsha! McLuhan points toward the changing sense ratio and the

transformation co a global village brought on by the media of elec-

tronic circuitry. His thesis appears important enough to present

in detail.

"Societies have always been shaped more by the nature of the

media by which men communicate than by the content of the communi-

cation...All media work us over completely. They are so pervasive

in their personal, political, economic, aesthetic, psychologica!,

moral, ethical, and social consequences that they leave no part of

us untouched, unaffected, unaltered. The medium is the message.

An understanding of social and cultural change is impossible

without a knowledge 0f the way media work as environments.

-All -,edia ar,7 extensions of some human facuity--psychic or

physical.- rhe book, the primary medium of the post-Gutenberq

printing prt. culture, is an extension of the eye; electric cir-

Cuitr the primary medium of the present period, is an extension
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of the entire central nervous system. "Media, by altering the

environment, evoke in us unique sense ratios of perception. The

extension of any one sense alters the way we think .rld act--the way

we percei.! the world. When these ratios change, MEN CHANGE."

In pre-literate society, the primary medium was the spoken

word, producing an environment where the sensory ratio was heavily

weighted in t sound. With the dc.4el,,, lent of a

printing .,edium became th d .ige and

our significant input was through the more static visual mode. The

"Gutenberg" mode, an extension of the eye, produced a Clange in the

sensory ratio and restructured our perceptions in terms of visual

space which is itself relatively uniform, continuous and connected,

making the line and the continuum the organizing principles of

experience. The effect on our subsequent development was profound,

and all encompassing. The printed page's presentation of linear,

uniform sections that are interconnected and continuous led to the

development of logical thougilt which depends on the presentation of

connected, sequential, relatively unchanging data. ("The rational

man in our Western culture is a visual man. The fact that most

conscious experience has little 'visuality is lost on him)." It

likewise led to specialization, since, "The fragmenting of activi-

ties.. our habit of thinking in bits and parts--'specialism'--

reflectod the step-by-step linear departmentalizincl process inhe-

rent in the technology of the alphabet.' Printing a5 a duplicating
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prock:ss and mode "provided the first uniformly repeatable commo-

dity, the first assembly line" and set the environment for mass

Production. The fact that reading is an individual, private mode

of receiving in which revision of data-input is a slow process

"added much to the new colt of individualism" and made possible the

private, fixed point of view. At the same time, it fostered an

emotional orientation of detachment and noninvolvement, since much

of our awareness of others experiences and of our experiences with

7S was channel, an abstract, symbolic

medium (the alphabet) which intervned between reality and expe-

rience, and through the eye, a less involving sense modality.

"Electric circuitry" (encompassing television, tape recorder,

ra(1io, movie, computer, Telestar, amplifier,--the communication

modes of our electronic technology) is the primary communication

medium of our age. It is an extension of the entire central ner-

vous system. It is producing an environment which re-emphasizes

ear and sound and calls into play multiple sensory char.lels in in-

teraction, changing the sense ratio so that we no longer are living

in a primarily visual world. The result is a profound restructur-

ing of our patters of social and personal being. Television, the

electrir_ medium p.:r excellence, is characterized by its simulta-

neous presentation to a large portion of the social body; by its

multi-channel sensory input which involves the channel of sound;

dnd b it,; near instantaneous transmission of information-in-process
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("in process" referring to the omnipresent fact of sights and

sounds in motion, to the fact of literal here and now "you are

there" presentation of real events unfolding, to the TV Ad kalei-

doscopic imagery of abrupt zooms, flash cuts, elliptical story-less

editing, and to the medium's ability to lapidly replace information

input with still newer input). It wraps around us, inundating Our

senses, emersing us in a hear and now multichannel allatonceness

experience. Adding, as it does, the sensory input of the ear ("the

dominant organ of sensory and social orientation in pre-alphabet

societies..." where "hearing was believing )," and substituting

visual images which, unlike words, are dynamic images closer to

direct experience rather than second order symbolic abstractions of

experience, it brings us into more immediate contact with our reac-

tive, emotional experience, fostering involvement. At the same

time it compels commitment, participation, and unification, pour-

ing upon us as it does, instantly and continuously, the concerns of

all men. "Participation via television in Freedom Marches, in

wars, revolutions, pollution, and other events is changirg every-

thing"--it is creating a global village of emotional and experien-

tial interdependence profoundly involving men with one another.

Equally important, "our electrically configurated world has forced

us to move from the habit of data collection to the mode of pattern

recognition. We can no longer build serially, block-by-block, step-

by-step, because instant communication insures that al-I faCtors of
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the environment and of expi:',:,.ice )-exist in a state of active

interplay." "Electric circuitry is Orientalizing the West. The

contained, the distinct, the separate--our Western legacy--are

being replaced by the flowing, the unified, the fed."

"Our:, is a brand-new work: of allatonceness. Time has ceased,

space has vanished. We now live in a global village ... a simulta-

neous happening. We are back in acoustic space. We have begun

again to structure ",0 el ing, nu 'ribal emotions from

which a few centuries of literacy have divorced us."*

(Footnote. A few comments: (1) Despite my summary. I thimk.McLu-
han's primary focus when contrasting the pre- and post-Gutenberg
cultures is upon the inherent differences between auditory and
visual experience, rather than on the difference between direct
sensory experiences and experience, mediated through the symbolic
abstraction of written words. Whi'e I would agree that auditory
experience more involving than visual, I think the difference
between direct and indirect experience is likewise important.
(2) McLuhan sees the Gutenberg culture as one in which the sensory
ratio is shifted from auditory to visual primacy, and the electro-
nic circuitry culture as involving an extension of the entire cen-
tral nervo s system. At the same time, however, he views it as a

return to the auditory primacy of the pre-Gutenberg culture. It

seems more correct however, if we take television as the epitomy of
the electric circuitry medium, to view the electric circuitry envi-
ronment as one in which visual stimuli have taken on the character-
istics of auditory stimuli (the primary characteristic of which is

flow). In this sense, the effect indeed is that of an extension of
the entire central nervous system. (3) Th9 role of books, as mea-
sured by their mushrooming availability ane consumption, has in-

creased hand in hard with the increase in the electric circuitry
medium. This may, of course, simply be a reflection of our era's
pivotal position in the move from one cultural environment to
another. Still, it seems to me that the book is undergoing a pro-
found change, a change which reflects the electric circuitry mode
of experiencing. More and more, books--including those presenting
intellectual content--are becoming more personal, eflections of
inner experience and personal reactions to outer events. Cleaver's
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While McLuhan's thesis is that medium rather than content is

the i.mportant MeSsa-ey , two concrete events experienced via electric

circuitry seem to have had an ou [standing impact on the formation

of the Lounter-culture. The role of the historically second

event--Vietwam overkill, strategic hamlets, rigged elections, and

burning children, coup ,led with the government's demand tha th

',u1) hlatently ugly repression--has

becup,,_, too obvious to elaborate. The role of the black civil rights

movement is not only historically primary, but perhaps of primary

importance as well, and a word seems in order.

The freedom rides of the early 1960's (spurred by a smoldering

black rage which was ignited by the segregated fight against German

racism, the shrieking discrepancy of an affluent white T.V. world,

and the Northern "dream deferred") not only initiated the process

of black liberation but of white liberation as well. The black

liberation struggles freed a large body of the as yet unalienated

youth from the illusion of compl acent comfort for all, showing up

the hypocrisy of the social system in such pure and startling form

that middle class youth, trained in at least the belief in "liberty

Soul on Ice is an excellent examP le. They are also becoming more
kaleidoscopic in their presentat ion (see Laing's Politics of Expe-
rience). And more arid more, peoP le are "writing" their books via
the medium of dictaplione rather than pen, a change which has a pro-
found impact on the product, maki ng it more fluid, personal, imme-
diate, less rigidly logical. just as the visual input of electric

cuitry is becoming auditorized, so with the printing press mode.
If this is so, then [he book is not dying. It is evolving).
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and justiLe for all" was shook to its idealistic core. At the same

tire, it freed the white from his bemused inability to imagine al-

ternatives for effecting changes in his own life. Th. importance

' the bloc'. civil . Jf2f'6 6 P0,2r, in5

its mobilization of white energies toward actualizing

black liberation, but in the consequent raising of white conscious-

ness to awareness of the power-structure shackles operating daily

in their own lives to rob them of self-determination. It is not

accidental that the first massive university revolt of the 1960s,

the 1964 Berkeley Free Speech Movement, used the black tactic of

sit-in, and that the Berkeley students' cry for self-determination

was first raised en mass in the context of a struggle which was in

large part a reaction of outrage to a dean's refusal to allow cam-

pus recruiting of nickles for SNCC. And it is no accident that the

slogans which were once the property of a black liberation struggle

became that of people everywhere engaged in freeing themselves--

blacks, students, women, homosexuals: "We shall overcome," "Free-

dom Now," "X Liberation," evolving into the all embracing demand

"All Power to the People." The struggle for freedom is contagious.

There could not have been a People's ?ark without a freedom rider.

Thus, the present expansion of both social and personal con-

sciousness, represented in middle class youth's embracing of acti-

vism, psychedelica, and the human potential movement, is the in-

heritance of both an absurdly empty social system and of the
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mediw, ,

.1r,!

w th its ' the

-,ensory ratiL. many who

had come trom the deepest strata of uninvolved rat race inner emp-

tiness chose the path of personal consciousness expansion, seeking

to revolutionize their personal lives through the immediate crea-

tion of the meanings they could not see in their parents' choices--

trust, intimacy, experiential awareness, a genuine livins ;n the

here and now community. Such is the way of the hippie (see Haley,

1968, for a delightful exposition of this life style) and of tne

Human Potential Movement. Others, perhaps those experiencing a

less gaping chasm of personal emptiness, chose the path of social

consciousness expansion. Such is the way of the activist. In

between stands both the Yippie (with his active thrust to smash

the state through the flounting of his revolutionized life style)

and the vast majority of the youth movement.

It is happening all around us.

LET FREE THE FLOW OF A NATION'S
CONSCIOUSNESS, EXPANDING!
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PA, :,OmE SOURCES OF OBJECTIONS

Introductory Comments

When I first started to think about how to write this paper,

two primary approaches emerged. The first, encompassed here, was

to focu upon prevalent positions within psychology, presenting

objections or counter positions whicii, although enunciated by

social scientists, would presumably find some suppurt among members

of the counter-culture. This approximates the "man looks at

science" approach suggested by the site visitors. The second was

to ignore prevalent positions and concentrate instead upon presen-

ting counter approaches to what we have in this project called

deviancy. Such an approach takes an anti-adjustment position and

centers on the assertion that the well-enculturated man is a poor

model for emulation. This view variously includes the position

that our social system is "sick," that deviance is a needed leap

toward freedom, that deviance is simply another mode of being, and

that the deviant, while not necessarily "on course," is the reac-

tive product of coercive and mystifying macro- and microsystems and

is no less "off course" than are the systems producing and treat-

ing" him (usually these views intertwine). Originally I had in-

tended to present both approaches, adding to the first paper on

"The Unfolding of a Counter Culture" a second paper on "Sources of

Objection" and a third on "Counter Adjustment." As it turned out,

the middle paper became more extensive than intended. Thus rather
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than an independent paper on anti-adjustment apptoaches, I have

both relied upon the firA paper and upon the implications of the

present paper (see in particular, "To Somewhere Else") to present

this view, as well as subsuming this topic under objections to the

adjustment concept, letting the science fiction writers R. A. Laf-

ferty and H. G. Wells speak for me.

This paper consists of a series of relatively independent

essays (not necessarily produced in the order presented), written

as objections to functionalism, diagnostics, man the monster,

science as logical positivism, adjustment, and the medical model.

As such, two comments are necessary.

First, it will be noted that the views presented are not nece,..s.-

sarily in accord, particularIv with regard to the issue of the

nature of man. The "sick so,.:iety" position, encompassed in the

writings of Laing, Goodman, ard Fromm (referred to in the first

paper and in the sections on functionalism and man the monster in

the present paper) suggest the possibility of making useful, rela-

tively explicit statements regarding human nature (although these

writers do not necessarily hold the same hypotheses regarding this

nature), and imply that one may speak of "health" and "sickness" of

being "on course" and "off course," of "congruence" and "deviance,'"

insofar as ,an individual or social system fosters or fails to fos-

ter development in accord with this nature. Juxtaposed to this are

positions which sidestep the issue, maintaining that for all
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practical purposes man is free to create his nature and that the

individual and social problems or tPhaviors or experiences which in

some way get labelled (either by individuals Dr social systems) as

sick or unnat,..,-,0, are in fact simply disliked by someone, and that

the labels reflect man-created values regarding solutions to prob-

lems in i-ving. Both positions, however, stress the creative,

influx, process aspect of the life experience.

Second, insofar as the text was written as a series of rela-

tively independent essays, there is no indication of relative

importance, each section being treated with equal emphasis. For me,

the section "To Somewhere Else" is most important, and if I were-to

present only one section of this paper this would be it. In next

order of importance stands the section, "Wanted: A Meaningful

Phenomenology."
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B. Functionalism

The position of Functionalism boils down to one which asserts

that "mon's mental constitution is a blank piece of paper, on

which society and culture write their texts," a tabula rasa "which

has no intrinsic quality of its own." (Fromm, 1955, p. 22). As

Goodman (1960, p. 34) summarizes it, it asserts "you can teach peo-

ple anything; you can adapt them to anything if you use the right

techniques of 'socializing! or 'communicating.' The essence of

'human nature' is to be pretty indefinitely malleable.
'Man,' as

C. Wright Mills suggests, is what suits a particular type of

society in a particular historical stage." Thus, the Function-

alists postulate that each society is normal inasmuch as it func-

tions, and that pathology can be defined only in terms of the indi-

vidual's lack of adjustment to the ways of life in his society

(Fromm, 1955, p. 21)."

This position developed from the 'liberal social scientists'

distress at the reactionary use of the concept of human nature to !

bolster the status quo (as for example, in the use of Social Dar-

winism to justify capitalism). Thus, the liberal scientist, backed

by increasingly available data on the diversity of human cultural

solution; to the problems of living, stressed the malleability of

human nature and the influence of environmental factors. ironic-

ally, this has led to the view that what is is good. Good for
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4hoo? the focus became that of a particular

,:ind its efforts to maintain equilibrium, and the

that hich disrupted the ongoing system-change.

(1060) points ou' H.,t Functionalism confounds man the

:-nan the enculturated animal, and social with

,,,ncultJrating process is treated as if it is that

pr,-Inces a social human being. For many social scientists,

"'human nature' 'not social' and refers to something prior

to society, belorging to an isolated individual (p.8);" "growing up

now inter:Dreted as a process of socializing some rather indefi-

nite kind oF animal, and 'socializing' is used as a synonym for

teaching him the culture (p. 8)." While "only society is the

,carrier of culture (it is not inbe)rn)...it does not follow that

sociali7ed a,'d cultured are synonymous. What follows, rather, Ls

that, since culture is so overwhelmingly evident in observing man-

kind, social properties must he the essence of original 'human

indeed that the 'isolated individual' is. a product of

culure Pu! heing 'social animal" does not imply "har-

mrinious belonging." Fighting, dissenting, rebelling, initiating

fuoda-ental change are social functions. We cannot say that "if

(1,-,p; not 1-1,r, smoothly...it has been improperly social-

that "'hero has ben a failure in communication (p.10-11)."

We cannot use conformity to a particular social system as a mea-

urr- or .1,-1 individual's socialness.- The
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Hi failure to become an assimilated part of the sys-

tem in which he lives is not evidence of his failure to become a

social being; rather, it is evidence of the system's failure to be

pro-human.

While "It is true indeed, that man in contrast to the animal,

shows an almost infinite malleability" in that "There is hardly a

psychic state in which man cannot live, and hardly anything which

cannot be done to him, and for which he cannot be used," nonethe-

less, "the statement that man can live under almost any condition

is only half true; it must be supplemented by the other statement,

that if he lives under conditions which are contrary to his nature

and to the basic requirements for human growth and sanity, he can-

not help reacting; he must either deteriorate and perish, or bring

about conditions which are more in accordance with his needs

(Fromm, 1955, o. 26-27)." As Goodman (1960, p. 6) maintains, "the

loss of force, grace and feeling seems to be evidence that somehow

the acquired cultural habits do not draw on unimpeded outgoing

energy, they are against the arain, they do not fit...needs or

appetites." And "we do not need to be able to sa,. what 'human

nature in order to be able to say that so,le training is

'against human nature' and you persist in it at peril cling

stubbornly to the presumption that at every stage there is a devel-

oping potentiality not yet cultured, and yet not blank, and that

makes possible the taking on of culture. We must draw 'it' out,
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offer 'it' opportunities, not violate 'it, Cept for unavoidable

reasons. What 'it is, is not definite. It is What, when appealed

to in the right circumstance%, gives bel-wwior that has force,

grace, discrimination, intellt, feeling."
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C. L,Alical

(1) Mechanistic science and its fragmentation of the whole person:

Reactions to logical positivism as it operates within psychology

are old. They first became most clearly crystalized by such

writers as Gordon Allport and Henry Murray who, writing in the late

1930's and early 19405 were objecting to ,-he powerful force of

American behaviorism which had all but encompassed psychology.

While the strand they represent, labeled by Maslow "The Third

Force" to distinguish it from behaviorism and psychoanalytic

thought, has been with us a long time and might on these grounds

appear too well-established to be given room here, they do in my

opinion belong. First, because their objections to psychological

science as then practiced are still valid today. Second, because

aspects of their views in more evolved forms are to be found in the

"body" psychologists who Keen (1970 a) labels members of the

counter-therapeutic. Third, because we can see within them the

beginnings of the anti-scientism and anti-intellectualism of

strands of the counter culture. Fou.-th, because many elements

witin the counter culZure either expliCtly identify with the

"Thi7d Force" kee, for example, Kreps ir Firestone and Koedt,

1970) or create posit.-,w, highly compatible with it (see, for exam-

ple, the S.O.s. !itirnr statement of 1962).
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,IlorT (1965), 4riting in 1937. comments, "Perhaps the

simple-,t way to characterize the positivist view of man is to say

that he is regarded as a reactive being" whose behaviors are

"deterfrjned by outer forces or ianer drives (P. 35)"over which he

has little control. Following a I9th century model of physics,

-positiie psychology sees movement as caused and determined by

pressures (p.35)" and views man as one would view elementary or-

ganisms or inanimate objects such as machines. Thus, for the mOst

part positivistic psychology "looks at man not in terms of pro-

action but of re-action (p.35)." It represents a deterministic and

quasi-mechanical view of man. In some respects the psychoanalytic

view is like that of positivism: "Man is a quasi-mechanical reac-

tor, goaded by three tyranical forces: the environment, the id, and

the superego. Man adjusts as well as he can within this triangle

of forces. Since he is full of defenses and prone to rationalize,

his search for final truth is doomed to failure" (p. 37). Both

views leave little room for man's experience of himself as a free,

willing agent who creates his own destiny, who in Kluckholn's

phrase, "makes himself."

Interwoven with objections to positivism's mechanistic and

deterministic model is the objection that its views and methods

fragment man, disregarding man's experience of himself as a whole,

integrated person. Speculating that perhaps "Positivism is,..a

reflection...of the fragmentation of personality in the modern
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world (p.37),.' Allport (1965) vi..-!ws positivism's self-assigned

task as that of finding "small facts under controlled conditions"

the "fact" being necessarily small "since reliability can, as a

rule, be obtained only when one deals with a limited fragment of

behavior (P. 35)." Thus, "Attention is devoted to the partial, the

physical, the quasi-mechanical, the regular, the logical, because

these aspects cn be controlled. Attention is correspondingly

withdrawn from the symbolic, the illogical, the uncoded, the con-

figured because they cannot be reliably controlled (p. 35-36)." As

Murray (1965) commented in 1938, "the psychologist who does this

should recognize that he is observing merely a part of an operating

totality, and that this totality, in turn, is but a small temporal

segment of a personality (p. 48),"and that "without some notion of

the whole there can be no assurance that the processes selected for

intensive study are significant constituents (p. 50)." For Murray

this meant we must stop creating a science which leaves out the

person, and create a "science of men, taken as units (p. 49)." In

calling for such a science, both Allport and Murray were calling

for a psychology in which the concept and experience of "',elf" is both

relevant' and central, since in Allport's (1965, p. 39) words,

is the ground of all experience," it "provides the platform for all

other experiences." Allport and Murray are arguing that "the indi-

vidual personality as a patterned entity must serve as the center

of gravity for psychology (Allport, 1965, p. 38)."
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let

bv the e. ,tentialis:s. Without here

intricacies and divergencies of existen-

v accept Allport's (1965, p. 46-47) summary of

Ther.. tendency among existential writers
!, r one basic intentional theme in

!ife. A fairly wide range of proposals
e resultand yet the varied proposals

;eem for the r-lost part to be complementary and
rwcordant. not in actual opposition. Man is

inherently restless and anxious, desiring both
security anJ freedom. He strives to counter
hi5 condition of alienation by seeking a mean-
ing for existence which will cover the tragic
trio of suffering, quilt, death. By making
commitments he finds that life can become worth
living. Along the way he enhances his own
value experiences. If necessary he will sacri-
fice his life in order that sore primary value
can continue to be served. He is capable of
taking responsibility, of answering by his
deeds the questions life puts to him. In this
way he rides above his own organic and spirit-
ual urgencies, and achieves true self transcen-
dence. Although different writers place empha-
sis on different parts of this formulation, the
picture is consistent.

FxHtentialist psy_hology hopes to establish a psychology of

r"1 piVO! will lie in the perennial themes and crises of

h,:ah life Deterministic reductionism. S-R sequences, drive and

hit miss '.the catastrophic coloring of life (All-

1965, Q, 24):' "psychology should be more urgently human than

Ir. /421. This position is that of personalism, which

.tssert'. th,tt the final answer to the question, what sort of a crea-

ture is m.an, "will dclose a creative unity, a purposive, growing
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00SitiV-

analysis

te ourse of his

: ;n csychol-

;sn'_ relevant.

,

:ne 'neutralit\- of positivism has cie ur,det attack a great

,-!ea! receetly. c.).eve cial.lls failJre to either a ' '- 'n of objec-

tivity or to forthrichtl acknowledge its value . ientation when

dealing with anythina important has become in!creasingly clear, in

particular to those ,4ho find theoselves with a set of values out-

side those widely accepted in the culture (as is exemplified by

both the complaints of the Left and the Women's Liberation move-

ment). In this vein stands Women's Liberation's strenuous objec-

tions to the psychology of women as perpetrated by males; the move-

ment is acIre than ready to agree with Laing, (1967, p. 60)' that

"much of current social science deepens...mystification. Violence

cannot be seen thr,ugh the cights of oo>itivi5m."

(Footnote: mystifitatin refers to attempts by others not only to
invalidate a person's exceriencn, but "to overlay this devastation
by a false cooscioosnes inured...to its own falsification (p.57)."
Violence refers rn 'attempts to consti,lin tho other's freedom, to
force him to act in the way we desire, but with ultimate lack of
concern, with indifference to the other's own existence or destiny,"
in contrast to Im,ve whirh "lptc the other he. but with affection
and concern (p, cR1.
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the ti-e :Mat there i, dr objectin tu positivism's

failure to acnieie neutrality, there is also much objection to a

neutral -,cience. As :he following excerpt from Laing (1967,

pp. 60-62) captures the dual complaints, as well as the emotional

flavor of a counter-culture which demands both relevance and com-

mitment in those endeavors concerning man, it seems worth quoting

despite its length:

Much current social science deepens the mysti-
fication. Violence cannot be seen through the
sights of positivism.

A woman grinds stuff down a goose's neck
through a funnel. Is this a description of
cruel:y to an animal? She disclaims any moti-
vation or intention of cruelty. If we were to
describe this scene "objectively," we would
only be denuding it of what is "objectively,"
or better, ontologically present in the situa-
tion. Every description presupposes our onto-
logical premises as to the nature (being) of
man, of animals, and of the relationship be-
tween them.

If an animal is debased to a manufactured piece
of produce, a sort of biochemical complex--so
that its flesh and organs are simply material
with a certain texture in the mouth (soft,
tender, tough), a taste, perhaps a smell--then
to describe the animal positively in those
terms is to debase oneself by debasing being
itself. positive description is not "neutral"
or "objective." In the case of geese-as-raw-
material-for-pate, one can only give a negative
description if the description is to remain
underpinned by a valid ontology. That is to

say, the description moves in the light of what
thi5 activity is a brutalization of, a debase-
ment of, a desecration of: namely, the true
nature of human beings and of animals.
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-Jescrtinn must te in light of the fact
beings so brutalized themm

-.eldes, have become so banal and stultified,
tnat they are unaware of their own debasement.
This is not to superimpose onto tne "neutral"
description certain value judgements that have
los,_ all criteria of "objective" validity, that
is to say. any validity that anyone feels needs
to be taken really seriously. On "subjective"
matters, anything goes. Political ideologies,
nn the other hand, ore riddled with value
iudgemerts, unrecognized as such, that have no
ortnlogical validity. Pedants teach youth that
such guescions of value are unanswerable, or
untestable, or unverifiable, or not really
questions at all, or that what we require are
metaquestions. Meanwhile Vietnam gees on.

Under the sign of alienation every single
aspect of the human reality is subject to fal-
sification, and a positive description can only
perpetuate the alienation which it cannot it-
self describe, and succeeds only in further
deepening it because it disguises and masks it

the more.

We must then repudiate a positivism that
achieves its 'reliability" by successfully
masking what is and what is not, by serializing
the world of the observer, by turning the truly
given into capta which are taken as given, by
denuding the world of being and relegating the
ghost of being to a shadow-land of subjective
"values."

The theoreticai and descriptive idiom of much
research in social science adopts a stance of
apparent "objective" neutrality. But have
seen how deceptive this can be. -he choice of
syntax and vocabulary is a political act that
defines and circumscribes the manner in which
"facts" are to be experienced. Indeed, in a
sense, it goe,, further and even creates the
'acts that are studied.

The 'data' (given) of research are not so much
given as taken out of a constantly elusive
matrix of happenings. We should speak of capta
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-,t7,-s,r Tn b;uahtltativeli
int...; *The

"_,La!e,

Drt.Cflg we Jz.) Cr:
7 : te e ress i on f the ...)rcesses of

w';ere ull leave as with regard to science? Ironi-

,uou tn r vears ago Murray and Ailport were able to

Third Force, they were not able to

The) were too enmeshed in the values of

pJsitii;sm i.. ii,tle more !han seek reforms, to seek more mean-

ingful ir),truments Fur measuring broader, more meaningful human

wiriables. Perhaps 'here can be nu positivistic science of man.

we need to ,:urn away from such a science and turn instead

t'JwArd tn;nking, pnilosophizing, doing, experiencing. Perhaps we

need -0 recognize that it is not only the concept of "mental ill-

ness wnicf. ab,i-..ure, the fact that we are dealing with "problems in

living." and tnus with values and ethics (Szasz, 1960, 1961), but

the bonept of a positivistic science of man as wel.

(3) Warted: a meaningful phenomenology: When p- /bhology first

emerged from pnilosopny, it was a personalistic, benomenologicai,

exue.rienial cience, or at least i: was attempt:- to be. Wundt

defined I a, irlvetiga:inA lthe total content G. :.perience in its

relati-n, tfle ,,bjeL.; dames saw it us "the ence of finite

individaal mihds; and Titchner viewed it as "tno study of expe-

rience considered is dependent or some person (quoted in Allport,

1965. D. 36)." U64',Jrtur-itell, our an::estors did violence to this
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ne::.a-e a tool for main-

e le-k,n_le is co771pose,-..- of discrete

_sourness, wetness, and what have you.

Ne .1un3n oeings could nut be used t) obtain

Il-trai-,ed performers, and colleagues

re,iolted. j,e,,talt psychology, which came on the scene at

!hat tirle, edUS CHSe to experience to be accepted by psycholo-

gists who had witnessed rhe travesties of an experientially based

attempt to under.itand man. In any case it was Behaviorism which

Prevailee. McDougal and Watson held public debate on the existence

of consciousness, McDougal lost, and "black box" psychology was

born. We have been trying to get back into the box ever since.

I am finding myself completely overwhelmed in the various

attempts I have made to produce a coherent statement regarding

phenomenology, which is one of the most important ways we have of

re-entering the black box and coming out with something valuable to

ourselves.

Perhaps there are two statements which need to be made. The

first is a simple statement that the human being is an experiencing

being, a self-aware being, and we cannot fully understand him un-

we respect this aspect of him. Laing (967) speaks well for

this position:

Natural scientific investigations are conducted
on objects, or things, or the patterns of

relations between thiNgs, ur on systems of
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PeJn', are jistincuiSne-J from
t-ljt ;;er-,ns experience the worlc,

thngs pehave in the world. Thing--
experience. p,=1" sonal events are

experet;tial. Natural scientism is the error
turHng persons into things by a process of

ation that is rut :nself part of true
ra!,aral scientific methucl Results derived in

1,1Vn to be dequantified and dereified
!7-e; zan be reasilatec into tne realmne 27r,,,urse.

t',e error is tne failure to
realize tat there is an ontological discontin-
uit, 5.t,eer.. nan beings and it-beings.

Human rpeings relate to each other not simply
externally. like billiard balls, but by the
relations of the two worlds of experience that
come into play when two people meet.

if nurs,ri beings are not studied as human
thri tnis once more is violence and

r-sotitication (p. 62-63).

[We neeu a science of experience if we are to
understamj people.] We need concepts whicn
uotn indicate tne interaction and interexperi-
ence between two persons, and help us to under-
tand the relation between each person's own

ex:)erience and his own behavior, within the
context of relationship between them (p. 48).

.'.ny theory n,-)t founded in the nature of being
A lie and a betrayal of man. W. are

not con;:erned with the interaction between two
object',, m)i- with their transactions within a
yud ,ystem; Ne are not concerned with the

patterns within a system corlpri
,in two co,-,puter-like subjects that receive
and :,ruc.!ss input and emit outgoing signals.
Our concern is with two origins of experience
in relation p. 53-54).

The -,econr! statement about a call for phenomenology is more

difficult to ,lake clear. It can too easily be misunderstood as a
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r 7 fcr in aTceptance of our thoughts

..o,:.:erienze as some kind of ultimate statement about the

-ate irgs. filefre continuing on with tnis however, perhaps

pe nere for a point of view which comes very

-ear t.) tnis and which is, in fact, one of the most valuable and

Lm-2 ji,regarded contriputions of existential psychology

)f tne indiviJjal's perception of his reality as

te m,Jst imor:rt statement that can be 7ade aPout the realistic

natare of his uorij. Let me try an illustration. When someone

asserts with conviction, "I an Christ," we can take hi statement

as a symptom of A bilog:cal pathology, we can view it aS the pro-

Auct of inner defenses (ds for example, when we call it a delusion

of grandeur manufactureu to protect him from his frightening sehse

of ihaje'divacy), we can view it as a veiled communication obscured

to guard him agail7 the consequences of our comprehension, or we

can view it as a

,,,a..aloey and .2*--

.f real i tv exne

.aiid existential statement, free from brain

,ive alienation, an apprehension and expression

ced through a mode of awareness other than the

,:ne most familiar , us. When the Three Christs of Ypsilanti

to give a: yleir individual assertions of Christliness when

cnfronteJ with each other they may have failed to recant because

`,ne° he da; riOt, hecause each correctly comprehended his

existenial reality; "My ba.ic being, which is special and pre-

which must be cherished and be allowed to cherish in, return
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in order to survive, is being squashed, killed, denied by you; you

cannot accept my being nor my love and sacrifice my existence to

your inability both to accept me and to acknowledge your unaccep-

tance. If you could accept me, then I, and
I and you together,

woulsi be saved, redeemed, -esurrected." This all is a digression

from where I was heading. Let me try again.

Phenomenology is not a call for a return to introspectronism,

for the used of the internal analytic mode or for an acceptance of

whatever intellectual abstractions or reasons we come up with when

we think about things. Our immediate experience contains far more

than our immediate thoughts and is far more than our present

reflections on either previous events or the ongoing process we're

in. Man doesn't just think, he experiences. Ongoing thoughts are

not our ongoing reality. They simply represent the raw data of

sensations, feelings, images, motor movements, etc. These sensory

experiences are the basic unit from which all others develop and

are truly "of the present." (The existential psychologists under-

stood this, but somehow while they spoke a lot about the need for a

study of man based on the phenomenological method, they never came

up with a very adequate method, with the possible exception of

Rogers and the definite exception of Perls.) Thinking, remembering,

imagining are all subjective experiences derived from this basic

"sensory data." Now partly because we have an incredible capacity

for symbolic thought, for organizing our raw data; partly because
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uur oaf=ticular culture values this form of experience to an out-

=.tanding extent, making it a much-sought after mode of experience;

portly because we're still immersed in strong remnants of Puritan-

ism 4hich distrust, or reject,or endow with a certain sense of shame,

our getting in touch with sensual perceptions (sensual perceptions"

emotions--"I am afraid" is only a cognitive label attached

to a complex set of sensations, not the experience of afraidness

itself); and partly because we deyeloped mind in the Gutenberg

mode, a mode in which body doesn't function (the younger genera-

tions which developed their symbolic capacity in the message of the

electronic circuitry media are less cut off from body)--for all

thee reasons we don't have easy access to being in touch with

those elements of our ongoing experience which are not thinking.

This is also perhaps because if we got in touch with the raw data

(like the tension in our chest, for instance) we might find out

More about our situation and what it does to us than we wish

One of the tenants of those valuing phenomenology is that if we are

to achieve a meaningful undersranding--one that frees us for

action which is congruent with our being at the moment--we must

get in touch with our raw experiences, our bodily sensations. If

40 :ion! to know what we feel, what we want, we can't get there by

simply asking ourselves, by thinking about it. In fact there are

many pitfalls in entrusting to our "computer," to "mind fucking" as

Perls calls it, for rational primacy dilutes the reality of our
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fium it by irter.Ncting an encounter with

a ,ymhulL. abstractio. only find 01-It vihat we are, what we

wantreown our experien,:e--/b,i letting uursl../es become fully aware

of our sensations. Thc Leilhe's in our i/eQ., the tightness in our

our c1,2nched fist, Oclliog tear Juzts, .v;inging foot, down-

cast eyes--these tell us 0 vtat deal, anq a'o our most reliable

ways for building and checLOQ out the verPal abstractions we make

about our experience. Phr..imio1E:nology rests on the insistance that

'man is essentially incarnak. that he iO his body. Knowledge

begins nut with 'I think, therefore I dal,' but with 'I sense,

therer.,ie I am' O'ccr, PJ/d4), P. 56)."

A Tut of the r,2Ji.,LovQri or this and d lc,t of the elaboration

or what thi,. 0.eaw, for us from a sctrie of recent interven-

tionJlldr,. Lalled the Cotinter-theraeUtic by Keen (1970),

aimed at getting pe,)ple both freed-up from bodily tensions and back

in touch .9ith pleasur, eXPerience, and encoun-

tering of otners. Included ylere should be %uGh people as Fritz

Perls, Bernie r.;unttier, Ann Ojlbrin, Sill 5hult/, Alexander Lowen,

Ida R,If. p,20;)ie rerNUeJ on techoique5 that concentrate

kiL)on psycholugical awarehess--dance,

Gt,!talt., biocH0-getiQs, senory awakening, experien-

tial inte21-0.!rsonal en;L:ounte(i'lcSi exercises, 5truc.tural in tegration.

Their ,.igniticance ci;g, Mo)y in their di5coveryrediscovery

of wdv, to get aim, matil\ihd bdclk intm rk feelings, relation-
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ship .vith others, but also in their contribution to the phenomeno-

logical method.

I'm finding that with that last sentence I've written myself

into a box that I'd like to get out of. I started this section

from a "scholarly" viewpoint--the history of psych'plogy as a

science--and not surprisingly ended up with a framing statement

which puts the contributions of the body psychologists and their

counter-therapeutic back into the stream of the development of psy-

chology as a science. To the extent that I did this I'm made con-

scious of how I stand on an interface between two worlds. In doing

this, however, I have distorted myself, the body psychologists, and

the strands of the counter culture preoccupied in their own ways

with the same concerns. Let us forget science--the understanding

of mankind--and look only at ourselves. That, in a sense, is the

most important message in both the body psychologist's and the

counter culture's involvement with experiential modes. Even the

word "look" distorts this message however, for it implies intellec-

tual understanding, a switch simply from developing a theory about

a generalized mankind to developing a theory about a concrete self.

And theorizing is a destruction of experience--not because it is

rational, but because it is only rational. In a sense, the counter-

culture-and the counter-therapeutic are truly counter theory. The

attempt to get back in touch with experience has nothing to do with

.Joderstandinq either ,,elf or other as understanding is usually
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thought of. Getting in tune with experience--consciousness expan-

ding--is to get more fully in tune with oneself. Its consequence

is bein3 more fully oneself. And when people are themselves, the

world changes. Our need as a culture is not for abstract under-

standing upon which to create programs.for action. It is for each

of us to re-center the power back within ourselves, as fully exPe-

rienced. The consciousness expansion of both the counter culture

and the counter-therapeutic is in a sense both a call for and an

actualization of interventions on self--interventions which spring,

not from an intellectual analysis of the nature of man, or the

nature of our personal or social status quo, but from a deep-fait

need to be more deeply real. There is for many a faith that if

l/you become deeply real, so will you/I (the essence of Rogers' and

of Carkhuff and Berenson' onditions for growth) and that if we

become more deeply redl,the essence of our world will change.

Science, neither physical nor social, is not the basis for a brave new

world; only you and I are.

I am somewhat distressed that a discussion of intervention has

been ruled out of order for this paper. While this exclusion makes

sense for the project as a whole, it is somewhat inapproPriate for

counter theory. This can most clearly be seen if we attempt to

link up strands of the counter culture with strands within counter

psychology.
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Within counter-culture there are two somewhat distinct polari-

Jeoite the fact that both share certain overlaps with regard

life style and both encompass immediate intervention.

The first strand, exemplified by New Left political activism,

can more easily be dealt with in a paper excluding intervention.

This is because it is a strand which has focused upon social ills,

and it is a strand which has done so within the traditional duai,Ly

of intellectual analysis (theorizing) and intervention. Interven-

tion has always been closely tied to the analytic process for this

strand. Action tends to stem from theorizing (since by and large

the New Left is a product of the intellectual -M'Adle class), and

action and its consequences are always fed back into an analytic-

theoretical framework, such that action and its consequences both,

in a sense,test theory and result in a restructuring of theory. In

this sense, activism fits within the broad Western conception of

scholarship and the scientific method, and one could indeed write a

paper which deals exclusively with theory and excludes intervention

without doing too great a disservice to the activist position.

Even here, however, we must be aware that the term "activist" has

not accidently replaced the older term "left wing," and that within

this position is the zonviction that one cannot commit mind without

committing body--there can be no mind-body split. Nevertheless, we

can write about it as if there could be. And likewise, we can

rite about the various counter psychology positions which take
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some version of the "sick society" stance without referring to

intervention.

There is, _however, a second strand within counter culture that

is quite differentthe way of the hippie. In dealing with this

strand, it is impossible not to deal with intervention, for the

hippie position is not an analytic one. It is, in a sense, pure

intervention, and it is not so much an intervention upon society

(although it has societal effects) as it is an intervention upon

the self. While the activists have plenty of journals and news-

papers which spread in print their theoretical position, the hip-

pies strikingly do not, although they do have newspapers which com-

municate new', of the community and recipes for living (from food

_preparation to astrological charts). Hippie is a way of life, not a

way of thought. It is "counter" not so much in the sense of oppos-

ing and advocating, but in the sense of choosing to behave differ-

ently: "you do your thing and I'll do mine." It is engaged in

back-to-earth, back-to-body living, not advocating, from raunchy

bodies to handmade goods to primitive magical mysticism to here and

now consciousness to organic-peasant food to commune living to psy-

chedelic consciousness expanding to free form dance to yoga exer-

cises to acid rock. Its group action is the Be-ln, not the protest

march. While one could look at its life styles (interventions) and

infer theoretical positions with regard to the prevailing culture,

to do so somewhat aistorts the hippie, since the hippie life style
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is not one which is usually,adopted from conscientious intellectual

analysis of what's wrong with me and thee, but from a deep felt

need to live differently.

The counter-therapeutics are perhaps the most radical hap-

penings within the outreaches of psychology and share much more in

common with the way of the hippie than with the way of the activ-

ist. It is true that they are much more consciously analytic and

that they have a literature. It is also true that within their

writings one can often find statements about such abstractions as

normalcy, deviance, the nature of human needs. But this is not

the primary focus of their writings. They do not deal with theo-

retical analyses of "the problem" so much as with the methods they

have chosen for themselves for reaching solutions.

The historian Arthur Mendel defines counter culture as that

segment of society which seeks to escape the values of the death

culture "by nurturing the joys of life in the here and now...

(Stark, 1971)." He could as easily have been defining the counter-

therapeutic. Berke (1970), when writing about the counter culture,-

likewise describes the revolution in terms congruent with the

thrust of the counter-therapeutic. "What we [in the counter cul-

tureJdo is to penetrate, de-structure and destroy the system and

at the same time re-structure, create it anew in our own terms, and

vice versa. THESE ARE INSEPARABLE. One does not wait for the

other (p. 6)." When the counter-therapeutic attempts to move the
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out of tne mind and back
into the body, out of isolation and

bdck into enco,Inter, it is actively engaged in these two processes.

objectior: tu the status quo is inhe.-ent in that which it seeks
to bH;Id. And for Berke (1970, p. 6) the destruction-restructuring

of tile institutional
system is not enough. The revolution must in-

chide an 46'ternal revolution as well:

Of great importance is that even when thelarger parameters of power are taken over,the process--movement of criticism, conflictsand confrontation must continue. You destroy
the structure in order to create the structurein order to destroy

the structure in order toLreate the structure...[sic]

THE STRUCTURE IS OURSELVES. THE REVOLUTION ISOURSELVES. THE REVOLUTION IS THE REVOLUTION.

THE REVOLUTION NEVER OCCURS. BUT ALWAYS IS INTHE PROCESS OF OCCURRING. THIS REVOLUTION IS
CHANGE. THIS REVOLUTION IS THE MOVEMENT BYWHICH ANY INDIVIDUAL OR SOCIETY CONFRONTS,CREATES AND RECREATES ITSELF.
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The structure is ourselves, the revolution is ourselves. This

r,volution is the movement b, which any individual or society con-

fronts, creates and recreates itself. When Bernie Gunther drinks a

glass of water on a national network T.V. show for Lhildren, sug-

gesting that they too look at its light-speckled dazzle, listen to

its gurgle, see it flow into the glass, tast'_ it slowly and fully,

he has engaged in a revolutionary act which goes far beyond any

polemic on our sensual death.

Intervention is an integral, defining characteristic of coun-'

ter culture. It cannot be omitted in a paper on. counter theory.

When you make your statements about the world your own, when you

realize that you speak, not from some distant place in an unearthly

space probe, but as a being of the world you are examining, you

move beyond critical analyses of the cultural status quo and con-

demnations of the social order, to statements centered on the self.

In thus moving from the impersonal to the personal, you necessarily

move toward intervention: I may be content with theorizing when I

speak of thee; not when I speak to me. Thus, the lines betweeo me

and thee, between "normal" and "sick," between intervener and

intervened upon become blurred. The aim becomes that of finding

: ways to make my life more real. Now.

The counter-therapeutic, like the counter culture, is an inter-

twining complx surge to reclaim body, to reclaim awareness, to

reclaim the present, to reclaim intimacy, to reclaim power, to

reclaim meaning:
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"Come together (the Beatles):" this is in a sense both the be-

ginning and the end point. More and more, the counter therapeutic

is exercised in groups (many of which occur in the broader struc-

ture of the communal living group of the "trainer"), participants

seeking the intimacy and change-producing experience of "I-thou"

relationships and experiential, rather than intellectual, encounter.

"Let it all hang out :" In the groping attempts to share with

one another--to take the risk to "tune in" to both oneself and the

other, to tell it dnd hear it like it is--comes the beginnings of

trust, in oneself and the other.

"Let it be (Beatles): " An acceptance of myself for what I am

and how I become ("Don't push the river, it flows by itself --

Stevens, 1970)" an acceptance of the other ("I don't want to fake

you out, take or shake or forsake you out,
I ain't looking for you

to feel like me, sec like me or be like me, all I really want to do

is, :,aby, be friends with you--Dylan)."

"Turn op (Leary):" to joy, to energy, to possibility, to sen-

suality, to impulse, to creativity, to spontaneity.

"Do It (Ruben):" Recenter the power back within the self and

act uoon it.

Once, I told Fritz [Perls1 why I didn't want to
do what he had told each of us, in turn to do.
en I thought, maybe there's some value in

_nis that I don't see, and asked him, "Do you
want me to do it anyway?" He said nothing.
Like an Indian he said it altogether. There
-wasn't any part of him anywhere that was saying
anything. It was up to me.
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Another time, when I was about to take the hot
seat, I noticed a folder containing some of his
manu,cripts on the chair on which I was to sit.
I said, "Am I supposed to sit on it, or take
it off?" He said, "You are asking me."

Both times, I had to decide for myself.
don't do so much asking now. This brings some
of my power back into me.

(Stevens, 1970, p. 2)

"Now :" is where we live, if we let ourselves, if we live

incarnate.

(4) To somewhere else: I want now to deal with something quite

different. The following stems.from McLuhan, 'from Laing, from the

psychedelic sacrament, from the Zeitgeist.

For centuries now, reason has prevailed. It has been valued,

not simply for what it has built in the world, but as the epitomy

of man's humanness. Whole histories of humanity have been written,

the focus of which is the tracing of man's progress toward ratio-

nality. And they have been read by generations of readers booing

the villains and cheering on the heroes who struggled to assert the

inevitable product of reason, civilization. We have come to value

the Gutenberg mode with its dispassionate, linear, step-by-step

logical progression as the ultimate expression of our human nature.

Reason is the measure of man. "I think therefore I am."

We have come so far on this road that the experiences of our

10th century ancestors, the textures of their existence with its

ny,,ticism, unseen spirit presences, pervasive symbolism, are alien
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and unsettling to us. Most of us are left ajar, not quit, able to

prenend such a mode of being so close to our conception of in-

sanity--out of mind, out of head, out of reason. "Medieval" has

become a distainful epitaph. We label that period Of our history

as childhood, or seek to explain its mode and expressions as due to

conditions fostering alienation and escape. And we rush on with

our journey to become more "mature," more "human," more reasonable.

Jung has said the insane man is a waking dreamer. And the

dream experience, the furthest most of us can move from what has

become the logical mode of being, is greeted by most with either

dismissal or uneasiness. Dreams, semi-conscious reveries, the

realities of contemplative and meditative states, visions, hallu-

cinations, auras, the transcendental experience, are viewed by most

as simply "the effulgence of a pathological process or of a parti-

cular alienation (Laing, 1967, p. 138-39). "

"Paradise Losel-a monumental myth flowing from our collective

unconscious awareness of what we lost when we started to develop

our amazing capacity for reason. "And they ate from the tree of

knowledge and thereby fell from grace and were exiled from para-

dise forever." Our capacity for memory, for logical thinking, for

abstraction, for superimposing categorical structures upon our

free-flowing here and now experience alienated us from our capacity

to rest within the grace of pure being. When we gained the capa-

city to reflect upon our experience we lost the ability to be truly
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in touch with the thoughtless moment of our experience, to be at

unit.' with the ongoing sensations and images comprising our being.

And as we moved more and more into the world, into an effecting,

m,lstering relationship with nature, a relationship made possible by

the logical process, we invested more and more of ourselves in that

process, and increasingly lost contact with other inner modes of

experiencing and comprehending. We came to view rational under-

standing as identical with reality apprehension, and all other

modes of experiencing as distortive and delusional. Both the

transcendental state (the return to the undifferentiated state of

human existence through the breaking down of the superimposed mind

structures which separate our experience'-into a me and not me), as

well as the vision, have become suspect, have become warily re-

garded as products of a pathological process. Even the Church has

stopped producing saints.

Is the dream nothing but the product of a sleeping madman or

the compromise solution c.f a watchful guardian?

I sense therefore I am

Loose your mind and come to your senses

Mind bending

Trip out

Turn on, tune in

Blow your mind

4
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There have always been two strands within our culture--the

ratHndl and the mystical--each straining in its own way to over-

power the other, to claim primacy, to divide the self.

Unit6;1 we slarid. Divided we fall.

Two modes of human apprehension. Alone--computer or cata-

tonic.

We are embarked on a McLuhan journey to 2001: Prom joyous won-

der of rational tool power fou-1, to plastic efficiency of stream-

lined technocracy power, expressionless faces, bodies asleep in

space cccoon: super computer brain supreme--breakdown. Many die

thereby. Survivor--he who didn't sleep a living death within the

ship. Whorled through psychedelic inner space to the far out

reaches of imaginability: A confrontation with himself, a strip-

ping off of ordered lineal constraints, of 18th century trappings.

"I was so much older then, I'm younger than that now:" Shriveled

death--and birth, an evolution into something new (no cave man he).

And wondrous fetus returns to the ,>olidity of earth, there to

become our future.

2001: A Space Odessey." A myth as monumental as the first.

Not a regaining of paradise, of innocence lost. But a youth myth

flowing from collective awareness that we are on the brink of some-

thing new. A 4edding of our human modes of being.

!T'S TIME!

4 3 9
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D. NOSOLOGY AND OTHER DIAGNOSTIC GAMES

Crushed

Schematized by you
I am no longer me becoming
only you

Caught in a cage.
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E. MAN THE MONSTER:

There are three activities on the behalf of

others which one may be sure will not be re-

warded with the gratitude of those who benefit
from them: governing a state, raising a family,
and conducting a psychoanalysis.

Sigmund Freud (quoted by Parade 10-14-70)

All secrets of past tense have just come my

way, but I still don't know what I'm going to

do next.

R. Brautigan (1970, p. 75)

Freud's picture of man is essentially one of a being whose

basic drives (whetner we refer to the sexual or aggressive) are

such that,if they were allowed free expression, devastating social

consequences would ensie.. As such they must be controlled, and the

most valued of our social products are in fact the result of suc-

cessful control--of sublimation or the subordination of id to the

reality principle. This view seems to me to have remained basi-

cally intact despite the developments of ego psychology: Hartman

asserts that every person needs to surrender himself to his id at

times--as in sleep and intercourse (Fortf:and Urban, 1964), regres-

sion is valued, but only in the service of the ego, the concept of

appr,ratuses of secondary autonomy refer to learned behavior, and

the conflict-free ego sphere seems to deal primarily with such

autonomous ego functions as the operating of the sensory appara-

tuses. Ever iKson is tied to the primacy of the erogenous zones,
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Lind- inti-,:icy and competency become issues because of the problem

of sex ani aggression rather than the reverse.

Ere pict:Are uf man is not one he developed by himself. It

exterds into the prehistory of Christianity. Ironically, while his

puritanical society saw his theory and therapeutic practice as a

frightening call For revolution, for free impulse, psychoahalysis

can be reviewed as a puritanical society's safety valve, as an

attempt, not to restructure its assumptions, but to loosen its cor-

set strings, to repair the damage caused by ex,:essive adherence to

its ideal norms. Psychoanalysis view of man as a bundle of dan-

gerous impulses needing the restraints of socialization and civili-

zation, its preoccupation with the assessment of impulse control,

its concern with "binding energy," its aim as summarized by Freud's

dictum, "where id was there shall ego be," are all highly congruent

with the assumptions of the society out of which it grew. Psycho-

analysis tried to secure a little more freedom of movement for id,

while adhering to the prevalent definition of man. Freud made the

mistake of assuming that because something is deeply buried it is

deeply basic and somehow more real.

There re many things which can be said about the consequences

of aLcepting such a view of man. Perhaps the most important is

that it fosters a distrust of self and others and results in con-

straintswhether benevolently or malevolently imposed--in freedom.

And it results in taking the choice for constraint out of the hands
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of the indi4idual to be constrained and placing it in the hands of

another whu, while also seen as corrupted, is credited with being

wiser ;:,lore in c. .,1troligovernot, teacher, adult, psychoanalyst.

It does Not seem accidental that the primary technique of psycho-

analysis is neutral interpretation, which is nothing more than

imposing on d person, under the guise of scientific objectivity,

your beliefs as-to what he is "really" experiencing. Nor does it

seem accidental that the process is labeled "treatment," that

analyse,: refer to the experience in the passive mode as "being

analyzed," or that the final measure of its successful outcome,

"insight," is the extent to which the treated comes to agree with'

the treater.

Vital() (1967) beautifully describes the consequencedevital-

ization. While he is primarily addressing himself to psychoanalysis

and to intervention, his views seem worth summarizing here for what

he has to say applies to a wide range of human interactions in our

culture and embodies an objection to a popular view-of man.

The process of psychoanalytic therapy creates a deadened man,

one who has given up "the immediacy of life" for "the placid

ron-immediacy of thoughts." As such he is as a..ijustA and as dead

Js is the rest of the alienated society in which he lives: "hol-

low," "without conviction or passion," "he suffers little and en-

joys less," "an individual ultimately indistinguishable from others

(P. 276)." livioq in a society cut off from id, unconscious,
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er,,, libidinal i:l,tincts, t6e part of man '14hich is most person-

J177. .)7A the ..,.:urce whicn infuaes ..71d idea.. with

flesn and blood p.273):' feared this source as 7,-,uch, as does the

civilization wnich fostets its alienation. Sadly, "His keen aware-

he-,s of the sacri(ice ;-.1an makes for the sake of civilization was

nardened by his inability to see an alternative to this type of

273)." While "He saw and described how man was

shaped and sha_r.:led by society via its internalized agent--the

superego (p. 273),'he did not see that "his own view of the id as

alien and brute" and "his embracing of the ego as the favored

structure was also a shackle, and not a necessary one (p.273)."

FreusA feared that "when man operated conpletely for himself

(p. 273),'When he operated from id, the result would be an engran-

dized self, operating at the expense of others. Perhaps this is

because "Constrained men are embittered. Perhaps all Freud could

sense below the orderly areas of his life and the lives of others,

even below those unseen areas which he explored and to which he

brought orderwas this embitterment, waiting to burst out

p. 273-74)." "1he child's original desire for nurturance and un-

qualified acceptance for who he is" is frustrated by the civilizing

proct!ss and "hi,, pleas turn to demands (p. 275)." Freud "could

only see the demanding child; he could not see the earlier, plea-

ding chi)d (p. 275)." And as "raw feeling is threatening to a

mind," and aS Freud had cast his lot with r:.,ason, he wrote off the
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!he corruption of id, as "necessary accommoda-

'p. 275):' The response of his society to its

s2lred repression ano denial. Freud saw this as unneces-

iriii but his response was basically in the same genre--

ile graJaal release of repressed id was encouraged, its final

s-ackle was the "binding" of its energy through a process of intel-

1,2;:u.ii in,..ights, reflection and thought: "The ego tames the raw

energy of the id by deflecting it into thought. Affect is allowed

seo irlto awareness but it is neutralized by this diversion

276)." In essence, "the process of psychoanalysis is the pro-

cess of devitalizing the world within and without. It is the tri-

umph of the death instinct, not as.it is usuIlly seen in terms of

is gross manifestations, outer and inner directed aggression, but,

riltht!r thi! More subtle workir:gs in the process of 'bindiny' energy

--tne proce''s which solidifi,!s the patient's gains in therapy

(D. 275).

We regard men as infinitely precious and pos-

.se''sed of unfulfilled caracities for reason,

freedom and love...We oppo.,e depersonalization

that reduces human beings to the status of

things...men have unrealized potential for

self-cultivation, self-direction, self-under-

standing and creativity. It is this potential

that we regard as crucial and to which we

3ppeal...

S.D.S. 1962 Port Huron Statement
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Let me saw, at tne ris: of seeming riCiculous,
tnat the true revolatii_inary is gui.c.ed by great

ot

Che

Let it all hang out!

rgani>mic or actualizing theorists--those who place primary

f"...us on an inherent actualizing tendency when postulating the

givens of human nature--while divergent in their viewpoints share

enough in common that a crude attempt may be made here to general-

ize about their view of man. Tneir most striking characteristic is

that they stand in contra-position to the Freudian view, substitu-

ting a conception of "man the angel" for "man the monster." While

the position is generally associated with existentialism, it is a

position whicn is closer to Christian existentialism than to the

existentialism of Sartre and Camus. It is true that it includes

an appreciation of each individual's unique solution to the prob-

lems of being ("you are what you are what you are") and that it

values choice, responsibility for choosing, and self-creation ("The

whole life of the individual is nothing but the process of giving

birth to himself; indeed, we should be fully born when we die--al-

tnougn it is the tragic fate of most individuals to die before they

are born (Fromm, 1955, p. 32r1 Nevertheless it sidesteps the pain

L,neliness which comes with the renunciation of absolutes--

whether god-given or biologically given--for it is a position which

C,71)1,1sizes not so much the caoacity of man to create his own
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t(i creatively live in such a way as

M3s1,w;-, .qurdi) QL.ir.)ted i7-1 Hall Lindzey,

32S):

Nan has an e'sential nature of his own, some
,cleton of psychological structure,...he has
needs, capacities and tendencies that are
genetically based, some of which are character-
ist;L uf the whole human species, cutting
icrrjss all cultural lines, and some of which
are uniue to the individual. These needs are
on their face good or neutral rather than

heaithy and normal and desirable
aevelopmen. consists in actualizing this na-
tJre, in Lifilling these potentialities, and
in developing into maturity along the lines

h;dden, covert, dimly seen essential
nature dictates, growing from within rather
zh.'n being shaped from without...[P]sychopatho-
logy in general results from the denial or

fruration or the twisting of man's essential
na,,ure.

m.aslow, human "needs are on their face good or neu-

tr:+1 tnA') evil." Destructiveness is nut indigenous to man,

i e(ge wnen h naure is twisted or denied or frustrated.

Theed, or motives arc neither derived from primary needs

n,r th,2 result of sublimation. They are inherent thrusts

;mediate press for phYsical survival

hen In Fryilm',, (1955) terms, "the nccessity to find

eier-rww y.,ljtion,-. for the contradictions in his existence, to find

,./er-h,'4her jrrr)', ot with nature, his fellow men and himself,

of All psychic for.ces which motiv.ate man, of all his

ar,.! anxieti.vs (p.31)." The "goals of mental
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nealth," or what we would here call the actualizing process, "are

not ideals which have to be forced upon the person, or which man

attain only if he overcomes his 'nature' arc' sacrifices his

'innate selfishness. On the contrary, the striving...for happi-

ness, harmony, love, productiveness, is inherent in every human

being...Given a cnance, these strivings assert themselves force-

fully...lt takes powerful constellations and circumstances to per-

vert and stifle this innate striving...and indeed, throughout the

greater part of known history, the use of man by man has produced

such per,..-ersion. To believe that this perversion is inherent in

man is like throwing seeds in the soil of the desert and claiming

they were not meant to grow (p. 241)."

The actualizers tend to postulaCe a human nature which is not

only inherently social (inherently interpersonal), but which is

inherently harmonious (inherently caring). When man i; truly for

himselfwhen he relies on the organismic valuing process--he is

likewise truly for the other. As Rogers (1959, p. 223) asserts,

the need for positive regard (whether learned early in infancy or

inherently given i,, irrelevant) is universal in human beings; its

satisfaction -is reciprocal, in that when an individual discrimi-

nates hir-self as ,,aticfying another's need for positive regard, he

nec...s;arili experiences satisfaction of his '..rwn need for positive

regard.'
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-an. t,at of actualizers did not

too, StretLhes

Cnristianity H35 always con-

, ,,; ._:espite the recurrent attempts to squash

"c the taint of original sin,

D".,, - the cat-out angel. '.1an the holy,

:MA:c,1 in God's image, ever striving to reach

,4eav.enly City. Ereud, writing in an era

lurking aithin the constrained virgin, secu-

t'np iihri;tian f'ear of man the fallen, grounding the dark

in Holflgy, and offering reason, the 18th cen-

..r flw.iti:;n, as final redemption. The actualizers

!,, !i;n trand of theistic dualism, transmuting the

`:-.!H' in te God-given goodness of man and his striving

T.Idly perfection into a faith in the biologically-

c !h, actualizing processa sophisticated revitali-

:A'H,, igth =,:-tury Rationalists' attempt at secularization

of e-A:thly UrOort2,',.

! -t atd you do your thing.
;- world to live up to your expectations

)re not in thi5 ,,,orld to live up to mine.
ar- an,.1 I am
: _-,hanc we finJ each other, it's beautiful.

;t it .r,-an't he helped.

Peris (i90, p. 4)
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aIl Lhaf is, a il;ase, what pre-

t-.11-urt- peofoundly irrele-

- assuming a

I.Js" ,,ou dn' ." ih pursuit of our

,Jr-i7ts Foy oteri, or when attempting to convince the

zL) us Conceptions of L.uman nature inevitably

oc- Mica! , s, rnal,ihg science and philosophy

flf- our -1 'ion't likes" ard our "you should

s,ch justatior ha, no part 7n our awareness of our

,-....)rts." It is a postscript, not a forward to heed.

;hreievant ::hen need is felt. vhen a human being takes into

hyn,ls the responsibility for creating himself, preoccupa-

hurcv. o,Iture, with absolutes, becomes superfluous and

tdde. q,,-stior is not how I am defined by you, by God, by

qiiers, but '9%-4 I choose to define myself. We can see

consequences of this realization in both the Black

7irH the. Women'> Liberation movements. In Women's

HerA!io,l, -ter.lirire nature'. and its definition is not debated,

3nce a woman has decided she no longer wishes

E,,Jr-Iihq to J vevalent definit'on and is willing to

a,,er the powe7 of her choice. The task has become for women, in

o, share personal experiences and tn';.reby

,Tc:,J,re of Ihere they are in their life
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eafing them free to create and struggle for alterna-

tive life pat'-,s ;or themselves. -What 1 ar as a -:doman" is replaced

I to te as a person." Witn its Focus on the

p7imacv of exoerienc.e, resoonsibilitY for choice, and active self

creation, it is a profoundly existential movement.

Man the monster; m n the angel; man the creator. The counter

culture, and with it, co-7ter theory, have transcended the former;

the/ have entered the realm of the second, and are moving into the

realm the third.

4 5 1
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THr, CONCEPT OF t4ENTAL ILLNESS:

=.1t^ough dissatisfaction with the medical model of deviance is

not new, it has been only in the last ten years, primarily through

the .ritings of Thomas Szasz (1960, 1961, 1970), that objections to

the medical framework of psychiatry have received widespread publi-

city. Szasz argues that while the concept of mental illness and

its correlaries--diagnosis, prognosis, and ::reatment--make good

historical sense, stemming as they do from the historical associa-

tion between neurology and psychiatry, they make no scient;fic

sense. Charcot, through dint of personality and the authority of

His position as the foremost neurologist of his day, succeeded in

redefining "hysteria" as a "functional nervous disease," as an ill-

ness which resembles neurological disorder:, thereby creating and

legitimizing the illness model not only with regar to hysteria,

but providing an illness paradigm for other deviant behavior syn-

dromes as well. Charcot's accomplishment, however, v4,-.s more truly

an achievement for humanism than an advancement of science, for its

Primary function was to secure the mercies and aid usually reserved

for te sick for those who had previously been regarded as undeser-

ving sirmers or annoying malingerers. Ironically, however, we have

come full circle, for "mad" and 'bad" have once more become asso-

,..: itive links (Laing and Esterson, 1970), the adjective "sick" ser-

/ing today to Jescrihe those interpersonal behaviors which we find

1468
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repugnant, undesirable, unacceptable. In Szz's words, "Although

mental illness might have been a useful concept in the nineteenth

century, today it is scientifically worthless and socially harmful

(1961, p. Ix).

While the controversy regarding biophysical vs. environmental

etiology is one in which many researchers and practitioners are

engaged who likewise object to the concept of mental illness (see,

for example, Laing and Esterson, 1970, whj argue against viewing

"Schizophrenia" as a 'medical fact," asserting that so-called

schizophrenic behavior may be understood as meaningful responses to

the current social and existential context within which the labeled

schizophrenic must function--a shift in viewpoint which they be-

lieve a hi5torica signi ,_ance no less radical than the shift

from a demonological to a clinical viewpoint three hundred years

ago (p. 22), this controversy is not the main thrust of Szasz's

concern. Szasz's primary battle is with the majority oc environ-

mentalists who, while acknowledging some form of interpersonal

theory of behavior causation, nonetheless are conceptually and

behaviorally entrapped within the medical model, using its assump-

tions, language, and techniques. Szasz reminds this audience that

"our adversaries are not demons, wUtches, fate, or mental illness.

We have no enemy whom we can fight, exorcise,or dispel by 'cure.'

What we do have are problems in living... (1960).' Viewed from

this perspective rather than from that of medicine, psychiatry
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"coh,,ist5 of the 5tudy of personal conduct--of clarifying and

xplaining' the kinds of games that people play with each other;

they learned these games; why they like to play them; and so

forth..,, making communication "a central area of interest for .

psychiatry (1961, p. 7)." It is with such questions as "How does

man live?" and "How ought man to live?"--traditionally the domains

of philosophy, ethics, and religion, not medicine--with which psy-

chiatry and psychotherapy deal. "In sum, inasmuch as psychiatric

theories seek to explain, and systems of psychotherapy to alter,

human behavior, statements concerning goals and values ('ethics')

will be considered indispensable parts of theories of personai con-

duct and psychotherapy (!5ol, a 8)."

The rhad
l model "makes ...he abstraction 'mental illness' into

a [behavioral] cause, even though this abstraction was created in

the first place to serve only as a shorthand expression for certain

types of human behavior (Szasz, 1960' In so doing, it tends to

shift our focus away from the behavior and the interpersonal net-

work in which it is occurring, leadiny us to look elsewhere (whe-

ther to chemical imbalances or psychosocial developmental failures)

for the basis of the pain and disharmony. It places us in the

highly questionable position of assuming that "social inter-

course.. ...inherently harmonious, its disturbance being due

solely to the presence of 'mental illnes.s' in many people (Szasz,

MO), and lead,; to the logical absurdity of seeking remedial
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actions "in a therapeutic--or covertly medical--framework" for

"psychosocial, ethical, and/or legal deviations (Szasz, 1960):' as

for example, when prescribing tranquilizers for marital conflicts

and hospitalization (the heir of the ocean voyage) for untenable

situations.

More important, it robs the laueled patient of his r pon:i-

bility and his sense of himself as a willing, creating, choosing

being (see C. B. Hazen, 1970, for a first-hand account of the infan-

talizing result of hospitalization). It places him in a conceptual

system where "doctor knows best," where, for example, "it is all

right for medical and psychiatric experts to decide whether or not

a woman should bear a child she does not want, but it is not ail

right for her to do so (Szasz, 1970, p. 90)!' It encourages a we-

they split, establishing a dichotomy between he who has the disease

(the patient) and he who doesn't (the doctor), a split which

results in the de-valuation of the "sick" party's experience, with

the doctor's inadequacies all too often being treated as evidence

of the patient's disorder (as in the concept of transference dis-

tortions and the use of the doctor's failure to understand a

patient's communications as evidence of the patient's insanity).

While the concept of mental illness may secure for the patient the

grace of forgiveness ("He can't help it"), it likewise results in

not being taken seriously, and in the loss of self-respect that
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comes with being placed in a childlike (i.e., not responsible)

.tance.

Most important, the concept of mental illness to obscure

the fact that "life for most people is not a struggle for biologi-

cal survival, but is a struggle for the attainment of some human

value, a struggle with the problem of how one should live (Szasz,

1960):' In actual practice, "the finding of a mental illness is

made by establishing a deviance in behavior from certain psychoso-

cial, ethical, or legal norms (Szasz, 1960)2' With its focus on

the "normal," the medical model is tied to the adjustment model,

both models sharing the assumption that the majority's methods of

coping with life's problems are somehow inherently--desirable,

deviation representing a pathological state which needs adjustment,

which must be mercifully cured. The fact that this, like any other

judgment about how one ought to live, is a value judgment rather

than a scientific one, is obscured by the concept of mental ill-

ness. Herein lies the most dangerous consequence of the medical

model: it allows the practitioner to treat his own views on prob-

lems in living as if they were facts rather than cpinions, allowing

him to transmit complacently (at times, forcibly) his own value

orientation under the name of neutral science--mystification at its

As Szasz (1960) cuncludes,"mental illness is a myth, whose

tunction it ie. to disguise and thus render more palatable the bit-

ter pill of' ;noral conflicts in human relations."
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G. ADJUSTMENT:

"They aren't delusions, Doctor. Two sets of threats
have been given to me, one on my life, one on my freedom.
I was awake and not suffering from hallucination both
times. My hearing is better than normal, it's acute. My
knowledge of people is sound. I've been threatened to
make me lay off a peculiar line of questioning."

"Then lay off. That's what a sane man would do. A
sane man solves Fiis problems in the most direct manner.
laying off would seem the most direct manner for you."

"But I don't want to lay off."
"Then you probably are insane, to an extent, on this

one subject. Why don't you want to lay off of the thing
that threatens your life?"

"I have a certain amount of stubbornness. And I

have my principles."

"Neither is a sign of sanity, Mr. Foley. More often
they're the opposite. An insane man will always have a
considerable amourit of stubbornness, intractability.
And he'll have yery strong principles, though usually for
very weak reasons. A sane man bends to reality, and his
principles die a little as he gets older. Yours shoul'1
at least have begun to weaken. You aren't a child. Chil-
dren, you may not realize it, are never sane. But sanity
should have begun to develop by your age."

"We may not mean the same \hing by sanity. I was
sane when I was a boy, Doctor. This is one thing I do
know, and other boys were mostly sane. Some of them have
lost it, a little, when they came to be men. I don't
believe I've lost very much of mine."

"No, we certainly don't mean the same thing by
sanity, Mr. Foley. You have a backward idea, an insane
idea of it. Sanity is adaptability to the world as it
is, even though that world may be a little insane by ideal
,,tandards. You seem to be in fine health, and I'm sure
that your senses are acute. Your attitude isn't trucu-
lent, so far. If committed, you probably wouldn't make a

difficult patient; that's one thing to be thankful for."

R. A. Lafferty (1969) p. 159-60

/1 5 7
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[A vounn man who has come to live in a remote tribe

o, congenit,,ily blind people, is examined by their

Then afterwards one of the elders, who thought

deeply, had an idea. He was the great doctor among these
oeople, their medicine man, and he had a very philosophi-
cd! and inventive mind, and the idea of curing Nunez of

hi peculiarities appealed to him. One day when Yacob

wds present he returned to the topic of Nunez.
"I have examined t,ogota," he said, "and the case is

clearer to me. I think very probably he might be cured."
"That is what I have always hoped," said old Yacob.

"His brain is affected," said the blind doctor.
The elders murmured assent.
"Now what affects it?"
"Ah!" said old Yacob.
"This," said the doctor, answering his own question.

"Those queer things that are called the eyes, and which

exist to make an agreeable soft depression in the face,

are diseased, in the case of Bogota, in such a way as to

affect his brain. They are greatly distended, he has

eyelasnes. and his eyelids move, and consequently his

brain is in a state of constant irritation and distrac-

tion."
"Yes?" said old Yacob. "Yes?"

"And I think I may say with reasonable certainty

that in order to cure him completely, all that we need

is a simple and :asy surgical operation--namely, to

remove those irritant bodies."
"And then he will be sane?"
"Then he will be perfectly sane, and a quite admir-

able citizen."
"Thank heaven for science!" said old Yacob, and went

forth to tell Nunez of his nappy hopes.

H. G. Wells, from 'Country of the Blind."
quoted in Fromm, 1955, p. 171.
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UNUSUAL IDEAS IN EDUCATION

Everett Reimec

1. INTRODUCTION

Sin,..e this paper is committed to controversy, if not by its

title then by the outlook of its author, it is important to define

early what is at issue. I do not regard schools as truly educa-

tional but, more nearly, as an institutional perversion of educa-

tion. In my opinion, schools not only prevent true education from

occurring, they actually miseducate. They teach not what is rele-

vant and true but wha, is irrelevant and untrue to the interests of

their students. They do 'This, however, in the service of a society

of which they are a central institution and a major bulwark. They

effectively adjust thei- students to the requirements of this

SOCiety. Ir s a society which has as its basic principle!the

rndintcnance of power and privilege differentials among nations,

classes and irdivivals. b.it which attempts to disguise this prin-

ciple by promising all things f.o all men. One of the main purposes

of ',0)001<, is r.r) r-ake this false promise appear plausible.

choois do this partly by appm ,iing to be open to all comers

rile in fact ''rey reserve their higher levels to the winners of

competitir of ,he early grades. Since only those who succeed in

,,chool get access to the higher levels of consumption. influence,

01,
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;r1f,-)r-lation and respect, schcols serve to ration the goods and ser-

v.(es which 1-echnological societies pretend to be able to supply to

e.iervore. B ,:onvicting their drop-outs of failure, schools justify

7h: li-ita ons ue'er whicH they are subsequently forced to live-

e(:e ,h7.h less than a Ph.D. is by definition a drop-

outand actually li-rited in what he can earn--the schooled society

could keep its promise only by keeping everyone in school for

twenty years. Since this would expose thc myth of schooling, we

propagate instead the myth of genetic deficiency. To make the goods

which man has learned to produce abundantly available to all would

violate the law of God--this has to be the basic rationale for the

present organization of affairs. The actual rationale, the.produc-

tion is iimited by manpower skills, is patently false aS myriads of

Production restrictions, if nothing else, make amply clear. There

are ,,ome real limits--ec..ogical and other limits--on how much can

h.. produced but they do not provide a convenient rationalization

distribution of the social product.

Since my ,iews cf -school and society are spelled out elsewhere

it would be repetitious to amplify and justify them here. It may

worth ninq that !hey play no favorites in terms of cw-rent

Pc,liticd1 alignent-,. There may be more awareness of the basic

raise in China than elsewhere but
I have little evidence

to 5,4)oort this view. To me, Russia apv:Irs to have as riid a

hie,ar.,:tly of privilege as the United States and to have schools
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et.-ecti

,nt

to and -ainta n this hierar-

V;t2W 01 anotir

four countries

:ght be expected to c .fer

, ti) bt! ,_ommitteg io cnools utd to interna-

and interpers,tnal competition a5 mther nations.

re ed_,._ a-, ._Js.-2 of resources to

awareness of the relevant facts of their lives,

and to increa,e people's abilities to act upon these facts in their

.rue H.erests. Of major importance to most people are tge laws

trem, the ideologies wnich influence them and the

;-p,1Cr

udi.n

, and institutional products, which determine the

r laws and ideologies upon them. Practical education,

increasinn awareness for individuals and groups of their

Heologie. and institutions, and increasing ability to shape

and in5titurion5 to their needs and inter-

education reed not exclude the teaching of

nq I m.s ideologies, institutions and other facts

',That H can eet the challenge of what should

awarenes,s are compc,tible. It is not per-

r, Jaive rfe,pect priority over trutn since this

c..g.,ect for fakehood. To argue that the youth of

unavoidable is to beg the question. Until the

wa,, given no prior claim 00 educational
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rur car the :urrent priority be justified except in terms

of the Present f,,nc!i'ms ,,' schools, which are to shape the young

.fle
I 5,,,-,te mh:ch cannot, itself, har

critical anoraHal.

These statements assume the possibility of an objective test

of truth. and I an not unaware of nor unimpressed that objective

Truth can exist only in a just society but I believe, also, that

the prevision of such a society can induce the shadow of crite-

rion of object.ve truth, I define justice as the life-tlme oppor-

tunity of everv individual to enjo at least his share of the uni-

versal value,: of his society and only as much more as will not in-

Hihit the (,pportanities of others. Only in such a socieLy would

penpl have a relatively undistorted view of social rality.

In this ;-).-Iner I ;hall present and recommend two radical c:.litca-

!lonal alternatives to schools and evaluate two more. Paulo

-rethod of 'Conscientitation" and an "alternative" which

Ivao aol I have developed are the two programs I sha;l

"Fre, -_,chools" and "moder. media" are the two alterna-

I Description and documentation will be con-

:entrate,1 entiroNly upon the first two of these alternc:tives.

They Art` -uch ore --,pecific, less well known in general and much

bettor :,rown to 'ne. Free schools and modern media are subjects too

bre,ad difuse to be definitively discussed, or usefully

docurrenred in paper of this si7e. Broad evaluatlon of their
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riedrinq and potential may, however, serve to increase

,lightly th -icopt? .1vd balance of a paper which might otherwise be

ton narrowly parochial. topi.,T, free schools and modern

:nclude m.dny of the more commonly sugaested 3'ternatives to

sct) ::aivation of them, in the liaht of in recom-

mended alternatiw . may have implications, theref . which go

beyond th,: direct statements of the paper.

2. PAULO FREIRE'S 'CONSCIENTIZATION"

Paulo Freire '. philosophy and method is, in my opinion, the

most completely worked out and generally most satisfactory approach

to education in the modern world.
I try to incorporate it

into r7ly own propo5als
i feel that this incorporation does Freire

less than fall justice. My reacon for going beyond his ideas at

thdt in oav'', world these ideas may h ve only limited

irica, Do,,,,]bilitles. While Frei,-e's practice has been confined

tfl illiterate agricultural worr-, . this is not only the

1.:metogs clientele in the world but also the one most in need

,,..mherc of the elite world ,,:ould also agree

critical, since it contains .the key to thethat ir

h of world ...,opulation.

ientizA,ion is a generai approach. aoweyer, applicable to

Freire is too well known to requirc summarydnv

,tem i tno Cor-blex tO he sare!y suomnri7ed.
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! :

r,ated

reco In twenty

uf

, read,

nr.-1-.ant league; and tried n bargain

,:tn tbeir emc,l .r c,,nditium, of life aPd work.

, ,ere '.:p.Preed and Freire himself was forced to

ine military ,egime ni that country. loyited to

by ' t. !',en gvernigt.: Chritian Der,.ocratic party, he was,

4ork freel. in Chile. Freire's method is,

md economical educationally and, equally

Air,rupfive of existing political relationships where

.17,1 ,,t ,-tnd mo,,t political relationships

AS in capitalist

I to have limt d application

legitimate and

,e-tain hound; and do

i 1!./. the exktira order. In H-in-

educational efficienc.y

Lients true interests--

rec,r- es--,hoOd no .)ccertm-A.,

it Jind i., widely acceptaolo when not

r,nlf"iing Piu.=,tice, or in



d:sse,i-

r.,ining of

opposi-

^,-'s a re.ilutirjnar.. poten-

"e ..,1-ning elites would

ro;e-l- <--11; wo..ild even ..:e!coe. F,w -e-ibers of the elite

Y.lai i-eiitabilitv of rev(7,1uti...-.ary changes in social

organiztion and -,ary ask only that it be achieved rationally.

; flst a disguised plea that the cup pass them

tyv. an attitude which permits preparatory

change to occur peacefully within the con-

,ti,g power structures. First priority on any list of

prouosals should go to worldwide dissemination

. .flo -,)hiln,;(-)pny. principles and practice', of Paulo

It ',lying that the widespread application of

oe cirried as far as local situations will

:

ILLICl-"-PEIMEP ALTPNATIVE

sh(flild go to the oropod treatent of educa-

I re,o;.r.,e outlined tef Illich -,yself. in materials

which 'nye ne,!n puLlished by CIDOC, and arein the course of more
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dIstrIhutIon or the Dub1: f;flancial

:o toe enT.1re cit1zerfl., of the

We oqD3,,e 1ife-time

credit 0,:rued to each citizer; in equal

1,;nu,ed educational credit Would accumJIate,

a; he used whenever the individual desired.

- uj-uld be use' fur any kind of educational expenditure--

; hA:o :Jefined by each jurisdiction but which

,!,flneri bruadly as possible. It would initially be

def'ne(1. '111 P".1bability, to include schooling although most

school co,,ts rire incurred for custodial care and other non-

etkicotion.31 id' schools.

In orH-, 'o os,ure an adequate supply of real educational

rt2-,ources, wh;rsh would give

e.!oca!-iorall

the holder,, of educational credit

c)ptions, Illich and I recc-nmend the estab-

i; lo.dr educitienol resource networks. to be operated as

..itil1ties. These ore described in the four sub-sections

Net,irk ot Educotional Obtives

ner4ork might be described as a vastly expanded system of

cotoloquiflq ,ind, in some cases, storing educational

1-;14.,,,! (A) ects should include not only books but all types

rocjr,,. Droduc'ion, di,,seroioatin nod decoding cf
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;-,n!! moJels are rhe

--,0,Jels reed not

ihle ard willing to demon-

r -Jfif;,.n to geces-;ary objects. -his is all that

lr:- : learning a skill really require. A dlrec-

of course, include all kin ..)f Skill5

whl-r -ay legally Le pract.red and no requiremen in addition to

to Iemoustrate the skill in question should irmibit the

willinl mode| . uther characteristics would, of course,

listed ir addin for the guidance of potential learners. The

adflHi,.tration of a skill model network would consist, centrally,

in the -,ainr-nane of c,onverient ,nd up-to-date directory service.

s-rdices could be offered limiting the widest pos-

-,H1,:. !H, !,,,,k,.er in ,,Hecting models and, equally, t'it

th,y will Serv, .

Peer

mo,t necesr,ary iman recnurces for

learner,. Iduratin, in the oriclioal sense of

.
o,e !lio use of skill to explore unfamiliar

rorralr .ition of skills. For such exploration

,r- indispensable, persons with the same learning

, nri,c,aration for the le,irtling

1

in cluestion and
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the cen-

e,-,-latch

, festivals

tne 1Pcal bulletin board

:3ublicatipn'. in between.

ldprtify hirnself bv name

' 'ivity he ,4.-Inte to ,n,ire and his

ci-outer. or ,.ther rtledium, would

ad.ire,ses pc all ho had ir,,erted

ri;;utor be po,siHe to

;

i peers.

lJ!' peciAl:Y I. tney can

Mort. nf educators.

tp a-npral qu;dance tr., a leirnpr regardless of what

H±.. who ire prporr , a cperent area. The

.... !,, Givan educational
J"-1(1 an

-any peopi, . oarents who

1,')/4
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schr,ols.

-ducaticnal

.10 01 1 .- 3 I 4C /;tV.

tra-

rt, mi ant h rea ted3sasut. set of the

mmde!-. iirhou.:.;h, in sor-.e .eas. there rnight be

the diff.2rerte is that skill rnodels are

beninninq to ledrn a skill. Experts or

!-dfers ire . ef t)y earne- either ;.-"erfecting a skill or using

ivor. in practice skill models. peers and

dil ovr11.o hut it is important to distinguish them

-11(,)1,, have rendered plenti-

' Ed.jc,itHriI esources Reform

nut)er or

1,,r1.11

skill.

!

er-,i,-11 learners there is an

. skill mcdels, peers and

Onl, the improper combining mf

-ither .irtificial barriers. including

%fudent. make educational re-

ArLe. irrelevdnt resri.ictions. adequate cu

r 40 0131vr,ll personal educ,tional credit

mdlo, 4, fth edulyn available to
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1 j rather than mar-L't

; have a voice.
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orobably, be rflore

ovople woud want.

with t.he

t y the

o'd e..:ough only to look
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highly
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sould be ,iudac-.d is their potential for freeing nen from the bond-

age of their present institutions, i.e., from the bondage of the

institutional habits and attitudes which they exhibit as clients,

,mplOye,:!', Or citizens.

4. PPEE .iCHOOLS

One weakness of the free-school movemk_nt is that it is largely

ancillary to schools. Most free schools exist as free-loaders,

economic parasites, on schools. Their faculty services, particu-

larly, are usually donated by individuals who draw pay from a

nearby school. Their students, also, are assembled by existing

school systems.

Free schools have not yet found, nor proposed, a method of

financing which would make them independent of existing schools

and, thus, a full-fledged alternative to them. They remain an

ameliorative ilstitution and, from the record so far, a fairly weak

and transient or;e. The more fundamental weakness of the free school

lies in its being still a school, in most important respects. It

remains a means by whiLh a privileged elite, hiahly selected by the

very school system to which free schools are supposed alternatives,

attempts to achieve alternate certification to elite occupations.

There are a few free schools dedicated to education, as such, or to

education aimed al the reconstruction of society. Only schools

whose students, in the main, renounce their use as status ladders
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can cidi,. c" rc,2 o'fer true alternatives.

fi. wnat I hav designated as the Freire

A.t,acn. They JriJl,, then, c' course. be ,,ublect to the p iitical

Drnb'e- f3td J )!"

'ree ,cools have the Potential of reviving the

which ..-/as the original university and perhaps

onlv "orm. In fact, this eventuality appears highly

unlil,Hy so lona as free schools develop in the context of a school

system which monopolizes educational resources. If these resources

-ere distributed to individuals in the form of universal educa-

tional credit, free schools might very likely develop into and sur-

vive as true communities of scholars.

5. MODERN MEDI'',

Modern media are, in fact if not in principle, a more important

educational innovation than free schools. McLuhan goes too far but

there is much in what he says. Both the main asset and the princi-

pal liability of modern media, as an educational alternative, is

!hat they are so unpredictable. This is an asset in that it prom-

ises to free education, regardless of anyone's intentions, of many

of its preent ,trictures. People who don't learn to read will

not, therefore, be condemned to ignorance nor, necessarily, to

ineffe.ctiveness. Elvis Presley and the Beatles would probably be

just as effective if they couldn't read. People can also learn'
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computer programming without being literate, sometimes perhaps even

better than if they were.

The ,nain problem in evaluating the educational impact of

-,odern media is the difciculty of predicting, and therefore of con-

trolling, their development as media. Most modern media are, on

the other hand, highly susceptible to centralized control of pro-

gram content--or, more generally, message selection. The medium is

by no means the total message. Monopoly of message control in

modern media is in fact one of the major threats to man's freedom.

There appears to be.only one general way of avoiding the total con-

trol of mens minds which 5 monopoly of modern media threatens.

This is true education of those who receive the messages. Some of

this education may be achieved, inadvertently, by the media them-

selves. lt is entirely possible that intensive exposure to tele-

vision, early in life, may produce adults with high ability to tune

out television. It would be extremely dangerous, however, to

depend upon the media inoculating against themselves.

The critical educational question, with respect to modern

,T._:dia, is whether they will become resources for individual

learners or instruments for institutions. Telephones and video-

phones which permit individuals Lo communicate are one thing, a

:aptive television audience is another. Proliferation of movie

cameras and offset presses, permitting anyone to make movies and
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leaIleI-;. is 'jru tninO, vassive clients hooked on commer-

ciailv or governmentall,r- produced movies and magazines are another.

is not so much who controls the ressage--there is rela-

tively liftle to choose between governments and corporations if the

iegree of is :he same. The important point is that nes-

sanes not be in,,ti;utionally con:rolled. Establishment of schools,

of press, of sight and sur,d, shou Id bu prohibited, just as estab-

lishments of religion are now prohibite in almost every democratic

constitution. Ail such establishments are equally prisons for the

rind of man.

If the objects required to produce and transmit as well as to

receive messages nf all kinds are widely available; if access to

models of the skills involved in producing, transmitting and

receiving these messages is widely available; then modern media can

significantly contribute to educational efficiency. If critical

objects and/or skills are monopolized, on the other hand, the edu-

cational process will be that much more efficiently perverted by

the development of modern media--shaping man to conformity with the

requirement'. of eyisting institutions rather than preparing him for

the shaping of the'ie in',titutions to his needs.

CONCLUSION

it may appear that this paper poses a dilemma for an existing

institution dependent for support upon other institutions, among
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which many of the "lost powerful are dedicated to the maintenance of

privilene rather than to the equalization of educational oppor-

t_mitv. in -ajor aart this charge is not admitted. Nevertheless,

there are in every institution decrees of freedom. Many indivi-

duals, occupying key roles in 1 o the most powerful institutions

in the world, are deeply ambivalent. They recognize that the

present ttruggle for power and privilege cannot long continue its

present course and even that any such continuance is fraught with

grave dangers for mankind. Furthermore, the ideologies which most

institutions propound already express the values which these insti-

tutior, suvert in operation, and the proclamation of these ideo-

logies is not wholly hypocritical. There is room for maneuver,

therefore, and while not everything is possible, much can be done

to free educational resources from their present shackles, and even

to use them in weakening these shackles further.

NOTE: this paper was originally prepared for UNESCO and for use

by the International Commission of the Development of Education.
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r,DJNTE:. CULTUE AND THE EDCr.ATIONAL INSTIMTION

-Mass vducatinn i, a child of a mechanical age. It grew up

p.-ctiun line. It reached maturity just at that

,-or-ent Western civilization had attained its final

ex'.reme fraimentation and specialization, and had mastered the

linear tectiniclJe stamping out products in the mass," writes Mar-

mcLt,han (1962). As McLuhan's analogy suggests. the educa-

ional irlstitu:ion hares a striking resemblance to the production

I17)e, it provides highly fragmented and specialized services. Its

,Inctio'l to ca!egori7e children by a vast labeling process gives

a rationale for existence while expanding its pcx,e!s. The child

is de;cribej not as an inteurated whole, but as a diverse set of

labels and adjectives.

The implication of tItie analogy is that mass education has

,vinufacturd '-dss man." Utilizing the concept of normality as a

Th., it ,-,viresses, shapes, ang -anipulctes children into a

')r standardized behavior. In such a system, there is little

7ho c"ild labeled "emotionally disturbed" is doubly deviant.

Po i, deviant because he is a student. A student must be

seen as deviant, since so mtich energy and so many resources are de-

vr:.to to ',;s socialization and assimilation. lf, in addition, his
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F4gres-, :e, no,tile labeled dev;-

ant. s devianze cann,7)t be tolrated. Therefore. he receives

sPecial treatment. 'le r-lust be persuaded to adjust to the standard-

ized. regimented behavior of his peers. Since this "double deviance

:)rovides dreater for the child labeled "disturbed." his

treat-ent becomes the Prototype for the treatment of all children.

i=or purposes of this discussion the disturbed child is "Everyman."

Writers of the counter culture speak directly to educators in

their criticism of the child socialization patterns and institu-

tions tycal f contempo,ary cul'Aire. The writers have diverse

backgrounds and opinions but agree in their condemnation of the

status guo. No attempt will be made in this paper to represent all

viewpoints or perspectives which may fall unuer the ample umbrella

of "counter culture." No attempt is made to seek reconciliation or

agreement between writers where none exists. Instead this paper

will sample the writings of the counter culture, particularly those

co-Icerned with education. The underlying tenets of the counter

wil I be discussed and a general historical perspective

given. Among writers examining the 'School As Community" are

iliF)e,who advocate the abolition of institutions as well as those

concerned with the "process" of education apart from the institu-

tional structure. They disagree with some of the basic assumptions

made by traditional educational institutions.

(1) Counter theorists oppose the notion that education provides a
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t ! ,r skills

(estr, 1955)-

ttmititi!.::-.of role Tit t'le active. !-,!-,-'Iej!lemt-illed teacher

:tre--1.ttermirted gem> of -truth'' to cassive or resistant

crmc. ci.tunter nc,t of

1;,n si,tver aee exploitation

;-,irber. 1969: Ayres, 1968).

'3: Tne o,rc,ct mt literacy and the value .vstem implied by it is

by ,he literature of the counter culture. Literacy is

ri'ten viewed as a political device for propagandizing a population.

(4) iany writers are concerned with the danqers of all institu-

tions and particularly the personal destruction brought about by

inttitutior of the school. Sorw writers would abolish the in-

,,fitution: other, would reform it. However, most attempt to des-

cribe innovative strubtures and processes which would lead to a new

form of interpersonal community revolving about the educational

Cortentiop Within Institutionalization

Cnurter culture is a reaction to the growth and subsequent.

.1c-tamani2inq eftect of service-oriented institutions that serve

cHidren ttrd detrimentally afte(..t all children. To under-

,taild the nature of the counter culture, its reaction: ard the

alterpativei, it presents. it is necessary first to examine the

character ot the institutions it opposes.
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Society has ..,et tp institutHnal systems to share the responsi-

it t-or socialization and dealin with deviance. These systems

t..3..te peen -atagorized by Rhodes and Gibbins (1972) as (1) legal,

2) rledica-, (3) educational, (4) social-welfare, and (5) religious.

Each institution hes a modus operandi, historically and philosophi-

cally couracteristic of that institution. The iegal-correctional

in.,titution serves by coercing, the educational by training, the

medical by prescribing, the social-welfare by helping and the reli-

gious by cxhorting. All these institutions direct a specific ser-

vice at their target population. The service systems may be ranked

in the order given from most to least controlling. It might be

noted that in the past services were limited to the polar modes of

coercion lnd exhortation. Throug'l evolution and revision the inter-

mediate mode-, of prescribing, training, and helping have been insti-

tutionali:ea. All changes, however, have merely established new

points on the same continuum of service. Since institutional behav-

ior is internally controlled and ipstitutions are notoriously hard

to chan,l,r. the establishment of entirely new l,stitutions is inevi-

table.

Traditionally. the primary institutional response to deviance

ha, been to exclude ind:vidual from the mainstream of the popu-

lation (S735l, .10: Trippe, 1966). Professional groups are

aopointed to set criteria for re-admission. These criteria require

that the leviant :ocietal norms before reentering the

clmfity. For 'ievemil reasons, this process has been called into
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1 irs:tJti'sral .stugles inummin & Cumming, 1968:

1961: DJ-n, 1.63) have shown the futility of procedures in

w-icn the criterra For exclusion and re-admissior are defined, and

t.i:f,jrts !_);)Cf.'i rrn tk.° rritPria.

reiet the ent;re continuu:- of institutional

,P,2.1r; 1965: Szasz, 1970, Tracy, 1971). One of

the -,niectiuns :s the nature of the helper-recipient contract. Such

a contract is pased on the assumption that the one who administers

-re service Iteachinb, therapy, rehabiliation, etc.) is superior

Ti) !he reciDiert. Thus, the contract relegates the recipient of

tm an irferior status. Further, all responsi-bility and

,Icc,)untADility c,sur)ed by the professional. The recipient of

;Irv;(,e powerlgss and cannot actively contribute to r;e

,)UtCnr7,2. The contract only increases the helplessness and depen-

th(: recipient.

;pcprld objection of counter theorists is that societal in-

c.leve1,,r .e1f-perpetuatin9 mechanisms. In order to

isslre survival and growth professional interests and institu-

7,ecnani,,,s stimulate the identification and labeling

-.unters of youngsters ;35; deviant (Cohen, 1966: Matza,

MOr!,,, M71). Many children are repeatedly labeled

VACI,, ;nstIrI!;oes. This seemingly endless string of labels does

-,tring for the child, since few relevant program recommendations

are n-ado. the labeling process is lital to social institution,
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for without a target population the institution cannot maintain

itself.

Counter culture, of course, objects first of all to the :;oncept

of normality, a concept without definition. There can be n.)

dard, no "grand mean" of human behavior; ant, there are n(

divisions or discrete units of behavior. The categoriza

the labels based on it, must then be totally arbitrary and there-

for meaningless. The assumption of the existence of normality is

more frightening, since it is the purpose of institutions to assim-

ilate and readjust aberrant behavior to this vague model.

The revolutionary position rejects the subor6Hation of people

to any categorization scheme. The validity of the scheme itself

must be examined (Scheff, 1966: Szasz, 1970; Mercer, 1965). To the

extent the individual internalizes labels, to the extent that he

"puts on," wears, and identifies his inner self with a set of cate-

gorical objectives given him by an exterior force, he is alienated.

He tends to act in accordance with the to play the appro-

priate role. A child.who is once labeled "disturbed" is treated

as though he were disturbed. And such a child has no recourse but

to play the role of the disturbed child. Thus the individual is

not seen as an integrated whole (even by himself) but rather as a

set of labels, acting out a set of roles that match the adjectives.

The implications for the maintenance of racism through institu-

tional structures is. apparent (Kozol, 1967; Herndon, 1971; Thomas,

1971).
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Alienation can be overcome only by a personalization of the

individual, which revolutionary thought insists is impossible

within an institutional stracture. Thus, the philosophy,of per-

sonalism is necessarily revolutionary in an institutional society.

Counter Culture and Education

The schooi demonstrates all the evils uf

structu-e. Counter theorists object, first of all, to the basic

assumption of normality. It is the "normalcy" standard, the great

American mean, that gives rise to many of the ills seen in Americ,n

education. Without a mean, there can be no comparison of students,

and hence no deviation. The normality assumption provides an

implicit sanction for racism (Crow, 1969; Kagan, 1969). If the

institution can define a standard of performance and behavior, it

can establish the differentness of ghetto behavior from that of the

model. The deviance is then accounted for by genetic differentia-

tion, or more explicitly, racial inferiority (Jensen, 1969; Bere-

iter, 1966).

The categorization scheme on which the school system is predi-

cated demands the classification of children on the basis of vari-

ocr, aspects of learning and behavior. One example is unit grading;

children are assigned to a grade on the basis of age; then discrete

units of learning and behavior are deemed appropriate for that

grade. The expected performance at any level is totally arbitrary.

No two children in the first grade could possibly share equivalent
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learning experiences. To expect all children to master the same

quantum of knowledge in an arbitrary time interval is an absurdity.

Yet this standardization persists.

Interval years of learning as a classification scheme is based

on the notion of a closed linear set of knowledge. lt assumes

that a student cannot understand concept C until he has mastered

concepts A and B. Knowledge, as presented by the sc culum,

is hierarchial in nature. A fourth grader cann grade

book because, of course, he has not yet read tn. text.

A hierarchial body of knowledge provides another basis for sorting

and classifying students that bears little resemblance to their

learning experiences.

Children are also sorted on the basis of intelligence and

behavior, thus fostering the growth of special education. Within

classification schemes based on intelligence and behavior, there is

a proliferation of categories. Counter theorists reject the proli-

feration of categories and the': parallel fragmentation of specializ-

ation. Their response is deinstitutionalization. Their aversion

to institutions has roots in the history of the counter culture

phenomenon.

Evolution of Counter Culture

'!

Reacting to the overwhelming, pervasive effect of institu-

tionalization on our society, two radical movements are developing

alternative meam, of dealing with socialization and deviance in
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children. Their'efforts demonstrate a deep commitment to existen-

tial tnought. The first of these groups are neo-humanists (Goodman,

1960; Kohl, 196%: Perls, 1969) who seek to reform and redirect the

professional child servers to provide more appropriate services

within the context of exi ting institutions. The second group

rejects the concept of reform and redirection and seeks the destruc-

tion of present institutions. This paper will present primarily

the views of the latter group, 11,1-cm., 'actions avow a common

al thought."

Although the writer,, of revolutioi, diverge in many directions,

they share a common broad philosophical position based on a hybrid-

ization of Marxian insight into the development of man and existen-

tial thought on individual alienation.

Though at first glance existentialism and Marxism seem unre-

lated, they are not irreconcilable. Contrary to the position of

behavioral science, existentialism sees time as a determinant of

human behavior. Each man's experience is uniquely his own and

cannot be separated from the context of time and setting (Green,

1966). Unfortunately, this highly subjective viewpoint has not

facilitated the development of the existential position as other

than a critical view of man. Programmatic implications about

socialization and deviance in children have not developed. The

e.xistential goal of sociali;ation is growth and adaptation through

optimal utilization of individual experience (Macguarrie, 1955).

This goal does not conflict with Marxist thought.
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The marriage of Marxism and existentialism in revolutionary

thought may be seen as a reaction te contemporary political phi-

losophy. However, the roots of the movement can be traced to the

nineteenth centUry. Institutional functions in society arose to

augment the Industrial Revolution. The concept of more efficient

utilization of resources through specialization of tasks is based

on the well-articulated rational position of Kant (Wright, 1941;

Turner, 1967). His deification of the human mind becomes the core

characteristic of the then e.erging and now dor Hodle class

in Western culture. His assumption of total rationality denies the

existences of solutions to problems outside the realm of logic. His

concept of individual freedom frees men of obligation to their fel-

low man so long as they can logically justify their own behavior.

A way of life characterized by "rugged individualism" ensured the

maintenance and extension of a classed society and the colonial

structure which supported it.

The idea that anything may be thought moral as long as it can

be justified before the "bar of reason" led liberal-capitalist

thinkers of the 19th century (Gilson, et al; 1962) to reject all

institutional philosophy beyond the limits of their own bourgeois

system. Man is morally bound to avoid influencing his fellow man

and he is not responsible for the behavior of his fellow man. One

man's losses are justifiably the gains of another. The exploita-

tion "veiled in religious and political illusions" is replaced with
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Ofl ert eo,rw,ic Jind political exploitation justified by indivi-

,Iual Ireedom. The -Ionefacttirer replaces the feudal lord as slave-

. but the masse,, remain the slaves, alienated from the social

arid econorlie power base.

In response to the system of laissez faire "rugged individual-

km," the Marxist philosophy of the classless state developed

(Aptheker, 1965). The intent of this philosophy and the consequent

revolution was to assure the lower classes of social justice. The

classless stata rejects the economic domination of one group by

another. The dominant middle-class manufacturer is replaced by a

representative of the workers who is accountable to them through

the government. While this change does eliminate domination by a

minority, it does nothing to avoid the alienation that the indivi-

dual worker feels as a result of industrialization.

In summary, the individualistic laissez faire economic system

supp(!rt the growth and development of an industrialized society.

Thi,; type of society, however, allows evils to be perpetrated on

the lower classes: 1) domination, and 2) alienation. The histori-

c.al Marxist philosophy deals with the danger of domination but in

pure form ignores the evils of alienation.

Contempora-y Marxist philosophy has been extended to deal with

the issue of alienation of the worker. A blend of Marxist political

thc,ught and existential personal philosophy focuses on this problem

(N,Iirl'.yk, 1)65). The goal is the provision of a system of social

justice in which the individual can assure himself of a personally
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satisf.,ing existence. A major problem i; 'n42 : riency for societal

institutions to insulate the i nci vi du If. If the indi-

vidual determines who he is on the basis of his membership in one

or more institutional structures, to that extent he becomes person-

ally alienated. This process is complicated by the institutional

tendency to become specialized and impersonal.

The alienation process occurs in all societal institutions

whether economic, political, religious, medical, educational, etc.

.rialized society, ,st or r.1J!r;,i,-J, insti-

tutions are Set up which generate professional roles within them-

selves. Persons employed by these institutions no longer are

addressed as persons (i.e. Dr., Father, Judge Wagner, etc.). The

professio s n these institutions have merged their own personal

identification so completely with their role the institution

that they are no longer seen as accountable outside their institu-

tion. To maintain this autonomy, the professionals insulate them-

selves from those whom they serve by labeling them as clients

rather than as consumers of a service. By such labeling and through

specialization, the professional roles insure the maintenance of

the status quo. Both ascribed roles, that of professional and that

of cliont, alienate the individuals who fill them. The r.-)les arti-

ficially discourage opPortunities for intimacy and persinal identi-

fication. This depersonalization and alienation allows the indivi-

dual to project the responsibility for hi% own behavior onto the

generic role, thus eliminating any personal accountability. Aside
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from creating numerous personal problems, this process recreates

the pattern of domination that socialism sought to redress.

The educational institution has reflected these political and

economic philosophies more than it has shaped them. The personal

alienation which occurred as man's behavior fell more and more

under the aegis of specialized institutions was compounded as the

school emerged as a principal instrument of socialization. The

tmierged masses of students with

"appropriate" skills. Furthermore, the process of education and

teacher-pupil intcractions was heavily tainted with the evils of

domination and alienatior.

EDUCATIONAL ENTERPRISE AND THE COMMUNITY

The protests of the counter culture, whether demands for the

abolition of institutions or plans for modifying present structures,

may be viewed as striving toward a re-definition of "community."

("Community"is used here in the sense of a structure for interper-

sonal relationships.) No lonaer content with the types of relation-

ships created by present institutional forms, writers of counter

culture advocate that the educational institution be eliminated or

changed at all levels to promote a different type of educational

process involving radically different forms of interpersonal rela-

tionships. The definition of the community varies with different

riters. Some are concerned with the role of education at a

n'ational and international level while others speak of a teacher and
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a child. This writer ha.; arrived at the following definition of

community to describe the dimension along which the literature of

counter culture has been sampled:

"Community is defined as the dynamic balr) e of

mutually satisfactory re ,o-( Ii

sottin(; fesigned ,-1();, , hum:1

Th recip.ocal rules may involve several nations, or nations and

the governed, as a teacher and a student. It is the process and

content of their interaction which is the colcern of counter-

theorists.

The term "community" connotes interdependence with individual

integrity and respect. Though cc-operation and mutual benefit is

stressed, most writers emphasize the importance of the individual

and his right to authority over his existence. To all of these

writers, the contemporary institution of the school is incompatible

with the fostering of such 1!community."

Community Within the Classroom

Most criticism oF present classroom structure and process stems

from the "achievement orientation" impressed on the school during

the "Sputnik competition" of the 1950's. Governmental influence

in the form of funds from the National Education Defense Act

greatly emphasized the schools' function as producer of a product.

Great emphasis was put upon academic study, competition and glori-

fication of intellect. The few non-academic goals acknowledged by

educators such as physical and mental health, social !earnings and
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,,,H)(H, children wer:: sorted and categorized as

to their ccade-lic aptitude. Special education mushroomed and

for the yducably retarded, socially maladjusted, emotionally

disturbed, slow learners and other,such ambiguously derived cate-

goriec became the "dumping crounds" for children fa)ling from the

academic sieve (Tripp°. 1961 : Dunn, 1969).

This sudden proccunotion with "academics" facilitated and aug-

,-lenr.,d the work of such cognitive psychologists as Bruner (1966)

r,,nd riaget (19631. Their theocies, however, were widely misunder-

a71,! Their constructs of "stages of growth" were

w.ori rigid cateu-rical systems into which children were pigeon-

The conscot of individu.il differences espoused by cognitive

theorists was de-emphasized in the drive to bring all children to a

"golden mean" of behavior and performance. To defend this system

and its goals, means were devised to segregate the children who for

some reason rnuld nnt "keep up" in the classroom. The. segregated

clascrnom,; were then provided with a "watered down" curriculum to

ocr:gov the children until they could legally be excused from school.

"Progresive" sr,hools devised materials which, when presented to

th , d,,v;ln! rhild, .ittempted to "remediate his disability" or re-

,;,rgram th^ to fit back into the system (McCarthy & McCarthy,

1949; Peter, 1q65).
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The absurdity of such line,' ,r,ing providing no viable

alternatives was demonstrated by J. physicist, Jerrold Zacharias

(1968), whose case for an individualized curriculum i5 based upon

the scientifically-oriented "discovery method." A chief contribu-

tion of Zacharias is the notion that the child rust be an accive,

inquiring participant in the acquisition of knowledge- The teach-

er's role, through the selection and presentation of materialE

is to aid the child in his own unique method of discovering scien-

tific facts, laws, etc. The academically-oriented goal has not

really changed for Zacharias but the non-directive methodology re-

establishes the importance of individual differences, creates fewer

"deviants," and gives the child a more active role in the learning

process.

The content and goals of the curriculum are the targets of

writers advocating the inclusion of materials and methods con-

cerning affect or emotion in the school's program. Leonard's

Education and Ecstasy (1968) and Jones' Fantasy and Feeling in

Education (1968) are both attempts to "re-humanize" the curriculum.

Jones (1968) attempted to demonstrate that education without affect

produced a learner devoid of internal motivation. The introduction

of affect into the curriculum by stressing interP ersonal relations

and by fostering a sense of interdependence or "community" is seen

as facilitating the learning process.

Th;s "pseudo-dichotomy" between the cognitive and afjective

goals of the schoolc is related to the contention of Cleaver (1968)
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thdt black men are aware of their bodies and not their minds while

t,le opposite holds true for white men. C'eaver's prescription for

world community rests on the assumption that by coming together

black and white may help one another to integrate mind and body

into a fully functioning being.

A combination of the emphasis upon affect and "community" and.

upon Cie active, exploratory participation of the child in the

learning process is found in current practices in British Infant

and Juoior School programs. Based upon the Plowden Report (Central

Advisory Commttee, 1967) and described in glowing terms by Ameri-

can Joseph Fe,?therston (1967), the "Infant School idea" has been a

model fur radical American "free schools" as well as for innovative

programming in public schools. The environawnt is structured

.around an "activity center " in which children are free to explore

many interests. Provision is made for many act;vities of an affec-

tive nature, such as drama, art and music. Group probiam-solving

activities such as those of Randolph (1967) are introduced as a

... _means of achieving a learning community. Unfoctunately the struc-

lure of these Infant Schools is not easily imposed upon the Ameri-

can public schools, since the British schools tend to serve

children from the working class who are not expected to achieve

academically. Few studies have adequately described the success of

,,uch schrio1,, in preparing children for higher education.

Ve r now approaches to classrooms are proliferating,

,,osm in reaction to the absence of affective content or child
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participation in the traditional classroom. Recently two 'surveys

of the Arlerican educational scene were conducted. Gross and Gross

(1969) reviewed the "radical" education literature on the assump-

tion that though "radical," these approaches were the vanguard of

more generalized change. Silberman (1970) conducted the most pres-

tigious and comprehensiv.: study today of the American educational

system and concluded that the concerns voiced by the educational

"radicals" and the alternatives they offer are valid and viable.

Silberman also supports the "radical" contention that contemporary

schooling is devastating nc- only to the child labeled as deviant

(where the adversive effects of the system are blatah: and obvious)

but also to the "normal" child where damaging effects are not

always so easil/ detected.

Documentation of the futility and absurdity of the traditional

elementary classroom is given by Holt (1964) in his personal jour-

nal How Children Fail. Both the content and the pedagogy of the

classroom fali under attack as Holt illustrates mechanism's for in-

suring failure in the classroom. A follow-up effort, How Children

Learn (Holt, 1969), is an attempt to go beyond criticism and offer

alternatives for classroom practice. Most of these alternatives

focus upon removing the artificial barriers separating adult and

child in the learning situation. Holt places the burden of change

upon the teacher, since most of his suggestions modify the teacher

role. The teacher becomes more a designer of a learning setting
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fhau a of knowledge. However, few if any sugges-

offrd for "support system" to a:d the teacher in the

role. Holt has had great insight into the problems

lear 'r, but unless the total system is prepared to support

a change in approach, no lasting change will occur.

The relatiorp,hip of teacher and pupil is also the interest of

Jonathan Ko7.il (1967) in hrs vivid descriptions of life in an urban

ghetto schooi. He illustrates the cleavage between the culture of

the dominating white, middle-class faculty and administration and

that of the dominated black and Puerto Rican students. The school

is depicted as destroying the lives of children as it denigrates

their ethnic culture. Ghetto children are labeled as inferior if

they show r.nir,tance to being pressed into a middle class mold.

The documentation of the dehumanization occurring when attempts are

made by teachers to enculturate children are no more chilling than

the descriptions of teacher alienation when an attempt is made to

teach these children in a nontraditional manner. Kozol finds no

alternative but to close the schools or permit the domination of

children.

Kohl (1967) in his analysis of this dilemma offers a possible

alternative in the establishment of community between teacher and

children of disparate cultures. Kohl's experience in a ghetto

,,chool led him to create a classroom atmosphere which would be

instructive both to teacher and to children--both cultures meet and

learn from ,ne another. Kohl, too, may be adjudged a failure since
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he eventually left the classroom. He did, however, make several

signif' .ant contributions toward the goal of educational change.

He demonstrates the absurdity of attempting to implement a "value-

less," "culture fair" curriculum in a school setting composed of

persons From conflicting cultures.

In a classroom the value of the dominant culture are found in

the organization of the building, the curriculum, and the roles

assumed by participants. Kohl suggests it is the adult's responsi-

bility to explain the cultural biases to the children and to assist

them in an almost "sociopathic" pseudoadaptation to them. Kohl

builds his curriculum on this compromise, using the thesis of Mar-

gare: Mead (1970) that the responsibility of one generation to the

next is to teach the process of growth, but not to dictate the con-

tent of it. Kohl attempts to implement the process of education

using the content which children bring with them. Though this

approach moves beyond traditional classroom goals, one must ques-

tion the necessity for compromising conflicting value systems.

The :,-,,ation nf corirlunity, despite cultural differences, is

portrayed by Hentoff (1966) in his description of Elliot Shapiro's

attempt to hum1ni7e and revitalize a ghetto school. This account

is differPnt from most in that the "change agent" is a school

administrator rather than a teacher. The opinions of a prominent

social critic, Hentoff, also enhance this book.

A change of pace occurs with James Herndon's books (Herndon,

1966) since he espouses no theoretically oriented criticism, nor
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does he .klinear.. J viable alternative. Any generalities or con-

ciusions must be those of the reader. The author describes the

successes and failures of a teacher working in a system of which he

thoroughly disapproves. Such books, though not often cited in

r,,views of the literature, may finally spark the changes needed to

mai,e ciassrooms into true communities.

Community in a School

The arguments of some writers are directed toward the general

scnool complex or total curriculum rather than at specific class-

room structure. Paul Goodman, for example, represents the extreme

in criticism of the nature of the system. He is particularly

concerned with issues relating to fundamental teacher-student rela-

tionships. His writings concentrate upon what is wrong with the

system of schooling and few alternatives are offered (Goodman,

1964). Goodman admits that his criticisms demand changes which

caunot be instituted, but defends his position as one of philoso-

phy--the burden of change implementation not falling upon his

,houlders.

A reorganization of the school and its curriculum is advocated

5, Fantini and Weinstein (1968). Falling under the rubric of

"humanistic education," their program efforts attempt to achieve a

proper balance in cognitive and affective education. Their emphasis

is on the establishment of a curriculum relevant to student growth

needs and one .-/hicb offers choice and student participation. Their
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curriculum, designed to make real "contact" with the student at a

basic need level, is based on an idea similar to that of Sylvia

Ashton-Warner's "organic reading" approach (Ashton-Warner, 1967).

The "contact curriculum" is designed to help the student answer the

questions and fulfill the needs which he, the learner, feels most

relevant. This curriculum involves the learner as an active parti-

cipant in its formulation and execution.

Such learner participation is labeled as "subversive" to the

system by Postman and Weingartner (1969) and they whole-heartedly

support the concept. The critical condition in achieving change in

the educational system according to Postman and Weingartner is that

students have the responsibility for reform.

Recently,"reform community" schools have been established with

the goal nf implementing reform outside of the establi:hed school

system. One of the most cited efforts was the Ann Arbor Community

School (Ayres, 1968). The school was based upon the felt need for

children to have an arena in which they could experiment and expe-

rience success and failure, without the usual adult-imposed conse-

quences. Many cultures provide for such natural and spontaneous

activity free from adult domination but the American culture

appears schizophrenic in its approach-avoidance attitude toward

childhood freedom. (Friedenburg, 1962, has documented the curious

American phenomenon Gf the glorification and simultaneous elimina-

tion of adolescence.) The Ann Arbor Community School in attempting
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to meet this need for total freedom and total acceptance was even-

tually :.losed because of criticism involving tne lack of conse-

quences for behavior (Ayres, 1968) The Ann Arbor experience was

only one of many, however, which are rapidly developing across the

country as an alternative for people disenchanted with public

schools.

A whole new literature has begun to develop as these "radical

schools" set up communication linkages in the form of newsletters

and journals. One of the foremost of such efforts is This Magazine

Is About Schools, a quarterly offering articles by "radical" educa-

tors, poems and writings by children, and anti-war, anti-establish-

ment literature, and classified advertisements. It is the official

organ of an experimental school in Toronto, a center for "new

school" activity. The "New Schools Exchange" in California serves

a similar function with a newsletter format and less emphasis upon

articles.

"Freedom Schools" (O'Gorman, 1970) have been established in

storefronts in urban areas where ghetto children do not succeed in

public schools. These schools report a great deal of success in

teaching basic skills by accepting the value system of the recip-

ient cuiture and formulating goals c.ungruent Iv!ith demands of that

c-.1ture.

A cnildren's community in a ghett. area is described by George

Dennison (1369) in his account of the First Street School. Here

are documented the triumphs and problems cf the firsi year of a
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r -I hv director-teacher. Composed of a

Jedicated teachers and serving those children rejected as

,:nteacnable" by the public and parochial schools, the First Street

Sco. utilized the principles of student participation in curricu-

lum formulation and execution, extensive "field trips" and an

iNf,,,mal teacher-learner relationship. The account might well serve

a', a andbook for others initiating such an effort.

Expanding ti.e Learninn Community Beyond a School

The participation of children in curriculum design and the

emphasis upon relevance to the learner, is leading "radical educa-

tors" more and more outside the walls of a school setting. Though

"field trips" as an enrichment activity are found in even the

most rigid and orthodox public school classroom, the concept of

shared, first-hand learning "on location" as a major part of the

cJrriculum is a keystone of most new school efforts. Some efforts

seem to aim toward an almost apprenticeship approach to education.

The Philadelphia Public Schools have an experimental high

chool program which has been described as a model of "open educa-

tion" on a secondary level (Greenberg F., Roush, 1970). The Parkway

Program and its "school without walls" concept places students in

the community in various apprenticeship roles. Small group discus-

sions are held in various storefronts and art and music enjoyed at

municipal institutions. This program attempts to utilize all

aspects of the city which have something to offer students--whether
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a job skill o!" more academic or artistic pursuits. The

,Ierlves its name from the fac that most of its

resources in t!..e form of industry, business and service institu-

ti s lie along tne Philadelphia Parkway.

P,ough subjected to the criticisms of "tokenism" by "radicals"

and 7,-ies of irrelevance by some educators decrying visits to

tne ladelphia Museum of :',rt by the illiterate, the effort may

prov:de a glimpse of a new approach to secondary education. Perhaps

trle criticisms raised reflect the American culture's ambivalence in

granting freedom and license on one hand while constricting growth

simultaneously. The demands of critics seem to say that the stu-

lents should have the freedom to choose, but only those things

,,4hich are deemed "best for them."

Should education become the arena wherein cultural expectations

and personal goals confront each other and are negotiated? Brazil-

ian eucator, Paulo Friere (1970), has answered in the affirmative,

,iHle the Bra:ilian government responded in the negative to' his

,uccessFul campaign to erase illiteracy by using the entire

cormunity as the learning setting. Friere argues that schools

take the ,_eacing of values and the promotion of self-growth

out of thk2 pHloscp,lical realm and put them into a political one.

To Friere, controlled schooling is an anti-educational vehicle for

the LorIrcl of the masses. Dominant groups maintain control through

the schooling orocer,s. This contention is in agreement with the

statement by McLuhan that a minimal level of literacy is necessary
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becore ="ccessfj1 domihation of tribal cL,Itures is achieved. Friere

t'at t'he t:Juc,3:ioha1 e,,tablish-e-t fosters the manipula-

ti,Jn of the -lasses by an elite oligarchy through the content and

process of its teaching. Literacy is purposely kept at animal

levels for political purposes. roo ignorant or too educated a popu-

lace is dangeroLts to govern.

Planned illiteracy is only one method of control which the

school imposes on those who pass through its doors. Its system of

categorization for deviance, the content cf its courses and the re-

lationship established between teacher and pupil all may have great

political significance. The mandate for the use of these devices

is given the school by the literate oligarchy. For this reason,

Illich (1970) maintains that all attempts at change within the edu-

cational system are doomed to being co-opted by the educational

source of power. Illich insists that instead of attempting to

achieve a more open or egalitarian educational system, one should,

instead, "de-school" society. This can be achieved by removing all

forms of institutionalized education. By removing the vestiges of

imposed curriculum and values, the individual would then be freed

to learn. The criteria for learning may then be shifted from a

normative or parametric standard to one based upon the individual's

achievement in terms of self-growth. The learning community ex-

panded to the individual and his culture may then provide the pri-

mary goal as a celebration of awareness (Illich, 1970).
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COUNTED C'JLTURE ALTE0.NATIVES

The -,)rotesti of t.-!e counter culture right be summarized as

l'.ealing with three types of recommendations:

new advocacy for d,viance.

2) 7, search for new ,o,:ializaticin patterns.

3) A r.eformation of the Educational institution.

Advocacy for Deviance

Marcuse (1964) has taken a position advocating deviance in the

individual. He rejects tolerance of deviance, since "tolerance"

implies that deviance is not a desirable thing, but a necessary

evil. At present, tolerance of deviance is limited by characteris-

tics of the socializing institutions which see themselves as re-

sponsible for man's behavior. Each institution has its own defini-

tion of "correct" behavior, and cannot tolerate behavior which is

beyond its particular definition. For example, in some school sys-

tems, children who do not conform to the behavior norms are re-

red to he removed from regular classrooms. Furthermore, each

in,,titution feels responsible for only a subset of behaviors that

are limited by time patameters (a school's responsibility is only

f(i,- the duration of the school day), or situational parameters (a

ho,,pital clinic is not responsible for aftercare).

Man'i tolerance for deviance is also limited by the nature of

the socialization process itself. As Montesquieu points out, man
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Qr;,vf! ; rot H fact most desirable. As 7,an takes on, in

a.!_lition to i s nimal nature, the components of thinkinQ and

rationality. he becomes a more 'purified being." Then when, as

Rousseau (Archer, 1964) points out, he enters into complex human

neiationsrlips, the evils of society, specifically domination and

rj'et in the way of man's function. Traditionally, man

puts lir,its on his relationships in order that his ability to deal

with deviance is not taxed. Man usually imposes a qualitative

limit: that is, he extrudes certain types of behavior and the per-

sons who indulge in them. Deviants are categorized and excluded.

An alternative to "tolerance" of deviance is to advocate devi-

ance as a right of citizenship. This position is in direct conflict

with institutional tolerance of deviance. As institutions develop,

more and more institutional forms are created. Durkheim (1939) des-

cribed the specialization which occurs as a result of the phenome-

non of division of labor, lt may be seen-as a contract situation,

in which the individual gives up certain rights and responsibili-

ties when ne participates in a reP resentative democracy or in a

mental health in-,titution or in an education institution. The indi-

vidual personally creates a form of institutional domination, and

sets up the nriterion for interpersonal diffusion or alienation.

On the ot:1,- hand, the advocate for deviance places the respon-

sibil:ty for behavior upon the individual. It is not possible to

exclude an indivi:'.;)1 on the basis of his behavior. When a commu-

nity of men become-. complex beyond its ability to advocate for
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deviance, sore criteria for exciusion becomes necessary. However,

those individuals who advocate for deviance do not support arbi-

trary qualitative exclusion of the individual. Instead, they sug-

gest an egalitarian cut-off point, beyond which the size of the

community is no longer viable. Rather than using a complicated

rationale for excluding individuals, one then excludes a person

because there is no room. Each basic human group consists of a

limited number of individuals, all of whom are part of a mutual

feedback system. Individual responsibility within the group is for

providing behavioral feedback to one another. The call is for a

community which, while limited in size, advocates for deviance, and

one in which the only criterion for membership is humanity. Means

of obtaining this type of society are now developing.

Alternative Socialization Patterns

The second component of counter culture is the search for an

alternative means of socialization outside of the institutional

setting. While some of these proposals seem to replace the exis-

ting institution with another one such as substituting a day care

center for home child rearing, many writers do indeed advocate the

abolition of institutions. The school has come under particular

attack as rIn outmoded form of socialization maintained to foster

the domination of the masses by an intellectual and economic oli-

garchy. The institution of the Church has probably been the site
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of the greatest such erosion (Cox. 1965) and the decline in influ-

ence or the home has been well-documented (Mead, 1970). Counter

theorists maintain that these signs of institutional atrophy are

not omens of ill fortune as usually purported, but rather healthy

signs of a society throwing off the yoke of institutional oppres-

sion for a new freedom for the individual.

Reformation of the Educational Institution

The third component proposed by revolutionaries involves the

reconstituting of the teaching-learning contract. The nature of

the present teaching-learning contract delineates the entire re-

sponsibility for learning with the institution. The school system

determines the substance and nature of that learning, the student

is only a passive recipient of that iearning. He shares no respon-

sibility for his learning, and hence, no accountability. If the

learning fails, the institution can be blamed

But counter theorists hope to revise this contract such that

both teacher and student share equal responsibility for the outcome.

To achieve this, the student must be a full participant in the

learning process. He must be able to determine his own nee s,

interests, and resources and negotiate these with the syster- to

produce an outcome for which he is fully accountable. ShaT ng

equal partnership to the teacher in this contract, the teacher

becomes a resource and facilitator in the learning process. As a

resource, the teacher can help the student determine his needs and
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resources. not det....rmine them for him. This aiyes autonomy to both

tnric it is the only way in which both itudent

and teacher can act as truly free agents in a contract of mutual

consent and responsibility.
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AN OVERVIEW: TOWARD SYNTHESIS OF MODELS OF DISTURBANCE
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TOWARD SYNTHESIS

I. THE PARADIGM OF THE WHOLE

A. Differences in Part-Whole Emphasis

No matter which theory we examine, we find consensus regarding

emotional disturbance as a Property of an,action system or field,

composed of man and environment bound together by various equilibria-

Ling forces. There are different ways of picturing this composite

system and the relative contributions of parts of the system to the

clisturbance of the whole. Some theories employ a basically reduc-

tionist approach to the disturbed whole, treating it as revolving

around separate individuals, whose separate actions when taken to-

gether form the whole. The distinction between man and his envi-

ronment is usually sharply drawn. The functions of individual and

environment are divided into two distinct realms, with the distur-

bance pictured as residing primarily in ule relationship of the in-

dividual to the environment.

dther theories beg-in with the whole as a composite system

whose distinctive characteristics are greater than the sum of its

component parts. This composite whole has its own controlling and

regulating principles independent of the individuals within it.

(This is true in many ecological, sociological, and existential

theories.) The distinction between the environment and the individ-

ual is less sharply drawn by these "systems" theorists. The behav-

ior of one individual is part of the environment of another individ-
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ual, so that behaviors of individuals are also components of the be-

havior of the environments.

For some of the wholistic theories, almost all properties of

the whole are incorporated into "environment." This is common among

sociological theories. The individual is considered almost as

though he was an indistinguishable part of an aggregate body. His

independent responsivity is treated as though it is a simple repre-

sentation of collective responsivity. The individual is a faint,

shadowy reflection of the group.

Other wholistic theories (such as ecological and existential

theories) feature the individual as a distinguishable subsidiary part

of the whole, with an independent history and an individual, recip-

rocal effect upon the whole.

The additive theories arrive at the whole through the summation

of the elemental units, although they do attempt to reduce the whole

to some ultimate building block material (as in the biogenetic

theories) or an ultimate energy source (as in psychodynamic or be-

havioral theories). The synthesis systemic theories (such as eco-

logical, sociological, and existential theories) begin with the

composite whole and look at its influence upon the parts (man and en-

vironment) within the whole. The whole regulates its component

parts, and the fate of a part depends upon its place in the whole.

The differences in part-whole emphasis among models becomes

apparent only in the detailed elaboration of their theories. If we

return to fundamental doctrine in the models, these differences fade
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in importance. All look upon disturbance as referring to a process

of painful disequilibration. To use Freud's description of the re-

lationship between man and environment, "They are firmly mortised

together (1958, p. 138)" in their tensions and actions.

B. Behavioral Theories

Pavlov, for instance, isolated the conditioned reflex as the

mortising force which bound the reflexive actions of environment and

organism into a composite whole. Out of the flux and change of the

energy properties of environment and the energy properties of orga-

nisms acting upon each other, a mutually binding connecting force,

the "reflex," organizes the mutual actions into a predictable be-

havioral ,,ystem. In his Nobel speech, delivered in Stockholm in

1904, Pavlov said that the animal organism'as a system exists in sur-

rounding nature only because of the continous equilibration of this

system with the environment; i.e., thanks tu definite reactions of the

living system to stimulation reaching it from without. He contended

that this equilibration of the field is ensured first by the simplest

unconditioned reflexes (such as coughing when foreign substances en-

ter the larynx) as well as by the most complex ones, which are usu-

ally known as instincts--alimentary, defensive, sexual and others.

Unconditioned reflexes are caused both by internal agents within the

organism and by external agents. But the equilibrium attained by

these reflexes is complete only when there is absolute constancy of

the external environment. Since the latter is always fluctuating,

the unconditioned connections are not sufficient; they must be supple-
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mentu by conditioned reflexes. Here we have conditioning mortising

the two realms of active matter into a new energy form composed of

bothbehavior.

Gantt (1944), further explicated the equilibrating process oc-

curring in the pattern of shared action between the individual and

his surrounding environment when he described the reflexes as:

...variable, fluctuating, appearing, disap-
.pearing, symbolizing, substituting reactions,
when a delicate equilibrium is maintained in
a system surrounded by a changing environment
where the system itself is perpetually chang-
ing.

(Gantt, 1944, p. 6)

Thus, although the total patterning process is reduced to a

basic exchange unit--the reflex--nevertheless, the constant flux

which is the organism and the constant flux which is the environ-

ment are brought together as an enduring, predictable pattern by

the reflex. The process brings about patterned constancy of ex-

pressed energy (behavior) out of the flux of stimuli (environment

and reactions).

In more recent expressions of behavioral theory there is a

decicied shift to environmental control of the equilibration between

man and environment. Here, "environment" becomes a man-made or

social agent which, by its particularized patterning, determines

whether or not certain acts or behaviors of the organism are mal-

adaptive or adaptive.

In discussing maladaption, Skinner pictures disturbance as an

emotional by-product of control by various social agencies such as

c48
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religion, f,mily, government df,,i legal agencies. This by-product

has come about as a re,ult r.:nishment (1953, P. 367).

What is "wrong" will) the individual who displays
these by-products of punishment is easily stated.
A particular personal history ha% produced an
organism whose behavior is disadvantageous or
dangerous. In what sense it is disadvantageous
or dangerous must be specified in each case by
noting the consequences both lo the individual
and to others.

(Skinner, 1953, p. 372)

The explicit inclusion of society, social roles, cultural expec-

tations and social control as the baseline for determination of

disturbing consequences of individual behavior is clearer in cur-

rent behavioral theories.

The person whose behavior is maladaptive does
not fully live up to the expectations for one
in his role, does not respond to all the stim-
uli actually present, and does not obtain the
typical or maximum form of reinforcement avail-
able to one of his status.... Maladaptive be-
havior is behavior that is considered inappro-
priate by those key people in a person's life
who control reinforcers.

(Ullman and Krasner, 1965, P. 20)

From this statement we conclude that the environment not only

produces the disturbing consequences to certain individual behav-

iors, but also ac.tively codifies behaviors into appropriate or in-

appropriate kinds at the moment of their occurrence. Here we have

the picture of a negative refluence between the behaviors of indi-

viduals and the behaviors of environment as constituting distur-

bance and maladaptation.

Current behaviorists simplify the complexity of this refluence

by focusing upon very specific, discrete, behaviors as the sign of
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,naladaptation between a specific organism and a specific environment.

They seem to imply that this is the extent of maladaptation and that

it can be thus isolated as a phenomenon. 11,,wever, in the much ne-

glected experimental neurosis studies of W. H. Gantt (1944) the

wholistic nature of the disturbance--at least as it is measured with-

in the individual organism--is more clearly demonstrated. Distur-

bance is shown to be a very general phenomenon:

In any measurement that we make--wnether gen-
eral behavior, motor, secretatory, respiratory,
cardiac, metabolic--it is imperative to recog-
nize that no single measure represents the whole
picture. We are, so to speak, fishing in the
stream of life, and bring up only that for which
we have appropriate bait.

(Gantt, 1944, p. 21)

In reporting on individual dogs, Gantt demonstrates the inter-

play between environmental and organismic events. One can see, in

a global fashion, the way in which insults, drastic shifts, intense

stimulation, or inordinate demands from the environment place extra-

ordinary strain upon the adaptive capacities of the organism and the

equilibration between organism and environment. One can observe how

the genetically established adaptive patterns within individuals,

released by natural or given stimuli in the environment, can be rad-

ically altered, deformed, or transformed by artificial, external in-

tervention into this equilibration. One can also see how a shift

from one envi,ronment (the laboratory) to another (a farm) can bring

about diminution of the intensity of experimental neurosis in an an-

imal and a return to equilibration between the dog and his environ-
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ment, or the creation of a new Gestalt for the organism.

C. Analytic Theories

In current analytic theory we find very close agreement with

rurrent hehalioral theory. Hein7 Hartmann (1958) says:

Thus adaptation is primarily a reciprocal re-
lationship between the organism and its environ-
ment(Hartmann, p. 24), and ...individual
propensities which amount to disturbance in one
social group or locus may fuViH a socially es-
sential function in another to. 32).

He acknowledges that adaptation is a central concept in psychoanal-

ySIS:

Now adaptation---though we do not discuss its implica-
tions frequently or thoroughly---is a central concept of-
psychoanalysis, because many of our problems, when pur-
sued far enough, converge on it (p. 22).

The psychoanalytic interpretation of the nature of derange-

ments in adaptation between individual and environment is clearly

stated in Freud's Civilization and its Discontents. He pictures

civilization as racked by conflict and torment due to the constant

battle between "eternal Eros" on one hand and aggression and de-

struction on the other. He depicted the whole of communal life as

being deranged by this conflict and looked upon man-made culture

as the possible counteracting force. He says:

The fateful question of the human species seems
to me to be whether and to what extent the cul-
tural processes developed in it will succeed in
Mastering the c igements of communal life
caused by the huh.on instinct of aggression and
self-destruction pr). 143-144).

Although psychoanalysis is accused of locating disturbance in
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the individual alone, Freud himself was not guilty of such reduc-

tionism. In Civilization and its Discontents, Fremi described the

processes of individual development and the cultural processes in

humanity as . sane proce,.,s:

When, however, we compare the cultural processes
in humanity with the processes of development or
upbringing in an individual human being, we
shall conclude without much hesitation that the
two are very similar in nature, if not in fact
the same process applied to a different kind of
object (p. 133).

He then goes on to discuss the conflict between the individual's

striving for happiness and the culture's striving to create a single

unity out of individual men and women. The conflict is resolved

when the happiness of the individual includes the need to be in-

corporated into the community. There is, then, a community super-

ego and it is possible for a community system--possibly even the

whole of humanity--to become neurotic under the pressure of civi-

lizing trends.

Psychoanalysis has always been cognizant of the fact that the

"reciprocal neurosis" of individual and environment can be modified

by changes in the erivironment, as well as by changes in the indi

Hartmann (1958) highlights the wholistic nature of mala-

daptation by discussing the three ways in which maladaptation can be

brought about:

I. Adaptation may occur through changes which the individ-

ual effects in h15 environment. This as called "allo-

pla,.tic" adaptation by Freud.
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2. It may come about by appropriate changes in the psycho-

,c,1(0. This was called "autoplastic" adaptation

by Freud, and it is the type of adaptation given most

attention by psychoanalysis.

3. It may come about by the individual choosing a new envi-

ronment which is advantageous to his functioning (adaptio-

genesis).

Hartmann places these three methods of adaptation into a systems

context when he says:

Man not only adapts to the community but also
actively participates in creating the conditions
to which he must adapt. Man's environment is
molded increasingly by man himself. Thus the
crucial adaptation which man has to make is to
the social structure, and his collaboration in
building it (p. 31).

D. Sociological Theories

Durkheim, (1950), presenting a sociogenic point of view outlines

a patterned field of exchange and regulation between environment

and individuals, similar to the view of the psychogenic theorists

already discussed. He sees the function of the whole as regulation

- of its component parts. The fate of an individual part is depen-

dent on its place in the whole. Society is seen as a collective

force structuring and containing basic needs of individuals.

Although Durkheim does not devote much attention to the development

of the need concept, as do the psychogenic theorists, the concept

is central to his thinking.
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An interdependence exists between social norms and human needs.

Human need; are unlimi ted and indefinitely expandable. Man's activity

is bounded only by group norms, by social limits. Without such

external limitations man's needs expand to the point where they

cannot possibly be fulfilled. This leads to individual frustration

and to the pain of unlimited needs...of anomie. The result is a

proliferation of socially deviant behavior.

In societies in transition, the patterns of consen5us are

loosened just as the other basic patterns of the society are

loosened. The solid framework of social norms is broken up, and

this disintegration is reflected in the release of men's needs from

their social containment.

For Durkheim, the locus of the major equilibrator is in the

environment, in social norms. Durkheim, like Freud, finds that

disturbance predates the individual, and exists within the composite

whole. It is a chronic state of societies.

Durkheim relates anomie to a particular type of suicide--

anomic suicide, which "...results from man's activities lacking

regulation and his consequent suffering (p.258)."

The discussion of anomic suicide is a special corollary of

Durkheim's more general thesis expressed in The Ruies of Sociolo-

iical Method. This thesis states that the collective inclination

is a reality in itself, exterior to the individual and exercising

a coercive effect upon him. Individual inclination reflects col-
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lective incli,lation which, in turn, reflects the social structure

in which the i-dividual lives. The whole is not an additive phe-

qor,encm It H omething other than its parts and exerts great

rflj.nc its parts.

When comr)n views are well articulated and organized (as in

Catholicism, for insta7,ce),th re is'a reduction in the rate of

deviation (as in suicide, for instance). Suicide is condemned in

Catholicism, therefore, individual suicide is relatively infrequent.

Protestantism, however, which stresses individual thought and indi-

vidual views, has a lesser hold over the individual. He is not

tightly bound to the group and suicide is more likely to occur.

When there is a sudden and violent breach in social equilibrium,

there is an accompanying breach in the network of collective views

on life. The adjustment between the individual and the common

belief system is loosened, and man experiences anomie. Under such

circumstances we see a rise of individual deviations.

In Suicide, Durkheim demonstrated that different geographical

areas, ethnic groups or populations have different rates of suicide.

The characteristic suicide rate for a specific population in a

particular place remains stable across the years (unless the par-

ticular society undergoes a drastic upset or change), no matter

what individuals inhabit the place and population.

In his study he demonstrated that this characteristic rate of

suicid,. was even more unifsm than deaths within the same popula-
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tion,. which c,)uld be attributed to exterior material forces such as

temperature, etc. We must, therefore, ad7-lit, he says, that

"moral" facts such as suicide depend, to a great extent, upon forces

external to the individual.

Wholly different are the results when we forget
the individual and suught the causes of the sui-
cidal aptitude of each society in the nature of
the societies themselves. The relations of sui-
cide to certain states of social environment .

are as direct and constant as its relations to
facts of a biological and physical character
were seen to be uncertain and analogous.

(Durkheim, 1951, p. 299)

The capacity of specific environments to replicate again and

again rates of characteristic deviations even with complete turn-

over of individuals within its boundaries has been demonstrated

again aej again by sociology, psychiatry and psychology. Durkheim

has pointed out the fact that the population of l'aris renews itself

very rapidly; yet the Paris share of total French suicides remains

practically the e. Ecological studies of delinquency have de-

monstrate the same phenomenon. These same studies have further

demk,n,trate,t that ii stinctive deographical parts (or natural areas)

Ilso have ..naracteristic rates, if the natural area remains

..cnanged, no matter ...4ho inhabits them (Shaw, et al., 1929, 1942).

;ari; (1333) reheated the methodology of these delinquency

studies in the area r mental illness and obtained the same results.

Jenkins dnJ Bmiwn (1335) showed that mental retardation rates were

distr;buted in the same way.
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Durkheim speaks of an individual and a social state of con-

sciousness:

Since everyone leads this sort of double exis-
tence simultaneously, each of us has a double
impulse. We are drawn in social directions and
tend to follow the inclinaticns of our own na-
tures. So the rest of society weighs upon us as
a restraint to our centrifugal tendencies, and
we for our part share in this weight upon others
for the purpose of neutralizing theirs. We,
ourselves, undergo the pressure we help to exert
upon others.

(Durkheim, 1951, p. 319)

In Durkheim's theories we see some of the same patternings

Oat we find in Hartmann. The adaptations between individual and

environment are reciprocal and mutually influencing. The analytic

theories, of course, provide for a greater range of mutual equili-

brators. Adaptation is possible alloplastically, autoplastically

or adaptiogenically.

E. Ecological Theories

In ecological theories the environmental aspect of emotional

disturbance is most pronounced. This may be due to the fact that

ecological analysis of behavior has focused upon the study of

spatial and territorial environments of human activity. Such an

emphasis has concretized "environment" to a greater extent than

other concepts of "culture,h "social structure," or "group-

relationships." Although implicit in sociological theories such

a's that of Durkheim, the geo-spatial distribution of human variants

was not made explicit until the early Chicago School of Parks and

Burges,, explored the processes which link organism and place in

terms of negative consequenc of their linkage.
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Paul Shepard !I969), in describing the viewpoint of ecology

:s in the world and his ecology is the
nature of his "inness"...what does he do there
in nature? What does nature do in him? What
is the nature of the transaction? (p. 1)

In speaking of the inness of man and nature, the ecological

model moves definitely toward a synthesis of theories of emotional

disturbance. Instead of viewing individual and environment sepa-

rately, it tries to integrate their processes into a single whole.

Emotional disturbance becomes a community property rather than an

attribute of the individual.

In the Faris and Dunham studies of mental illness (1939), dif-

ferent parts of the city of Chicago were differentially represented

in the aggregate population of schizophrenics, and, in turn, the

aggregate population of schizophrenia was differentially distri-

buted within various subparts of the city. The relationship pos-

seised a regularity across time, in much the same way that suicide

demonstrated frequency, time, and place regularities in Durkheim's

studies. Tnese constant relationships help define an ecosystem.

The ecosystem, within the ecological perspective, is an active,

energetic co;-posite, bounded by the "natural" boundaries of an

intra-deperdent activity network. It is not only the individual

,-evlbers of the system who act and react, but the total ecosystem

"behaves" as a whole. In this sense, behavior is not only a func-

tion of an individual, it is also a function of the ecosystem or
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s sur,-systems. Therefore, a territory is not merely an inert

geographical mass. It is also a set of forces which encompasses

torces of the individual. Together, they form

livih,3 patterns which have their own, inbuilt self-sustaining be-

havior-selecting regularity. Reinforcement applies not only to

behavior of individuals, but also to action patterns ot the aggre-

gate patterned energy 7!ilieu. By repetition the action patterns

are renewed.

Therefore, in speaking of emotional disturbance, one cannot

speak only of the disturbance of the individual, but one must speak

of the disturbance of the system. The acts of the individual affect

-and are affected by the system. Th1.1refore, disturbance is in, and

of, the system. Conflictful stimuli or reactions in the environment

are reflected in conflictful stimuli or reactions in the individual,

and vice-versa. This interlock can only be changed when the reci-

procity pattern is changed.

Disturbance is detected in an individual when one applies a

disturbance-detector to that individual. Distunbance is occurring

at the same time in the total action pattern, or in that part of

the pattern, of which he is an integer. Ar,y therapist who has gone

into a classroom or a home, knows that he can identify disturbance

in the parents and sibs in the home, or in the peers and teacher

in the classroor. This is not to deny that the individual is a

contributor to the process, as well as a reactor to the disturbance.

But it says th.at he is only an integer of an "ecological whole."
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-Ecolcgical trap" is the terhl coined by Jon Calhour. (1967)

i, describing the .way in v.hich an eco5ysteo and its members can col-

I.:ce in ar ecologically destructive and disharmonious process--

.,hich he exemplifies in his demonstration of a "behavioral sink"

in a rat colony. The same process is described in Durkheim's study

(-:,f the storing of collective suicidogenic forces or "tendencies"

;n the environment of varying societies. The same type of storage

nas been shown to exist in component parts of a system, such as

an urban community.

.r)rice established, such ar ecological trap has a compelling

influence or new members moving into that part of the sy5tem. It

',eems capable of recruiting a steady and precise number of new

Porticipants into the process.

Thy ueneral process through which specific members of the whole

Jre recruited is not yet clear, but work 5uch as that of Jane

mercer (1970) sequential recruiting of one variant individual rather

than another, into an educational
system's ecological trap of

mentA retardation' qins to shed some light on the process.

She sos how thy operational patterns of the man-made environment

sc.*ool yst._!r select specific new recruits, and sequentially

cAreers as mental retardates. The sub-system of

r r-e,1u1re-, a special constituency so it actively

rei...ru1ts
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a

TH-N! Hen. a ',,rja..1 area surprising agreement

..?)]tever cte nr consequences of

,Le are postulated, tney occur in a composite, equilibrated

:ting system of patterned exchanges and interactions

1:.t-,Jeoendent component action subparts. The composite

y exchanges is represented as reciprocal and refluent,

disturbance moving across the field in a fluid

tts has summed up the current scientific view of the

sy,-..ter 3 e:Ichanges involved in the process:

h,:re is a colossal disparity between the way
in ,,hich most individuals experience their own
ex stence and the way in which the individual
L. described in such sciences as biology, ecology
and physiology. The nub of the difference is
this: the way the individual is described in
these sciences is not a freely moving entity
within an environment, but as a process of be-
havior which is an environment also. If you

will accurately describe what an individual
organism is doing, you will take but a few steps
to describe what the envirormlent is doing. To
put it more simply, we can do without such ex-
pressions as "what the individual is doing" or
"what tne environment is doing," as if tr.? indi-
vidual was one thing and tne doing another, the
environment one thing and its doing another.
If we reduce the whole business simply to the
process of doing, then the doing which was
cailed the behavior of the individual, is found
to be at the same time the doing which is called
the behavior of the environment...More and more,
a"field theory" of man's behavior becomes neces-
sary tor the sciences.

(Watts, 1969. p. 1140)
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statement is -ot very different from Durkheim's:

Sr, the rest of society weighs upon us as re-
straint to our centrifugal tendencies, and we
for our part share in this weight upon others
for the purpose of reutralizing thE.,rs. We,
ourselves, undergo the pressure we help'to exert
upon others (1951, p. 319).

Nor is this foreign to Goldfarb's "theoretical continuum:"

A cyclical, reverberating interplay between
causes and consequences is postulated in a
theoretical model, in which consequences dynami-
cally induce new transactions or, in feedback
'-ashion, facilitate prior transactions (1961).

seems to be related very closely to Gantt's statement about

the fluid, flowing reflexive exchange between individual and envi-

ronment.

...variable. fluctuating, appearing, disappear-
ing, symbolizing, substituting reactions, whence
a delicate equilibrium is maintained in a system
surrounded by a changing environment where the
system itself is perpetually changing (1944, O- 6) -

It seems to fit very nicely with Hartmann's statement

about man's participation in his own environment at the same time

that he ;s adapting to it.

man not only adapts to his environment but also
Participates in creating the conditions to which
he must adapt (1958. p. 31).

Since man's action upon the envirJnment is part uf the environ-

ment to which he must react, man and his community are, at least

in part, the same thing.
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T'ere t-erefore, to ce ro inherer,t dlsacree,-ent ar-ong

the -.Peels, .dth regard to representing disturbance as a systeic

featL,re ..,r;cn car ce sanplec in many parts ot the system. For

'flstance, it car be picked up in ey ineiv;duals acting :n conjunc-

;tj: the ,ingled cut one (peers, parents, sbs, teachers, etc.),

:, a buunde strrture (i.e. suicide, a la Durkheim's studies),

or ;7-1 the culture (;.e. cultural "cont;ngencies n the culture, as

in nenavior :Poelfication;. The Place in the behavioral field in

Hcn :re tneorist concentrates his !,:trpling will determine where

iocate "the disturbance." It is possible to relate Gantt's

observations regardinc "experimantal neurosis" to the larger be-

havioral f;e1d. When taking rleasures within a definitive behavioral

system, ,Jhether in an individual, his associates, the social pattern

or the reticxive culture, it is important to recognize that no

single -easure rebresent the whole picture. We are, So to speak,

tising in the tream of life, and bring up only that for which we

hav, approijr:ate Each of te rlodels ac,.nov.ledees and incor-

porates th: 'act. W'at "is haoening" in disturbance is happening

to a t'.)tal cor,rositt nf individual-environmcr,t_te a patterned

a definitive unitied syst.--; a--..at is per-

ce;ved , "Cenav;ot- as exaflined from the perspective of an

viduil 7ernber of trt field, is, at one and the sar-e tine, part of

"environment" as looked at from the perspective ot the field itself.

Eve,t ',her 4e take the perspective of the indiv:dual, hiS own be-

havior, H ts act, becomes part of his own environrent.
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H. THE INDIVIDUAL PARADIGM

A. Locus of Di,-;*_,Irb,Ince

Emotional upset in a circumscribed behavioral field is not

unique. External threats of many kinds can disrupt the life of a

city, a neighborhood, a far,ily, a school, etc. Current interper-

soral and intrapersonal tensions, such as qroup conflict, racial

strife, etc., can also produce waves of disruption in a behavioral

field.

As we look closely at the models, what makes emotional distur-

bnce unique among other kinds of emotional upset is the conjunction

of two factors. (I) An unresolved problem out of the past history of

this behavioral field converges upon individuals. Individuals thus

become the vortex of the disturbance storm. (2) Each time the dis-

turbance is repeated by the field in one of its members, it is

treated as a unique, new problem peculiar to the individual in whom

surfaces.

In Civilization and Its Discontents. Freud (1958). says that in

addition to an individual superego: "It can be maintained that the

community, too, develops a superego under whose influence cultural

evolution proceeds (p. 136). The cultural superego, like that of

the individual, frequently sets up impossible ideals and sta..clards

for the individual to live by and then harshly punishes any failure

to fulfill them. Thus, the cultural stiperego deliberately "sets-

up' individuals to become objects of punishment. In a particular
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cv-17.4.;nity, these inj,...77ctions can t)e impossible even for so-called

normal People '_!.) live u.-.) to.

Such a s;t:Jati-,n leads him to say:

...,ould not the diagnosis I:1,1 justified that
many systems of civilization--or epochs of it--
Possibly even the whole of humanity--have become
'neurotic under the pressure of the civilizing
trends? (o. 141, underlining mine)

Freud says that when the injunctions in an individual superego

are brought to consciousness, we find that they coincide with the

particular demands of the prevailing cultural superego.

At this poiot the two processes, that of the
evolution of the group and the development of
the individual, are always firmly mortised to-
gether, so to speak (p. 138).

In addressing himself to the question of how this "cultural

sjperego" originated in the first place, he says:

The superego of any given epoch of civiliza-
tion originates in the same way as that of an
individual; it is based on the impression left
behind by great leading personalities (P. 137)-

In a sense. Freud is saying that the neurosis of the individual

is merely a part of the whole originating in the past. He says that

when tension arises, the aggressions of the cultural superego voic-

ing its noisy reproaches are all that is seen, while the injunc-

tions of the cultural superego often remain unconscious in the

background. It is at th:s point that the two processes, that of the

evolution of the group ilnd the development of the individual, are

firmly mortised together. Tne mutual contributions of individuals

and society are clearly represented in this conceptualization.
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culture. The

7,, :H... ..i-,ictations and

Failure of

human bein'n to measi.,re bv the society,

still intl of ar long since dead.

fifartmann (195?) ,avs that ad:Iptation is gjaranteed not only by

ahd Put by those

which (sirg this equirient) counteract the

tisturbance in. ahd actively improve the relationship ro, the envi-

honment (p. 25. ond,irlininq m;ee).e

He seems to be saying, like Freud. that the disturbance has

prior existence in the environment, and that the uninue problem of

emotional di,turhance arises when individuals' actions fail to coun-

teract the disturbance. Thus. unsolved social adaptation problems,

(Arried over from the p,1",t. Cr),Y to a Incus in some individuals.

DurOieim (1951), in describing the involvement of the indivi-

dual in the collective suicide tendencies of a' particular area or

s;roup. ,ee.iis to be in C.;w: agreement with Hartmann:

victims of suidice complete their destiny
,;r:iv in succe;sive layers of generations...
rheiefore, all these individual manifestations,
`i.iwever independent of one another they seem,
must surely actually result from a single cause

a single group of causes, which dominate
individaais. Otherwise, how could we explain
that all these individual wills, ignorant of one
another's existence, annually achieve the same
end in the same numbers? (p. 305)
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Is i7d;.,id.1-,Is are seleced, he says:

-,ral eo:ironnrit--certain
are aftecred and certain others not--

constitution, as
elah6na'el ov na' re -1^-' events, offors less re-
sistance the suici..-:0genic current (p. 323) .

in :he nhu:ce of the individual. out of all the

lates," ;le says:

ceri6in fle', are called, if this manner of
soeecn is peri:ted. These are the ones who
:-.rcur4h ci-ci,stances have been nearer the pessi-
:!,.stic curtents and wloo consequently have felt
their influence ,ore rompletel:i (p. 304)

!- oori, in the "field" selection of

individjals carry out the disturbance legacies of the defi-

nitive envin,onment. =inst. an individual possesses constitutional

characteristL, are further developed by nature and events,

and whicn leave hi-, .litho:,t resistance to the collective and accumu-

(Jf .drevious cienerations. Secondly, among these

individuals with the low-;esistance factors, those are selected who

are nearer the full force of the enduring "pessimistic currents" of

the society which come to bear on the aggregate population of the

field at a particalar L.,oint in time.

Skinner' conc.,:ptioc of the .,,_lection of the disturbance-prone

ind,vidaol ;s loss clear. He does say:

have seen that a social environment is never
wh,.11v cunsistent. It is also probably never the
same fflr two individuals (1953, p. 424)

r he seems tu he in accord with Hartmann, Freud, and

r,,gar,I to Ihe time-locatioa of the individual in the



nas ..ie-.anJe-j a morc
crange In tr-aclit;(,nal t6inkin9

anr,:!: a suiect--in the scientific picture a ,,Ts.er-

- --,en,ner of a ,,:-,ecies shapeu

::.:.ntirgencies of st.rvival, disoiayirg behay-
' r7i7 processes that bring Hir- on:l.er the control

7ne ervironment in ...Mich he li/es, ant largely
uner tne control the social environmert that
He :1,t -illions of others like hi- have cr,r-

tro,ted ard ,,,,iintained during the e%iolution of a
:.it,re The direction of the controlling rela-
-. rever,c:!. 710: act upon trie

,c,, ,00n (o. 82)

envirr,rment determ'ine, the ird;vidual even
_net' He alters the ervTr,inrot 448, under-

ir vav he at least ackno.11edges tne potential recipro-

arA onvirortncot. This reciprocity is also acknow-

,her ne HI,ingly pictures one mow,e saying to another, 'Boy,

,1:o I got tnat there Even,. lisie I Press this bar, he

n-j(tht int.:t thy ,lature of reciprocal process

n,.h "as ta,fe if no,,,ible for operant conditions to approach mal-

I

41`..". Ifl,toad of re-tuirirl the action of "the

;,0,,,) ,; ',adopt i ve behavior

rAi,,torbe.i'' child ',a, )..en tauctHt to alter

r', -ay t'-t't, .4ct as env;-

.. ._,.- H ;fir or or :-.,eer behav or;

o ' vf 0: t`'e ch i ld acts as

'11.1r, Hi.1.0,.r- !.1. f!rvirOrnrt. Thus. we
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see that operant concepts do provide a way in which individuals, by

their behavior, might actually reciprocate in their own selection for

the me:adaption process.

Skinner also comes close to hinting at the differential capacity

among individuals for resisting environmental control of behavior.

He says that we are not justified in assigning to anything or anyone

the role of prime mover. So that when one individual controls the

behavior of another, we generally do not ask who or what controls

the first. When we say the government controls the citizens we con-

sider this without ide 'ifying the event which controls the govern-

men t

And:

the individoal is strengthened as a measure
crunter cor0.-ol

,

wi; may, as democratic
'Iosophies, think of him as a starting point

(p. 449, underlining mine).

Here, then, is the implication that some individuals are not

strengthened as a measure of counter control similar to Durkheim's

suggestion that certain individuals, by their constitution and its

"elaboration by nature and events," offer less resistance to "cur-

rents" in the environment. It seems also to coincide with Hart-

mann's concept that certain individuals, by their "in-built" equip-

ment and by "ego-regulated actions" using their equipment, are able

to counteract the disturbance in one envir=onment and improve their

relationship to the environment, while others are not.
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,in! ..4irt-1 the concept of an

Intl 11.1,1,1 .)% er.fi..r in o disturbed behavioral fiel.d. Watts

is not 5imply myself moving
ldcmy, exercising energy upon my limbs,

hut also that in some marvelous way the physical
continuum in which I move is also moving me.

Therefore, ecology can incorporate the "I" of Hartmann's Hego-

regulating actions," the biogeneticist's constitutional characteris-

tics, Skinner's environmental contingencies and conditioning, and

,L,heim' "collective tendencies," combined with differential con-

centrations of "pessimistic currents" upon the vulnerables in en

unvironment.

According to Wa,ts' statement above, we must consider the

individuo I is part of a total field. ne is not just an ego locked

within a skin, nor a passive part of a machine. He is a cross-point

of concentr)tion oF everything inside his skin and outside it.

The individual is an active component in a disturbance process.

The proce,; has varying concentrations in varying parts of the field

at varylog times; but a "pathological" process has en existence

indepondent of the individual. It can endure in a particular behav-

ioral field at a specified rate and intensity over a long period of

time in spite of total i-eplacement of individuals in the field.

rhe disturbance process is not equally ditributed across the

f Ii I h (MC r, ',r) that concentration may be greater in some parts

t to tie,d than in others, and some periods of time rather than
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concentri,_ re luence moves in and Out from the center

of concentration like ripples moving out in water and doubling back

uprin it t An individual, because of conditional and constitu-

tional chdracteri-,tics and the circumstances of the moment, may pro-

vide the occasion for particul,Ir dramatic disturbance discharge into

the field. From thc behavioral point of view, a pattern of conflict-

ing behavior releasers may happen to converge upon him, releasing

painful conflictful behavior which triggers a chain or refluent pat-

tern of conflictful behavior throughout the field; which, in turn,

reinforces or feeds back to the conflict releasers--thus perpetua-

ting the painful reverberating exchanges of conflict releasers --con-

flictful behaviors.

Howe,:er, dny individual is on1.7 a part of the painful reverbera-

tions, rogardless of his moment-to-moment contributions to the pro-

ces. The process endures in the fi'eld without hig, even though its

has particular expression through him. It can converge upon dif-

ferent individuals in the field at different times, to bring about a

d.amatic expression, at a particular time, and it is differentially

influen'ial in different individuals in the field at all times. But

in general it H )ffpct ing all individuals in the field at all

Perhaps in a definitive behavioral field, the currents of dis-

turbance release complementary behavior only when they are not

resisted tas ir Hartmann's picture nf the individual counteracting

env.ronmental di,.turbdnco), or when the individur,. provides
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r,cLr',tdi cu:i ,);,,In 1,, Ht.,' jOirt product of both. It may

',um-Jested by SurkheH, that two proLe-:,.es are at work: (I) the

gradual ca:itioning" or the reciproc6tirq individual; (2) a spe-

cial ,,:oncentration of "currents" )t varyin( times, in varying parts

of the field, involving those individual vulnerables who are closer

the center a concert t

It Ndv he, ol cour-,e, that certain individuals are singled out

by a orocess of ssociated conditioning. If an individual is often

Part of, or contiguous with, painful reverberating discharges, the

discharges cdn hecome asociated with him. They are then inter-

preted as his disturbance. The pain of the whole, or of the whole

in which he is embedded, may then consistently be attributed to him.

However, from the ecological perspective, he is only a part of

the painful, behaving field. Skinner has 5aid that "we are not

institied in assiuninn to anyone or anythmq the role of prime

(1953, p. 449),"and that science must ultimately interpret

the whole =.eries of event',. This i the position taken by ecology

Aith respect to the individual in disturbance. He is not the prime

hut part of the whole revolving sequence of disturbance.

At any rat , a'. we examine the variou; models of emotional dis-

!urhance, we dis,_,ver this additional area of consen=,us. As distin-

!ht.'r kinds of disturbances in a field of behavior, emo-

i,-,flal ii,!Lirhance ttecomes dramatically activated when its con-

cnnt.ict with vulnerable individuals in the field.

r renterc are the elemcnt; of the field most
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recept;ve to. la.J "resistant to," least "countercontrolling" of (or,

at least,"coenteractinq" of), the disturbed forces in the contiguous

behavioral field. This vulnerable individual thus revives a social

adaption problem which has festered in this particular field for a

long time. However, the rest of the field may not view the problem

as a property of the field itself, but may view it as a unique adap-

tation crisis of an individual.

Different names have been given by different theorists to the

standing conflicted forces in the field. They have been called cur-

rents, contingencies, reinforcers, stimuli, behavior releasors,

environmental field forces, etc. These aggregate forces in the

field are activated when they directly encounter and join with

reflective forces in individuals. Reflective forces are labeled re-

sponses, relealied behaviors, operants, etc. It is the fitting to-

gether of these "aggr-gate-individual" forces which produces dis-

turbed behavior. The individuals selected are least resistant by,

virtue of constitution and previous exposure to these field forces.

These very individuals, at the moment their behavior is triggered,

become part of the conflicting environmental field forces which then

select other individuals. Thus this ensemble of repetitive, recip-

rocal, rippling activities forms a particular kind of action pattern

in the behavioral field which shapes and maintains itself through indi-

vidual instruments of its expression.

The viarious permutations and combinations of vulnerability and

contribution to the process might be boiled down to three basic
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paradigms describing the place of the individual in the process:

1. The disability paraigm

2. The deviation paradigm

3. The alienation paradigm

Although one or the other of these basic paradigms are featured

in particular models of emotional disturbance, any model may actu-

ally harbcr more than one paradigm.

B. The Disability Paradigm

The disability paradigm designates a defective organism as the

central problem in emotional disturbance. The defect can be located

in the psyche (as in psychodynamic theory) or in the soma (as in

biogenic theory), or in the psyche and the soma (as in psychosomatic

medicine). Although this conception of disturbance does not ignore

components outcide the individual as contributing to the central

correlation, the paradigm does lead to a minimization of the impor-

tance of the setting in interpreting the disturbance and fixes the

problem in the time-frame of the individual's own biography.

The paradigm obscures the connection between the ind:vidual and

his, circumstances or situation, and ignores any connection which may

exist between these circumstances and the history of his culture.

It does not consider the possibility, stated so dramatically by

Freud, that the disability assessment may be a punishment of the

individual for failing to fulfill the impossible ideals and stand-

arck of a di,,torted community superego.
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The disability paradigm is consistent with a reductionist orien-

tation to human problems. The individual is perceived as self-

determining and self-regulating, to a major extent. The paradigm

places maximum responsibility upon the genetic and experiential his-

tory of the individual. What has happened to the individual is

semi-independent of what has happened to the culture, or what has

happened to his reference-groups, or what has happened to this set-

ting.

The disability paradigm requires the view that problem-solving

is a repetitive; endless process of applying amelioration or pre-

vention to individuals one by one, as they are born into, or fall

into, the condition of Jisability.

Since the disability is a property of, and even a product of,

this individual, his only resource is to alter the course of his

own, personal, developmental histo .t and adaptation. Changing him

is not seen as involving a Possible change of a chain of circum-
.

stances and events connected to him. Intervention is of minor co-Ise-

quence to events outside the individual and his own life space. The

change-agent does not necessarily predict that changing one indivi-

dual could have chain reactions of wide-rippling effects in the lar-

ger whole in which this individual is imbedded. Nor does he suppose

that cultural change may have any dramatic effect upon the disabil-

ity of the individual.

In the di';,IbiliTy paradigm, the intervention of choice is usually

tr...if,en! of the iolividu:11 or provision of Compensatory prosthetics
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or id to the individual. It may also involvt:: speciai accommodation

of th,. environment to his handicap, and an acceptance of the handi-

C.ap as a permanent condition of the individual.

Ibediubility paradigm adopts the medical perspective toward

dHeAs..:, health, diagnosis, treatment, prescription, prevention,

pathology, patients, cure, recovery, clinical research, etc. The

individual with the disability submits himself to the ministrations

of a specialist trained in the disability area.

The disabled individual bears rv.i direct responsibility for his

condition, just as he is not responsible for a physical defect or a

chronic disease. His cooperation is required in the sense that he

,ICCODY, the proressioral judgment about his condition and involves

himself in the prescribed regimens and recommendations.

The disability paradigm ignores the relativity or contextual

nature of normality and abnormality. L. does not even entertain'the

notion that what is abnormal in one culture may be the norm for

another culture and may be treated as a highly desirable and prized

-.tate of being. There is an unspoken assumption that the condition

a culture-free condition whose negative consequences in the indi-

vidual's adaptation to his environment would hold true in any group,

any si!tting, not just in the part:cular context in which it is

occL.rring.

The Deviation Paradigm

The deviation paradigm refers usually to a special group of

,,uch as delinquents, drug addicts, prostitutes, alcchcilics,
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,e/ ;,11 , - 1,4J-1 ryfl , cr imina s , etc. It is a

culturailv-rela ive iqm whiLn specifies that deviation is cul-

trally defined. rha deviatinn paradigm a',,surnes that normal or

abf,orciol heHavior depends upon the codee-, and taboos of individual

cultures. What is abnormal in Western culture may be quite normal

in other culture-,, ,,ush

Mo,,it people rdn be shaped to the codes of a particular culture.

most peoo.e he somehow included in the great, faceless, indis-

tinct majority of the culturally "normal." A few, for various rea-

sons, are not included in thi5 perceived "normal" category. These

are the "deviant,.."

th ,. deviation paradigm includes concepts which describe how a

few "dc .ants- are excluded from the normality blanketing proce,, Jf

the malor cultural qroUp. Some theorists adopt a scapegoat concept

JO lan,stion of deviance. The assumption is made that all com-

munitie, or soclieties regaire scapegoats and actively search them

out as the receptacle for the "sins," "deviations," "bad fortune,"

"pressures, anxieties, etc. of the whole group. The deviation is

projected (;nto individual members of the community at ran-

dom. Some see deviation as beginning with a real "just-noticeable

differerc(" in A member of a group. The group and society deliber-

ately widen the gap between the aggregate body and this particOar

individual in an attempt to more clearly define themselves.

Other theorist,; acknowledge distiactive differences in charac-

tori7.tic; ot the individual which could be responded to either as a
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.itive or neqative characteristic
depending un the shibboleths and

the particular culture. Some see deviants as individuals

4ho, for one reason or another, are not susceptible to the condi-

tiw-ling processes of the society and who escape the effects of group

While deviance may be dysfunctional, for the individual in his

relationsnip with a referent group, it is not necessarily dysfunc-

tional when seen in the context of the whole. According to various

theories, it may unite the group; it may perform the function of

social invention; it may act as a safety valve for a social system

(i.e., prostitution may preserve marriage by relieving strain); it

may establish the boundaries of
acceptable behavior for the normative

group, etc.

Unlike the disability paradigm, the time-frame emplGyed is an

historical, evolutiortary time-frame, rather than the biographical

time-frame of an individual organism's life span. The deviation

paradigm usually addresses itself to gr,,up continuity through time

rather than the life span continuity which separates the individual

as a distinctive,
,elf-contained and self-regulating system. The

historical _areer of a group such as alcoholics, delinquents, blacks,

hippies, etc. is the usual focus--and when the individual'r

deviance career is investigated, it is usually handled as an in-

stance of a sub-group of the larger whole rather than an entity in

)()(1 of itelf.
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For r.2a n, the intervention applications related to the

deviation paradigm are usually group or societal interventions ra-

ther than interventions into the individual and the individual's

life history. The one-to-one applications of the disability para-

digm are usually outside the scope of the deviation paradigms.

The deviation paradigm, unlike the disability paradigm, also

conceives of disturbance as a product of the encounters between the

labelled group and the dominant culture. It is a reciprocal process

in which the dkturbing minority interacts with the disturbed major-

ity in an uneasy alliance. Therefore, the referent body for the

deviation paradigm is always a composite whole made up of both

groups--the dominant and sub-dominant par.
. taken together. Distur-

bance, then, exists in the whole and not in its individual parts.

Deviation concepts also imply.an aura of unpleasantness or un-

desirability. Though not necessarily a part of the theories, there

is surplus attitudinal meaning attarhed to that part of the system

which condemns the distinctive individual to deviance. This surplus

aura i-. very dif'icult to separate from the essential characreris-

tic,, of the paradigm.

In a sense, the deviation par H. implies that the properties

of the whole are .9-le only properties which exist, and that these are

Almost the -,nle ..leterminants of individual behavir.r. There is an

implication tnat the laws which govern the whole are the same laws

wh:ch govern any part of the whole, and that i.,dependent laws which

rr,vern par!,, rinnon Therefore, deviation, as a paradigm,
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treat., the laws ot the aggregate as both a necessary and sufficient

explanation of the sociill problem of emotional disturbance.

In thi' seoe, the concepts of disability and the concepts of

Aeviation are almost polar concepts. One is almost totally indivi-

dual or organismic-bound, while the other is aggregate-bound. The

time and space location of the disability paradigm is almost totally

ideographic in nature, whereas the deviation paradigm seems to be

wholly nomathetic. The time and space location of disability is in

the life span and in the biological, sociological, and psychological

properties of the unique, concrete, specific individual. The uniqu::

individual is the center of the universe of discourse. He is an in-

depende system of self-regulating processes. Other properties to

be considered are extra-systemic and they revolve around him. The

time and space locus of the deviance paradiwn is current aggregate

hrAiw, behaving in current communal territory; with both of the

bodies and the territory shaped by a sequential chain of cumulative

hi,,tnry. The oppositional attraction which the referent body and

the divergent body exeri ipn earh other comprises the system which

is treAtfld )v Ae.,..ance theory. The individual is not the center of

Lmiver,e, hut rather, an integer in a specific aggregate

P,Ird;cir)

TH, llienation paradigm encompasses a much larrier universe o.f

,, noTrena common to emotional disturbance. It includes both the set



Wt of phenomena of

t naradinm, then, subsumes both

.hu ue-!er the rubric of a more

e:L0,,y,f-- which .ftitides tHe groaps of the dev;-

dr.(, ;:sroM4-,, enjirof.i-elal housing, .vid t-lt.: semi-autonomous

a r,(.rtain ex!#.rit .11,2naivn pd, dirp s an extension of

the ,li!viati,,n paradHm, except that it is not limited in orientation.

It moves inside the individual and views the world of evenes from

the individual's own perspective, thus viewing both sides of an emo-

tion:11 upset simultaneously. In assuming both stances the aliena-

tion paradigm captures the essence of separation between individual

and his worl..1 so characteristic of emotional disturbance.

Tht! aiiono,i,sn paradigm accepts the scientific objectivity of both

the disahility and the deviance paradigms at the same time that it

adds a subjective dimension of persc,-alized suffering as experienced

by the sutterer. it stands outside the iedividual and views him

through the eyes of the world around him at the same time that it

mo,;e, inside hin aod views the world experienced by him.

In terms of Lime and space frames for the alienation paradigm,

there is .1 :.,,,Itidimf:nsional quality. Alienation exists in the here

a-I ntr,w within the stimalus world of the alienated individual. How-

straddles the anidinensionol, biographical time span of the

indivial at ti.e so.-,e time that it encompasses the multidimensional

time ,s1 iho lu, Thrld he ia exoeriencirg. This latter
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ti,',e-tra;re tne history ot the territory and tne dominant cul-

ture trom which he is estr"nged.

The alienafior paradigm clearly and poienantly portrays the pain

of emotionol di,.rurbance, The individual's pain is the world pain

personified. The individual, even when scapeqoated by his world, ex-

pres the ,,uffering of his scapeqoaters. They have been able to

insulate their suffering and hold it outside themselves, emptying it

into the willing receolade who knows their suffering even though he

may think of it as s own. The suffering cannot'be banished from

the world, hut it may be centralized in a convergent individual. To

extent the alienation paradigm projects emotional disturbance

as convergent suffering arising from unreconciled strains in the

surroundings of the suffering individual. Disturbance is the pain

of the whole at the same time that it is the pain of a part of the

. wnole.

\t_ the amo time alienatio- r.-quires active participation on the

part of the individual. He is not a helpless receptor of the drama

enac'ed. He alienates himself at the same time th, he is alienated,

and ioim, forces with those who are alienating him in creating his

alien condltion. He willingly defects and seeks asylum outside the

pE:rceiving world. As a defector he is more than just a pawn. He re-

jects at the same time that he is rejected. He rafeses to be in his

world.

The implied interventions into alienation are also multidimen-

sional as is alienation's time- and space-frame. Hultivaried
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ir:t2r-v,..!ti oct.;ut- simultaneously. The alienated themselves

,1,10 borr, :rart, anA bieces of the world around them to create

n have to be integrated with the lar-

tne. exoeriment being tried by the current

-n- ca, be to destroy the insulation of the sur-

ro0nUing pi-Hector, to the suffering which they have a.,',igned to

their alien p'oxy. Thus, their own suffering is m-,de assessible,

and they Are gaiyanitd to action in solving the specific conflict

whiCh 1,1vc ri',Q to ti't. suffering. This action requires cooperative

!hr c,Ilt,Oro which they are Larrying within themselves.

Thc7 curr,_rt qfl,j11 exaHnation of sexual mores is an example of this

Tbe interventimo cc;uld ako be to ask the alienated, some of

wfIW!1 , enormous developmental effrts, to accept the

hi, ,--,nte,- it r,.he L,ame time that they suffer because of its

,r,pi.rtecti'W,,, Not all ,t.'ien lndividua:s have the capacity

;-,,,tunllY creative act. Therefore, the other interven-

ri,N ;, !.1 world surrounding the individual with its

aLl ity in tbe alienation process and keep the mirror

firmly in front t tese alienators, forcing them to :nowledge

thir sofferinq Ind tl'.!ir own rejection of reflective feelings

h,hgviors in thQMIves .

de4iation and disability are all paradigms for the

ln mret,"'L ot emotional disturtmnce. Soi.xt models stress

"...) Or)
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-. ' i thlt e7.0tional 'disturbance

eflvironi-ent

,nteracive whule by equilib-

ridt and ,1:1 unresolved problem of 3 par-

t':rough compulsive repetition. appears over

in i,R;;..,idual memN.!rs o' the field. There also appears to

,ffIrent thAt ..,7;)otional disturbance is abnormal only when so

define,1 th culture and its structures. Ruth Benedict says:

.one of the most striking of acts that

er,e'rgt: frign a sudy of widely varying cultures

is the ease with which our abnormals function

in other cultures. It does not matter what

1..ind of "abnormality" we choose for illustra-

ion, tho,;e which indicate extreme in3tability,
or those which are more in the nature of char-
acter traits like sadism or delusions of gran-
deur or of persecution, there are well des-

c: ihed cultures in which these abnormals func-

tion at ed',e and with honor, and apparently
witnuut danger or difficulty to the society

(l934. P. 60).

trai=, be tratrtta, catalepsy, homosexuality, para-

.,' --,- deqiprated and feared in our culture, are

..,thr cultures. in his own culture, members

exhinifing tr...)ItL; 1N. -he pillars of their society, and bear

rh,7 min. In the developed culture; the stan-

darailatioe <11,tom and beli:j over at least two continents has

qi/en a fal,e ..ense of the inevitability of the particular cultural

1,1y, c,,r-rf.ncy for us. Anthropology has shown us
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a.iro in urison. This

n.jr,an adjust-

:ered abnormal in one

' ^,;nal or ideal in an-

: -olded in what-

'.he deviants remain

:..t.,;;.;q to Dilit F'.nedict (1934) tnere

...',eer.; to be no 7mre difficulty in moulding
m,Ileablc majority to the 'normality'

wt,a. ;-;c consider an aberrant trait, such as
delq-,;ons ut reference. than to the normality
,f accepted behavior natterns as acquisi-
tiveness (pp. 74-75).

Tre rHativitv of abnormality has not escaped any of

tH- m,i;or theorist-. already mentioned in thin overview section. It

is. coir--. a chief doctrine of the behavinral model. Ullman

.srer (15Y;) ;ay.

.1,_.siqratior of a behavior o. patholo-
d,penaent an

(a. 20).

-ann It ; t i way

which =,y,-)unt to dis-
He:e. in ;,no group or loc- s may fill

"ijr1cr_ I no reXt

;)w..;b1,' cul:ato-wide adio..tments, whether they

' drucr, ioy or grief, or in principal biolo-

qical driie, st_n ,; sex. prove to be much more variable than ex-

111 Caralepsy and halluci-

E ublv valued in some cit.irt,, raJch as tht, Shasta
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LLIlHrlt -c-lotivity. Whole

0. ni,r1s1 ^A.e1,7.,casia sociossty
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he,:inniny with some slight oclination in one
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Thi, pro,:.ess goes on over long periods of

i by innumoror)le accidents or profound

t t Certain behaviors are cn en, certain are

yilization and Its Discontents (lc)58):
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0,n' the path ot individual ,!evelop-

- he _or ri ed further in an important
re.L'ect. It can be maintained that the cor
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aer society, which determioed what was
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Any ,wt enochs (-)f
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1T-E. FIE::

_t1 all en,utional

pain ahd the

ulv.1 all/ aet_ermec oasis of all

.ve experience, according

UUUI unpleJsere: either perception of

tfnct .-inich are blocked by the cultural

external perception whicn is either dis-

i.,s,Ht or whi,t.h oxcites unpleasurable expectations in

that is, .snich is recogni:ed by it as a

An rly toward plcasure and away trom un-

itisa:e ,cn,e, final pltJasure means the absence

, perfect Quiescence is death, toward which he

,trive, in all cells other than the germ

nIa'n ger:11 cells, also contain sexual

1rali: the Jrive 'award ulti;;Iate quiescence.

elv,J, lack, any )f the ,triving tos:ard cessation

Jevote themselve,-, totully to their own continua-

.-e-spoh of the individual 4hich they inhabit.

1...0311 rejuvenation or renewal through conjugation

frt , 11, iFreua, 13, pp. 58-69)
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tow,.3r..1

!-r-om extf,grnal and internal

!! c.an be :)icturec1 as a ...essei

it -13pment it

tt_x-trn,,l excitation

tt.,0 passa7,7:e of excittion:

7, 7:,,,Irent of living sub.,tance is

,u,,;,en:led in ke rliddle of an external world
(Jlarged with ttie most powerful energies; and it
,,ould be killed by the stimulation emanating
fr,im ic it were not provided with a pro-
!ectivt2 shieL: against stimuli...." "Pro-

tecti,n i; an almost ir-.;),2rtant

function of- the living organism as reception to
(p. 32)

F-reud de..cribe as "traumatic" any excitations from outside

,hich Are onwttr*.11 ,-nough tr, break tbrough the protect(ve shield.

,tt) ;VI external trauma is bound to provoke a distur-

bance IA-1 ,,cale and set in motion every possible defensive

r',7 the mo)ent the pleiore nrinciple is abandoned. and

!!e fl,Aed with Large amounts of stimuli. The

, with ',ht., m.v:tering this massive

and breaking the,,. in a psychical

so !_hat thc-i can be yTh'o-oentiv discharged fp. 36) The

all its energie'; toward the breach in an attempt

! of -r t`le inflow. This defensive reaction is

re+lexive. 1! ..intninking. violent phenomenon of discharge

t,cc..lit)r1o7d by !h,. pdit". ,)f the breach of citations. This violent

.he interventinn the r7eotal apparatu .
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',hen an unusua| of excitations from

Ihe thrt,unh the stimulus shield c' the individual

0auc,?, ,-4nd 7.assive reac-

.1,77 ; r the ind 'V d,.1,-11 I i s

tivity 4flich is the eY ernal

.,,-4n of dis'

note:1 eariier. in the section on The !ndividual Paradigrr

Duri.hei7 accounted for the societal choice of' :In individual as

victir- by two fa,:tors:

his ''...mental constitution, as elaborated by nature and

offers less resistance to the suicidogenic cur-

il95!, P. 323)."

2 r+ one, who are chosen th. ones who through cir-

u,.r,tance., have been nearer the eessir7istic currents and

telt their inlluence

Heteli (1951, P. 304).'

r.h.-0_ ,16,n--.11edee, 1,1t ;erre individuals

in their to r....sist r!nvirTmr,ent.711

,1,, ,1.,rzmann secs !,(r"e , as hav-

,fl !he capaci.y ,_oonteroct the disturbance existing in the

:1-wir relationship to the environment while

ha ,!:AC1 1 cr)uri! t inr; capac ty.

II we Freud's onalysis of pair as a breakthrough

! 1, :,;.1( ._11`, WI,P,11.11 of excitation from



rr,

.1,

I

a,d to

the aloreqate

ex:rnol

;t1nd rlo../ both

ilgredate su er reflexive, visilent

,jth unaccustoed or unacceptable excita-

ful1 pitterned circle of actions and activi-

;ts storically ,,,ortised behavioral-

r is violated. there is painful recoil

When faced with the "strange,"

or f,,,Hdden influx, pair-) flashes across the

ni.!u,11 dnd the culturalhalgreoate unit, and the

violent uphea.-11 and action which con-

1 -01rce ut ,hattern brach.

rheory. "- ran t 0 reaLtion

,iurlrelAtt2h- reflxiven-

presenc.- be :)!)

Di. 1--,1.,y to a strin,je:' whose odor

'-r1u1 and di,r nf i rAt colony

w.on,id taro.); (19):

It is .1 4011 1.nown rho! ter-

c,d 1,, rhe -lember-, of such ,
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ney int.,: 11 an: Itt .vccurs

, ,chool

,:,71 ,t, peen emon'-tnat-ed myer and

C .1 I ,1D c)(l'; , might S,YV

,,ltlierately excluded excitatir enters the

.)atterned reciprocities in a behavioral

,Iriyz es immediate Pain and defense. When

.., upon one of 'he individual members of

;he full disturbance to that individual,

.e in,' ,t ..notional di,turbancr..

Y-- a means of

.'

int L-e pr(;Le,,, structures o- the system

ri,,ychi(ally and disckarq it. How-

exciaIel certain inputs from its

-ne pattern is 'invaded" by, and

. c,,,I.,!prr,,ItiTm in the whole

ot n.-tcn'Jve 'eactions can occ a-. These can

i' tiw focal individual, insol,,tin9 him from the

ot a*-0- to neutralize hi' behavior 4ithin the

--1:,nrssion, containment. extinction or tninsformation

twn,vi.a .J"!;ch t!le
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Or, oc%ur simultaneously. The alienated themselves

r1,10 borr, :).1rt, anft bleces of the world around them to create

rldf, themselve-f, n have to be integrated with the lar-

tt',ii exneriment being tried by the current

"r!';ort-,_-r

be to destroy the insulation of the sur-

roon'ti,ril projector, tht' suffering which they have ale,igned to

ffwir aii,m p-,xy. Thip;, their own suffering is m-rde assesible,

and they Are gaiyanited to dction in solving the specific conflict

which Ivit ri',0 to tf'e ,f,uffering. This action requires cooperative

Anal*/ o !he calturo which they are Larrying within themselves.

The curr,_ri ,!xaminAtion of sexual mores is an example of this

intefYentidni

interwmt;mo ako be to ask the alienated, some of

M,o'" Chr,r,lout, developmental effi_irts, to accept the

,..--eofef- it the same time that they suffer because of its

ript.rtecti'W,,, Not all ,t.'ien individua:s have the capacity

cteative act. Therefore, the other interven-

world surrounding the individual with its

1L, in tbe alienation process and keep the mirror

firmly ;, fronr t mm. alienators, forcing them to :nowledge

their ,,," ,,offe,inq Ihd ti,!ir own rejection of reflective feelings

and boh.lviors in rh0MIves .

f"liendti'dfl. de4iation and disability are all paradigms for the

"iddividuAl- in mod,'" ) emotional disturtvince. Some models stress
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ttELATIVITY

) erOtiOnal eist.urbanCe

crtr;:md 1 iri un e iironirent

whule bv

and a. it I', d:1 unresolved problem of a par-

Lola which, tl:rough compulsive repetition, appears over

inL.id,il ,,]e7lpers o the field. There also appears to

that emotional disturbance is abnormal only when so

defiflefl hi thu culture and its structures. Ruth Benedict says:

.one of the most striking of acts that

emerge from a study of widely varying cultures

is the ease with which our abnormals function

in other cultures. It does not matter what

nd of "abnormality" we choose for illustra-

tion, those which indicate extreme initability,
or those which are more in the nature of char-

act.,-,r traits like sadism or delusions of gran-
deur or of persecution, there are well des-

ihed cultures in which these abnormals func-

tion at ease and with honor, and apparently
without danger or difficulty to the society

(1934. P. 60).

trai=. be traum, catalepsy, homosexuality, para-

eoi 1, trai:-, denigrated and feared in our culture, are

,if other cultures. in his own culEure, members

,2xhihitinq tr..)it,!; 1Nt -he pillars of their society, and bear

ideal min. to the developed cultures the stan-

Wird f-it ion f <ustom and beli:j over at least two continents has

given :1 fal,e ..eese of the inevitability of the particular cultural

,hiLh have goi.,,! currency for us. Anthropology has shown us
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Trle rHativity of abnormality has not escaped any of

tH- m,lior theorist-. already mentioned in thin overview section. It

coir-0-. a chief doctrine of the behavinral model. Ullman
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El1117.1,THN T-E 1-'11EL:

_t- all emotional

,ateri . f tne d.rstur-

pain and the

Oiol,y1 LJHI oeter minec oasis of all

01, .hich we experience. according

rejujl undleasure: either perception of

ns:,n, .-inich are blocked by the cultural

Jr, I perceptior which is either dis-

i;_se r or whih oxcites unpleasurable expectations in

mert,.1 that is, which is recogni:ed by it as a

vig toward plcasure arid away from un-

aitimate ,en,e, final pleasure means the absence

Derfoct Quiescence is death, toward which he

, t r i v e , in all ,ells other than the germ

a germ cells, also contain sexual

the drive ultirrate quiescence.

elves lac1-, irr uf the strivinq tai.a:ard cessation

' devote themselves totally to their own continua-

.-e-spon of the individual which they inhabit,

,'rive 'award rejuvenation or renewal through conjugation

11, 1Freud, 15-53, pp. 58-69)
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towar.1 7s

fron- extf,grnal and internal

cAn u^ pictarec1 as a !..essei i!,,f a

h;tile tr. If', it -13Dnent it

i7e., trOi-t-frn,r1 ekCitation

xis° ieward passazze ot excittion:

i:,,,Inent of living substance is

,u,efl:led i, ke middle of an external world
il:hargf2d with the most powerful energies; and it

.,ould be killed by the stimulation emanating
from these ic it were not provided with a pro-
tective shie:t against Stimuli...." "Pro-

tecti,n lgainst stimuli is an almost imp..srtant

function of- the living organism as reception tc
!,timuli. (p. 32)

F-reud describes as "traumatic" any excitations from outside

,isich Are powerfpl enough to break tbrough the protect(ve shield.

itn rryr_'n, ;el external trauma is bound to provoke a distur-

set in motion every possible defensive

r',7 the moment the pleiure Principle is abandoned, and

fhe -.4ith large amounts of stimuli. The

,Sr , iierroree.! with the problem irt mastering this massive

ml breaking them. in a psychical

so that the can be sub!o-oently discharged Op. 36) The

! rir,fle-, tif its energies toward the breach in an attempt

! orf -r r`re inflow. This defensive reaction is

reflexive. Ir .1n iAntninking. violent phenomenon of discharge

occasioned by !he pain of the breach of fxcitations. This violent

!be intervention the mental appal-ate .
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- , , w- .ee when an unusua| ir=low of excitations from

toe areas thrt,unh the stimulus shield c= the individual

v;,,lent .-4nd massive reac-

the individJal It is

.e,ctivity the ey

of Als.

note:1 eariier. in the section on The Individual ParadiTT

Durl-heim accounted for the societal choice of' an indiv1dual as

e sicide victim by two fa,:tors:

his ...mental constitution, as elaborated by nature and

events, offers less resistance to the suicidogenic cur-

195!. P. 323)."

2 The ..ne, who are chosen th. ones who through cir-

cpri;tance., have been nearer the De;simistic currents and

.rfo have felt their influence more com-

PHtel/ (1951. D. 304):'

We r,-!.;,1 also -it_ 16,nowledee, :hat ;one individuals

in their ap,-,r,itv to resist environmental

.4- al.,' noted fnat ',07,e individual
, as hav-

ip !he capacity ,_oonlerdct the di;lurbance existing in the

:heir relationship to the environment while

hdle ..,!aal counter ictinn cArocity.

I' ...a. ,-.)! Freud's onalyuis of pair a; a breakthrough

! 1, lir, of excitation from



--acti

breace

itjal a,d to

agoregate

tc,r- e;u

r extt-.rrnal inputs

!''en ee ..,-'--stand no,/ both

tc ilgreaate reflexive, violent

-rtited .;4ith unacustomed or unacceptable excita-

rare patterned circle of actions and activi-

;ts torically ortised behavioral-

r is violated. therc. is painful recoil

When faced oith the "strange,"

fort2idden influx, pair) flashes across the

ni i1ol md the cultural-aogreciate unit, and the

violent uphea.'al and action which con-

oatterrm brach.

gical tHeory. .r.e ran t 0 eaction occur-

lent reflxiven.-s

.'ornet: iutrt:'!irq presencrt he :if)

n r r r,t1-11,i;er ,1-lose r)dor

'-riral and diSt nf i 7at colony

51 -15?0.

flr id Lore.); (19) :

t r 4011 1.nown that ar,lonct Set_ ter-

C. r,d 1^. the rlemhers of sucl) larr:te
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il smell, anf cJCCurS

(oo. '51-1521.

A ,choof

,,; mre t, own .ire nas Peen demor!--ated over and

f2c on..,ervations, we oight sav

or ,felHerately excluded excitati( '2nters the

:,iat:erned reciprocities in a behavioral

,)ro, es immediate Pain and defense. When

u;ri one of he individual members of

:he full disturbance to that individual,

.e ,n ui,turbance.

i. Ye ;fat!et-ed ef acti,,,ity -as a means of

in; -e prfiLess structures o- the system

1 n. if (an "hin(1' nsychi(0)Iy and discharq it. How-

exclailel certain inputs from its

. p:Itterr. is 'invided" by, and

.,:, -; r,r(ldt;c-, TM in the whole

, of natenive reaction-, can occ ,r. These can

'0 uo tiw focal individual, insulating him from the

to neutralize his behavior 4ithin the

1.117-0-1a*e --loore.,sion, cntainment, extinctfto or t-insformation

.

r,Dro-0,1,. the "in/.?,,i,,n,"
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--1 d;',turhance is a community

conleroe', upon certain representative individuals.

D:sturanJ:e is d so Lally convergent problem which lodges in indi-

vidual behavinr; The individual is but_ a refleLlion of the same

condition exTstinu in all the oter members of the aggregate to

1 he elonts, bot he Js the convergent focus of the social

,viaptation or he he reflcts. He becomes both a symbol for and

,71r, expreser of the problems of those a'.-ound him.

The convergence prc,cess is a phenomenon which occurs as a com-

Pulsive repetition of an old adaptation problem which has resided

in the fibric of this particular culture and its related institu-

tions for long periods of time. This compulsive repetition is

recPived by the aggregate as a unique and isolated event in its

midst which has disturbed an equilibrated pattern of ecological

t-ansactions. Each tme this convergent phenomeron occurs, it is

treated by tha fellow-residents of the community as an alien intru-

sion, creating consternation and recoil-reaction. The convergent

individual is treated as an unassimilable new input into the whole,

rather than as an action symbol of a long-standing social-adapta-

tion problem of the community. He becomes a threat to the integ-

rity of the community and the institutional unit (such as family or

school) in which he is imbedded. Something has to be done with or

about him to allay the consternation of the whole and restore th..

accustomed Activity and tension pattern which existed prior to his

intrusive posture. Rv exorcising the problem in him it is
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ex;,,cteJ that tne traneuilitv dnd cohesiveness of the setting will

5, re,toreJ.

Aro -It least three distinctive paradigms representing

st,if,, of t,-, ,o involved; any one or any combination

, varai._;ms crIn be f,,und ln each model to be presented. The

dianillty, of deviance. or of alienation are variously

strossed in the freiitment of the individual component of the behav-

ioral process t'ield.

Consternation and pain, then
are necessary components in all

models ot emotional disturbance. They are the characteristics of

the phenomenon which make it an ever present characteristic of com-

munity life.
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The Mi'iJii2R

In no i_itft,rt I-las been made to perform the synthesis

fraq,,ot, within models. This task is to be accomplished

b.: each reader as he examines the material in each paper.

I t , recognized that the equally important task of collecting,

so-tinq ard organi:ing the field of intervention strategies, proce-

dures and trualment, ,ihich flow from the theoretical models, has

r1(,t bey.r1 accomplished in this project. However, this task has

begun and it is hoped t.hat the product can be made available to the

readers of these papers in thu future.

The writer of this synthesis paper would like once again to

rvike thu point that the models are not presented as competitive

explanatory systems. Instead, they are conceived by this project

as representing different facets of a pervasive community phenome-

non whose magnitude can only be grasped when one lays out the vast

arra/ o' insights and investigations represented in the total body

of theory presented here.

Thti writer has a sense of urgency in presenting the whole of

this array. The thesis presented by Freud in Civilization and Its

Discontents appears particularly prophetic for our time. The techno-

logical consummation of operational death and destruction embodied

in nuclear weapons makes Freud's concluding comments about civili-

zation a final warning:
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m,en have broght their powers of subduing the
forces of nature to such a pitch that by using
them they could now very easily exterminate one
another to the last man. They know this--hence
arises a great part of their current unrest,
their dejection, their mood of apprehension.
And now it may be expected that the other of
the two "heavenly forces," external Eros, will
out forth his strength so as to naintain him-
self alongside of his equally immortal adver-
safli--self-destruction,
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APPENDIX I

ABSTRACTING FORMS

The research assistants who prepared the theory papers for the

Cnnceptual Project carried out a number of research tasks in

tion with the papers. One of th...se tasks involved the preparation

of abstracts of critical references. The abstracts were used in the

course of writing the papers.

The abstracting forms which were used appear on the next three

pages.
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ARTICLE ',BSTRACTINr; ropm REFERENCE IDENTIFICATION

NAME

DATE

APA Reference

' Brief Evaluation

3. Is articie:

a. Landmark

h. Useful, nDt landmark

c. Not useful, not landmark

4. Does theory apply only to certain types of disturbance:

a. No

h. Yes

If yes, specify:

S. Synopsis of article (or insight)

6. Cross reference
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THEORY FCPM REFERENCE IDENTIRICATION

NAME

DATE

1. Author and title of article

2. Principle theme, problem, proposition, etc.

3. Line of argument

4. Supporting data o- constructs

5. Discusion

6. Author'c evaluation

7. Your evaluation

8. Contrast or congruence between this theme and opposiny theme in
another major theory or theories.

9. Cross reference
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1NTERVIN1ION FORm REFPPENr:E IDENTIFICATION

NAME

DATE

1. Tith, and author of article

2. Principle intervention concr7,t

3. Description of intervention (Location. subjects, controls, etc.)

4. Evidence for effectiveness

5. Author's evaluation

6. Your evaluation of Idea, adequacy of translation of the idea into
practice, evaluation of the evidence
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APPENDIX 2

FEEDBACK FRe..1 CONCEPTUAL PROJECT PARTICIPANTS ON THEORY PAPEPS

The Conceptual Project participants include one or more profes-
Jonals from every university in the U.S. offering a graduate level
program for training teachers of the emotionally disturbed. This
group of about 2?5 teacher trainers reeived each of the theory papeN,
along with 3 Feedback Form which they v.ere invited to return with
their comment-,. Information from the form is summated in the paget
whicn follow.

T"e -General Reaction" of participants was judgec on the basis
nf ,ritten remarks. Positive statements about the value of the papers
were coded +. Negative statements were coded -. If no subjective
judgements were ircluded, the response was considered neutral, and
coded O. in some cases hoth positive and negative statements were
included in a response. In that case, the coding was 41- .

SUMMARY 01- FEEDBACK DATA

BIOPHYSICAL

RESPONSES

40 3

SUGGESTED ADDITIONS

Annotated
Biblio-
graphy

To ta

65 57

Informa- Inf37-ma-
tion on tion on
Synthesis Applica-
of Models tion of

Models

Glo,sarv

soc1010GICAL 37 4 337 78":' 467. 467

LEARNING FHEOPY GI 4o 47 4 31/ 817:. 4,1T' 617

ECOLOGICAL :42 42 52 In.:. 61' 33' 517'

PSYCHOOVNAMIr 37 143
4c, 11 26- 407

24!1' 67"-, 32% 327TOTAL 21414 51 44
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General
Reaction

0

iS
X

X X

X X

X

X

X

X

31 26 2 65

FEEDBACK ON MPHYSICAL PAPER

Suggested

Additions

Doman 5 Del.

biofeedback

Bleuler, 1930

vitamin studies

psychosomatology

D,N,A,

Zingales

biochemical

factors

Skinner

Wendles, 1968

rwtrition studies

psychopharmacology

Brandes, 1967

Windle, 1968

Blum, Kety,

McConnell,

McCullach,

De'Ado, Luria

Chess, Thomas,

Birch

Other

Comments

------,........--------------. _-------

1

i°'florirer'ratnirve;olmiskeddesilraarbley

and objectivity, more empha-

is (

,rmative, more on applications

Latns, specific and clear, conc'i
nears summary statements, need m( 1m-

..neori5ts, organi 4ti0 n good, ri, more

one,d

As brief, Yet compre

applications, 1hens

ive

on less

organization,
needs soma

:

ries, liked clear or-

more on 'Iced clarty wants more

wide spectrum presented,

problems, well organized

more liked

ion of material, careful wording

on applications ,

corZertaebiebrief yet concise,
need applications, appli-

cations

great

readable, current,
brief, i

bibliography, implications illoprl

teachers?

ications for education?

needs integration
of content,

organization
gcod,

should

and clear, needs implicati0ns for treatment

ive and clear, sUccinctsummarize findings,
comprehens

informative,
concise, case h

more on imp
i

concise, readable, implications

ons, on less severelicat,

istories would be

summary of all data desirable
; objective,

leba

for treatment;

problems

good coverage

treatment?

Clear, needs summary,
comPrehe

nsive

liked clarity and organization

liked brevity ,



FEEDBACK ON SOCIOLOGICAL PAPER

General Reactions Suggested Additions Other Comments

+ 0 +/-

dam/

29 18 .2 = 49

phenomenological th.

Fantini 6 Weinstein

SEE, Glasser

Szasz

Farber

Knots by Laing

Szasz, Matza

Was.serman, Lippett

and Gold

Bandura; Social

Development Theory

Rackless, Faris

Anthropological th.

questions utility of any

more discussion of unifying fwors

first rate scholarship

more on application

succinc'

more tromrreH

glOc!

h

clear, concise

more on theories related to Olildren

tho ,orot of usitloessu

Asked a sociologist to review pper and got

favorable report

more on children

more exampl,,s necessary

easy to follow, more on appliatio

more application, likes undel-lioing

more on application

organization good

relevance to special educativ0

broad coverage, logical foiN

relevance?
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FEEDBACK ON LEARNING THEORY PAPER

General Reaction Suggested Additions Other Comments

0 - 4.10

25 2 4 = 51

Lindsley liked organization

more emphasis on strict behavior modification (Skinner)

Lovas more on application, good bibliography

comprehensive, more on application, requests infor-

Lindsley lation on Darlene Russ's credentials

too theoretical

Hewett more on relationship to spec. ed., good overview,

lacks concreteness, most useful for undergraduates

Hewett not up to standard of other papers,. references to

Miller should be to Dollard, some over-simplification,

Piaget, Lorenz not enough application, misrepresentation of Bandura

relevance to black children

Wolpe overemphasis on behavioristic approaches

discussion of relationship to psychodynamic theory

Madison Plan would be interesting, liked double spacing, more depth

if to be useful at graduate level

useful as a review; summaries too brief for beginning

students



FEEDBACK ON ECOLOGICAL PAPER

General Reaction Suggested Additions Other Comments

+ 0 - +/-

Re-FJ

more Rhodes

Oscar Lewis, Laing

Becker, rper-li,

Smi' re'y

Darwin, KruLch

Piaget (Biology and

Knowledge)

Eri kson

Schnwirla & Rosenbladt,

Rosenbladt & Roth;

Lehrman, Dubos, Eibl-

Eibesfeldt, Kuo & Lorenz

Goffman, Berne, Lwein,

Bellach

Maslow, Rogers

l7 22 3 = 42
Guilford's model

more on treatment

qUestions overlap with sociological

ecology may be a way of tying together, rather th0

a separate viLw; like discussion of model

liked concrete examples

something missing, not sur what

wants to reproduLc he r terials for distribution,

too broad to be useft,

liked organiz

exactly the right length

suggest aduitional reference section for author5

not cited in text, thcrough

timely, more synthesis to other approaches needed;

theory Is ln such a formative state that it should hot

be treated separately; it should be included under

sociological theory; discussion of biological ecology

was irrelevent; highly relevent paper

well organized, major contribution; iked section

on psychodynamic ecologists best

excellent conclusion, some of paper belongs in

sociological model

intriguing concept



FEEDBACK ON PSYCHODYNAMIC PAPER

General Reactions Suggested Additions Other Comments

0 - +/O

imal.
16 15 3 2

37

Dreikers liked section on Rogers best

Redl, Bett., liked Rogers section best, disappointed in lack of

Fenichel, Berkowitz application

more emphasis on historical approach

Ellis, Perls
liked 3-part organization; feels Adler shouid be

central, liked clarity of writing

Adler feels Rogers irrelevant; coverage sketchy

Jung, Reich, Adler
liked the limited coverage, for clarity

Horney, Sullivan, liked organization and clarity

Berne Harris,
liked succinctness, felt a longer impliCation sec-

Sullivan on needed

not enough relatl shi, tn

Bett., Berkowitz liked organization

Berkowitz liked organization

felt it was the best written paper in the series
Fenichel, Morse more on ego psychology

Rubin well-organized

questioned inclusion of Rogers

Bett., Berkowitz too limited in scroe

more application

Lewin, Piaget liked clarity and historical emphasis

Fromm

Maslow, Bett, questioned use of term psycho-dynamic

too much on Freud and Erikson, but thinks it well
, Horney written

.

Maslow, Adler clearly written

Sullivan, 1,e1ly

Redl, Bett,

Ekstein, Adler



APPENDIX 3

CONCEPTUAL PROJECT PERSONNEL ROLES

The relationship of the Conceptual Project to various of its con-

tacts is shown diagrammatically in the accompanying El9ure. The Project

brings about a cross-linking of three distinct groups of people in the

field of emotional disturbance: theoreticians, teacher trainers, and

graduate students.

Selected graduate students in emotional disturbance and related

areas at The University of Michigan do the actual preparation of the

review papers. The "experts" are selected from the leading theoreti-

cians in field% related to the five major areas of models in emotional

disturbance. They assist in %electing the literature sample and they

assist in validating the review papers. One representative of the

experts in each of the five major areas of'theory is selected as a

"diplomate." He attends a conference with the other four diplomates,

in which current and traditional issues in theory are confronted. Video

tapes of this conference form part of the collection of materials gen-

erated by the Conceptual Project.

The work ,hop "participants" are selected from teacher trainers so

that in principle every institution in the country with a graduate-

level program in emotional disturbance will be represented. Not shown

in the diagram is a second source for participants: state department

education personnel in emotional disturbance. From a core body of

seminal thinkers within the teacher trainers, called the "invisible
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college" though no forr,1 ,-..r.cure is implied, the Project's

advisory panel is selecto o!,vide overall guidance and direc-

tion to the Conceptual Project. With the help of the advisory

panel, the 'fellows" are chosen from the ranks of those emerging

into the invisible college. The fellows attend a preliminary

training workshop and then Serve as a guest faculty to facilitate

group functioning at the regional dissemination workshops.

616
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Theoreticians in
Emotional Disturbance

PERSONNEL ROLES

Teacher Trainers in
Emotional Disturbance
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APPENDIX 4

THE CONCEPTUAL PROJECT WORKSHOP

Curing the dissemination phase of the Conceptual Project, five

regional workshops were held. Particiv,flts in rho -p-re

t ,.,turbanct,,

every institution in the countrY with a graduate

level training program in emotional disturbance would be represented.

Staff for the workshop consisted of Conceptual Project Personnel,

along with a guest faculty from each region.

The workshop format utilized the theory papers appearing in this

volume, along with video-tapes of discussions with experts representing

each of the theoretical modek.

The objectives of the workshop, and the processes used to achieve

the objectives are illustrated in the pages which follow.
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',C1r-UAL PROJECT WORKSHOP

PHASE I.

PHASE H.

PHASE III:

PHASE IV.

PHASE V.

INTRODUCTION to the project to the staff to

the materials to the tasks. INTENT: to get off on

the right foot.

EXPLORATION of materials of the video tapes

of your personal response of others' personal respon-
ses to the materials. INTENT: to acquire the bits and

pieces needed to assemble new knowledge.

SYNTHESIS a presentation by Dr. William Rhodes giving
an overview of the scattered theories and a pattern for
synthesis. INTENT: to start the process of as5embling

the bits and pieces.

UTILIZATION of materials of concepts of models

of insights of whatever has been gained during

the workshop towards your own program. INTENT: to

finish the process of assembling new knowledge by using
it: to provide a tangibletake-home product.

WRAP-UP... .to review to summarize to project in

the future. INTENT: to finalize the workshop experience
and to lay out future plans and involvements.
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FEEDBACK FROM WORKShuPS

Impact

The Conceptual ProjectWorkshops yielded the following information

about the impact of the Conceptual models presented in the Project.

The figure below illustrates the base position of participants, as

they judge elements of their own programs. The relative influence of

different positions can be seen from this figure.

BEHAVIORAL

DEFINITION OF EMOTIONAL
DISTURBANCE

XXXXX XXXXX X
XXXXX XXXXX XX
XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX X
XXXXX XXXXX XX
XXXXX XXXXX
X/XXX XXXXX XX

BIOPHYSICAL xxx
xx

xx

xxx
xx

xxxx

ECOLOGICAL xxxxx xx
xxxxx xx
xxx

xxx

xxxxx xxxx

PSYCHODYNAMIC xxxxx xxxxx
xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxx
xxxxx xxxx
xxxxx .xxxx x
xxxxx xxx
xxxxx xxxxx xxx

SOCIOLOGICAL xxxx
xxxxx x
xxxxx x
xx

xxxxx xx
xxxxx

COUNTER THEORY x
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INTERVENTION

XXXXX XXXXX X
XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX X
xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxx'
xxxxx xxxxx xxxx
xxxxx xxxxx x
xxxxx xxxxx xxxx

XXX

XX

XXX

XXX

XXXXX XX
XXXX

XXXX

XXXXX

XXX

XXXXX XXX

XXXXX XXXXX

XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXX
XXXXX XXX
XXXXX XXXXX X
XXXXX XXXXX X
XXXXX XXXXX XXXX

XXXXX

XXXXX XXXX
XXXXX X
XXX

XXXX

XXXX



Each X represents one participant listing this model as being influ-

ential in his/her program.

The figure below illustrates which models have influenced parti-

cipants in making plans for changes in their programs.

BEHAVIORAL

DEFINITION OF EMOTIONAL
DISTURBANCE INTERVENTION

XXXXX XXXXX X
XXXX XXXXX

XX XXX

XXXX XXXXX

XXX XX

BIOPHYSICAL xxx

ECOLOGICAL

XX

PSYCHODYNAMIC xxxx

xxxx
xx
xxx

SOCIOLOGICAL xxx
xxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxx
xxxx

COUNTER THEORY x

xx
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THE WORKSHOP FACULTY

DETROIT

Frank Bruno, professor of special education in the School of Education
at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Beverly Kochan, Special Education Supervisor of the Emotionally Disturbed
in the Wisconsin State Department of Public Instruction in Madison,
Wisconsin.

.Edward Schultz, assistant professor of special education in the Depart-
ment of Special Education at the University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.

SAN FRANCISCO

Glenr Ohlson, associate professor in the Department of Special Education
at San Francisco State College in San Franscisco, California.

Loyd Wright, coordinator in the Area of Emotional Disturbance, Department
of Special Education at the University of Arizona in Tuscan, Arizona.

KANSAS CITY
Judith Grosenick, coordinator in the Area of Emotional Disturbance, Depart-

ment of Special Education at the University of Missouri in Columbia,

Missouri.
Frank Wood, program director in the area of Emotional Disturbance, Depart-

ment of Special Education at the University of Minnesota in Minnea-
polis, Minnesota.

Robert McCauley, professor of special education in the Department of Spe-
cial Education at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis, Minn.

ATLANTA

John Mesinger, coordinator in the Area of Emotional Disturbance, Depart-
ment of Special Education at the University of VirOnia in Charlottes-
ville, Virginia.

Henry Boudin is a professor of special education in the Department of
Education, at the University of Florida in Gainesville, Florida.

Ronald Neufeld, on the staffs of both the North Carolina Department of
Mental Health a d the Child Advocacy Center of Raieigh,Durham, N.C.

BOSTON

Claude Marks, coordinator of the Program for Emotionally Disturbed which
is part of the Special Education Program at the University of Dela-
ware in Newark, Delaware.

Evelyn Adlerblum, program director of the Program for Emotional Distur-
barce at New York University in New York City.

Gabriel Simches, consultant for the Education for Socially and Emotion-
ally Maladjusted of the Connecticut State Department of tducation
in Hartford, Connecticut.
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FEEDBACK SHEET

Research on the theoretical models described in this report

is an ongoing concern of the C. -,ptual Project. Therefore, we

invite your comments and criticisms. If you wou;d like to parti-

cipate in this effort, please remove this Feedback Sheet, and

mail it, along with your comments, to:

The Conceptual Project in Child Variance
ISMRRD, The University of Michigan
130 South First Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108

What changes in content or organization would you suggest?

What extensions, or supplementary materials, would you find useful?

What do you like best about this volume?

What is your main criticism of this volume?

Other comments?

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: Ma-753-393/517
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